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riJAXSLAToirs PKKFACK.

TiiK translatoi", dmiii^ his loiii;- oxiK'ricncc as a

ttm-licr nf tlic sulijccts dealt with in this l-liiLilish

version of the work of M. Livaclic. lias all aloii-

felt the waul of a siiitaMc Kii<;lisli tcxt-I.ook.

lit' has. accoi'diiio-lv, ciilarLicd and assimilated

I\I. Livaclics ti-catisc to iMi.ulisli practice, enihodyin-
the results of his own experience, wln'lst at the same
time he lias ])i-eserved strictly intact all the l-'reneh

author's theoretical views deduced fi-oni the results

of actual experiments.

If. in some cases, the </ihiiilirKs operated upon
may ap])ear ti-i\ial to the Knj^lish varnish-maker, the

l)rinciple involved is the same \\liether the (|nantit\

he lariic oi- small, and. if the process itself he liood,

it is only a matter for an engineer to ])ut it in actual

practice on any scale.

The s(>ctions on resins, sohcnts and xcLictalile

coloui's have l»een greatly extended. A short notice

of the principal aniline dyes has heeii added. The
criishiiii; of oils and the manufacture of driers have
also heen inti-oduced. Additional information has

heen ^iven in iv-ar<l to Austi-alian sandaraeh. fail-

samples of which are now hciiii;- regarded as jMpial

to the Itest .Mo^adore.

( h'l hoiliii- hy >teaiii. orii^inally inlroduecd in
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this country by Vincent, has been more generally

a(lo})te(l of recent years. M. Livache's desci'iption

uf Vincent's process, drawn from a German source,

has ])een extended.

These are a few of the many additions which

have been embodied. The translation of the work

has l)een free. The object of the translator has

been to render M. Livache's ideas cl(;ar and in-

telligible to English readers, whilst, at the same

time, he hopes that all the vivacity and verve of

the original has l)een, to some extent, retained so

as to present what may l)e to some a compara-

tively dull subject in as pleasant a manner as

possible. It is hoped that in this way the infor-

mation conveyed—in many cases reiterated—may l)e

l)etter retained, in the memory of the reader, than

any mere dry statement of facts, condensed into a

minimum of words. When these statements are

repeated, one after another in quick succession, he

who runs may read, l)ut he may not understand.

As far as the additions are concerned, the

translator returns his obligations and thanks to

the numerous authorities he has consulted and is

indebted to. It has not been found })racticable to

quote chapter and verse for every statement made,

the more so as it is dilHcult, if not impossible, to

trace the greater ])ulk to their original source.

The translator's apologies are tendered for the

d(;lay—due to ill-health and pressure of engage-

inciits uliicli has t;dven place in the com2)letion
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of tlic work. This may, liow('V(»r, Im- Id a certain

extent conntcrlialaiicc*! l»y flic fuct llial lie lias, in

many cases, hccn ciialilcd tt» cihIkkK ilic results df

iiiDi'c recent reseai'clies. and liy tlie iii.iii\ aildilioiis

to relldel- tlie work llMtfe sei'\ ieejil »le t(t lliose Jul'

wliulii il is ililelided, r/:., the Meliiliers itf llie ()il

and ('olour TiaiU' _i;'cnci'ally.

Altliouuli nnincrons recipes ai'c ^iven, >la\isli

followinu- of any I'ccipc is lo lie dej)recatc(|. lint

pcrliaps in this laaiich of the liade. tor very olixioiis

reasons, the co|)yinLi()l" otlicf peoples ideas is not so

))revalent as in the ( 'olonr and I'ainl depart iiieiit,

wliere tlu^ indiscriminate imitation of eacli other's

colonrs, show-cards of paints and enamels, and the

matching;' of each other's sanijjles ai'c so pi-evaleiit.

Tliere is, however, alanulant scope for the varnish-

maker to strike ont a new line for himself, and it is

hoped that the present Nolunic may, in sonic way,

serve as a >j;uide.

Starting with M. Livache's hook as a hasis. in

emhodyiniL;' I he additions he has made, the Iianslator

has not, with the limited time ami space at his

disposal, found il praclicalile to pieseii! the snhject,

in such a loL;ical se(|iience, as he would lia\c dcsirecl.

.V very eo})ions index is. however, appended.

which will facilitate ready reference.

It is hoped in a futnre edition to lender the

vohime still more serviceable to the English varnish-

maker.

'riif. ti:ansla roi;.
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Si-:C"T1()N I.

dkkinition. etc.. of vaijnishks-ilwv matkkials.

Definition.

The term " varnish ''
is u.sed to desij^aiate any solution

which, when spread l)y means of a brush, in a thin layer

over the surface of an object, or applied thereto in a rational

manner by any other suitable means, dries (either by simple

evaporation of the solvent, as is the case with spirit varnishes,

or by the combined evaporation of the solvent, and the more

or less complete oxidation of the residue) to an adherent,

smooth, uniform, lustrous, elastic, shinin^j film, unaflected by

air or moisture.'

Utility.

Articles, whether consisting of wood, metal, glass, stone,

leather, [)aper, etc., are varnished because this impervious

film or coating preserves them from wear and tear, and the

oxidising action of air and moisture, and all those extraneous

influences included under the term " weather," noxious gases,

etc., whilst at the same time the uniform smoothness, trans-

parency and brilliancy of the film is pleasant to the eye and

the touch. Owing to the presence of antiseptic and toxic

substances in the resins, oils, etc., which enter into the com-

position of certain varnishes, these, in addition to preserving

the objects to which they are applied from ordinary wear

and tear, also protect them from the ravages of insects, c.tj.,

wooden structures from white ants in tropical climates. " Dry

rot " may also be prevented in a similar way ; or varnishes

containing toxic principles, whether present naturally in the

' Wlien varnish is used as a vehicle for pignieuts a so-oalled " enamel "

is produced. Porcelain glazes arc true enamels. Aa varnisii enamels dry
with a gloss they save labour hy combining painting and varnishing inu.

one operation.

1
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resins or solvent, or purposely added thereto, may prevent

undesirable lower forms of animal life from attaching them-

selves to the object to which they may have been applied,

e.g., antifouhng compositions, some of which, however, par-

take more of the nature of a paint than a varnish.

When a coating of varnish has been given to anj^ article

it should dry rapidly to a uniform, durable film, possessing the

properties just enumerated, neither crumbling nor cracking,

but persistently adhering to the object to which it has been

applied, and elastic enough to yield or stretch, with any bend-

ing action to which the article may be exposed, in its daily

use. In addition to a preservative action varnishes have also

a. decorative effect. This is due to the fact that the applica-

tion of a coat of varnish to anj^ porous surface, dressed and

smoothed in an appropriate manner, enhances its appearance

by imparting thereto the uniform polished glassy lustre just

referred to. Should the object to which it is applied consist

of previously dressed wood, by filling up the pores thereof

with a transparent media, it not only brings into bolder

relief the more prominent structural features of the wood, but

by a light and shade contrast (produced by the harder and

denser fibres as against the softer and less compact) brings

prominently into view all the characteristic modifications

and ramifications of the woody fibre of different timbers

known under the term " grain ". The whole structure of the

wood is, as it were, brought to the same level by actual con-

tact with a glassy surface. By colouring the varnish a stained

glassy surface is produced, by which poorer quality timber

may he made to pass for better quality ; the same result may

also be arrived at by using naturally coloured resins, ex. 9

gamboge, dragon's blood, grass tree gum, etc.

Constituents.

The princi])al sul)stances which yield a coating fulfilhng

these requirements arc resins and drj'ing oils.
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Si'iHiT Varnishes.

liL'sins Hit' sonietinies api)li('(l to the object to In* vfirnished

in the siiu])le state of solution in a volatile liquid such as

alcohol. Sui-h solutions arc termed .spiril varnishes. This
class of varnishes yields, however, on drying a brittle coat,

consisting practically of the unchanged original resin, pre-

senting all its merits and defects. Spirit varnishes are, there-

fore, liable to crack, and but little caleulated to withstand

wear and tear and the action of the weather. They cannot,

therefore, be used for outdoor decoration.

Oil Narxishks.

When resins are dissolved by the aid of heat in a dry-

ing oil such as linseed oil • (so as to give the resulting coat

more elasticity), and the product thinned down with a vola-

tile solvent in which both oil and resin dissolve, such as

spirits of turpentine, oil varnishes are produced. Drying
oils play a double role : they not only act as solvents, but
impart elasticity and durability to the varnish. Oil varnishes

have consequently a much more varied and extended use.

not only for outdoor but also for indoor decoration.

Raw Materials.

As the quality of a varnish depends in great measure on
the materials from which it has been manufactured, it is

necessary, at the outset, to study the properties of these raw
materials, and their adaptability to serve the special purpose
for which the varnish is intended. Besides volatile oils and
other solvents, drying oils and gum resins, .several subsidiary

products are used in varnish-making, such as driers and
colouring principles.

Again, in the case of certain special varnishes, various
hydrocarbons are introduced, such as bitumens, aspliMltinn.

' Hesina omnis di^wolvitur oUo.—J'tiiit/. xiv., 20.
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coal tar, bone, stearine and other pitches, inspissated juices,

such as india-rubber and gutta-percha. Collodion and

celluloid are also employed in varnish-making.

Kesins.

The resins, gum resins, balsams, etc., employed in varnish-

makintj are :

—

Amber. Shellac.

Copal. Japan Lac or Uruschi.

Dammar. Chinese Lac. \

Mastic. Dragon's Blood. /
Principally used as

Sandarach. Gamboge. {
colouring prin

Elemi. Accroides. )
ciples.

Benzoin. Asphaltum.

Turpentines. Pitches (coal tar, bone, stearine, etc.).

Rosin.

As resins play a part of supreme importance in varnish-

making, it behoves us to study them with care, and the par-

ticular trend of this study should bear upon such properties

as hardness, solubility in different solvents, etc.

Hardness.—Resins are the ingredients which impart

hardness and brilliancy to varnishes. Knowing the hard-

ness of any resin, we can to a certain extent determine

beforehand the quahty of varnish it will produce. In

commerce, resins and gum resins are divided into classes,

according to their hardness

—

viz., hard, semi-hard, medium,

and soft. The hard and semi-hard resins are furnished by

plants belonging to the Hymcncea (a family of plants apper-

taining to the sub-order of Ccvsalpinca) , the principal of

which are the hard copals, or gum animes of Zanzibar,

Mozambique and Madagascar, and the semi-bard copals of

Sierra Leone, Benguela and Angola.

The medimn hard resins are produced by coniferous

trees, such are Manilla and Kauri copals.
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Fumlly, the soft resins aiv produced by plants of the

family of Ju(il(indacc(e, anu^nj^st which iue hcn/oin sandjinii h.

dra^'on's blood, and pjandjo^'c.

Solubility.—As a general rule, the softer the resin the

more easily docs it dissolve, and, rice verso, the harder tlie

resin, the more insoluble it is.

The hard resins and semi-hard resins are but very slightly

soluble, but they are easily dissolved in spirits of turpentine,

linseed oil, and other solvents, by previously heating them in

such a manner as to cause them to lose 10 to 2.") per cent, or

more of their weight, according to the variety of resin dealt

with.

Besides its solubility, we have to note, in the case of each

resin, its origin, its composition, the principal commercial

varieties met with in the market, also the adulterations to

which each resin is subject, and the means whereby such

adulteration maj' be detected, as well as the conditions to be

observed, in the manufacture of good quality varnish from

any given resin.

1. .VMliKR. (Dcnsily, I'OH.)

(Synouyms : Lat. succiutiiit, Gr. clvctnm, Fr. succiu, (n-r. beruxtcin.)

History.—Amber was known many centuries before Christ.

The English word "electricity" is derived from the ancient

Greek name for amber, viz., electron. Theophrastes (300 u.c.)

refers to its properties of electrical attraction. It is also re-

ferred to in different connections by Homer, I )ioscorides. Virgil,

Tacitus, Pliny, etc. The Latin term succiunm is derived from

succum, juice. Pliny states that it was supposed by their

ancestors to be the sap of the [)ine tvcv. Homer in his Chh/ssey

speaks of " a gold necklace ornamented with ambi-r bi-ads ".

Although amber is classed by mineralogists as a mineral, and

•renerallv. but erroneouslv. included bv them in the class of
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bitumens, it is, in reality, a widely-distributed but, except in

one or two localities, a far from abundant fossil resin—the

product principally of a prehistoric conifer, Finns succinifer,

which flourished many thousand years ago upon the green-

sand beds of the cretaceous formation. The vast forest upon

which these pines grew is supposed to have stretched from

Holland, through Germany, Siberia, Kamtchatka to North

America.

The cones of this tree are often found associated with

the resin, so as to leave no doubt as to its origin ; but,

according to Goppert, it is not the product of any one

single species, nor necessarily derived from a coniferous

tree. According to some authors, it may, in some cases,

be derived from the Hyniencea, a species of tree belonging to

the CoesalpinecB.

Localities.—Amber is met with in thin plates and nodules

disseminated in the sands, clays and lignites of the green-

sand formation (lower tertiary) along the German shores

of the Baltic. It is sometimes found in thin plates

between the layers of lignites, but nearer the bark than

the centre of the trunk, as in the case of resin-bearing

trees of the present day. The district known as Samland,

in Eastern Germany, is the chief amber-mining centre.

It is from this district that the markets of the world are

supplied. Beyond Germany the yield of amber is com-

paratively trifling and the working unprofitable. On the

shores of Britain, especially on the Essex, Sussex, Nor-

folk ^ and Suffolk coasts, after severe storms, such as the

autumnal and vernal equinoctial gales, as well as on the

coasts of Denmark and Scandinavia, it is often thrown up

on the beach. But in these cases there is every reason to

believe it has been washed away and drifted from the Baltic

' Specimens from Cromer may be seen in tlic Jermyn Street Geological
Museum, London.
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l)e(ls. This is llu' iiioic cit'dible wlun wc riuiciiihfr tliiit ilu-

specific «,'ravity ol aiiihor is IIJS, aiitl that of sea water lO-JT,

and that the force of the waves will, at such a time of wind

and weather, easily overcome the small difference in i^'ravity

and cause the andier to drift with the current.

A sort of hyhrid between amher and copal—copalint- t»r

High^ate resin—is mentioned as found in the Lcjndon clay

at Highgatehill and Kensington (London), hut not in suf-

ficient quantity to he of any use ; moreover, it is as friable

as common rosin, and its connection with ami)er is very

problematical. Anii)i'r also occurs in the Paris Basin,

associated with the bituminous deposits of the Paris clay,

and in the departments of Aisne, Loire, Gard and Bas Khin,

and near Bale, in Switzerland. On the Sicilian coast green-

ish or bluish-violet specimens are found.' It is also found on

the Italian shores of the Adriatic. Near Prague, the capital

of Bohemia, in sinking a well an extensive deposit of amber

was come upon, some of the pieces weighing 2 to '4 lbs.

Beds of brown amber occur in Koumania, in the mountains

of Sibicio, Valley of Burgo, which, it is said, with capital,

skill and energy, might be worked profitably. Although

brown is the most prevalent colour, the tint passes through

orange, yellow, red, blue, green and even black, often with

veins of variegated hues and tints.

In North America amber is found at Gay Head, near

Trenton, and Vincent Tow'n, Camden, New Jersey, the

specific gravity of tlu' latter being said to be less than thai

of water ; it also occurs at Capesable, Maryland. All the

United States' specimens are found in the red clay, subjacent

to the greensand or in the greensand itself.

Mininij and Drcdiiinij.—Amber is mined in a greyish

black, peaty earth, in the Hakong ^'aIl^•y, S.W. of the

Mien Khorm Plains in British Buruiah, at an altitude of

' Fluorescent and other specimens from Catania, Sicily, are shown iu the
Jcrmyu Street Geological ^luseum, London.
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1050 feet. It is mined by sinking pits to a maximum depth

of 40 feet.

But the most extensive and productive amber-bearing

deposits in the world are found in the district of Samland,

Eastern Prussia. The amber is mined for systematically,

and the working of the mines is a monopoly of the Ger-

man Government. It is found at a depth of 108 feet be-

low the surface and 46 feet below sea level, in the blue

earth, a friable bluish freestone, constituting the lowest

stratum of the chalk formation in that region. It varies

in thickness from 10 to 30 feet, but only the lowest, 6 to

12 feet, are worked, and as the working is below sea level

great care has to be exercised to prevent the shafts and

tunnels being swamped by an inflow of sea water and

sand. The earth sent up to the surface for examina-

tion was formerly washed through a wide-meshed screen

or sieve into a long inclined trough, at distances of 6 feet

apart ; the valuable pieces of amber were collected by

means of nets. The rubbish or tailings are run into the sea,

through a sieve with meshes of about one-third of an inch.

Latterly, however, the troughs and nets have been replaced

by sifting machines or jiggers. These jiggers are fitted with

sieves with a mesh of one-eighth of an inch, and can pass

from 15 to 20 tons of earth through them hourly.

The amount of earth dealt with monthly in these mines

is about 7500 tons to 12,500 tons, giving 8 to (5 tons of

" large" and a ton to three-quarters of " smalls," the cost of

production varying from 4s. 6d. to 7s. a lb. ; 20 cubic feet of

earth yields about 2i lbs. of amber of a mean value at the

mines of Is. 8d. for small and 7s. (h1. for large. The exact

extent and geological distribution of these amber deposits of

Eastern Prussia have not been definitely ascertained, as

during hurricanes very appreciable quantities of resin are

found amongst the debris washed from the sand hills that

exist along the coast of a lower geological horizon than the
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iiiiiirs. This varit'ly is kiiDwn as ///r.sc/( jiniln-i \^ii(iiii num-

timc), that from llit' mines heint; termed crd amber (succiu

terrestre).

Fliescu amber is softer than crd amber, has a smooth,

histrous, nniiulcd surface, whilst that from the mines, erd

aml)t'r, is an^ailar, rugose, and covered by a rather hard crust.

Marine amber is got bj' steam dredging at Schwarzort on

the Kurischer Haft", close to Memel. The yield by dredging

is close upon 100,000 lbs. annually, and this large yield has

verj' materially reduced the price. It occurs in nodules,

associated with lignite in the sand at a deptli of abcnit 10

feet. The sand, as it is dredged, is sent ashore and levi-

gated in the same way as mine amber. In all. Eastern

Prussia exports about 150 tons of amber annually. In

Western Germany amber occurs under circumstances similar

to those of Eastern Germany, viz., in the sea and mines, but

on land the mines are not at all profitable.

Insects of difterent genera living at the present day, but

all the species of which are extinct, are often found em-

bedded or entombed in amber, having found a living grave

in the original oleo-resin as it flowed from this almost

primeval pine, and amongst them several genera of spiders.

Some genera of the various insects found in amber still live

in America and Australia, but the species may be said to be

extinct, but a single living insect, found in America, has

been observed in amber, viz., Lcpisma saccliarininn.^

Varieties.—According to M. Lebert the follnwing an- tlu'

different kinds of amber in the market :

—

(1) The coloured Amber of Kinnsl, pale yellow and shinin;^,

or greenish and dull.

(2) Bnstert Amher, a deeper, opaque yellow, citron to dark

vellow.

' Specimeus of amber, enclosing remains chiefly of .Vc«n>/>/<T<i and
Diptera, from the Pnissiau shores of tli" P.nltii- nn- exliil.iicd in tin- .Tinnvn
Street Geological Museum, London.
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(3) Bone-coloured Aviber, dull, milk-white, opaque yellow

in parts, rich in succinic acid.

(4) Aijate-coloured Amber.

(5) Schlaiibiij Amber, greenish yellow, transparent, but

containing organic debris.

((3) Transparent Amber, from pale yellow to deep yellow,,

or even red.

Properties—Colour, etc.—Amber is of various tints and

degrees of opacity, transparency and translucency, the

same specimen often showing marked variations in this.

respect. Blue is due to the presence of vivianite, ferric

phosphate, FcgPoOg. The milk-white, opaque, bone-like

specimens owe their appearance to the presence of an

excess of succinic acid in the free state. Sunlight

darkens the lighter-tinted varieties. Cloudiness, caused

by enclosed water, may be removed by boiling in linseed

oil. The fracture of amber, which is conchoidal (shell-like)

is more or less shining and vitreous. Its consistency is

solid, hard, brittle. It has no smell, and its taste (if

any) is insipid. However, when amber is strongly rubbed

it gives off a peculiar odour, and acquires electrical pro-

perties, becoming strongly negatively electrified by friction

on a woollen cloth.

Fusibility.—The melting-point of amber varies from 'iS?""

to 290° C. (about 549^ F.) When heated, it decomposes-

and gives off' a pleasant aromatic smell, and burns with a

bright flame. When gradually heated in linseed oil to the

" boiling "-point of the latter, and kept at that temperature

for twenty hours, it becomes soft, pliable and ductile, but

does not melt nor decompose. It must, however, be cooled

slowly in the oil, or it becomes as brittle as glass. Opaque

spots may in this manner be rendered translucent, and the

amber moulded to any form, and pieces can even be cemented

together.
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Distilldtion I'rodiut^.- \\ licii {listille<l, uinhur yiflds an

iuid liquor containiii},' acetic and succinic acids ; crystals

of solid succinic acid next f'oiiii in the neck of the retort,

and then a disaj,freeal)le smelling' oil—and)er oil—comes

over ; and when stopped at this staj^'e there is left in

the retort a more or less hrovvn resin, whicii is used in

the manufacture of varnish. The more control and

attention to the action of the heat, and the more skill

displayed in stopping it at the proper stage, the finer,

brighter and lighter-coloured is the residual resin and

the varnish made therefrom. The amber oil as it comes

over first is thin and yellow, but afterwards becomes brown

and thick, and if the heat be prolonged a volatile product, of

theoretical importance only, having the appearance of wax,

passes over, to which Berzelius gave the name of crystal-

lised pyretine, but Gmelin that of amber camphor. It is,

in fact, identical or isomeric with Borneo camphor C,„H, J).,,

the product of the Drybalonops aromatica}

The volatile oil of amber, after rectification, is an excel-

lent solvent of refractory resins, and can be used for this

purpose in varnish-making, but its i)ad smell restricts its use.

(See " Amber Oil," p. 144 ct .scq.)

Composition.—The proximate constituents of amber con-

sist of a volatile oil, succinic acid, a resin insoluble in all

solvents, and two other resins soluble in alcohol and ether.

In alcohol of specific gravity ".S-IU only one of these latter

resins is soluble in the cold. Its ultimate analysis showed

it to contain, according to two different analyses :

—

Carbon
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Solubility.—Amber is almost entirely insoluble in water,

ammonia, benzol, petrolemn spirit, acetic acid, carbon

disulphide, essential and fixed oils. If finely pulverised

and then heated with alcohol, ether, chloroform, benzene,

spirits of turpentine, it swells but does not dissolve but

very partially indeed. In alcohol containing a little

camphor it seems to dissolve slightly. It is also said to

dissolve in a mixture of alcohol and spirits of turpentine,

heated in a closed vessel. On the other hand, if amber

be treated in the manner indicated under " Distillation

Products," the residual resin dissolves easily in all the

solvents used in the manufacture of both spirit and oil

varnishes. In the fixed oils, especially in raw or boiled

linseed oil, this residue very easily dissolves with the aid

of heat.

Hardness and Density.—Amber which has a density of

1*08 is the hardest known resin, viz., 2 to 2*5 on Moh's scale.

After fusion its hardness is slightly less.

Adulterations.—Amber is sophisticated with soft copals,

common resins, rosin, and with amber-coloured fluorides.

The first test to apply is that of smell. All other resins,

even copal, give off a characteristic odour when rubbed

between the fingers. The second test is the behaviour of

the sample when heated. Soft copals melt between 180'

and 200° C. A fragment of the substance when held in

the candle flame, if pure amber, will melt without

running. Should it contain copal it will run down in

drops. Real amber gives off sulphuretted hydrogen when
strongly heated. Amber is insoluble in cajeput oil, etc.,

whilst some copals are said to be quite soluble. The, addi-

tion of copal may also be recognised by the development of

the smell characteristic of copaiba balsam on treatment with

potash solution. If hard, better quality copal has been added

to the sample, it may be detected by a test depending upon
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the differenct' in hardness between amber and copal. A
crystal of rock salt, as pun- as possible, is cleaned so as

to present a well-polished and brilliant face. 'IMie operator

then tries to scratch this face with the sharp point of

a piece of the sample. If the face of the crystal, on

inspection with a lens, shows scratches, the sample is

pure amber ; whilst hard copal would not produce any

impression.

Common resins and rosins may be detected by softenintj

in boilinpj water, or by their solui)ility in alcohol. Fluorides

are easily detected by testing with a metallic point.

Uses.—The finest kinds of amber are used in the manu-

facture of articles for personal adornment, and other articles

of ornamental turnery, beads, ^ trinkets, etc., as well as for

mouthpieces for pipes and cigar-holders, which has given

rise to the mineralogical witticism that it is usually asso-

ciated with meerschaum. Orientals regard amber trinkets

with more favour than P^uropeans. When intended to be

used in the manufacture of ornaments, the amber is split on

a leaden plate on a lathe, and then ground to tiie necessary

shape on a Swedish whetstone, and afterwards polished

with chalk and water or vegetable oil, and finished by

rubbing with a woollen rag. Owing to the friction devel-

oped in grinding and polishing the amber becomes very

hot and highly charged with electricity, even to such a

degree as to produce electrical currents in the arms of the

operator, giving rise to nervous tremors, like those from

a galvanic batter}'. These can easily be obviated by the

operator working the pieces one after the other, so as not

to allow any one of them to get unduly heated. The

German towns engaged in the working of and)er and the

' A string of amber beads of Chinese workmanship, and a necklace of

amber beads as worn in Finnland, are on exhibition at the Jermyn Street

Geological ^luseum, London. Several magnificent amber mouthpieces a*
used in Constantinople may also be seen there.
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selling of both crude and finished articles are Danzig,

Konigsberg, Stolpen, Breslaii and Liibeck. The chief

markets are Constantinople, London, Paris, Moscow,

Vienna and New York.

Points to be observed in Buyiiuj, etc.—Buy only the best

quality. Inferior samples yield dark varnishes—difficult to

sell. It is very questionable whether amber is at the

present day used in England to any great extent as an

ingredient of varnishes There are, however, violin var-

nishes on the market, the resinous constituent of which is

guaranteed to consist wholly of amber. Formerly, no doubt,

when copals were not so abundant, it plaj'ed an important

part in the manufacture of high-class coach varnishes and

japans.

2. Copal and Anime.

Definition.—The term " copal " is not applied to any one

species, but to a whole class of resins of different origin,

which may agree in properties one with another in a more

or less marked manner. These resins are, or have been,

produced by different species of plants whether living or

extinct belonging to the family of Hymencea, a genera of

plants included in the natural order of Ca'saljnnece. How-
ever different the various copals may appear to the eye, they

all agree in being more or less hard and in having a high

melting-point, and in jaelding Iw dry distillation a volatile oil

and a residual resin which readily dissolves in all varnish

solvents.

Classification.—The various kinds of copal may be divided

into three different classes :

—

(1) Hard Copals or East Indian Anime, Bombay Copal,

Calcutta Copal, comprising the copals produced on the east

coast of Africa and India.
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el) Semi- 1{(U (I or West African Copal.

(M) Sof'l Copals, American Animi' (copitl tcndrc) ; incliulin^'

Kauri, Manilla and Borneo copals.

(reneral Properties— P/itfsicat Appearance.—Copal is met

with ill tlu- form of round tears, stalactites, or in flat pieces

the size of which is },'enerally in inverse proportion to the

hardness. The hard copals rarely reach the size of a man's

fist, while masses of soft copals are found weighing 60 to

120 lbs. and over.

The surface of copal consists almost always of a very

characteristic crust of greater or less thickness, which varies

in colour. This crust can be removed mechanically by a

sharp tool, or by washing with alkaline solutions. In the

case of hard copals, this crust may have an appreciable

thickness, whilst it is very thin in that of soft copals.

When this crust is removed, certain copals show a smooth

surface, whilst others are covered with manimillary asperities

of an irregular polygonal form, whilst some are ramified by

strict all over their surface. (See also "Goose-Skin," p. 24.)

The colour varies much, especially with soft copals ; often

in the same piece several colours are observed ; in fact, all

colours are met with, blue excepted.

Transparency.—Transparency is almost invariably absent,

with the exception of South African copal.

Fracture.—The fracture is generally conchoidal, except

in the case of some hard sorts, which are flat and dull.

Generally, however, the fracture is lustrous or resinous,

especially with soft copals. In the case of the best Zanzibar

sorts, the fracture gives dull and lustrous alternations. The

fracture of a hard copal, on exposure to the air, does not

become dull, whilst soft copals become duller and duller.

Smell and Taste.— ^^'itll the exception of Zanzibar copal,

which is perfectly insipid and inodorous, they have all a

more or less agreeable aromatic smell, which varies with each
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sort. Borneo and Manilla copals have a very decided and

characteristic fragrant and pleasant odour. Kauri copal has

a pleasant aromatic taste and fragrant smell, whilst the smell

of South American copal is unpleasant and repugnant.

Friability and Plasticity.—Between the teeth copal breaks

to a powder, which does not reagglutinate.

Hardness.—Hardness is the most important property of

copal. Andes, and also Bottler, after carefully studying and

establishing the hardness of each variety, arrange them as

follows, starting with the hardest and finishing with the

softest variety :

—

Andes Scale of Hardness (Copal).

1. Zanzibar. 12. Gaboon.

2. Mozambique. 13. Congo.

3. ]kladagascar. 14. Sierra Leone ordinary.

i. Sierra Leone fossil. 15. White Angola.

5. Red Angola. 16. Kauri.

6. Benguela. 17. JManilla.

7. Bastard Angola. IS. Borneo.

8. Globular or Glass. 19. Singapore.

9. Akra. 20. South American (Brazil

10. Benin. and Guiana).

11. Loango. 21. Cochin China.

Bottler's Scale of Hardness (Copal).

1. Zanzibar. 6. Benguela white.

2. Red Angola. 7. Congo.

3. Sierra Leone fossil. 8. Manilla.

4. Do. ordinary. 9. White Angola.

5. Benguela yellow.

According to Bottler, all copals are scratched by rock

salt—No. 2 of Moh's scale—but Zanzibar, Angola and

Sierra Leone fossil only very faintly so. According to

Wiesner, Zanzibar and Mozambique copals scratch rock

salt, but are scratched by sulphate of copper (blue vitriol).

Again, Bottler states that Manilla, Congo and Sierra

Leone cleave (split or shell off) when a needle-point is

directed against any one of the smooth faces. The other

copals, on the contrary, do not shell off' in this manner.
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All {•<>i)als iiri' scriitclicd by ciilc spar—No. 3 of Moh's

scale—but all, with the exception of fetchy sec, scratch talc

—No. 1 of Mob's scale.

Fusihilitf/.—However (liferent luav be the ap[)('arancc,

size and hardness of the dilVcrcnt variety of copals, they all

possess a nieltini,'-point, which, although very different in the

case of each, is nevertheless very hif,di in all ; the nieltin*^-

points usually (juoted lie between 1-sO and 840 C. l^ut

recent determinations by Bottler fix them between 90^ and

81")^ C, as shown in the following,' table :

—

I U'Kftre.s C.

Copal hj-mencea - - . - . vhj to 95

Manilla yellow ... 145

Benguela yellow .
- 180

Do. white . . 185

Congo ... lyO

Sierra Leone 19.5

Do. fosjiil 230

White .\ugola . 245

Zanzibar - 275

Red Angola 815

Heated in the candle flame, they buiii with a smoky

flame, melt and run down, drop by drop.

Copal Oil.—Under the action of destructive distillation,

they act like amber and yield a volatile oil and a resinous

residue, which dissolves, at a low temperature, in the usual

varnish solvents.

Specific (jravity.—The hard copals are of less density- than

the soft copals

—

i.e., the gravity is in inverse proportion to

the value. Bottler attributes this difference tf) the air in-

cluded in the cavities of the harder varieties. By reducing

the copal to fine powder, and thus expelling enclosed air, he

found their density to increase, rising, for example, from

1-06H to 108'2, and from 1069 to 11 11, and the harder the

copal the greater was the increase in density. He, htjwever,

found some hard copals denser than softer varieties. Zanzi-

bar copal, for instance, has a density of I'OO'il, whilst that of
o
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white Angola was only 1'035. Other authorities, however,

give a higher density for white Angola. Meich and Stinghl,

for instance, give 1"06'2.

Solubility.—The different varieties of copals vary much in

their solubility, and the different data given in books are of

no value, except in regard to the varietj^ of copal w'hich is

referred to ; and this is exactly the point which investigators

have almost invariably omitted to supply.

The solubility of copal -is regulated by the proportions

and the nature of the different resins of which it is composed,

these resins behaving very differently under the action of

different solvents.

In fact, Unverdorben separated five different resins from

certain South African copals, which he respectively named

A, B, c, D, E.^

Eesin (a) melts at 100' C, and dissolves in all propor-

tions in 72 per cent, alcohol.

Eesin (b) does not melt at 100° C, is insoluble in alcohol

of 67 per cent., spirits of turpentine, fixed oils ; soluble in

absolute alcohol and ether.

Resin (c) is separated from the residue insoluble in abso-

lute alcohol by saponification with alcoholic potash and de-

composition with sulphuric acid. It simply froths at 850° C,

is insoluble in absolute alcohol and spirits of turpentine ; it is

insolul)le in ether and cajeput oil.

The resin (d), extracted from the unsaponifiable residue

by exhaustion with alcohol and decomposition with hydro-

chloric acid, undergoes no real fusion at a temperature ex-

ceeding 800'^ C. ; it is insoluble in absolute alcohol, ether, spirits

of turpentine, unless it has been softened by heat.

Finally, resin (e), which resists all the preceding treat-

ments, forms a compact infusible mass insoluble in alcohol,

'This fractional separation by solvents is of little or no value to the

practical varnish maker. It is, however, a typical illustration of the methods

of analysis of resins adopted by the older chemists.
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other, spirits ol tiiritfiitinc, fatty nils, and ncitlici ((tiiiltiiits

with ae-ids nor alkahcs.

It will be readily undiTstood that different copals will

comport themselves differently in any fjiven solvent, accctnl-

inij as one or other of the ahove resins predominates in its

composition.

Inthtencv of At/c and Origin on Solubility.—Further, the

oripn and age of a copal influence its properties, the more so

as the air ou<,'ht to have a marked influence on the resin as

it iiiiis from the tree which yields it. This is confirmed by

the fact that resins (d) and (e)—covered with alcohol or,

better, a mixture of alcohol and ether—absorb oxygen and

change into resins (a), (m) and (c).

It will thus \)v seen that any data given in regard to the

solubility of copal in books or memoirs is of no value what-

ever unless the variety of copal in question be mentioned.

It may be stated as a general rule that hard copals are

almost completely insoluble in the usual solvents, whilst soft

copals are partially or completely soluble.

Action of Ether.—According to Berzelius, copal gives a

jelly which, according to Vogel, dissolves on treating with

successive additions of hot alcohol, but he does not state upon

what variety he wrought. \\'ith a soft copal, such as Manilla,

complete solution may \)v effected by exposing it for sonu-

weeks to the air, in rough powder, or by torrefying it slightly.

Action of Alcohol.—Hard Zanzibar copal softens in alcohol,

but can hardly be said to dissolve. Forty per cent, of Sierra

Leone copal, which is softer, dissolves in 9() percent, alcohol,

leaving a viscous greyish mass, which may be dissolved by

the addition of a little spirits of turpentine.

Action of Camphor.—According to Berzelius, certain kinds

of copal dissolve in alcohol in the presence of a small

quantity of camphor. Vogel states that this is also the

case when they are exposed to the vapour of either pure or

camphoretted alcohol.
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According to Bottler, Manilla copal, after being exposed

to the air, dissolves in alcohol. In a close vessel perfect

solution is obtained. Likewise it can be completely dis-

solved, after torrefaction, in a mixture of equal parts of

absolute and amylic alcohol.^

Cajeput Oil.—This oil, possibly owing to its containing a

species of camphor, seems to possess very marked solvent

properties for copal, and in particular for Angola, which it

is said to dissolve completely. Oil of Bosemary and Lavender

oil act similarly, and probably from the same cause.

Amylic Alcohol.—According to Vogel, this should be a very

active solvent, but it is scarcely probable that it attacks the

hard copals. With the aid of heat the copal swells rapidly,

and dissolves completely on boiling ; the clear solution spread

on a glass plate gives, on drying, an almost colourless coat-

ing of a very transparent bright varnish. This solution is

partially precipitated by absolute alcohol, but clarifies on the

addition of amylic alcohol and chloral. The value of amylic

alcohol as a solvent is greatly counterbalanced by its dread-

ful toxic effects.

Nitric Ether.—Nitric ether, which is easily procured

cheaply, dissolves Manilla copal completely. It commences

by softening the resin, finally giving a green solution, passing

to brown. This solution may be brought to the requisite

consistency by the addition of alcohol.

Aniline acts almost instantly upon all the copals, com-

pletely dissolving soft copals, but this solution is very dark,

and its smell prevents it being generally adopted as a solvent.

Spirits of Turpentine.—Andes observed no immediate action,

but after a time complete solution was effected. Angola

copal dissolved completely after ten or twelve years, an

' Certain varieties of ^lanilla dissolve in alcohol without any jirevious

treatment whatever, ilany shellac varnishes are grossly adulterated with
Manilla and rosin, the rosin counteracting the tendency of the IManilla to

string.
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eltcct i>r()l)iil)ly diif to tlu- (oxidation of the spirits of tuqu'ii-

liiK', in fact, when copals arc treated with artificially-oxidised

oil of tnrpentine, all the copals are more or less attacked,

Sierra Leone copal dissolvint,' completely ; the others do

not dissolve completely, hut may he made to do so hy a

series of successive treatments with the oxidised spirits of

turpentine.

Action of O.ri/iiiii.— MoiL-(i\er, oxygen has an apjnx'ciahle

action upon the soluhility of copal. It would apjjear that

the soluhility varies with the percentage of oxygen in t!ic

resin, and it is prohahle that if the different sorts of copal

were reduced to powder, preferahly under water, and after-

wards exposed for a sufficiently long time to the air, that the

powdered resin would he found to dissolve the more easily

the more oxygen it would ahsorh.

Mechanical Ai/oits.—In this connection Andes made in-

teresting experiments. He reduced the resin to very fine

powder, as no appreciable results are obtained with coarsely-

ground resin. He also used mechanical agents to increase

the soluhility. Thus, in crushing the gum with fragments

of fluor-spar or sulphide of antimony in the proportion of

one to seven, the solubility increases in a marked manner,

because in breaking copal with substances harder than itself

the fineness is increased, and, consequently, the action of the

air is facilitated. Moreover, these substances isolate the

finely-ground particles of copal, thus preventing agglutina-

tion and enabling the solvent to act upon a larger surface.

Alkaline Solutions.—All copals are, more or less, attacked

by alkaline solutions. Soft copals are easily saponified witli-

out using a high temperature ; hard copals are stronglj' acted

upon, and complete saponification takes place with Ang(tlii

copal. (See under " Kesinates," p. *211.)

Heat.— Submitted to the action of heat, and after a partial

decomposition has l)een undergone, resulting in the evolu-
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tion of succinic acid and a volatile oil, even the hardest

copals dissolve in the majority of solvents.

Adulterations.—The chief sophistication consists in mixing

inferior with superior qualities. This may be detected in

the way described under " Amber "—viz., by the lowering

of the melting-point, which, for the better sorts of copal,

varies from 275° to 815° C, according to some authorities, or

840° to 860° C, according to others.

Buying Precautions.—The resin should be free from dust,

which gives bad results. When running Zanzibar copal,

well-known brands should be chosen, the pieces being equal

in size, and the colour as uniform as possible throughout

the mass.

Angola and Benguela copal ought to be chosen in as large

pieces as can be obtained, especially if it is intended to wash

them. Care must be taken that the pieces are as hard as

they are big, so that the resultant varnish may be hard and

durable.

It is advantageous not to buy unwashed West African

copal (Sierra Leone, Angola, Congo). They eventually run

cheaper washed, because when unwashed they contain much

dust, impurities and vegetable debris.

Many sorts of Borneo and Manilla copals are on the

market. It is best to shun those of a deep brown dull

colour and non-resinous lustre. Those with a dull fracture

yield soft varnishes, which do not bind well.

Varieties of Cojjal.

Group I. East African.

This group consists of the hard fossil Zanzibar copal,

including Anime, Mozambique copal, and Madagascar copal.

Zanzibar copal, known also as East Indian, Bombay

or Calcutta copal, because these were the ports from whence

it was shipped to this country, is found chiefly in the district

in and around Zanzibar.
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TIkto ail' two sorts : fossil, or ripe (smidid iisi), and

rt'cent or raw {sitiiil<in(.siz(i iiiti, coniinonly called cliakazi :

hence corrupted to jackass). The particular species of tnc

which yielded the fossil or ri[)e co])al is undecided, i)ut is

supposed to i)e allied to, if not identical with, the species

which now yields the recent or virj^iu.

(1) Iia7v Zanzibar Copal.—The recent or rair copal Hows

from the Tiaclti/l(il>iiim vcrrncosiim (Klotsch) [Ili/mcitu'a rcrru-

cosa Lam.] and Trachylobium mossainbicctisc (Klotsch). This

tree, called hy the Arabs Sh ajar-el-sajularn.s, still grows on

the island of Zanzibar and on the niainiiuid, often attain-

inc( a height of 20 to 25 feet to the first branch, and 8 to

5 feet in girth. It not only grows on the coast, but

extends inland beyond the coast ridge, where it is said to

be more abundant. It dwindles out as it approaches the

limestone formation. The resin is either collected on the

tree or is found unchanged at a very small depth in the

loose soil. Attempts have been made to acclimatise the

tree in India and Australia. Like resin-lu'aring trees of

the pine tribe, whenever a natural puncture has been

made on the bark, there does the resin flow. Every

organ of the tree is saturated with resin ; even the fruit

legumes are dotted with excrescences of bright tra-ns-

parent resin enclosed in a thin cuticle. The recent or raw

resin is collected either l)y picking it from the tree, or it is

dug out of the earth, as on Zanzibar island, where it has

penetrated to a shallow depth, but undergone no change. It

finds a market in Bombay, from whence it is transhipped

to other parts of India and China, where it is made into

low-class varnish.

(2) Fossil Zanzibar Copal.—The true fossil ripe Zanzibar

copal, the sandarusi proper, is supposed to have been the

])ro(Uict of the same species as now yield the raw or

recent copal. Sometimes it is found when sinking hut
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piles ; at other times it is left by a high tide on the fore-

shore. According to Burton, the copal coast extends along

the seaboard from Eas Gomani in south latitude 3 to

Eas Delgado in 10^41', stretching inland with an average

breadth of thirt}^ miles. The whole of this district con-

tributes its quota of the copal sent to market. The

greater I)ulk, if not the whole of this district, would now

appear to be included in German East African territory.

But even a small section of this tract, from the mouth of

the Panguni river to Kgao (Monghou), would, if sj'stema-

tically exploited, meet all demands. Even in the most

abundant deposits it is only found in nests or patches, thus

probably indicating that it was the product of isolated

individual trees. The natives work the deposits very un-

methodically. Unless they strike resin at the first trial, they

go no further, Imt dig fresh holes in the loose, sandy soil in

which it is principally found, until finally they come upon

resin. As a rule, the redder the soil the better is the copal.

On the island of Zanzibar the copal consisting entirely

of chakazi is found in the vegetable mould overlying a sub-

soil of blue cla5^

The finest and best fossil copal on the mainland is found

on the banks of tlie Eufiji river, particularly in the north

district of Wande, now German territory, and is brought to

the coast by travelling dealers or the natives who dig it.

" Goose-Skin."—Some authorities hold that the peculiar

puncturing of the surface of Zanzibar copal known as goose-

skin is due to the liquid resin falling upon sand, and the

peculiar hollows which give rise to the appearance are simply

the imprints of the sand. It is contended, on the other

hand, that these markings are due to the conformation of

the woody fibre of the tree itself. It has also been pointed

out that the flow of resin, alwa5's a sign of weakness on the

part of the plant, increases with age and deca5^ and that it
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is the tissues of the vvootl sunouiului^' the aji^'ivj^atioii ul

refill whicli imprints the t^oose-skin structure thereon. As

an actuul fiict this process goes on in the case of trees exist-

ing at the present day. As tlie trees which yielded fossil

copal decayed, and in tlie course of tniie hecaine completely

converted into mould through the ordinary natural agencies,

the resin which resisted all iiiitural destructive forces hecame

imhedded in the drifting sands, which swamped the district

on which the primeval forest stood. When first dug up the

resni does not show the goose-skin, owing to its being

covered with a crust produced by the action of the soil and

natural elements. This skin can he easily removed by

washing in an alkaline ley, bringing the goosc-skm into

bold rehef.

Method of CoUcclinii.—The method of collecting the resin

is very simple. A hole about (i ins. wide is dug out of the

«arth with a sharp stick, and the earth removed by hand as

far as the arm can reach. The mean quantity gathered in :i

day by a native is about 1 lb., but he could easily gather ten

times that quantity. Digging cannot be carried on in the dry

season, as the resin is then very brittle, and the rude native

tools unsuitable, owing to the hardness of the ground : hence

working is confined to the rainy season (April to October).

Washimi.—When the rainy season is over, the unsorted

copal is taken to Zanzibai', where it is sifted from ex-

traneous matter before exportation. It is also sometimes

cleansed liere. This operation is performed by brushing

the resin in vats, into which a current of water runs. or.

better still, by washing with a dilute alkaline ley (containing

2 per cent, of potash), and then rinsing well in pure water,

so as to leave no trace of alkali on the resin. It has now

lost about 20 per cent, of its bulk. The resin is then sun-

dried for some hours, taking great care to avoid dust and

dirt being incorporated with the resin. It is then brushed
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sufficiently hard to remove the outer crust, but leaving the

goose-skin intact. The dirt still lurking in any hollows is

removed b}' a knife.

Garblini/.—This is the next operation ; it requires skill

and knowledge on the part of the workman. The gum is

sorted out into pieces of the same size, colour, hardness, etc.

Hence the necessity of experience, and the ability to recog-

nise the different sorts at sight, the different degrees of hard-

ness, and shades of colour passing from white and trans-

parent through lemon-yellow to bright red, blackish and

greenish. It is, however, often exported in the crude state

to the East Indies and x\merica, there to be washed and

garbled.

The copal which comes to the European market is all

cleansed on the spot before exportation. The best brands

are those of Oswald *!' Co., of London, Zanzibar and Ham-
burg. Colour is represented by the initial letter W = white,

E = red. Size of the pieces by A, B, C, and so on ; thus

W A= white large; K B = red medium. The semi-trans-

parent plates, varying in size from that of a threepenny bit

to that of a crown piece, and in thickness from ^ to h of an

inch, are in general the best. The darker varieties consist

of irregularly shaped rounded masses or angular lumps with

occasional globules, the size varying from that of a pea to

that of a man's fist. The weight of individual pieces of the

darker sorts varies from '2 to 8 ozs., whilst sometimes lumps

weighing from o to 85 lbs. have been unearthed. The

vieltinrj--po\nt of Zanzibar copal is about 280 C, at which

temperature it gives off 10 per cent, of an essential oil—copal

oil. According to Sir John Kirk the exports of copal from

Zanzibar sometimes reach 800,000 lbs., value £60,000.

(8) Mozambique Copal.—In 1888 the British consul at

Mozambique reported the discovery, at Inhambane, of a

tract of copal forest 200 miles long, extending inland for
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lOU iiiik's parallel with the roast. Samples of this new
fossil copal were sent to Knj^'huul, and upon practical tests

bein^' made upon its suitability for varnish-makinj,' was

favourably reported on and valued at from X.HO to flOO

per ton. It is very similar to Zanzibar copal, even to the

so-called ^'oose-skin. The natives call the f,'um slukate and

sttikd, the Zulu nilhlala. Some of these samples are now
contained in the museum at Kew.

An extract from a letter from Inhambane, of date oth

February, IHHG, states :
" Many tons of copal have been ex-

ported from Inhanjbane. For some pieces I have received

as high as £18 10s. per cwt. The average price realised on

large lots has been £7 per cwt. The forest containing the

trees extends from the lliver Sabia, in a south-westerly

direction, as far as Beleni."

Properties.—This resin is met with in the form of thin

plates or flattened globules, varying in size from ] of an inch

to 2 inches ; the colour is sherry yellow, often inclining to red.

Pale yellow pieces are seldom met with ; the fissures running

through the resin are red, so also is the crust or etiHorescence

on the surface of the resin when freshly dug up. The sur-

face is warty but without the regularly-shaped facets of Zan-

zibar copal. The fracture is conchoidal, the lustre vitreous,

and the resin has neither smell nor taste. Its density is

1069.

Fresh seeds were also received at Kew, and several hun-

dred plants raised from them, which have been distributed

from Kew to India, Singapore, .lamaica, Trinidad, Demerara,

Dominica, and tropical parts of Australia.

(4) Madagascar Copal.—This variety is said to be the

product of a species of Track ijlohium. It occurs in the

form of plates, cylindrical or oval pieces of a deep yellow

colour, with a smooth weathered white crust. It is not

faceted like Zanzibar copal. When washed the surface is
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lustrous, but the resin itself is much contaminated with

plant debris.

Group II. West African Copals.

Copal is still more abundant on the west than on the

south-east coast, being dug over a coast line of over 700

miles in length, between 8° N. and 14" 8. latitude, in-

cluding therein the coast lines of Sierra Leone, Ashanti,

Dahomey, Gold Coast, French Congo, Congo Free State

and Angola. The copal is found, at various depths, up to

10 feet from the surface, embedded in layers of marl, sand

and clay.

The principal varieties distinguished by the names of

the localities from which they are derived are Sierra Leone,

Angola, Bengiiela, Akra, Benin, Loango, Gaboon, Congo. The

young copals of Sierra Leone and Akra are the products

of species of Gibourtia. Angola, Benguela, Congo, etc.,

copals, are generally fossil resins. The water-rubbed, rolled

and rounded forms of Sierra Leone copal—the so-called

Pebble copal—found between the rivers Pongas and Ma-
laenzi, would seem to indicate that at some time or other

the resin had been transported by running water from some

considerable distance inland to the coast. The young copal,

specific gravity 1-06, is found in bright nut-shaped pieces,

sometimes in tears, with a strong aromatic odour ; it melts

at 195° C.

(1) Pebble Cojml {Sierra Leone), specific gravity 1'055, is found

principally in the form of small pebbles in the neighbour-

hood of Cape Verde, not unlike amber, colourless or white

to a bright yellow, transparent or translucent, sometimes

but rarely partially covered with a fine-grained opaque

whitish crust. The pebbles vary in size from that of a pea

to a large-sized pigeon's egg. Larger pieces are occasionally,

but seldom met with. It is the hardest of the West African

copals, ranking, in this respect, next to Zanzibar copal. It
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melts at :i lii^^li temperature, and by dry distillation yields

an essential oil so neutral that even concentrated potash

solution does not attack it.

(2) Gaboon Copal, specific ijidciti/ 1*078, is fcjund in rather

larfje size, flattened or rounded pieces ^ to 8 inches in

diameter. Its yellowish red colour passes sometimes to

white with red streaks in it.

Its surface is, in j^eneral, smooth white, with a very thin

chalk-like crust. The fracture is conchoidal to splintering

and of a vitreous lustre; when fresh, the scratch on new

surfaces is smooth, on old surfaces splintering.

(3) Loaiujo Copal, specific ijravity 1*064, which is found

in sticks sometimes 12 to 15 inches in length, and which

must have been of an indefinite length originally, is much

esteemed because of its hardness and homogeneity. The

colour is white, yellow and red, and these colours may be

again subdivided. There is, however, on the surface a thin

reddish layer. The surface is smooth, clean or resinous

with a slight etlrtorescence easy to rub off, or entirely smooth

or covered with excrescences. The fracture is conchoidal

with glistening surfaces. The red variety being the most

uniform is the most esteemed.

(4) Amjola Copal, specific (jraviti/ VOCiii.—This kind is

met with in several varieties which differ from each other

as much in colour as in hardness. The coloured varieties

are brighter, more transparent and homogeneous than the

duller and paler kinds. It occurs as rounded or globular,

rarely flattened, pieces of about ih to 2 inches in diameter,

and covered naturally with an earthy dirty white to brown

crust to a greater extent than any other copal.

The yellow variety is covered with a reddish etflorescence.

It is transparent, and hard and distinguished for its facets

similar to those of Zanzibar copal. It is found in the three

forms named above.
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The red variety is rounded, irregular, with a hard opaque

red crust to a depth of almost \ of the diameter. It is some-

times irregularly faceted, or studded with crevasses. This

red variet}' is one of the hardest copals of the west coast

of Africa.

White Angola, which is not so much esteemed and is

softer than the red, occurs in flattened pieces, or as small

nuts with yellowish or blackish portions, and covered with

a white efflorescence.

(5 and 6) Congo and Benguela Copals.—These are so similar

to Angola copal that the one description practically apphes

to the three.

(7) Akra Copal occurs in shapeless pieces of a brown-like

appearance, whitish in colour, and covered with a very fine

whitish efflorescence, although sometimes presenting a uni-

form cloudy surface, especially in the case of those pieces of

a pronounced l)one-like form. In hardness it comes next to

Angola.

(8) Benin Copal, found in irregular white, yellow, or red

pieces covered with a yellow or red crust, often contains

impurities. It is similar to Akra copal but softer.

Ogea Gum.—A hard fossil resin, said to be of the nature

of copal, was introduced to notice in 1883 by Captain, now
Sir Alfred, Moloney, from the gold coast. It is described

as being the produce of a leguminous tree closely allied to

Daniella tJmrifera. For lack of proper material, however,

its species has not yet been determined. The gum is

used by the natives for lighting fires and for illuminat-

ing purposes ; it is also used when powdered as a body

perfume by the women. It exudes from the trunk either

from wounds or from holes caused by the boring of insects.

The gum has not yet appeared in commerce, and would

thus appear to be more of the nature of gum than that

of copal.
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K'liiri.—This is 11 semi-fossil resin of New Zealand, known

to the trade as ^mimi kauri. It is secreted by a ^^i^antic coni-

ferous tree, Dammnm (iiistnili.s, lii^'hly esteemed for its timix r

as well as its j,'um. The hest (juality is du;^' from the {ground

beneath the tices oi- where the trees do not at present exist.

In 185H the total exports of kauri amounted to only 829

tons, valued at £15,971 : in 18KM this had risen to ()518

tons, valued at £8.'i(),()()(). It is said that over two-thirds of

the produce goes to the United States. Though the quantity

imported into this country is very large there are no available

statistics.

The senii-t'ossil kauri is found in the province of Auck-

land in open hushland, where no vestige of the original tree

remains. This conclusively shows that it is the product of

a prehistoric forest. In former days kauri was dug by the

natives, but a large number of white people—generally of

the lowest orders, composed pi'incipally of Austrian immi-

grants or refugees—are now engaged in this occupation,

recently therefore the number of persons engaged in the in-

dustry has been swelled to about 10,000 by the unemployed.

Consequently the supi)ly of gum brought to the Auckland

market has greatly increased. As a lesult of the Austrian

innnigrants returning to their mother country as soon as

they have made a competency, *the New Zi'aland (rovern-

ment have recently imposed an export duty of C^ ])er ton

on kauri resin.

Kauri gum has a conchoidal fracture and a greasy lu>ii«-.

It is scratched with a metalHc point with(tut the scratch

radiating. Heated between the fingers it gives otT a di>-

agreeable smell. It> tasti- is feebly aromatic and rather

pleasant.

According to Bottler, kauri gum. after being torretiid

very slightly, dissolves in greater part in alcohol, to a rather

less extent in a mixture of ether and alcohol by digesting it

at a temperature between 'JO aiid "i.") (' \\"\\]\ acetone it
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partially dissolves, becoming limpid on prolonged digestion

at 30' C. This torrefied resin may also be dissolved in a

mixture of 12 parts of ether and 1 part of camphor. Its

chief use is as an ingredient of " oak " varnish.^

8. Dammar.

Orlijln.—The term "dammar" is more generic than specific,

i.e., it is applied to several more or less closely allied resins,

e.g.. East Indian dammar, sal dammar, black dammar, rock

dammar.

Commercial Varieties— (1) East Indian Dammar.—This

variety (dammar properly so called), also known as " white,"

"Singapore," "Batavian," or " cat's-eye " dammar, is the

product of the gigantic Amboyna pine, Dammara orientalis

or Dammara alba. This tree is a native of Java, Sumatra,.

Malacca, Borneo and the Moluccas. The resin is mostly

obtained from Amboyna. It exudes from large excres-

cences on the lower part of the stem, in the form of

a " tacky " liquid, which soon consolidates into a mass of

resin. The wood of the tree abounds so much in resin that

in certain localities, as in Sumatra, the natural secretion

from the excrescences is so copious that it is not necessary

to stimulate it by incisions. This is, however, done in

other places, near the foot of the tree, and the resin

collected in suitable vessels. The exuded resin forms

large; transparent, colourless stalactites, with a vitreous-

lustre which gradually assumes a yellowish hue.

East Indian dammar is met with on the market in

the form of nodules or tears of various sizes, generally

about ^ inch or so in diameter, but often larger. It is

usually coated on the surface with a white powder, from

the mutual rubbing of the nodules against each other.

This dust deadens the otherwise bright lustre of the gum,

and masks its transparency and translucency. The usual

^ Hard Manilla copal resembles kauri but is inferior in quality. Soft

Manilla of a pale yellow colour very much resembles East Indian dammar.
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colour is pale whito, with a very luiiit tinge of yellow. It

is very friable, brittle and pulverulent. It is scratched l>y

copal, and (some varieties) by mica. Its fracture is con-

choidal ; its lustre is vitreous. When pierced with a

metallic point it yields radiating' cracks with splinters. It

has an agreeable balsamic odour, but loses its smell on

storing. The heat of the hand disengages a faint smell.

It softens at 75°, is pasty at 100", and fluid at 150' C. It

only adheres but feei)ly to the hand. It is easily broken

up between the teeth, and the particles only agglutinate

together but very slightly. It has a feeble balsamic flavour.

(2) Sal Dammar, a product of different species of sal tree.

Shorea [Vatica]
,
growing in British India, Borneo and

Smiiatra, is found in the market in brittle, pale, cream-

coloured, striated, stalactitic pieces presenting the appear-

ance as if each stream of resin had coagulated and solidified

before the secretion and deposition of the next. Its density

is 1'097 to 1'1'28, it melts easily, dissolves partially in

alcohol and almost completely in ether, whilst it is perfectly

soluble in spirits of turpentine and fixed oils, it is more

freely soluble in benzol.

(8) Black Dammar, specific i/ravity I'OOO, is the produce

principally of Canarium strictnm, indigenous to, and culti-

vated in, British India. The tree is killed in the hot

season by making a number of incisions in the bark in

the lower part of the stem arid then setting fire to the

tree below the incisions, and then leaving it for two

years before collecting the resin. Black dammar occurs in

big stalactitic lumps, opaque when viewed by reflected light

in the case of thin pieces, but translucent and deep red-

dish brown by transmitted light. Its structure is homo-

geneous, its lustre vitreous. Like ordinary dammar it is

freely soluble in spirits of turpentine. It is insoluble in

cold alcohol, but dissolves in hot alcohol to a certain

8
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extent on the addition of camphor. It is used in India

for making varnishes and botthng wax, and in the caulking

of ships, but is said to be scarcely better than common rosin.

(4) Bock Dammar is the product of two species of Hojjea—
the Hojjea odorata of Rangoon, etc., and the Hoiiea viicrantha of

Sumatra, etc. The odorata resin comes to market in straw-

coloured to colourless nodules about the size of walnuts, with

a lustrous resinous fracture, and altogether very much like

ordinarj' East India dammar, equal to it in every respect,

and even rather superior to it in point of hardness. It is

soluble in spirits of turpentine and benzol, yielding a clear'

bright, quick-drying uniform varnish. The resin of Hojyea

micrantha scarcely differs from the above, but is rather

.darker in colour, and not so brittle.

Comjwsition.—Dammar may be separated into two resins,

one of which is insoluble in cold alcohol. The insoluble

portion varies from 13 to 16 "8 per cent., and the soluble

portion from 83 to H6'7 per cent. It contains traces of

aum (O'l per cent.) and of mineral matter (0"2 per cent).

When submitted to destructive distillation it yields 78

per cent, of an oil very much resembling ordinary rosin oil.

Solvents.—Dammar is more easily dissolved than copal.

It does not dissolve completely in hot nor in cold alcohol,

but it dissolves easily in boiling alcohol, the solution taking

an acid reaction. It is not completely dissolved by chloro-

form, benzol, coal tar naphtha, rosin oil, or fixed oils even

with the aid of heat.

Dammar dissolves completely in spirits of turpentine, both

in the hot and the cold, yielding a cloudy liquid which clarifies

completely on the addition of a little absolute alcohol, but

the solution becomes several shades deeper in colour.

The best solvents for dammar are acetone, or a mixture

of ether and absolute alcohol.

Sajjonification.—Heated with potash ley, dammar only dis-
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solves Vfiy piirtially, l)iil if the ley \>c luldcd to u solution of

(liiiiiiuar ill spirits of turpentine, and if this solution he kept

hoilin^' until the whole of the spirit i)e hoiled ofif, complete

solution is effected. This alkaline solution yields, hy the

addition of solutions of several metallic salts, precipitates

of metallic resinates which, after dryin<,', dissolve partially in

ether, and under this form find an interesting' use in varnish-

makin<,'.

ILirdiiess.—Dammar is very soft and is ranked helow the

softest Manilla copals ; it is simply a little harder than rosin.

Adulterat ioiiH.—In buying care should he taken to select

parcels made up of large colourless nodules as free from dust

as possible; the latter is apt to be sophisticated with rosin,

which may be detected by the increase of the solubility of

the sample in alcohol and the higher acid nature.

4. M.vsTic.

Ilistorij.— Mastic was well known to the ancient philo-

sophers. Galen, 181-210 a.d., physician to Marcus Aurelius,

the elder Phny, '23-7^) a.d., and Dioscorides, Patriarch of

Alexan(h-ia (died 454 a.d.). make mention of it in their

writings.

Oriijin.—The mastic of commerce is secreted by the Pis-

tachio lentisciiis, a shrubby tree indigenous to the Levant and

the Greek Archipelago, but cultivated chiefly in the island of

Chios. Each tree yields annually lU to 12 lbs. The greater

part of the annual production is sent as trii)ute to the Turkish

Government and the rest sent to market.

Commercial Varieties.—There are two kinds t)n the market,

which only differ in the mode pursued in collecting the resin.

Mastic in tears, or officinal mastic, is produced by making

slight vertical incisions on the trunk and branches of the tree

and collecting the resin which adheres to the bark in the form

of small rounded tears, whilst the larger dro[)S, falling u[H)n

stones arranged on the ground to prevent the resin from

being soiled, constitute mastic in bulk, or common mastic.
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Mastic in tears or oliicinal mastic consists of rounded,

elongated tears from i to ^ inch in length, either spherical or

flattened, and irregular according to their size. They are

covered with a coating of a whitish dust. AVhen freed from

this coat they are brilliant and transparent. Their fracture

is vitreous, and their colour when recently collected is green-

ish-white, soon changing to yellowish-white. This colora-

tion, according to Fluckiger, is due to chlorophyll. At the

ordinary temperature mastic is very hard. Its fresh fracture

is conchoidal and the lustre glistening. It has a feeble bal-

samic odour, its taste is aromatic, slightly bitter but rather

pleasant. It softens at 99° and melts at 103° C, giving off

an agreeable odour, but the melting-point of mastic stored

for a long time rises as high as 120° C. It breaks between

the teeth, then softens whilst the pieces agglutinate to-

gether, a property which distinguishes it from sandarach,

which it somewhat resembles in appearance. The density

varies between 1'04 and 1"07.

Composition.—Mastic is composed of two resins, one of

which is soluble in alcohol with an acid reaction, mastic acid

with the formula according to Johnston of C4„IIh404, whilst

the other, viasticin C4oHfi202. is insoluble therein, but soluble

in ether and essential oils. The weight of the latter amounts

to from 8 to 20 per cent, of the weight of the mastic. There

are in addition to these traces of an essential oil in freshly

collected resin.

Solubility.—Mastic only dissolves partially in ordinary sol-

vents ; alcohol of 95 per cent, strength dissolves about 90 per

cent., and bisulphide of carbon 95 per cent. On the other

hand, it dissolves completely in ether, absolute alcohol, amylic

alcohol, and also, but with the aid of heat, in spirits of tur-

pentine and acetone, but it is insoluble in petroleum spirit.

The portion of mastic which is soluble in alcohol is

precipitated from its alcoholic solution by chlorine as a

viscous elastic mass, which then behaves in every way like the
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portion insoluhk' in alcohol. The latter is white and very

viscous, but by desiccation and f usicjn it becomes transparent

and yellowish like mastic, and can then be pulverised, but so

lon^' as it is in this condition it only dissolves in ubH(jlute

alcohol. It may, however, be rendered soluble in dilute

alcohol if left a rather lon^j time in contact with it in this

pulverulent condition.

Hardness.—Mastic is ranf,'ed in rej^'ard to hardness between

dammar and sandarach.

Adulterations.—Mastic is but seldom adulterated with

other resins, with the exception of sandarach, but the tears

of the latter are more elon^^ated, and it pulverises between

the teeth without softening ; moreover, sandarach is com-

pletely soluble in alcohol, and only partially so in ether and

spirits of turpentine.

It is adulterated more frequently with certain gums

analogous to gum-arabic from the Antractylis (lummifem

and the Echinops tiscosus, but this fraud is easily detected by

treating the resin with water, which dissolves out the gum

and separates it from the resin in the form of a jelly.'

It has on occasion been found to contain common salt,

which is easily recognised under the microscope or by the

usual chemical tests. Other impurities are soil, sand, dehrLs

of leaves, bark, etc.

Selection.—Mastic should be chosen in the form of large

tears free from dust and other impurities.

5. Sandarach.

Ilistonj.—Sandarach was known in ancient times. The

Arabs used it against diarrhcjca and to lull the pain of ha-morr-

hoids. The Chinese used one kind, C. sinensis, as a stimulant

in the treatment of ulcers, to promote the growth of flesh, as

• This mucila.ginou8 solution may bo reprecipitatod by alcohol. Distinction

between a true gum and a true rosin : a rosin is dissolved by alcobol and

loprecipitated by water ; a true gum is dissolved by water and reprecipitated

l)V alcoliol.
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a deodoriser, and to preserve clothes froiu the attack of insects.

In Europe at the present day it is used very little in medicine.

Origin (Mogadore).—Saiidarach, also erroneously known as

gum juniper, is a resin viiiich runs naturally from the bark of

the Callitris qnadrivalvis (Rich.), Thuya articnlata (Desf.), a

small tree met with in the north-west of Africa, especially in

the neighbourhood of Mount Atlas. The yield is increased

by making incisions on the trunk near the bottom analogous

to those used in obtaining mastic. As it exudes it has ob-

viously high refractive power, and in appearance much

resembles ordinary freshly exuded turpentine resin in taste,

smell and general appearance. In this condition it is very

irritating to a cut or wound. It is shipped to this country

from Mogadore.

Origin (Anstrcdian).—In Australia several species of Callitris

also yield sandarach, and, according to Maiden, given similar

circumstances in regard to size and age of tree, season of

flow, climatic conditions, etc., the sandarachs from all the

species are precisely similar in chemical and physical pro-

perties. Conversely it follows that if two specimens of

sandarach are of different qualities the explanation is to be

found in the circumstances above enumerated. The best

season to collect sandarach or to bleed trees in a particular

district is only to be learned by experience.^

Commercial Varieties.— (1) CJioice Sandarach, which is in

tears or small thin rods of not more than i of an inch in

thickness and 1 inch in length, is transparent pale yellow

and covered with a whitish dust.

(2) Common Sandarach, in deeper coloured tears, going as

far as brown with a slight reddish tinge, less transparent

and often impure.

(3) Australian Sandarach, recently put on the London

market, consists of much larger but non-transparent tears.

' The timber of some of the species withstands the ravages of white ants
(Termites).
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According' to Mr. Clark, tlu- Austniliiin resin is very Kiini-

lar to Mogadore, and a very average sample of the former

might, according to that authority, if properly washe<l, etc..

witli a weak sohition of [)otash, ocpial i\\c. finest i)ic-ked

Mogadore sandarach selhng at the date of Mr. (Mark's report

(Octol)er, 1«94) at 70s. per cwt.

There can be no doubt but that AustraHan sandarach

has not hitherto at the hands of varnish makers received

the attention which its intrinsic merits entitle it to. and

which have only to be known to be appreciated.

Properties.—Sandarach is hard but brittle, the sligiitly

conchoidal arched fracture has a glistening lustre when

fresh. It is easily crashed under the teeth, becoming re-

duced to a finer and a finer powder, the particles of which

do not agglutinate together as in the case of mastic. It

has a faint smell of turpentine and a slightly bitter bal-

samic taste. It commences to soften at 100 C, melts at

185 C, catching fire and at the same time emitting a char-

acteristic pleasant smell. Its density is 1-092 according

to Brisson, l-Oo according to Pfati', and 10()() according to

Fluckiger. Old samples have a mealy appearance, but this

is merely superficial, and has been accounted for as follows :

—

Dust.—The surface of the tears appears to be covered more

or less with powder, but this is not due to the mutual attrition

of the fragments one against another, but to the unecpial con-

traction of the resin in drying, resulting in a mass of fissures

that form, as in the case of several kinds of copal, facets

that gradually separate from the nuiss and constitute the

powder of many authors. In support of this view it has

been pointed out that resins of the sandnntcli class are nearly

white on the trees, showing that the appearance is bmuL-ht

about by exposure to the alternations of temperature.

Composition.—Sandarach is composed of three resins which

may be separated, but they ditVer so slightly from the point
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of view of their behaviour with the usual solvents that their

stud}^ presents no interesting feature.

Solubility.—Sandarach is soluble in ether, and it dis-

solves completely in hot absolute alcohol ; it also dissolves

in amj'lic alcohol and m acetone. It is partially soluble in

spirits of turpentine, in chloroform, and bisulphide of carbon,

and only a very small quantity dissolves in benzol and

petroleum ether.

Hardness.—Sandarach is equal in hardness to kauri, but

superior in this respect to that which it scratches.

Adulterations.—It rather serves for the adulteration of

other resins than for being itself adulterated. It is better,

however, to make sure that it has not been sophisticated

with German sandarach, gum juniper, a resin which is

exuded exclusively by old juniper bushes. On heating it

gives off a characteristic odour, by which it is easily re-

cognised.

6. Elemi.

Origin.—The resin elemi is produced by several species

of TerebinthacecB, of the genera Idea eUvphrium and Canarium.

It comes principally from Manilla, although it is also found

in other countries—Brazil, Mexico, the East Indies, etc.

Commercial Varieties.—The principal kinds used in varnish-

making are :

—

(1) Manilla Elemi is a product of a Ganariwn indigenous

to the Philippine Isles, especially Luzon, known under the

name of the bread tree. It is met with in soft mass of a

granular structure containing disseminated crystals. The

colour varies from greenish white to yellow. It often con-

tains impurities. Its odour is pleasant, recalling that of

essence of lemon and terebenthene. It is exported to this

country from Manilla.

(2) Brazilian Elemi is produced by the Icica cariba (D.G.)

or Amyris ambrosiaca. It is met with in very irregular

pieces, which, although soft in the beginning, become glued
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to},'c'ther, and harclcii in llu- cdinsf ol linu'. They are covered

with veju'etable dehris, are yellow in coloiu*. with ]>ortionH of a

•greenish yellow.

(3j Mexican Elcini, secreted hy the Klujilinitiu cUnuici itm

(Koyl.), is met with in greasy rounded masses. It also is of a

blonde yellow with greenish patches and mixed with vege-

table (lehris.

(4) Elcmi in cukes, the product ot tlie Ictca carunu (Hum-

boldt) of New Grenada, also called CarcKfiie, comes to market

in the form of masses of 1 lb. to 2^ lbs. in weight. The

colour is white or yellowish green.

I'rojicrties.—Elemi is a balsam ; when fresh its consistency

is soft, but it hardens on storing, and can then be ground

easily. It has a crystalline structure, which is especially

pronounced in the case of Manilla elemi. Its colour varies

from greenish white to yellow. The resin, hardened by

keeping, possesses a deep citron yellow colour. The odour

is fragrant, recalling that of fennel, carraway, dill and

anise, but drawing nearer to that of turpentine as the

resin ages and becomes harder.

Its behaviour with heat is characteristic : it softens at

HO C, it i)ecomes partially fluid at 100" C, and completely

so at 200 ('. Its density varies between I'OIB and 1083.

Even the better kinds of elemi are dirty, through the

presence of vegetable drhria, but may be very easily purified

by melting the resin and filtering through a coarse cloth.

Composition.—Fresh elemi consists of 10 to 125 per cent.

of an essential oil, and variable proportions of both an amor-

phous and crystalline resin. The latter is of great import-

ance in identifying and distinguishing elemi. If, in fact, we

place a little elemi on a glass slide and melt it at a gentle

heat, and then examine it under the microscope after cool-

ing, the appearance is but slightly characteristic, but if

the substance be moistened with a little alcohol, it becomes

rapidly crystalline, often presenting the form of long needles.
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Solubility.—Elemi is partially soluble in cold alcohol^

but entirely soluble in hot alcohol, ether and spirits of

turpentine.

Hardness.—Elemi is a very soft rosin, softer even than

ordinary rosin. It may be cut with a knife like steatite

soap-stone, a property peculiar to itself alone amongst all

the resins.

Adulterations.—Elemi is almost exclusively adulterated

with galipot, which has the same consistency, but this so-

phistication is easily recognised by observing the crystalline

form under the microscope, or by the smell of spirits of tur-

pentine which is given off when the resin is heated. The

principal use or function of elemi is to diminish the brittle-

ness of, and to impart elasticity to, spirit varnishes.

7. Benzoin.

Benzoin, corrupted in Britain to " Benjamin," has but a

relative importance for the varnish-maker, who principally

adds it to varnishes on account of its pleasant smell. ^ It is

above all used for varnishes to be applied to objects which

have eventually to be submitted to a rather high temperature,.

or as an ingredient of finishing polishes' for furniture.

Origin.—Benzoin is indigenous to the Indies, Cochin

China and the Indian Archipelago. It is the product of the

Benzoin officinale liaync of the family of the Styraccce. These

trees are cultivated with the sole view of producing resin.

The oldest trunks yield an inferior product. In Siam the

first incisions are made on the tree when seven years old, by

which time the trunk has attained a diameter of about 7

inches. The whitish resinous juice which exudes during the

next succeeding three years is termed " Head "
; it is softer,

more aromatic, and contains more yellowish-white tears than

that obtained during the next seven to nine years, w^hich

is inferior, and termed "Belly". The average annual yield

' Or some other special purpose.
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is 3 ll)s. The tree is at last cut to pieces and tlie resin scraped

of!' ami collected. This constitutes the "Foot," which is

naturally still darker and contaminated with wood scraps

and other extraneous matter. The " Head," or first quality,

after softenin^^ hy tlie heat of the sun, is run into cubical

boxes at the coast and shipped to Kurope, whilst thr

inferior qualities find a market in India, Persia, etc. It

has been transplanted to Brazil and the Isle of Bourbon.

Commercial Varieties.—These may be divided into three

groups.

(1) Benzoin in Tears or Siam Benzoin, consists of flattened

elongated milk-white homogeneous pieces, having a diameter

up to an inch, agglutinated together, the mass covered with

a brownish opaline crust, white on freshly broken surfaces,

but assuming in the course of time a coloration varying from

white to brown.

(2) Amyijdaloid Benzoin or Sumatra Benzoin is only dift'eren-

tiated from the preceding by the form of its almond, which,

covered with a greyish or brown crust, presents a reddish

yellow colour outside and white inside. Its smell is iu)t

so strong as that of Siam benzoin.

(8) Common Benzoin or Calcutta Benzoin.—This variety,

which is prepared in Calcutta, comes to market in large

blocks, and contains the two preceding kinds amalgamatt'd

together into a resinous mass.

Properties.—Benzoin is a balsam with a peculiar, agree-

able odour, intensified by heat. Some kinds—particularly

those from Singapore—have a smell quite analogous to that

of vanilla. Its taste is at first sweetish and then becomes

acrid. It melts between 80'' and 95' C, but in the case of Siam

benzoin the melting-point may be as low as 75^ C. Heated

it disengages benzoic acid. Distilled with water it yields a

small quantity of a pleasant smelling volatile oil. Its density

varies between 1"(J(5H and lOOii.
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Composition.—Benzoin contains three different resins,

some authorities say five ; moreover it contains a small

quantity of essential oil and a mixture of benzoic acid and

cinnamic acid or cinnamic acid alone. Kolbe and Lauteman

met with some specimens of benzoin w^hich did not contain

benzoic acid. From one sample of the best quality brought

from Sumatra they extracted an acid altogether different

from benzoic acid, fusible in hot water, and giving oil of

bitter almonds when oxidised by potassium permanganate,

and supposed to be identical with alpha-toluylic acid which

Miiller and Strecker obtained by heating vulpinic acid with

baryta.

Analysis of Benzoin (Ludz).

Per cent.

Cinnaniate of benzo-resinol . - - - 5

Cinnamate of resiuotanuol - - - 64

Cinnamic acid ------ 30

Vanillin ------- trace

Solubility.—Benzoin is entirely soluble in alcohol ; it dis-

solves completel}' in ether and in fixed and essential oils.

Hardness.—Benzoin yields a product, the hardness and

fracture of which is ver}^ similar to that of sandarach.

Adulterations.—Benzoin is often mixed with impurities,

from which it may be separated by dissolving it in alcohol.

Further, it may be freed from the greater part of its benzoic

acid, but then it only retains a very feeble smell, and on

breaking its fracture does not show any white portions.

Selection.—Good benzoin always shows an abundance of

jiiilk-white almonds.

8. Turpentines.

The turpentines employed in varnish-making are :

—

1. Common Turpentine.

2. Venice Turpentine.

3. Boiled Turpentine.

4. Burgundy Pitch.

5. Rosin.
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(1) Common Turpentine.

Oritjiii.—Turpentine is the product of sfvcral species of

pines in the Landes and in the neighbourhood of Bordeaux ;

it is extracted from the Maritime pine, Finns pinaster, Solamlcr

pinns, Miirilimc (Lam.). In Germany it is obtained from the

Pinus austriaca (L.), Sylvestris (L.), and Uotundata (Link.).

Finally, in America it is obtained from the Pinns toeda (L.)

and Anstralis (Mich.).

General Characteristics.— Turpentine varies much in colonr

and consistenci/. The prevailing colour is yellowish-white

often bordering on brown. The odour of each is character-

istic and pervades the atmosphere in the neighbourhood of

the pine forests and is said to be very remedial in phthisis.

French turpentine has an unpleasant smell, American a

pleasant lemon odour.

N.B.—Spirits of tnrpcntinc is generally but erroneously

known as turpentine.

Covwiercial Varieties.—(1) Bordeaux Turpentine is a balsam

of the consistency of thick honey which separates in time

into two layers, the one transparent and semi-fluid. ;ind the

other resinous and of a crystalline aspect.

('2) German Turpentine has almost the same appearance as

the preceding.

(3) American or Boston Turpentine is yellowish white, of the

consistency of honey, but does not scjiurate in time into two

layers.

Properties.—When examined under the microscope com-

mon turpentine generally shows crystals of sylvic acid ; the

odour is strong and hardly pleasant, and its taste is bitter

and acrid. The melting-point, according to Andes, is, on

the average, 130° C, and the density about 0*85<).

Composition.—Besides sylvic acid, turpentine contains lo

to 30 per cent, of spirits of turpentine, which is disiiiLMiL't'd

when the turpentine is distijled with water.
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Solubility.—It conipletelj'^ dissolves in alcohol, ether,

bisulphide of carbon, and in fixed and essential oils.

Hardness.—Cominon turpentine is a more or less thick

balsam, and is more solid the less spirits of turpentine there

may be present.

Adulterations.—As the price is lower than that of other

resins, far from being adulterated, on the contrary, it is itself

used for adulterating purposes.

(2) Venice Turpentine.

History.—This oleo-resin was known to Pliny, who de-

scribes it as follows :
" Pluscuhim Iniic ertimjnt liquoris malleo

colore atque lentiore nnnquam durascentis " (This resin which

is honey coloured issues slowly from the larch tree, but never

becomes dry). Again, Dioscorides states: "There are hquid

resins also from the pine and pitch tree. These are brought

from France and Etruria. They vary in colour, as some are

like oil, others white, and some like honey, as the larch."

Moreover, the atramentum of Pliny " which " (he states)

" was applied so thinly over the picture when finished that

it brought out the colours in all their brilliancy and preserved

them from dust and dirt". " Qtiod ahsoluta ojMva atramcnto

illinebat ita temii iit idipsiim rei^ercussa claritatis colorum ex-

citaret custodietqiie a ptdvere et sordibtis.''

Origin.—It is obtained from the common larch

—

Pinus

larix (L.), Larix decidua (Mill.)—which is grown for resin-

producing purposes in the Tyrol, Piedmont, and in France

in the environs of Briangon.

Commercial Varieties.—There is only one kind, known
under the name of Venice turpentine, Brian9on turpentine,

turpentine in tears.

Projjerties.—It is thick, and varies in colour from bright

yellow to greenish yellow. It is nebulous (cloudy), but

when freed from the water which it contains it is bright
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niul cUar. lis smell icciills tli;it of spirits of tuiiK'Htine

and essence of lemon. Its taste is hitter and aromatic.

It does not, like other turpentines, separate into two

layers with time, and it does not in time harden on the

surface, nor hecome crumhly when kept for a \on<i: time

in a cold jjlace. It shows no crystals when viewed under

the microscope. It hecomes Huid at a low heat, and then

runs easily.

Coinposition.—This oleo-resin i-ontains 15 to '25 per cent.

of essential oil.

Soliihilitij.— It is soluhle in alcohol, ether, and in essential

and fixed oils. It melts at 180" C. Its specific gravity is 0H5().

Hardness.—It is thick like honey, and does not in the

course of time hecome covered with a dry, hrittle [)ellicle.

Adullcrations.—It is frequently adulterated with common
turpentine. This sophistication is detected by heating

gently so as to drive off the volatile oil, and then mois-

tening the residue with alcohol ; if tliis residue presents a

crystalline appearance common turpentine is present. The

smell also serves as a guide.

(8) Boiled Turpentine.

Boiled turpentine, or re'sine <i I'eau, consists of the residue

obtained after distillation of the spirits of turpentine from

common turpentine, and calls for no special comment further

than that it always contains a (•4:n-tain quantity of water—

a

fact of some significance.

(4) BuKGLNDY Pitch.

Oriijiti.—Burgund}' pitch is extracted from a species of

pine—the Piniis abics of LinnoBUS, the Abies cxcelser of Lam-
arck, which is very abundant in the Vosges and the Alps.

L'oiniaercial Varieties.—There is only one kind, which is

known under the name of Burgundy pitch, Vosges pitch, and

yellow pitch.
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Properties.—It is opaque, yellowish brown, solid, rather

brittle ; when cold it softens easily under the action of heat,

even that of the hand. It has a strong odour of spirits of

turpentine and a sweet aromatic taste.

Composition, etc.—It is prepared by melting the solid tur-

pentine collected from the trees with water. It therefore

contains a larger quantity of spirits of turpentine than the

residue obtained by heating the turpentine with a fire heat

rosin and a larger quantity of water, which takes away its

transparency and brilliancy. When heated it cracks or spurts

on account of the proportion of water which it contains.

It is important to determine the amount of water in this

resin, which is done by pulverising it very finely and placing

it over concentrated sulphuric acid in a desiccator, until of

constant weight.

Solubility.—It is soluble in ether, spirits of turpentine,

fixed oils, but only partially soluble in alcohol.

Hardness.—It is brittle at ordinary temperatures but

easily softened.

(5) Canada Balsam.

Orifjin.—Canada balsam is simply an oleo-resin exuded

from the Canadian balsam pine, Pinus balscanca, indigenous

to North America. This tree frequents wet, bleak, hilly

districts, and grows to a height of 30 to 40 feet with

a diameter of 8 or 9 inches. Its timber, as may be in-

ferred from its habitat, is of little value, and the tree is

grown solely for the sake of the balsam which exudes from

it. The oleo-resin segregates into vesicles on the exterior of

the bark, and is collected during the summer months. Each

tree exudes annually about 1 lb. of resin.

Properties.—Canada balsam when fresh is a transparent,

straw coloured, viscous fluid which soon hardens on ex-

posure to the air. The dried film retains its transparency

to a very great extent. Its smell is strongly and characteris-
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til-ally aioiiuitic though r.ot uiiplciisniit. Its dnisity is said

to be -998 at 15" C.

Composition.—Bonastre obtained the followinj^ results :

—

Anah/sis of Canadu littlsani.

PtT cent.

EssL'iitial oil ----- - Ift'G

Resin (soluble in alcohol) 400
Rosin (difficultly soluble) :^3-4

Elastic resin - . . . iO

Extractive and salts - 10

1000

Solubility.—It is soluble in ether, benzol, chloroform and

warm amylic alcohol. Benzol is most esteemed as a solvent.

When it dries from solution in the latter or chloroform it

leaves a perfectly transparent, faintly yellow and beautifully

lustrous film. Its index of refraction is ir)82. It is dextro-

rotatory in use. It is principally for cementing' lenses and

mounting microscopic objects.

Points to he observed in bnifinij.—There is sometimes sub-

stituted for this product a mixture of spirits of turpentine

and galipot. The latter is Bordeaux turpentme, which has

run from the tree during winter, and which, poor in spirits,

has dried on the trunk of the tree. This substitute is

detected by its smell of common turpentine, its taste, and

especially i)y its complete solubility in alcohol.

9. Rosin (Colophony).

Oriijiu.—Rosin is the residue ol)taiiied from the steam

distillation of turpentine, and })rincipally of Pxirdeaux

turpentine and American. The essential oil whicii they

contain is carried over by this distillation and condensed

apart. The water is also driven off. This process is fully

described in the chapter on " Solvents," p. 90.

Commercial Varieties— (1) Bordeaux liosin or French liosin,

consists of brittle, friable masses, varying in colour from

bright yellow to deep brown, according as it has been

submitted to a greater or less heat.
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(2) American Rosin is transparent, varies in colour from

window-glass through pale amber to dark brown. It pos-

sesses a peculiar fragrant smell not possessed by the French

varietj'. As this smell is retained by yellow soap, into the

composition of which it enters, it is highly prized by British

soapmakers ; so much so that during the American Civil

War its price rose above that of tallow, French rosin not

being available on account not only of its bad smell, but also

of the limited production which barely meets the wants of

their own home consumption. When American rosin enters

into the composition of an oil or spirit varnish it modifies the

smell of the solvents. These, however, having a distinct

smell of their own—more or less pungent—the smell of the

rosin is not so perceptible as in the case of soap.

Properties.—Kosin is hard and friable at the ordinarj'-

temperature. It softens at 80° C, and melts between 90° and

100° C. Density, 1-045 to I'lOO.

Composition.—Kosin is never completely free from spirits of

turpentine, the better varieties still retaining 1 to 2 per cent.

Bcfining.—Several processes have been indicated for refining

rosin. In view of the numerous attempts which have been

made to refine resin so as to produce therefrom a good drying-

varnish, the following processes may be pointed out without

expressing but a limited amount of belief in their efficacy :

—

(1) It has been proposed to pass a current of chlorine

through melted rosin ; the mass is acidified with sulphuric

acid, washed with boiling water, and finally with hot water

containing nitric acid.

(2) The rosin is lieated with a solution of common salt

;

it is then brought to the boil for a few minutes after adding

a solution of chromic acid, or a solution of bichromate of

potash and sulphuric acid, and the operation finished by

washing with water rendered slightly ammoniacal.^

1 Both nascent chlorine and oxygen would appear to be developed by

this mixture.
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(3) Another process consists in liciitin;,' rosin with u mixture

of chalk, hlack oxide of niant^anese, hichroniate of potash, and

filtration throuj^h sand.

(4) Or the rosin is heated wilh zinc diisi, with or without

the addition of hisul[)hate of soda.

(5) Attempts have also heen made to use chloride of zinc

and sulphuric acid at a high temperature.

((')) The hest process would appear to he to previously tilti'r

the melted rosin, then to heat it to l')(r C. W'ith 5 per cent,

of zinc chloride for one or two hoiu's, and then to add ahout

12 per cent, of hichromate of potash in powder. The whole

is filtered after allowing the temperature to fall to 100" C.

(7) Another process of purification consists in the use of sul-

phuric acid under pressure and at a high tempcn-ature. The

process is conducted in an iron autoclave furnished with a

steam jacket heated with superheated steam and capable of

resisting a pressure of 12 Ihs. Ahout 2 cwt. of rosin are

run into the autoclave, and heat applied until the wiiole is

melted, and when the pressure has reached U lbs. the sul-

phuric acid is introduced. The whole is heated to 100^ C. for

an hour, then allowed to cool, and the product washed with

boiling water.

(H) Kosin may he obtained as colourless and transparent

as glass by distilling it with superheated steam. (Hunt A:

Pochin's patent.)

SoluhUUy.—Kosin does not dissolve in water, but dissolves

easily and completely in alcohol of 95 per cent, strength. It

is very soluble in benzol, bisulphide of carbon, ether and

chloroform, coal tar, petroleum and shale naphthas, and its

solutions in these solvents may be thinned down with gasolene.

It is soluble also in spirits of turpentine and in fixed oils.

Saponification.—Kosin dissolves in solutions of both caustic

and carbonated alkali, 1000 parts of rosin requiring on an

average about 170 parts of pure caustic potash for complete

.saponification. Its solution fiuoresces or " blooms ". See
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also under " Kesinates," p. 211, for further details as to its

solubility in alkalies.

Hardness.—Rosin is harder than elemi. It has been

pointed out that this hardness increases when it is heated

in an atmosphere of carbonic acid ; when it is afterwards

broken it does not crumble as before, and its fracture recalls

that of copal.

(1) Hardening Rosin.—The following process has also been

proposed for obtaining products of greater hardness than

ordinary rosin. The resin is heated from 180' to 210' C,

and 8 to 10 per cent, of glycerine stirred in with constant

stirring. By working in a vacuum a temperature of 310° C.

may be used ; there is afterwards added 3 per cent, of pul-

verised lime, and the whole heated until the mass becomes

homogeneous. AVorking in this manner, according to Dr.

E. Schaal, a very hard product—a rosin ester—is obtained

after cooHng.

(2) It has also been proposed to heat to a temperature of

180° to 240° C. a mixture of 4 parts of cane sugar with 5 to 6

parts of glycerine and 100 parts of rosin. The whole is then

heated to 208° C. after the addition of 3 parts of linseed oil

and three parts of lime until the mass becomes homogeneous.

But it does not appear that this hardened rosin, or rosin

" ester," can be altogether substituted for the hard copals,

even for those of inferior quality.

Adulterations.—The only point to be attended to is the

amount of spirits of turpentine, water and grit present.

Austrian rosin should not be bought, it is too soft and

" tacky ".

10. Shellac.

Origin.—Shellac coines from the East Indies, and is pro-

duced by an insect, the lac cochineal coccus lacca, which

lives upon different trees, but principally on the Ficiis rele-

yiosa L., Fictis indice L., Rhamnus jujuta L., Croton lacci-

ferum. The insects are enshrouded by the resinous juices
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Nvliifli nni tioiii tlir surfiu-es puiicturt'd by tlie insect.

These juices dry upt^n tluiii, and principally upon the ffniak-

insects, which are far more abundant than the males, the

proportion beini,' 1 male to 5000 females. Inside the burrow-

ings thus formed the larvie are developed which consume

the juice, and which after develo[)ment pierce the enve-

lope to escape. These burrowings are coloured reddish

brown and constitute the shellac, which consists of a colour-

ing matter, wax and resin. The best shellac is that which is

collected previous to the escape of the insects.

Commercial Varieties.—Shellac is met with under six

forms :

—

(1) Stick Lac, or Crude Lac, which adheres to the branches

upon which it has been produced, is met with as an irregular

transparent crust of a dark red colour with a lustrous frac-

ture.

(2) Lac Dijc and Lac Lake are made by passing the pre-

ceding product through a mill and .sifting the ground lac,

returning to the crusher everything that does not pass

through the sieve. The sifted product is stirred in a re-

volving cylinder with a weak solution of caustic soda, which

dissolves the colouring matter; the alkaline solution is de-

canted, and a solution of alum added which precipitates this

colouring matter and the fraction of shellac dissolveil by the

alkaline lye.

The precipitate is pressed into cakes which are dried in

the sun. A product is thus obtained which contains 50 per

cent, of colouring matter.

(3) Shellac properly so called is obtained from the resin

purified by the preceding operation. This resin is melted

and run into hot fiat moulds, fronj whence it is taken by the

workmen dipping in a piece of bark and spread over a hollow

cylinder of galvanised iron filled with tepid water. The

layer is smoothed by passing a leaf over the surface, and

soon solidifies, assuming a fine shagreen texture; the thicker
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parts are separated and remelted, whilst those portions,

which are sufficiently thin, are suspended in an airy place

and afterwards exported in the form of shellac.

(4) Seed Lac consists of the grains directly detached from

the branches.

(5) Button Shellac is obtained by roughly breaking the

crude lac and stirring it for several hours with hot water,

which separates a portion of the colouring matter. The

resinous mass is again treated with hot water, melted and

run into buttons.

(6) Shellac Bods are obtained by drawing out the melted

shellac into rods.

Properties.—Shellac is a brittle substance varying in

colour from reddish brown to a golden yellow, according to

the amount of colouring matter which has been removed

from it by previous treatment. When heated it becomes

soft and gives off a peculiar, pleasant smell. If the heat be

sufficient it melts completely and catches fire.

Composition.—The following analyses are due to Hat-

chett :
^,^.^^_ Button.

Per cent. Per cent.

Resin ..--.- 68 85-5

Colouring matter - - - - 10 '2-5

Wax - 6 i-5

Nitrogenous matter - - - - 5-5 2-0

Impurities . . . - . 10-5 2-5

The wax consists of a mixture of several myricic ethers,

with more than 50 per cent, of free myricic alcohol and a

small quantity of free or combined cerylic alcohol. But the

proportions of these different ingredients varies with t-he

treatment which the crude lac has undergone ; lac dye

contains as much as 50 per cent, colouring matter, whilst

orange shellac only contains O'Oo per cent, for 91 per cent,

of resin.

Solubility.—Shellac is only very partially soluble in ether,

which only dissolves 6 per cent, of the wax ; the same remark

applies to chloroform, which only dissolves 10 per cent, of
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tilt' wax, iiiul also to bisiil[)hicle of carbon. For the same

reason it only dissolves partially in cold alcohol, althou^'h it

•{ives a clear solution with hot alcohol ; the solution becomes

cloudy as it cools from separated wax. It does not dissolve

in oils. Shellac dissolves easily in solutions of caustic or

carbonated alkalies as well as in a solution of borax ; it is

precipitated from these solutions by acids.

The colouring' principle is soluble in water :md also in

dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acids.

Ilardjiess.— Shellac although tough is not at all hard ; it

is particularly brittU^ and friable when rosin is present to any

extent.

Adulteration of Shellac and its detection.—Ixosin is the most

general adulterant, and this fraud is very difficult to detect

owing to the behaviour of both substances with the usual

solvents being very similar.

Ether in which rosin is completely soluble may, h(jw-

ever, be employed for this purpose, or petroleum ether which

only dissolves 1 to 2 per cent, of pure gum lac and 3 to 15 per

cent, of seed or stick lac, whilst rosin is completely soluble.'

A process based on the difference in density of the two

resins has been given by Wiesner. It consists in making a

solution of common salt or sugar with a density of 1"0S to

1'09 at 15° C, in which resin floats whilst shellac falls to the

bottom. The finely pulverised sample is briskly shaken with

this solution, and after being allowe<l to stand for some time

the liquid is decanted along with the floating resin. After

sufficient washings the resin is weigiied, and the proportion

in which the mixture was made is thereby ascertained.

Bleaching of Shellac.

As the colour of shellac is often objectionable, attempts

have been made to bleach it. Chlorine may be used for the

' Tlie merest tyro may detect rosiu in orange Bhollno hycrusliing it lielweeu

tlie fingers and the palm of the hand. Hosiu also iucreascs the acid value.
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purpose. The shellac is dissolved in a weak alkaline Ij'e and

a current of chlorine passed through the solution. But chlorine

acts verj^ energetically, and often -so modifies the resinous

matter that it becomes altogether altered and unfit for use

owing to its becoming very difficultly soluble in alcohol. More-

over, great trouble is experienced in removing all the chlorine

from the bleached shellac, even after repeated washing with

water. The former afterwards acts injuriously when the resin

is extended into a varnish, especially upon metals, and to such

an extent as to exclude it from employment thereon.

(1) WiUstems Process.—500 parts of chloride of lime are

mixed with 20U0 parts of water, and a solution of 500 parts

of carbonate of potash in 1500 parts of water is run in so

long as a precipitate is formed. Into the filtered liquid

there is run, a little at a time, a solution of 500 parts of

orange shellac in 2000 parts of alcohol of 90 per cent,

strength. After the whole has been well stirred, it is

allowed to stand, preferably in the sunlight. After half an

hour to an hour the liquid containing the resin is run in a

thin stream into dilute hydrochloric acid, 1 part of acid in

5 parts of water. As soon as the resin is completely pre-

cipitated it is washed with water until free from acid. It is

then churned with hot water until the latter is no longer

coloured ; finally, the hot resin is run into sticks which are

generally piled together. If the action of the chlorme has

been too energetic, and if the shellac has been so altered

as to become insoluble in alcohol, this may be remedied by

breaking the sbellac into small pieces and immersing these

for twenty-four hours in ether, where it swells and is after-

wards easily dissolved in alcohol.

Sauerwein has suggested the addition of sulphite of soda

to the resin precipitated l)y hydrochloric acid.

(2) Another Method.—Willstein's method is costly owing

to the use of alcohol. The following method may l)e
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used iiisti'iid : 40 ])arts of shellac an- lu-att'd witii a solution

of 10 [)arts of (.•aihoiiate ol soda in l.*)() [tails <»! \vat«'r

until complete solution is effected. The licjuid is allowed

to clarify l)y standing' and then decanted, after which

there is added to it a filtered solution of 40 parts of

chloride of lime in -Id parts of wati'r. leaving' the whole to

stand from twenty-four to forty-ei^dit hours, and then pre-

cipitating the resin by hydrochloric acid as in the preceding

method.

(H) Alkaline Method ivithunt Chlorine.—In the following,'

process an attempt has been made to alto<,'ether suppress

the use of chloride of lime. The shellac is added in snuill

quantities to a dilute solution of boiling' soda by takin*,' care

not to make a fresh addition until the previous lot has been

dissolved, stopping short when there is a slight excess of free

soda.

When all is dissolved, the whole is boiled for a few

moments with constant stirring and then allowed to cool.

The wa.\ which solidifies on the surface is removed and the

liquid filtered, if need be, so as to obtain a clear solution,

which is treated with hydrochloric acid as before. J^ut this

process yields a product which stdl contains an appreciable

amount of colouring matter.

Care has to be taken not to prolong tlie boiling with

alkaline lye even although very dilute, for Benedikt and

Ehrlich have shown that the shellac would become con-

verted into a substance of a balsamic consistency which has

a similar centesimal composition as the primitive resin, and

which they have named liquid gum lac.

(4) Eisner's Method.—Eisner has proposed the use of

animal charcoal, which bleaches the resin without altering

it. He agitates an alcoholic solution of shellac with coarse-

grained animal charcoal which has been previously washed

with acid, then with water, and dried. A ipiantity of
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animal charcoal is added to the alcoholic solution sufficient

to make therewith a rather fluid paste and the whole

exposed to sunlight for several days, taking care, however,

that the temperature is not too high. When it is ascer-

tained by filtering a small fraction of the liquid that the

solution is sufficiently bleached, the whole is thrown on a

filter and the alcoholic filtrate evaporated. This process

yields a remarkable product, but it can only be available in

certain exceptional cases because it is too costly. The

charcoal, moreover, retains too large a portion of the solu-

tion and has to be washed with alcohol, which still further

increases the cost.

(5) Sulijhurous Acid Method.—It has been further proposed

to dissolve the shellac in alkaline lye and to afterwards

neutralise it with a current of sulphurous acid which pre-

cipitates the bleached shellac.

11. Japanese Lac.

Origin.—The guin lac of Japan or urushi is the milky

juice of the Bhus vernicifera, a tree cultivated in Japan at

different altitudes, at Dewa Aizu, Hiroshima and in the

environs of Tokio. The largest yield of juice is obtained

when the trees are fifteen years old. Two kinds of liquid are

obtained from one and the same tree, one of which is called

Ki urushi and the other Seshime urushi.

To obtain the former shallow incisions are made on the

stem of each tree, which yields on an average about forty

grains of this particular kind. The second variety is obtained

by macerating the branches for several months in water and

afterwards heating. The seshime urushi thus obtained is

only used for the preparation of oil varnishes.

Commercial Varieties.— (1) Pure . Urushi is a thick greyish

liquid, having the appearance of an emulsion.

(2) Ordinary Urushi.—This is a mixture of 60 per cent, of

pure urushi and 40 per cent, of mokuyiki or wood sap, but
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inferior ((ualitii's do not coiiiain more tliiiu AO \nr cent, of

pure unislii.

Prupcrties.—Pure urushi is a licjuid uitli a sweet charac-

teristic odour. Its density is IOU'2 at "iO C. If exposed to

the air in a thin hiyer it assumes a deep colour and (hies

to a hrilhaiit transhicent varnish, whicli is very stable and

resistant, even under the action oi nitric acid.

Composition.—According to M. Ishiniatsu, who has pub-

lished a very complete research upon Japanese lac, the pure

uruslii of Yoshino contains in 100 parts:

—

Matter soluble in alcohol (urushic acid) - SoLO

(ium analogous to gum-arabic ... :j'l5

Diastasic matter .... 2 28

Water and volatile matter .... 9'40

<W-98

Ordinary urushi has the following,' composition :

—

Soluble in alcohol ... - 58-24

Gum •'•:52

Diastasic matter - i"-i'i

Water and volatile matter - - - :W-17

10000

Urushic acid, which forms the jj;reater part of urushi, is a

deep coloured paste possessing the same characteristic odour.

It has a density of 'QHol at 23^ C. It resists a temperature

of IGO^md decomposes slowly at about 200 ('. It is not

affected by atmospheric influences.

Urushic acid only dries under the influence of the dias-

tasic matter which is coagulated by heat and loses its action

about (38" C. It is therefore necessary to work at a com-

paratively low temperature, about 20' C. In contact with air it

is converted into o.xyurushic acid—the dried varnish—which

corresponds in composition with the formula C,^H,^03.

According to M. G. Bertrand. Comptcs lUmlna de I'Aciult-tuu'

des Sciences, t. cxviii., p. 1215, the portion soluble in alcohol,

which he calls laccol, becomes oxidised as easily in the
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absence as in the presence of the ferment which he calls

laccase, but in the first instance the laccol only yields a

viscous resinous mass—soluble in alcohol—which remains

tacky for a long time, and not the black insoluble product

characteristic of the lac. It is under the alternate action

of the oxygen of the air and the diastasic principles that the

lacquer is produced.

Solubility.—Urushic acid is soluble in ether, alcohol,

benzol, bisulphide of carbon ; it does not dissolve so easily

in petroleum, and is insoluble in water.

Adulterations.—Japanese lac is adulterated b}^ the addition

of mokuyiki or wood sap, and also by the addition of a drying

oil, genera,lly linseed oil.

12. Chinese Lac.

Origin.—Chinese lac, or Chinese varnish, is a natural pro-

duct which, according to Father d'Incarville, is composed of

a gum resin which flows from a tree known to botanists as

Angia sinensis, but called by the Chinese Tssi-chou or varnish

tree, which grows in several of the meridional provinces of

China. It grows xoild on the mountains. The diameter of

the trunk is often a foot or more. But the tree is also

cidtivated for the sake of its varnish, which it then yields

more abundantly and of finer quality. During the summer

cuts are made in the bark in the form of a triangle, and

a resin exudes of the consistencj^ of liquid pitch. An
oblong river shell is inserted in the base of the triangle to

receive the resin. The natives collect the varnish into bam-

boo pails hanging from the loins by scooping it out of the

shell with a finger previously moistened w^ith the tongue to

prevent the varnish from adhering. Many use a wooden

spatula moistened w4th water. The varnish is stored in

l)arrels, the mouths of which are closed by a sheet of paper

made of hemp fibre. The varnish which flows from the wild

trees is collected in a veiy crude wa3^ Cuts are made at
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(litft'i-i'iit lu'i<,'hts on the tivc and the varnish is collected at

the foot. In the Tonkin section of the Paris Exhibition of

1889 natives rai^dit have been seen manipulating this varnish

and its application to diflferont objects viewed from first to

last. This substance dissolves in the ditfercnt solvents

—

ether, alcohol, spirits of turpentine. It can thus be brou^dit

to any desired consistency. Macaire Princeps states after

investigation that its properties are similar to Venice tur-

pentine or copaiba balsam. Exposed to the air it solidifies,

becomes of a red colour, then black, and forms a brilliant

coat, susceptible of takinp; a beautiful polish. The re-

splendent lustre and durability of the lacquers used by the

Chinese in the decoration of articles of vertu, ornaments, etc.,

have for centuries been the admiration of ^^'estern Europe.

At first sight their method would appear to be altogether

different from our own. But on closer inspection it will be

found that the principle of both is identical, the only real

difference being in the materials used.

The Chinese use three different kinds of varnish

—

Nicn-tsi,

Si-tsi, and KouaiKj-tHi. The two first are used for black

varnish, and the latter, which is the most highly esteemed,

as a vehicle for colours, l^'or this purpose it is mixed with

a kind of oil called tong-yeou, the drying properties of which

have been intensified by exposure to air and sunlight. The

most remarkal)le difference between our varnish and Chinese

is the fact that the quicker the former dries the more brittle

does the coating become and the greater its tendency to

scale off. The Chinese varnish, whilst drying (piicker, does

not possess this fault. Their method of manufacture is very

simple. The varnish is first reduced to half its original bulk

by exposure to the sun. It is then mixed with about { oz.

of pig's gall and about \ oz. of Jioman alum per lb. of

pure varnish. For black varnish they add ivory black and

tea oil rendered drying by boiling with arsenious oxide or
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sulphide. Further, as a vehicle for pigments, the Chinese

use a special varnish called Kao-kin-tsi, formed by a mixture

of equal parts of Tshao and of Kimj-tsi, made, the first by

adding a drying oil to Kouami-tsi, and the second by the

addition of the same oil to Sl-tsi, and in both cases a certain

quantity of camphor.

The varnish thus made is applied in a very systematic

and judicious manner. Thus the varnishes instead of being

mixed are applied one above the other and gold bronze

strewed between the two layers, thus producing the pretty

ground works on the art objects which they export.

The varnish is repeatedly filtered before use, four or five

times in succession, so as to obtain a perfectly limpid and

homogeneous fluid, which is supposed to be applied in very

thin successive and contiguous layers.

The Chinese colour their varnishes as follows :
—

Yellow—Orpinient.

Red—Vermilion or safflower.

Violet—Tai-tsi.

Green—A mixture of indigo and orpiment.

White—By incorporating silver leaf in the body of the varnish.

18. ASPHALTUM.

Orirjin.—Asphaltum belongs to the class of resins which

are by some petrologists included amongst minerals. It is

met with along the shores of the Dead Sea, in the bitumi-

nous earths of the Isle of Trinidad, and in the bitumens of

Britain, France and the Tyrol, etc. It is a solid bitumen,

consisting of a mixture of solid, liquid or gaseous hydro-

carbides. It is usually associated with rock salt in localities

where rapid evaporation and concentration by the heat of

the sun has taken or still is taking place.

Commercial Varieties.—In the manufacture of varnishes

the following sorts are employed :

—

(1) Syrian Asphaltum or bitumen of Jud8ea,a deep black sub-
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stance by rctlectod, hut yellowish-hiown in their sections by

transmitted, li^'ht.with a stroujijsuull ;inil a f^listenin^' fracture.

This sul)stance, which constitutes tlie bulk of the as))haltuni

of connnerce, is <,'enerato(l as a form of crude petroleinn by

springs in the neighboui'hood of the Dead Sea, on th(^ dense

Nvater of which it floats, and in course; of time, owing to

the powerful and concentrated action of the sun's rays, it

assumes a greater and greater consistency, and is eventually

driven on shore by the wind and collected. During its in-

spissation the toxic effect of the gases given off has been

said to kill birds in their flight across the sea.

(2) American Asplialtiim, Trinidad pitch, glance pitch, gil-

sonite, or grahamite, a black product almost without smell.

(8) Barbadoes Pitch or Manjnk.—This mineral is of a

bright black colour, and occurs at a very slight depth, some-

times on the surface in beds 1 to 2 feet thick ; it generally

iippears under an angle of about 40 degrees and in the imme-

diate vicinity of rock. It is presmned to be solidified petro-

leum, which is often seen there exuding from the earth or

floating on the water. In its composition this mineral is

similiar to the pitch of Trinidad, to the gilsonite of Utah and

the Canadian albertite, but it is of a much better (juality.

The best varieties of "manjak" contain 2 per cent, of

water, 70"85 per cent, of volatile organic substances, 26"97

per cent, of fixed carbon, and OlH per cent, of mineral

matter. A more general grade showed 5 per cent, of water

nnd mineral substance. Trinidad pitch contains 21 to 80

per cent, of water and about 88 per cent, of ash : hence

the " manjak '" mineral is much richer in natural bitumen.

It is used, among other i)urposes, for the insulation of

<?lectrical conduits, for varnish, bituminous concrete, and for

fuel, mixed with peat, and possibly might be iw. d -i^ an

insulating medium instead of gutta-percha.

Propcrtica.—Asphaltum is met with in comi)act masses,
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the colour of which varies from deep black to deep brown
;

the fracture is conchoidal, appearance greasy. It is not

translucid. In thin plates it is very faintly transparent. It

is insipid, becomes negatively electrified by friction, and

gives off a slight smell of petroleum. It melts between 1"07

and 1"17. The melting-point is 100° C.

Solubility.—Ether dissolves about 70 per cent., spirits of

turpentine and fixed oils about 50 per cent., and essential

oils about 33 per cent. ; absolute alcohol only dissolves about

5 per cent.

Hardness.—Asphaltum has about the same hardness as

gypsum.

14. Coal Tar Asphaltum or Coal Tar Pitch.

In varnish-making it is more profitable to employ coal

tar pitch than natural asphaltum. It very much resembles

the latter and is considerably cheaper. It softens more

easily, and is a bitumen varying from a sohd to a semi-liquid

consistency^

It dissolves more readily in a certain number of solvents

than natural asphaltum, but it is indispensable that it should

have been previously well freed from heavy oils.

It is but slightly soluble in alcohol ; ether dissolves about

50 per cent. It is soluble in chloroform, bisulphide of

carbon, benzol, amylic alcohol and acetone. It is slowly

soluble in spirits of turpentine, and partially soluble in

petroleum ether. Alkahes partially dissolve it.

Manufacture of Coal Tar Pitch.

When coal tar is distilled it may be separated by frac-

tional distillation into :

—

1. Light oils.

2. Heavy oils and soft pitch.

3. Anthracene oils and hard pitch.

(1) The Light Oils include all those volatile substances

which pass over below 200° C, such as benzene, toluene and
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their liifj;licr liouiolof^uies, soiui' hyiliocaibidcs of the t-tliylcnc

series, basic substances and phenols. Tlie ethylenic hydro-

carbides and l)asic substances are ehniinated by treatment

with concentrated sulphuric acid, and the phenols by wash-

ing with alkaline solutions. The oil thus treated is then re-

distilled, collecting only the products which distil between

80^ and I'lO C. This liquid—the commercial benzol—con-

tains variable proportions of benzol, boiling at HO' ('., and

toluene, boiling at 110" C, together with xylenes and other

hydrocarbides boiling above 110" C. It can, according to the

use to which it is to be jjut, be used as it is or it may be

again fractionally distilled (see " Solvents." p. 90).

(2) Ileanj Oils.—Thene distil between '200' and 800' C,

and being rich in solid naphthalene solidify to a crystalline

mass in cooling. The naphthalene is separated by filtration

and pressure, and the heavy oils freed from naphthalene may
be used in the manufacture of disinfectants, or it may be

used for the manufacture of phenol and carbolic acid.

(3) Anthracene Oils.—The residue from the distillation of

the heavy oils is known as soft pitch. It consists of a

mixture of solid hydrocarbides, anthracene, phenanthrene,

pyrene and chrysene, together with several substances

the nature of which is but imperfectly understood. By

redistilling this oil at a dull red heat anthracene oil, from

which anthracene is abstracted, is obtained.

(4) Soft Pitch, softening at 40° C. and melting at (50' C.

is the residue from the distillation of the heavy oils, and is

obtained by stopping the distillation before the anthracene

oils begin to come over, that is to say, when the specific

gravity of the oil as it distils is about 1090. This pitch

when well boiled and thinned down with naphtha or light

oil is the most serviceable for varnish makers. Mixed with

coal dust and pressed into bricpiettes it forms block fuel.

Hard Pitch, softening at 100' C. and melting at 160^ ta

5
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200° C, is very insoluble, so much so that it is of but little or

no service to the varnish maker. It is even too brittle for use

in the manufacture of briquettes, and for this purpose has to

be mixed with the oil from which the anthracene has been

eliminated. It is supposed in fact to contain free carbon,

due, perhaps, to coking going on in the still to a greater or

less extent. Behrens obtained from pitch freed from all oils

up to specific gravity 1'120, by successive digestions with

benzene, carbon disulphide, boiling benzene and boiling

alcohol, 23"54 per cent, of a black powder, quite similar to

South Wales anthracite, of the following composition :

—

A B
Per c-eiit. Per cent.

Carbon . . - . 90-836 91-921

Hydrogen - - - 3-058 8-157

Ash 0-398 0.872

Good hard pitch, according to Habet, consists of:—

Per cent.

Carbon - . . . . 75-32

Hydrogen - - - - - 8-19

Oxygen - . . . . lG-06

Ash 0-43

100-00

Medium Hard Pitch, as its name implies, is obtained by

stopping the distillation between the gravities 1'090 and

1-120.

Soft Pitch may be kneaded between the teeth. Medium

pitch is less easily masticated. Hard pitch crumbles to a

powder.

India-Rubbek or Caoutchouc.

Origin.—India-rubber is the dried milky juice which runs

from a great numl)er of South American, African and Indian

plants, such as the Siphonia elastica (Pers.), the Fic7cs elastica

(L.), the CastiUoa elastica (Cav.), etc.
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Commercial Wiiteties.—These art- (listiuf^'uislied iicconliiif^

to the nanus of the country from whiclj they h;i\. l...?i

imported.

(1) liittzilKiii liubhor.—Para (the most hi«,'hly esteemed),

Maranliam, Ceara, Bahia, Pernamhuco.

(2) Central A mvvicau Unlilur — p;i 11:1111:1 ^ ruaya(|uil, C'artha

gena. Central America.

(8) African Unhhcr. — Gahoon, Sierra Leone, Lilieria,

Mozamhique, Mada<,'ascar, Nossi-Pi-.

(4) Asiatic Unh/trr — Assmid. l\:uif^oon, Sin^'apure, liorneo,

Java, Sumatra.

I'mpcrtics.— Tndia-niliher is soft, ilexihle and ahuost

colourless in thin sheets ; it possesses a remarkable elas-

ticity, but it hardens with cold. It melts at 285^ C.

Compositioji.—India-rubber is a hydrocarbide with a com-

position corresponding' to the formula CiH: ; it moreover

contains small quantities of fatty matters, nitrofjenous

substances, sulphur and chlorine.

Solubility.—India-rubber is insoluble in water and alcohol

;

it is soluble—or rather swells whilst presenting' the appear-

ance of a real solution—in ether, bisulphide of carboh, coal

tar naphtha, petroleum spirit, and essential oils. Heavy

coal tar oils dissolve about 5 per cent, of their weight, whilst

the li^'ht naphthas dissolve about 80 per cent. The best

solvent for rubber is a mixture of 100 parts of bisulphide of

carbon and 5 parts of absolute alcohol, ^s hich yields a perfectly

limpid solution. Pinene hydrochloride reacts energetically on

rubber, quickly effecting complete solution. See also " Caout-

choucine," p. 187.

It is necessary to remark tiuit if the evaporation of the

solvent be slow, the rubber yields a tacky, jiitchy coat.

India-rubber withstands the action of alkalies and dilute

acids.
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Gutta-Percha.

Orkiin.—Gutta-percha is the product resulting from the

drying of the sap of the Isonandra (jutta (Hooker), a tree

indigenous to the Malay Peninsula.

Projjerties.—Gutta-percha is a greyish white substance,

with great suppleness but little elasticity. It begins to melt

at 48° C. It is ductile at oO'', pasty and malleable at 100°,

and fusible at 130° C. Left for a long time in contact with

the air, it alters and becomes brittle.

Composition. — According to Payen it contains three

proximate principles, which he named gutta, albane and

fluavile.

Solubility.—It is insoluble in water ; alcohol only dis-

solves 15 to 22 per cent. It partially dissolves in the hot in

spirits of turpentine, shale naphtha and in fatty oils. It

also dissolves fairly well in benzene, and is completely soluble

in bisulphide of carbon and chloroform, yielding after filtra-

tion perfectly limpid and colourless solutions.

It resists the action of alkalies and most acids.

Balata.

Origin.—Balata is the concrete milk of the bullet or bully

tree of Central and South America (Mimnsojjs balata).

Extraction.—After stripping off the bark a number of

oblique cuts are made . .. '^^ife extending to about seven

feet up the trunk. The ^ caught in a clay ring en-

circling the tree below the cuts, j,tid is collected in calabashes.

Yield.—A tree gives from 6 to 30 ozs. of milk, giving

when dry f to 1 lb. of balata. But when the trees are cut

down, and circular incisions made thereon about one foot

apart along the trunk and a receptacle placed below each

incision, 5i to 11 lbs. of better quality gum are obtained from

an average tree, whilst large trees yield as much as 45 lbs.
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I'lOjicities. —The cnulr resin drit's rapidly t<» tlie consist-

encv of leather in two to three days. Its specific gravity is

r04'2. It is intermediate in properties between india-ruhl)er

and <,'utta-percha, possessing' the elasticity of the one and

the ductility of the other without the intractability of the

former or brittleness of the latter, thus possessing advantages

for many purposes not shared by either.

Solxbiliti/.—It is freely soluble in benzol and carbon di-

sulphide in the cold, and when heated in spirits of tur[)entine,

chloroform and petroleum spirit. It, however, only dissolves

but partially in absolute alcohol and ether. Neither caustic

alkalies nor hydric chloride have any action, but concentrated

sulphuric and nitric acids attack it energetically. It is easily

vulcanised.

Uses.—It is used extensively as a chewing gum in the

United States, and as an electrical insulator, and in varnish

making.

Chicle is analogous to, if not identical with, balata Its

uses are similar.

Camphor.

Camphor is obtained from several trees of the laurel

family. It is a semi-transparent white substance, which is

easily pulverised after being moistened with a few drops of

alcohol or ether. Camphor dissolves in alcohol, ether, ace-

tone, acetic acid, wood spirit, bisulphide of carbon and oils.

The addition of camphor to the solvents used to dissolve re-

fractory resins greatly facilitates the solution of the latter.

For a full description see " Camphor Oil." [». M.'l

GuRJUN Balsam or Cochin China Wood Oil.

Oriijin.—This oleo-resin, notwithstanding its synonym,

has no connection whatever with Japanese wood oil. The

latter is a fatty oil l)elonging to the class of drying oils.

Gurjun balsam is an oleo-resin secreted by different trees

belonging to the order Dipterocarpce.
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Trees' and Localities yielding Gurjun Balsam.

Species of
Diptero Carpus.

Turbinatus -

(Icevis, iiidiciis)

Triuervis
Incanus
Alatus -

Crispalatus -

Zeylanicus -

Hispidus
Gracilis

Littoralis

Retusus
(Spanoghei)

Country.

E. Bengal, Chittagong, Pegu, Singapore, French Cochin
China.

Java and the Philippines.

Chittagong and Pegu.
Chittagong, Burmah, Tenasserim, Andamans, Siam and

Cochin China.
French Cochin China.
Ceylon.
Ceylon.
Java.

Java.
Java.

Habitat.—These Dipterocarixe grow in the forests of

mountainous regions, and more especially on the borders

of the clearances.

Yield.—The collection of the oil is one of the chief

industries of French Cochin China, where the trees are now
felled in a systematic manner under Government super-

vision. The annual value of the oleo-resin of a Dipteyocarpus

in that country is estimated at about 16s. to 17s., and the

trees continue to yield for about 100 .years.

Collection—Forestry TecJinology.—The oil is collected in the

following manner : The woodman first of all makes a round

hole in the wood with an auger about 2 inches in diameter

and reaching to within a short distance of the opposite side

of the tree. It is at the mouth of this hole that the font

is made to receive the oil. At this point a deep, almost

horizontal, cut is made in the tree by means of an axe, and

higher up another vertical cut meeting the other at an acute

angle. A sort of font or basin-shaped hole is thus scooped

out of the trunk of the tree about the height of a man
from the ground where the oleo-resin collects.

When the collection of the resin commences glowing,

charcoal is placed in the font, or leaves saturated with
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olc'o-ri'siii, aiul I'liHained ; the surface of the wood chars

and the thiid oil coiniiiences to flow. The fire is then

extinguished, and three or four days afterwards the oil is

collected.

At intervals of three to four weeks the charred surface of

the font is chipped off and the fresh surface again fired.

The same font may be fired eight to ten times, and it is not

unconnuon to find upon the same tree and at the same

height four or five cuts, each of which are exuding oleo-resin.

The oil is collected by means of a sort of spoon, formed

of meshes of cocoa-nut, and fixed to a l)amboo handle ;

occasionally by means of a gutter with a wide mouth, from

which the liquid runs into a receptacle at the bottom of the

tree.

Some species of Diptcrocarjue secrete balsam spontaneously

from a cut made on the trunk which is collected in the cold.

This "cold-drawn " quahty is much esteemed by the Anna-

mites for the manufacture of lacquer.

The collection of balsam constitutes the })rinc-ipal il not

the sole occupation of the Annamites of the province of Ben

Hoa. The product is of a mixed character, varying nmch in

character and quality owing to the resin of different species

being collected and stored in the same vessel.

Coiiwiercial Vnrietica.—Tw(j (jualities of oleo-resin are met

with :—

(1) Pale Yellow (Blomle).—The pnjduct principally of

Dlpterocarpus turhiualKs, and which on standing separates

into two layers. The upjwr layer is clear limpid amber,

yellow and slightly fluorescent. The lower layer is very

abundant, viscous, and of a greyish white colour.

("2) Black.—The product principally of Dij)tcnK(ii]m,'i alclus.

On standing it separates into a thick, viscous and very

fluorescent upper layer, deep brown red by refracteil light,

greenish by reflected. The lower dark greenish black layer
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of less bulk separates more rapidly. The density of these

oleo-resins is not definite ; it would appear to oscillate

between 0"960 and 0"966. The pale oil is always the lighter

in gravity.

Both the blonde and the black oleo-resin when distilled

yield a volatile oil which has been rectified over chloride of

calcium.

M. Eigal obtained the following results :

—

Rectification—Fractionation of Pale Yelloic Oil.—A litre of

blonde oil mixed with six litres of water yields 290 grammes

of a strav/ yellow volatile oil, lighter than water, whilst a

white material occupies the space between the water and

the oil, which would appear to be the hydrate of the volatile

oil. This hydrate is decomposed at a slight heat (176° C.)

in contact with calcium chloride.

Bj^ fractional distillation M. Eigal has obtained 242° C. as

the point at which the liquid boils. The different fractions

pass over as under :

—

1st fraction between 258° and 262° C.

2nd fraction between 267° and 275° C.

3rd fraction between 284° and 295° C.

The third oil is greenish in colour.

Black Oil Fractionation.—The black oil, 820 grannnes per

litre, commences to boil at 248° C. and yields :

—

1st fraction between 252° and 257° C.

2nd fraction between 260° and 262° C.

3rd and final fraction between 262° and 266" C.

Proj9erh'cs.—These oils rotate the plane of polarisation

differently. This is due to the fact that they are the product

of different species. (French and American spirits of turpen-

tine— one ol)tained from Pinns maritima and the other

from Pinus toeda—behave similarly.) They detonate with

fuming nitric acid. Nitric acid gives a violet coloration,

sulphuric acid a purple red, hydrochloric acid a violet red.

Iodine attacks them energeticallj^ but without explosion.
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Tl)i' oil reseiubles c()[)iiil)ii in smell, lliivour and tlu'ni-

peiitical properties, but it imparts no unpleasant smell to the

breath. It is completely sohible in benzol, cumol, chloroform

and carbon disnlphide, and partially in the other varnish

solvents, (iurjun balsam is sold in Albay, Philippine Isles,

at 4U\. a pint. It is extensively used in England in skin

diseases, and in India as a substitute for copaiba. In the

far East it is principally used in varnishes, lac(|uers and

paints, with the special object of protectin<,' tlie wood a<,'ainst

the ravages of white ants.

Termites.—It is also applied generally to the seams and

bottoms of ships.

In the crude state it is said to have but little body and to

dry slowly, but when the essential oil is driven oil it dries

better.

Paraffin Wax. McUnni-l'oint, h^^ C.

Properties.—Parafilin is a solid, white, brilliant sub.stance,

soft to the touch, inert, inodorous and insipid ; it dissolves

in -IHIs parts of boiling alcohol, from which it separates in

beautiful pearly lamelhe on cooling. It dis.solves in petroleum

and shale, naphtha, .spirits of turpentine and fixed oils. It

dissolves in hot alcohol but crystallises out on cooling.

Source.—It is obtained by distilling crude petroleum and

shale oil. It concentrates in the heavy oil distillates, from

which it is separated by a process of refrigeration, sweating

and consecutive refining by acid and alkali.

r.sr.s. — It is sometimes used to diminish tlu- brittleness

of some varnishes. It is likewise used as an encaustic, and

finds a special use in mural decoration by artists to protect and

preserve delicate tints without injuring their purity of tone.

It has the disadvantage of becoming plastic and liable to

bend considerably below its melting-point, but its indifference

to acids and alkalies recommends it for many purposes ; a

minor application of this property being to coat the labels
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used on chemical laboratory reagent bottles so as to preserve

them from acid fumes.

Composition.—A mixture of solid hydrocarbides of the

marsh f^^as or Cn'H..,n series.

OZOKERIT (EaETHWAX, CeRESIN).

Ozokerit is a naturally occurring crude paraffin wax of

high melting-point. Its colour is generally black from

bituminous impurities, but it may be refined into yellow

and white ceresin.

Pyroxyline or Gun Cotton.

Manufacture.— (1) Pyroxyline or gun cotton is obtained

by immersing cotton wool, or other finely divided cellulose

material, in a mixture of 3 volumes of nitric acid and 5

volumes of sulphuric acid. The cotton becomes nitrated to

a greater or less extent according to the length of time it has-

been left in contact with the acids. It is well washed in

running water to free it from all trace of acid, and then

dried at a very gentle heat (below 100"^' C).

(2) The above mixture may be replaced by a mixture

of 200 parts of sulphuric acid at 66° C. and 100 parts of

well-dried nitre, and the cotton, 5 parts, is left therein for

fifteen minutes. This yields a mixture of mononitrated

and binitrated cellulose, which is much more soluble than

the trinitrated cellulose.

(3) Pyroxyline soluble in alcohol and ether may also be

made as follows : 4 volumes of fuming nitric acid are diluted

with an equal bulk of water, and 18 volumes of concen-

trated sulphuric acid added. The whole is well stirred, and

when the temperature, which will have risen to about 70° 0.,

has fallen to oo" C, the cotton wool is dipped in the liquid

contained in a stoppered vessel, or in a precipitating flask
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covered with a ^'lass plate. The cotton wool as it is bein^

iiiiuu'ised is pressed aj:jainst the sides of the vessels with

a stirrint,' rod so as to eliminate air-hells. The vessel is

covered with the <,dass plate or the stopper inserted, and the

whole allowed to stand for twelve minutes. The cotton is then

(|uickly withdrawn and plun^'ed into a basin full of water

and the washing' of the cotton is gone on with in such a

manner as will free it as speedily as possible from the

^neater bulk of the acid, the final traces of which are got

rid off in a current cjf water.

Solubility.—Pyroxyline is soluble in a mi.xture of alcohol

uid ether, in methylic alcohol and acetate of aniyl.

Pyroxyline should not be stored l)y the inexperienced. It

should be kept moist with water.

Celluloid.

Celluloid is a body obtained from a mixture of pyro.xyline,

camphor, etc. This substance swells and dissolves in a mix-

ture of alcohol and ether ; acetate of amyl maj^ also be used

ns a solvent.

Sometimes pyroxyline is dissolved, and '2') to 50 percent.

of camphor added to the solution. Celluloid waste, old

combs, etc., can also be economically used in spirit varnish

manufacture, amyl acetate l><'in<_f M'j.iin n^ed .is a solviMit.

^Metallic Kesixatiis.

The resniates of magnesia, lime, baryta, zinc and

aluminium may be used as gum resin substitutes. They

are madt> by dissolving rosin in a diluted solution of car-

bonate of soda and precipitating by a weight of the salt

(the metal of which is required in the form of resinate)

e(iuivalent to the amount of soda used to saponify the

rosin.



SECTION II.

KAW MATERIALS (continued).—COLO\]'Ri:^G PRINCIPLES.

Colouring Peinciples.

The principal substances used to colour varnishes are :

—

1. Dragon's Blood. 7. Annatto.

2. Gamboge. 8. Turmeric.

3. Gum Accroides. 9. SaSron.

4. Seed Lac. 10. Indigo.

5. Sandalwood. 11. Aniline D}-es.

6. Safflower. 12. Coloured Resinates.

1. Dragon's Blood}—Dragon's blood (specific gravity, 1"2) is

a term used to designate a balsam obtained from different

species of plants, but principally from the fruit of the Calamus

draco (Willd.) of Indo-China and the Moluccas.

After collection of the ripe fruit, the brittle resin occurring

as a bright red exudation thereon is separated by shaking

or beating the fruit in sacks or baskets. Impurities are

separated bj^ sifting. It is so far melted by exposure to the

heat of the sun or by boiling as to become plastic enough

to be moulded into sticks, balls, etc., after which it is

wrapped in a palm leaf, in which form it is exported to

this country.

Commercial Varieties.—The principal varieties of dragon's

blood are :" globular," "stick" or "reed," "cake" and "lump".

The stick or reed, occasionally 12 to 15 inches long and ^

to 1 inch in diameter, is the best dragon's blood (jirnang).

Projjerties.—The colour of the resin is dark red brown by

reflected light, but deep crimson when viewed in the form of

' This substance i.s probabh- the dark resinous red colour brought from
India in ancient times and called by Pliny the true cinnabar.

(76)
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thin transparent sections by transmitted li^'ht. It is soluble

in varnisli solvents with the exci'ption of spirits of tur-

i)entine, and is only sli^'htly soluble in t'ther. When lu-atcd

to 1'20 C. it melts, emittin«^ the vapour of l)en/oie acid. At

one time it was extensively used to colour spirit varnishes a

deep red, but is now almost entirely r(^])Iaced by the cheaper

aniline colour, l^ismarck l)rown.

African Dra<jons Blood, thou^'h known in medicine

from the earliest historical times, now rarely finds its way
into commerce, and until recently nothinfj has been known
of its history. In 1S71, however, Mr. Baker described a

species of Draavna found in Somaliland, and yielding;

dragon's blood, under the name of D. Hchizantha, and he

also identified a species of Dracwna found in Socotra as D.

oinbct. This tree is described as growing at an elevation of

1500 feet, attaining a height of twenty feet, with spreading^

drooping branches of a mushroom form. The resin is ob-

tained by scraping the bark, and after about fifteen to

twenty days it exudes. It is exported from Aden chiefly to

Bombay, where it is used by goldsmiths.

Adulterations.—Dragon's blood is adulterated with dammar
and rosin, which are added at the time the resin is being pre-

pared for the market. In poor (jualities the sophistication

is so obvious as to be perceptible to the naked eye.^

2. Gamhoijc.—Gamboge, a gum resin produced by plants

of the family Guttifcra—the ijutta /era vera and the Camboijia

(jntta, which grow in the peninsula of Cambodia and the island

of Ceylon—is used to colour varnishes.

Commercial Varieties.—The principal kinds are :

—

1. Gamboge in cylinders and stick.s.

2. Gamboge in cakes or in lumps.

3. Giiniboge in bulk.

Composition.— Gamboge contains, according to the kind,

85 to 80 per cent, of yellow resin and 14 to 19 per cent, of

' Dragon's blood fades on exposure to sunlight but is not affected by
foul gases.
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gum soluble in water. The following proximate analyses

of different varieties of gamboge are b}^ Castelloe :

—

Luiii]! Pi]ie P<)\\flei'

per cent. per cent. per cent.

Resin ... - 67-6 79-30 76-G

Gum ... - 27-4 19-45 22-5

Impurities - - - 3-8 0-15 0-7

98-8 98-90 99-8

Ure quotes an analysis showing 89 of resin and 10"5 of gum.

The resin consisting of gambogic acid, C^^Hj-.O,;, may be

separated from the gum and impurities by digestion in

strong alcohol. Hy evaporating the latter pure gambogic

acid is obtained of a deep brown red colour, which, when

pulverised, becomes converted into a beautiful j^ellow.

Solvbility.—Gamboge is very soluble in ether, less soluble

in alcohol. It is often adulterated with starch, sand and

tinctorial barks, a fraud which is detected by digesting the

finely ground resin with 60 per cent, alcohol and examining

the residue with the microscope.

Gamboge as met with on the market varies greatly in

quality. That from Ceylon, presumably from the Stalagmites,

a pseudo gamboge, is said to be very inferior.

Physical Proj)erties.—The fresh fracture is deep brown red

which soon changes to liver colour, the surface becoming

coated with a dark green layer. The streak is lemon

yellow changing to orange yellow. Fresh fractures have

a greasy lustre which soon becomes dull. It has no smell

and hardly any taste, but leaves an acrid feeling in the

throat. When beaten up with water gamboge forms a fine

yellow emulsion—the gum holding the resinous matter in

suspension for a very long time.'

Uses.—Gamboge is used to colour golden lacquers, but

it cannot be used as a pigment except in water-colour

painting. Moreover, it is highly poisonous, being a drastic

purgative.

' Gamboge is reddened bj- acids and bleached by sunlight.
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'^. ('mm .l(</r»///<'.s— ( Synonyms : Black-hoy ^uni, Jiotany

Bay <,'uiii, Xanthorrlioa nsiii, (TrasK-tret' ^'uni). — These

resins uri' the [)iit(hict of several species of Xanthorrhea,

indigenous to Austraha, hut more especially of the Xanthorritoa

australis (of Victoria), A'. Iiastilis, iind A', arborcn. Although

produced so ahundantly in Australia, these were, until com-

paratively recently, practically unknown in this country.

But lately their importation has hecome more general, and

at the present day they, to a certain extent, replace dragon's

hlood, gamhoge and other tinctorial agents in the colouring

of pale lacquers.

The resin exudes naturally, hut a further quantity is

ohtained hy crushing the stems and sifting, hut, as may

naturally he expected, the resin ohtained in this way is

much contannnated with plant debris, and is consequently

inferior in quality. There are two varieties :

—

(1) Yellow (tiiiii Accroule.s, the product of A'. Iiastilis, con-

tain, according to Hildebrand, free acids, cinnamic and

paracumaric. The latter is also present in the form of an

ester combined with xanthoresiuotannol, an alcohol with

the formula C^.jH^,,0,,OH. This ester constitutes as much
as 80 per cent, of the resin. Xanthoresiuotannol is an

alcohol containing a hydroxyl group. No niethoxyl group

could he detected hy the Zeisre nn'thod. The behaviour of

the acetyl and benzoyl derivates pointed to the presence of

a hydroxyl group only. This resin alcohol may be converted

by direct nitration into picric acid. In addition to the

above, styracin, cinnamic acid, phenol propyl, ester, paroxy-

benzaldehyde, and possibly vanillin, were also present.

(*2) Red Gum Accroules diti'er in composition from the

yellow variety in containing paracumaric but no cinnamic

acid
;
parabenzaldehyde is present, but no vanillin, styracin,

nor the phenol propyl ester of ciimamic acid. The greater

bulk of the resin (^insists of an ester of paracumaric acid.
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conjugated with erythroresinotannol. The tannic resin

alcohol has the formula C4,|H:,yO;,OH, and is readilj^ con-

verted by nitration into picric acid. Benzoic acid, but only

in the combined state, is also present. The xanthorrea-

resins thus belong to the same class as Peru balsam, storax

and benzoin. A concentrated solution of the red resin, con-

taining a little castor oil or copaiba balsam to give it elas-

ticity, has a magnificent red colour, w^hich is employed to

coat the windows of photographic laboratories so as to

exclude the active rays.

4. Seed Lac.—This resin is described under " Shellac ".

5. Sandalwood.—There are three kinds of sandalwood, viz.,

white, yellow and red. It is the latter variety {Pterocarpu&

santaline), the red sanders {Lignum santali nibrnm), that is

used in varnish staining. It is a solid, compact, dull heavy

red coloured wood imported from the Coromandel coast

and the mountainous parts of India. It is met with in the

market as large logs, or in the shape of chips, or in the form

of either coarse or fine powder. Its taste is neither sweet,

bitter nor astringent.

Santaline.—The chief colouring principle, which is very per-

manent, is santaline. It is present to the extent of 16"75 per

cent. ; it is a crystalline red powder, melting a little below 212

F., soluble in alcohol, ether, acetic acid, and caustic alkalies.

It may be extracted and isolated from the wood as follows:

The finely-powdered sandalwood is completely exhausted

with alcohol, and the alcoholic solution treated with an ex-

cess of hydrated oxide of lead (made by precipitating sugar

of lead with caustic soda). The precipitate is collected on a

filter, washed with alcohol and dissolved in acetic acid. To

the solution an excess of water is added which precipitates

the colouring matter. The solution of acetate of lead may
be used to make new hydrate of lead. The precipitated

colouring principle (pure santaline) is washed and dried at
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a low tt'inperatuie. In hcauty and liri<,'htnt'ss it is lu-arly

equal to canuiiu', and is oi ^Tcat interest to painters, who

find it to be a very solid and fast colour. The carriages of

Napoleon III. were painted with it, and nine years after-

wards were as i)ric]jht as when it was first put on.'

Adiilteratious.—The powder is said to be frequently adul-

terated with red raddle, a fraud whicii may he detected by

trituratinf,' 2 of the powder with 10 of water, and afterwards

shakinfj with chloroform. The wood fioats on tlie chloroform.

(.). Saffloicer, or Cartliamii.s tiitrtnria, sometimes confounded

with saffron, is an annual plant, cultivated ori<,'inally in the

Levant, but afterwards in Persia, which furnishes the best

quality, and other parts of Asia, E^jypt, America and Europe.

There are two varieties of it, one with lar^^e the other with

smaller leaves. It is the last which is cultivated in Egypt,

where it forms a considerable article of commerce—the saf-

fron grown in that country rivalling in quality that of Persia.

Spain produces a fair quality, whilst tluit of France, Mexico

and Germany is inferior.

Composition.—SafHower contains two colouring principles,

one yellow, the other red. The yellow principle is alone

soluble in water. Its solution is always turbid, giving

with reagents the precipitates common to yellow colouring

matters. The alkalies render it lighter, the acids deepen it

in shade, giving it more of an orange hue ; both produce a

small dun precipitate which clarifies it. Alum gives a slight

deep yellow precipitate. The precipitates with the solution

and other metallic salts are not characteristic.

Alcohol takes but a slight dye out of those flowers from

which the yellow substance has been previously extracted

with water. But such flowers yield a yellow liquor, with

caustic alkaline solutions, which on neutralising witii acid

becomes turbid and reddish, and deposits a slight reddisli-

' Some authorities, however, describe it as fugitive.

6
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3'ellowish precipitate. Solutions of alum, zinc and tin yield

a yellow, and those of iron a copper greenish tinted, pre-

cipitate. If a carbonate of an alkali has been used, the acids

produce an abundant and a redder precipitate, but the shade

differs according to the acid employed. Alum gives with the

carbonated alkaline solution a red precipitate, which is so

light that it usually floats on the surface of the liquor. This

colouring matter is so delicate that it must not be treated

with hot solutions, otherwise the precipitates have no longer

the same beautiful colour.

The petals of safHower have a fine flame colour. It should

be gathered only when it begins to fade ; and it is better

when it has received rain in this state, although there is a

prejudice to the contrary. The rain may be supplied by an

artificial watering of the flowers morning and evening. The

seeds may still be left to ripen after the blossom is cropped.

These directions are given with the view of separating

the yellow substance, a redundance of which may constitute

the difference between the carthamus of Western Europe and

that of the Levant. It is proper to keep the carthamus in a

moist place, for too much drying might injure it.

It has been grown successfully at Gottingen and Amiens.

The yellow matter of safflower is not used, but in order to

extract this portion the carthamus is put into a bag which

is trodden under water till no more colour can be pressed

out. The flowers which were yellow become reddish and

lose nearly one half in weight.

These are now treated with alcohol, which extracts almost

pure carthamine, a substance which is soluble in fatty oils,

yielding a rose red or orange red liquid. According to

Guignet, carthamine is very dear, rising as high as 8000

francs the kilogrannne, but it has great tinctorial powers.

It is extensively used in the preparation of vegetable rouge,

which has the advantage of colouring the skin without

dyeing it.
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7. Annalto is a soincwliat dry liuid past*', limwii without

and red within. It is usually iniportcd in cakes of two or

three pounds' vvei^'ht, wrapped up in leaves of lar^e reeds

packed in casks from America, where it is prepared from

the seeds of the Bixa orcUaua of Linna>us, the Hocouyer of the

French.

The pods of the tree l)ein^' «,'athered their seeds are taken

out and hruised, and it is from the resinoid pulp that the

annatto is produced. They are now transferred to a vat,

covered with water, and left for several weeks or even months.

The substance is now squeezed through a sieve placed over

the vat so that the water containing the colouring matter

may return thereto. The residue is covered with banana

leaves and allowed to ferment, after which the process is

repeated, and so on till no more colour remains.

The substance thus extracted is passed through sieves

to separate the remaining seeds and the colour is allowed

to subside. The precipitate is boiled in coppers till reduced

to a consistent paste ; it is then suffered to cool and dried in

the shade.

Another and simpler method consists in sim})ly washing

the seeds of annatto until they are entirely deprived of their

colour, which lies wholly on the surface, and precipitating

the colouring principle by lemon juice or vinegar, and to

boil down or to drain in bags. The annatto produced in

this way is of (juadruple value to that made by the previous

process ; moreover, it dissolves more readily and gives a

purer colour.

Annatto contains two colouring principles, r-iz., orelline

and bixine. Orelline is yellow, soluble in water and alcohol,

and almost insoluble in ether, whilst bixine is red. very

slightly soluble in water, but soluble in alcohol, ether and

alkaline solutions.

According to J)r. .John, annatto contains an aroma, an
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acid, resin combined with the colourino^ matter, vegetable

mucilage fibrine, coloured extractive, and a peculiar matter

which approaches to mucilage and extractive. This analysis

explains why an alkali is added to annatto when used in

drying. The alkali combines with the resin and forms a

soap which dissolves in water. It likewise acts on the

colouring matter, rendering it more lively.

Annatto is often adulterated by sprinkling and mixing

it with urine, which can be recognised by the smell of

ammonia which it gives off when heated with caustic soda.

It is sophisticated with ochre and sand, which are recognised

on treating with alcohol.

A decoction of annatto in water is turbid, has a strong

pecuhar odour and a disagreeable taste. Its colour is yellowish

red, turning orange yellow with alkalies ; at the same time

the liquor clarifies and becomes more agreeable, while a small

quantity of a whitish substance is separated from it which

remains suspended in the liquid. If annatto be boiled along

with an alkali it dissolves much better than when alone, and

the liquid has an orange hue.

With the liquor (1) acids yield an orange coloured pre-

cipitate, soluble in alkalies to a deep orange coloration.

(2) Alum yields a deeper orange precipitate ; the liquid is

of a pleasant lemon yellow colour verging to green.

(3) Sulphate of iron forms an orange brown precipitate

;

the liquor retains a very pale yellow colour.

(4) Sulphate of copper gives a precipitate of a yellowish

brown colour a little brighter than the preceding ; the liquor

preserves a greenish yellow colour.

(5) Solution of tin produces a lemon yellow precipitate

which falls slowly. The colouring principle of annatto is

soluble in oil as well as in alcohol. A solution in ohve oil is-

used in France to impart a butter yellow tint to margarine.

8, Turmeric.— The colouring principle of turmeric is
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furnished by the loot {rhuzomc) of Curcuma tinclona (Guh,)

{lepra mcrita) whicli flourishes in tlu- lOast Indies. This

substance is very rich in colour, yielding' ii l»rilhant oran^'e

yellow, which is not howtvi-r permanent. It is soluble in

ether, alcohol and coal tar naphtlia. It is insoluble in water.

It dissolves in caustic alkaline solutions from which it is

precipitated by acids.

Turmeric powder is often adulterated especially with pea

Hour, which can easily be distinj^uished under the microscope.

9. Sai/nvt consists of the stigma of the flower of the

cultivated saffron, Crocus sativa, indigenous to the East, but

now cultivated generally throughout Europe. It requires a

million flowers to make "ij lbs. of saffron.' It contains a

yellow colouring principle, mfraninc or crocine, which, when

isolated, consists of a rose powder that dissolves with a

yellow coloration in boiling water, alcohol and alkalies.

Saffron is often sold after being exhausted with alcohol

and dried, but in that case instead of having a greasy lustre

its surface is dull. It is often mixed with other flowers, with

the fibres of dried beef, etc. These sophistications may be

detected under the microscope.

Certain formula for spirit varnishes still retain saffron, but

it is principally used in cooking, confectionery and medicine.

10. Indiijo is a vegetable dye obtained by a process of

steeping, fermentation and oxidation from the leaves of

Indiijofera tinctoria and i. ecru lea, natives of the East Indies

and other parts of Asia. Indigo is met with in commerce

in the form of .small cubes or in Hat irregularly shaped

pieces of a bright black or greenish blue colour, and con-

sisting of a diy paste containing among other matters a

peculiar colouring principle, iitdiaotiue, which may be iso-

lated by sublimation.

' Neither of these must be confouudcd with the aniline dyes of the same
name.
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Indigo is used in spirit varnishes, but only the very hght

kinds so as to avoid precipitation. When indigo is treated

with sulphuric acid, and the product neutralised v^ith soda, a

blue colouring substance is obtained called indigo carmine,

which is soluble in water and oil and finds a use in miniature

painting.

When indigo carmine is used to colour varnishes it is first

ground upon a slab with a small quantity of the varnish

and then incorporated with the bulk.

11. Aniline Colours, used in Lacquer Makiny, etc.— (1)

Magenta.—Crystals which have a greenish metallic lustre by

reflected light, but when viewed in thin sections by trans-

mitted light their colour is red. It dissolves rather sparingly

in water, imparting to it a crimson colour without fluores-

cence. It is precipitated by tannic acid from its aqueous solu-

tion. It dissolves readily in alcohol, and also in amylic alcohol

(fusel oil, etc.). Only a comparatively small proportion may
be used to colour spirit varnish, otherwise it will dry with a

bronze reflection which will mask the true colour.

(2) Safranine is met with in commerce as a brown red

powder. It forms when pure red crystals with green re-

flection, which dissolve in water a red colour. It is pre-

cipitated by tannic acid from its aqueous solution. Its

solution in alcohol is red with a fine orange fluorescence,

and when mixed with auramine it colours spirit varnish a

fine scarlet. It does not dissolve in ether.

(3) Acid Magenta.—Commercial acid magenta is a green

powder with metallic lustre which dissolves in water and

alcohol with a bluish red colour. Caustic soda discharges

dilute acids, even CO., reproduce the colour. Its tinctorial

power is only about one-half that of ordinary magenta.

(4) Alkali Blue.—Commercial alkali blue is met with as

a brown powder or in lumps, which dissolve in 5 parts of

water and in alcohol. Acetic acid colours blue and deposits

a blue precipitate on boiling. Hydrochloric acid precipitates
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the colour with docoloii^atioii of the sohitioii of tlie chemi-

cally pure colour. If carbonic acid is given otf on acidi-

fication, soda is present ; annnonia in excess decolorises the

solution ; caustic soda f^'ives a violet red coloration, which

turns to reddish brown on ltoiliii<,'.

(5) Spirit Blue, or aniline blue, is insoluble in water, but as

its name implies is soluble in alcohol and ether. It is prin-

cipally used in the manufacture of alkali blue. Its shade

varies from blue to violet.

((j) Phosphine as met with in connnerce is an oran;,'e yellow

powder, soluble in water, from which it may be precipitated

by tannic acid. Alkalies precipitate it in yellow flocks

soluble in alcohol and ether. The precipitate is coloured

brown red if sample impure. If concentrated hydrochloric

acid be added to a solution of phosphine, a precipitate of the

di-acid salt is produced wliieh is freely soluble in \\;it( r. It

is soluble in alcohol and also in ether, impartinf; to the

solution a magnificent yellow colour with intense green

fluorescence. Aqueous solutions of phosphine yield in the

cold, with a 1 per cent, solution of nitrate of potash, an im-

mediate characteristic red crystalline acicular precipitate of

chrysaniline nitrate.

(7) Auraviiiie.—Commeicial auramine is a yellow powder

which yields a yellow solution with water. Alkalies give a

white milky percipitate soluble in etlier without fluorescence.

Mineral acids gradually decolorise it in the cold. Sodium

amalgam gradually decolorises the alcoholic solution, which,

on the addition of water, yields a colourless precipitate, yield-

ing a deep blue coloration with hot acetic acid. Zinc dust

and acetic acid give a green colour.

(8) Picrk Acid, although a coal-tar colour, was discovered

so far back as 1799. It is met with in the forui of pale lemon

or straw yellow foliae, which melt at I'i'i"') C It may be

sublimed, but with the greatest of care, as it is highly ex-

plosive, and its alkaline compounds even more so. It may
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be used by itself to colour varnishes yellow or in combination

with suitable blues for green lacquers, etc. It is produced

by- the action of nitric acid upon carbolic acid. It is also

generated when silk, wool, leather, aniline, indigo, resins,

etc., are acted upon b}^ this acid. It only dissolves in 165

times its weight of water, but 1 part in 1000 communicates

a distinct greenish yellow colour and a most intense bitter

taste to the water used for its solution ; but it dissolves

easily in alcohol, ether and benzene.

The commercial article is liable to adulteration. It

should be completely soluble in benzol, and in water

acidified with sulphuric acid and in 10 parts of alcohol. Any
matter insoluble in alcohol would indicate mineral matter,

sulphate or nitrate of soda. The solution in ammonia

should give no precipitate with calcium chloride (absence

of oxalic acid). Sugar may be detected by neutrahsing

with soda and extracting with dilute alcohol. The sugar

dissolves ; the picrate of ammonia is insoluble.

(9) Naplithol Yelloio is the sodium, etc., salt of binitro

naphthol. It is met with in the form of needles which

dissolve freely in water. Hydrochloric acid decolorises

with precipitation of binitro naphthol. Ammonia has no

action ; caustic soda and potash give an orange red pre-

cipitate. Potassic cyanide gives a red solution, which de-

posits after a time red brown crj'stals—isopurpuric reaction.

The presence of picric acid may be detected bj^ the aqueous

solution being incompletely decolorised by hydrochloric acid.

(10) Aurantia is met with as a crystalline yellow powder

which detonates on heating. The corresponding sodium salt

is very explosive. It dissolves freely in water and alcohol.

Hydrochloric acid (dilute) gives a dark yellow precipitate, the

solution being almost decolorised. Boiling with tin crystals

gives a dark brown precipitate. Its solutions are said to

produce painful blisters on the skin.
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(1 1 » Chnjsoidinc.—Couimt'icial chrysoidino couHists of deep

violet crystals with nu'tallic lustre, (lissolvin«,' easily in

boilin*,' water and in alcohol. The acjueous solution eoaj^u-

lates into a characteristic deep blood-red gelatinous mass.

This colour dyes wool orange yellow. Sul[»luiric acid gives

A yellowish brown coloration. Tin crystals dccoKn-ise. liasic

acetate of lead gives an orange precipitate. Mixed with methyl

green gives a fine olive green.

(12) Bismarck Brown.—Commercial Bismarck brown is a

blackish looking powder, which dissolves in alcohol and

water with a red brown colour. It dyes wool orange

brown ; sulphuric acid turns the aqueous solution yellowish

brown. Tin crystals and hydrochloric acid discharge the

colour. Basic acetate of lead gives a brown precipitate.

The aqueous solution does not gelatinise on cooling (dis-

tinction from chrysoidine). This colour is greatly used by

French polishers as a mahogany stain.

(18) Liiiht Green S. F. Yellow Shade.—This dye comes into

commerce as a brown amber-looking powder, which dis-

solves in water and alcohol. The aqueous solution is com-

pletely precipitated i)y i)asic acetate of lead yielding a

magnificent green lake. It is a truer green and much

more permanent to light than any other aniline green, and

can be safely recommended to the varnish-maker.

(14) Malachite Green is met with in crystalline plates of a

green metallic lustre, which dissolves freely in water,

alcohol and amylic alcohol (distinction from methyl green).

Hydrochloric acid gives an orange coloration, the green

colour being restored by dilution ; tin crystals a green

precipitate. Bleaching powder, ammonia and alkalies de-

colorises very fugitive. When heated to 100° C it does

not turn violet (distinction from methyl green).

1± Coloured Rcsinates.—These are described in another

.section.



SECTION III.

RAW MATERIALS (cuntinurd).—HOLYENTS.

FoRMEELY, beyond the drying oils, the only other liquid

solvents used to dissolve gum resins in varnish-making

were methylated spirit and spirits of turpentine, but at the

present day the liquids used for this purpose are much

more numerous.

In fact, any volatile liquid in which the resin dissolves

may be used either for the purpose of dissolving the resin in

the original manufacture of the varnish or for thinning it

down to any required consistency after it has been made and

stored for some time and becomes thick through the evapora-

tion of the solvent. Care must, however, be taken that the

solvent used to thin down the varnish does not throw the

whole of the gum-resin out of solution, and an experiment

ought to be made on a very small scale before adding the

solvent to the bulk of the varnish. For instance, certain

varnishes made by processes known only to the maker—say,

under pressure or with a different solvent to that ordinarily

used—are completely spoiled by the addition of spirits of tur-

pentine, which causes the immediate separation of the resin

from the original solvent, and no amount of heating and

coaxing otherwise will get the resin to re-enter into solution

again. This can only be done by having recourse to the

solvents and methods adopted in the original manufacture,

most likely unknown to the party thinning down the varnish,

and even if it were known to him very probably he has not

got the requisite plant to carry out the operation even if it

would pay him to do so.

(90)
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The more extended use of diffi'rent solvents and mixture

of solvents is therefore apt to cause troui)le and annoyance to

the actual users of the varnish. Certain copal varnishes are

made hy dissolving the resin in volatile solvents, c.j/., with

rosin spirit ; under pressure, these, again, will sometimes not

thin down with spirits of tur[)entine in the usual way, any

addition of the latter, either in the hot or colil, throwing'

the resin out of solution.

Ethylic Alcohol (Common Alcohol).

' [Molecular Weu/ht, 4tj ; lioilimj-Point, 78'4'' C.

This is the [)rincipal spirit obtained Irom fermented

liquors, such as wine, beetroot, juice, fermented grain by

distillation. For a good many years the distilling plant

employed has been so perfected that by a single distillation

an alcohol of 95 per cent, strength free from fusel oil (amylic

alcohol) may be obtained. Alcohol being more volatile than

water, when a mixture of the two is distilled the alcohol

comes over first mixed with a certain quantity of water.

When these vapours are condensed just as they are given off

by the liquid subjected to distillation a spirituous liquor is

collected, the strength of which depends upon how far the

distillation process has l)een carried. The longer the duration

of distillation the weaker the spirit.

But, if instead of condensing the vapours per dccenaum, we

cause them to ascend into a series of receivers arranged the

one above the other, or into a colunm c(jntaining receptacles

at different heights to receive the condensed liquid, it is clear

that the vapour of water will condense first and nearest to

the still in which the worts, etc., are being heated, and to

which the condensed li(juid is constantly being returned^

whilst the alcoholic vapours, on the other hand, will rise and

ascend further and further away from the source of heat
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towards the cooler portions and where the more condensable

vapour of water cannot follow them. Finally, the alcoholic

vapours are themselves condensed in the cooler parts of the

condenser most distant from the still, but those portions

which condense first are more dilute than the latter portions

which condense further away. Only this latter portion is

collected for sale. The more watery portions flow back to the

heated parts of the condenser, where they are again deprived

of their more volatile constituents.

Absolute Alcohol.

Absolute alcohol is prepared by rectifying the alcohol of

commerce by substances which take up water. Quick-lime

is the substance most generall}^ used. The alcohol is di-

gested with a large quantity of quick-lime in a flask for two

days. The latter is then connected with a Liebig's con-

denser and the alcohol is distilled off. The quick-Hme

does not appear to slack much. The first and last portions

are rejected, because even when working with almost absolute

alcohol the former contains a large proportion of water
;

whilst, on the other hand, owing to the high temperature, the

last portion is apt to contain water extracted from the cal-

cuim hydrate by the absolute alcohol. These two portions

being collected apart the remainder is absolute potassium per-

manganate ; does not redden it but imparts a faint brown tint.

Instead of directly distilling the alcohol through a Lie-

big's condenser, the flask may be attached to a vertical reflux

condenser, and boiled on the water-bath for an hour, when

the condenser is changed to the ordinary position and the

alcohol distilled off as before ; in this case the lime, some

lumps of which should originally have projected above the

surface of the liquid, is completely disintegrated. Care must

be taken not to use too much alcohol, as the heat generated

by the slaking of the lime may cause such sudden and violent
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ebullition as to project a mixture ftf alcohol and linie tlnou^h

the condenser.

When the alcohol oripnally contained more than ") per

cent, of water, a single rectification is not enough, and less

quick-lime must be used, otherwise the flask may be broken

by the heat develojjed in slaking, l^etter results are obtained

by digestion with, and distillation over, caustic l);uyta. madr

by decomposing the nitrate.

Metallic sodium has been used to remove the last traces

of alcohol. A small piece is dissolved in the alcohol, and the

whole distilled at a steam heat. The sodium forms ethylate

of sodium with disengagement of hydrogen, whilst the traces

of water which the alcohol contains decompose the ethylate

with the formation of caustic soda and alcohol.

^^|0, + H.,0 = XaHO + EtHO.

Sodic pjthylate and Water = Caustic and Alcohol Soda.

But, according to Mendelejetf, when either sodium or

sodium amalgam are used to dehydrate alcohol, traces of

sodium or sodium and mercury are found in the distillate.

Potassium carbonate has been used, but it is too weak a

dehydrating agent.

A very pure absolute alcohol is obtained on the large

scale by simple filtration through quick-lime. Any conveni-

ent apparatus may be used, such as an inverted two-gallon tm

can, the bottom being removed and a lid tightly fitted in its

place, the cylindrical part of the can being lined inside with

a cylindrical perforated vessel, in the centre of which a tube

is fixed. The can acts as a jacket. The inner vessel is filled

with quick-lime and as much alcohol as it will hold. The

central tube communicates with the interior of the jacket.

The inverted neck of the can is fitted with a stop-cock for

running ofi' the dehydrated alcohol after being left in con-

tact for fourteen days.
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Properties.—Alcohol is a colourless mobile neutral liquid,

possessing an agreeable spirituous odour, burning with a blue

flame, and without smoke. Its density, according to Kopp,

is

—

c.
0° - - - 0-8095

15-5° - - - 0-79.39

20-0° 0-7920

Under the normal atmospheric pressure, alcohol boils at

78'4° C. It mixes in everj^ proportion with water. The

mixture takes place with disengagement of heat, and there

is a contraction after cooling. The maximum of contraction

takes place when 52'3 volumes of alcohol are mixed with

47"7 volumes of water. The result onlj' measures 96"35 in-

stead of 100. Alcohol exposed to the air attracts moisture
;

it also abstracts moisture from organic substances. Placed

in contact with certain salts containing water of crystallisa-

tion it dehydrates them.

Alcohol is miscible in all proportions with most liquid

bodies with the exception of the fatty oils, which it only dis-

solves in very limited proportion—castor oil and croton oil

excepted, both of which it freely dissolves. In fact, next

to water it is the most extensive and important solvent.

Its solvent action on resins, balsams, camphor, etc., is well

known.

Adulterations.—Water may be detected by adding anhy-

drous sulphate of copper, which changes from greyish white

to blue in dilute alcohol. Also by permanganate of potash,

which under like circumstances turns red.

Density of Mi.vturcs of Alcolwl and Water.

Alcohol T\„„ .if.. Alcohol n, .,,-...

percent.
Den.',it>.

percent.
Ren.sity.

90 0-83415 96 0-81245

91 -83081 97 -80829

92 -82738 98 -80390

93 -82385 99 -7992G

94 -82020 100 -79433

95 -81G41
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Amylic .ilcohol (fusel oil) may be detected hy af,'italinf,'

T) c.c. of the alcohol to be tested witli (1 c.c. of water and

1.") to 20 drops of cbloroforin. Tin- cbloroforiiiic solution is

decanted and evaporated leavinf^ the fusel oil ; about OOr) per

<;ent. nuiy be detected in this manner.

Kthek (SrLPHrHic Ether).

C.,H,.
/""/(); Mnlrridai IIV/-////. 74: l',>>U'nui-Vi>iut, 'MX ('.

C.^Hr, \

Ether is prepared by tlie action of sulphuric acid on

ordinary (ethylic) alcohol. The process is conducted as

follows : \) parts concentrated sulpburic acid and 5 parts

of alcohol are carefully mixed toj^ether and after cooling

heated to a temperature of 90° C, and a continuous stream

of alcohol is caused to flow into the mixture. The flow

of alcohol is regulated so that the mixed li(]uid is always

maintained at the sanje height in the etherifying vessel.

The temperature gradually rises to 186° to 187° C. and

remains constant as long as there is production of ether.

Working in this manner, a mixture of ether and water

distils over and is collected in a well-cooled receiver. At

the same time a little alcohol, and, if the operation is

carried too far, a little sulphurous acid also passes over.

The ether thus produced generally contains an oily body,

from which it may be freed by the addition of caustic

potash and allowing it to stand for twenty-four hours.

The ether is decanted, washed with water to remove alcohol,

and repeatedly rectified over calcic chloride, and if desired

exceptionally pure a small piece of sodium will remove tl it-

last traces of alcohol and water.

The tube leading the vapours from the generating vessel

to the condenser should be draw'n out to a point in the

former, and a thciiiiouu'li r di]ipiiig into the boiling li(juid

serves to indicate the tem[)erature.
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The reaction takes place in two continuous stages. The

sulphuric acid and alcohol first form sulphovinic acid and

water. The sulphovinic acid reacting on the fresh supply of

alcohol forms ether, and regenerates sulphuric acid, and the

latter reacting on fresh alcohol reforms sulphovinic acid, and

so on.

Thus the same cycle of reactions goes on indefinitely

with the same quantity of alcohol. The sulphuric acid

unceasingly regenerated is always the same, but in forming

sulphovinic acid it reacts continuously upon fresh supplies

of alcohol in such a manner that the sulphovinic acid exist-

ing at one moment is not the same as that which existed

before or will exist afteiiwards.

Ether is a colourless light mobile liquid of a character-

istic, agreeable, fragrant, ethereal odour. Its taste is first

burning, then cooling. It is very volatile and inflammable
;

burning wdth a brilliant flame it does not redden litmus but

becomes slightly acid by the absorption of oxygen and the

formation of acetic acid from contact with the air in im-

perfectly stoppered bottles. When pure its specific gravity at

lo'5° C. is about '720 under the normal pressure. At - 81° C.

it congeals, forming brilliant white plates.

Ether is miscible in all proportions with alcohol, carbon,,

disulphide chloroform, wood spirit and benzol ; 36 parts

pure ether dissolves 1 part of water, increasing thereby its

density from "720 to •723 at 15"5'' C. ; 9 parts of water dis-

solve 1 part of ether. From its solution in ether the water

may be completely removed by, say, carbonate of potash,

provided the ether be free from alcohol and otherwise pure.

When completely free from alcohol and w^ater ether has no

action on dry tannic acid, which, if either of these be present,

liquesces to a thick syrupy fluid.

Ether freely dissolves essential oils, gun cotton, most of

the fatty and resinous substances, alkaloids, and in general
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all sul)stances rich in cail)!)!! and liydro^'en. Its vapour

mixes rapidly with air and forms with the oxyj^'en contaiiu'd

tlierein a mixture which explodes nmst vidlmtly in proxi-

mity to an incandescent body.

Shaken with an ('(|nal hiilU ol water in a small ^'raduated

cylinder, ether should not lose more than one-fifth of its

volume.

Blue litmus paper when imnursed in both strata in the

cylinder should remain unaltered ; as also, when a snuili

quantity of the ether is evaporated in a porcelain capsule

until reduced to a few drops and then tested with litmus

paper, a slij^ht acid reaction would indicate acetic acid, and

in crude ether possibly sulphurous or sul[)huric acid. U'he

acid reaction may also be caused by traces of ethyl sulphate.

Traces of this and other ethylic or amylic ethers or alcohols

are also indicated when about half an ounce of ether is

evaporated from a flat porcelain capsule by causing the fluid

to flow to and fro. ^^'hen the ether is evaporated the surfaces

of the capsule should be covered with a deposit of moisture

without taste or smell and without any oily appearance.

Methyl Alcohol (Wood Spirit) CH:,H0.

Molecular Wei<jht, 32 ; Boilimj-Polnt, 6(5 "6 C.

Spec ificat inn for Pure Methylic Alcohol.

(1) Density = 0-ld5 at 15° C.

(2) Pcrccntaijc of Acetone, not more than ()'7 per cent.,

estimated as follows : 10 c.c. of double normal soda (80

grammes per litre) and 1 c.c. measured exactly of the alcohol

to be tested are run into a 30 c.c. tube with \ c.c. divisions,

and after agitation 5 c.c, of double normal iodine (254

grammes of iodine and 350 grammes of iodide of potassium

per litre) are added, and after agitation 10 c.c. of ether. The

tube is now corked and again agitated, after which the

volume of ether is nieasured and 5 c.c. drawn otf and

evaporated on a tarred watch glass ; the residue is dried

7
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over sulphuric acid and weighed, the weight of the iodoform,

X 0-14723, gives that of the acetone which is multiphed by
the relation of the total ether to that which was evaporated

and brought to per cent.

(3) Ninety-five per cent, should distil over in the interval

of 1° of the thermometer.

(4) It should at the most only give a bright yellow

coloration when treated with double its volume of con-

centrated H2SO4.

(5) Five c.c. should give no immediate coloration with

permanganate (1 gramme per litre).

(6) One c.c. of bromine in 80 parts of 50 per cent, acetic

acid should only give a yellow coloration.

(7) It should remain perfectly colourless when treated

with caustic soda even in excess.

Preparation.—This may be obtained in the laboratory

from winter green oil, which consists of acid methyl

salicylate C7H4O3HCH3 by distillation with potash, whereby

potassium salicylate is formed and methyl alcohol distils

over C,H403HCH, + KHO = C.H^CHK + CH.HO. The

product is very pure.

Manufacture.—The crude wood vinegar obtained in the dry

distillation of wood contains about 1 per cent, of wood spirit.

It was in this liquor that methyl alcohol w^as first discovered

by P. Taylor in 1812. The crude vinegar is again distilled,

and the first tenth which passes over is collected apart. This

is neutralised and repeatedly rectified with quick-lime, and the

clear liquid, separated from the oil which floats on the sur-

face and from the sediment, is treated with a small quantity

of sulphuric acid which fixes ammonia and precipitates tarry

matters, and is again distilled over quick-lime. The wood

spirit of commerce is rarely pure. When mixed with water

it generally turns milky, and an oily layer forms on the top

consisting of different bodies insoluble in alcohol. The in-

soluble portion l^eing separated, and the clear aqueous liquid
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distilled, iiifthyl alfolinl piiHses over first :ind is rectified over

<iuiclv-liiiit'. Thfsc processes are lon^' and tedious, and (»nly

^ivf imperfect results. When wood spirit is mixed with a

fourth of its volume of olive oil, the latter combines with the

im[>uritii's. and a comparatively pure methyl alcohol is ob-

tained. A surer process is to distil the wood spirit with

oxalic or citric acid so as to obtain a crystallisable ether

(methyl oxalic ether). The latter is decomposed by distillin^j

with water (after a previous purification by expression be-

tween folds of filter paper). The wood spirit thus obtained

is rectified over (juick-lime.

When pure, methyl alcohol is a colourless mobile licjuid,

possessing a spirituous f)dour. The empyreumatic odour of

the wood spirit of commerce is due to impurities. Its density

at 0' C. is 0'K142. It boils at (3(3*5" C. under the ordinary

atmospheric pressure. However, its boiling-point varies be-

tween rather wide limits (()0°-(55°), according to the nature of

the sides of the distilling vessel, diethyl alcohol is inflam-

mable and burns with a non-luminous flame, and hence may
be burnt in a spirit lamp. It mixes in all proportions with

water, alcohol and ether, and dissolves certain resins and

fatty and volatile oils ; its deportment in this respect being

similar U) ordinary ethylic alcohol, although its solvent action

on gum resins is often different. Thus some gums are in-

soluble in ordinary alcohol, and also in wood spirit, but a

mixture of certain proportions of these two dissolves the

gum, but it often happens that an excess of either of the

alcohol precipitates the resin from solution.

Methylated Spirit.

Wood spirit to the extent of 10 per cent, is used to

niethylate ordinary alcohol for revenue purposes. The

mixture thus obtained is known as methylated spirit. It is

sold at the strength of (54 O.P., or specific gravity O.S'2*21. Hy

the term 64 O.P. (over-proof) is meant that if 100 volumes of

the spirit be mixed with (34 volumes of water it will produce
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164 volumes of proof-spirit. Proof-spirit has a density of

0'920. On the other hand, 30 per cent, under-proof means

that 100 volumes only contain 70 volumes of proof-spirit.

The relation of per cent, over-proof to gravity is shown in

the following table by Ure :

—

11
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•JCa (CoHaO,) 2 = 'iCaCO^ -h ,C3H,0

80 + (96 + 12 + 128) = 810 200 + IIG = 31(5.

Acetone is a colourless liquid possessing an ethereal,

slightly euipyreuniatic odour. Its density at 0' C. is 0*814

.

It dissolves in all proportions in water, alcohol, ether and

wood spirit. When diluted with water it should give no

niilkiness. Acetone is very inflanmiahli-. and hums with a

hright flame.

Acetone may also \k' prepared from sugar, starch, gum,

etc., hy distillation with eight times their weight of powdered

quick-lime. It is, however, accompanied in this case by

proprone, an oily liquid separable by water, in which it is

insoluble. A saturated solution of chloride of calcium dis-

solves in niethylic alcohol but not in acetone.

Amylic Alcohol C,H„CH.;H0.

Molecular Wci'iht, 88; Boilimj-Point, V6T C.

Scheele was acquainted with this body in its impure state

as fusel oil. Dumas determined its composition in 1834.

Cahours in 1837 pointed out its analogy with ordinary

alcohol, an analogy which was confirmed by the researches

ot Dumas and Stas, but more especially by those of Balard.

The fusel oil, which is the last body to come over in the

di.stillation of alcohol (whether from malt, wine, potatoes, or

beetroot), consists principally of amylic alc(diol. To obtain

it pure the fusel oil is washed with water, and the portion

which passes over between 128' and 132' C. is collected apart.

The portion distilling over below 128" C. contains butylic

alcohol.

Amylic alcohol is a colourless li(|uid which turns brownish

l)y age : it possesses a disagreeable odour, and the vapour is

most irritating to the throat and lungs. It boils at 132° C.

Its density at 15" C. is 0*8184. It dissolves in alcohol and

ether, carbon disulphide, essential and fatty oils, but is in-

soluble in water, ft deviates flic plane of jiolmisation to
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the left, but to a different extent according to its source.

Amylic alcohol does not take fire by contact with a flame,

and when dropped on paper does not leave a permanent

greasy stain.

^

Chloroform CHCI3.

Molecular Weujht, 120 ; Density, 1-5264 at 0°.

This important body was discovered in 1831 by M.

Soubeiran and Liebig.

PrejKcration.—10 parts of chloride of lime and 3 parts of

slacked lime are stirred up with 60 parts of warm water.

The milky fluid thus obtained is placed in a capacious re-

tort, and ought not to fill it more than one-third at the most
;

2 parts of alcohol are then added, and the whole strongly

heated. Towards 80" C. a very energetic action ensues,

causing a very considerable frothing up. The heat is then

withdrawn. Distillation commences and continues of its

own accord. As the reaction ceases it is again heated to

carry on the final product, and when this has no longer the

sweet taste of chloroform the operation is stopped. In the

receiver are found two or three parts of a more or less

liquid form in two layers. The lower dense layer is chloro-

form, mixed with alcohol, and coloured yellow by an excess

of chlorine. The upper portion is a rather milky mixture

of alcohol, water and chloroform. The chloroform is de-

canted, washed with water, then with a solution of carbonate

of potash, and rectified over calcium chloride, and again

distilled.

Chloroform is a dense, colourless, volatile, very mobile

liquid of an agreeable, ethereal, aromatic odour. Its taste is

first sharp, then cool and sweetish. It does not act upon

litmus, is not readily inflammable, but when a wick is satu-

rated with chloroform and ignited it burns with a greenish

' Amylic alcohol is an excellent solvent for intractable resins marred
only by its toxic effects. Being free from water it leaves the resin on
evaporation as a highly resplendent transparent coating.
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flame, giving ott" pungent fumt's containing hy<ln)chl()ric

acid. It is very volatile even at ordinary temperatuns, pro-

ducing by rapid evaporation great cold, but h>aving neither

a residue nor a iihii of moisture nor any un[)leasant odour

when wholly evaporated by the warmth of the lumd by

causing the chloroform to flow to and fro in a porcelain

basin. It boils at 1)1" to iV2' C. Ten parts chloroform

dissolvi' in 7 of rectified spirit, 1 part in 1^. of ether, and

1 in '200 of water. Its s[)ecific gravity is l'4y<>.

It is miscible in all proportions with absolute alcohol,

ether, benzol, carbon disulphide and essential and fatty

oils, and is an extensive solvent for resins, actnig on vul-

canite, and dissolving caoutchouc, gutta-percha, parattin,

camphor, mastic, elemi, tolu, benzoin and copal—amber,

sandarach and lac are only partially soluble.

Ethylic Nitrate C.H-.ONO,,.

Molecular Wcujlit, 91 ; BoiUiui-Point, S7-2" C.

Ethylic nitrate or nitric ether is prepared from its ele-

ments (nitric acid and alcohol) with the addition of a little

urea. It is a mobile liquid of specific gravity 11 1'2 at 17 C,

It boils at H7'2'' C. It is soluble in water, mixes in all

proportions with alcohol and ether. It is used in varnish-

making as a solvent for Manilla copal, which it completely

dissolves. But its use in this respect is not to be recom-

mended, as it contains a large (piantity of oxygen in very

unstable chemical ecpiilibrium. Varnishes therefore in which

this substance has been used as a solvent ari' liable to explode

violently when suddenly heated.

iNlKTHVLic Nitrate CH:,N0:, ; Molecular U'ci'/ht, 11.

This is an analogous comiiouiid to ethylic mtrate. It is

a colourless li(piid, with a boiling-point of iS&' C, and a

specific gravity of ri.s2.
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Ethylic Acetate oe Acetic Ether
] r^r\\rM-r \ r^

Boiling-Point, 74° C.

This substance was discovered by Lauragnais in 1759.

It is made by distilling a metallic acetate with sulphmnc acid

and alcohol, using either of the following formulae :

—

Potassic acetate -
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in sealed tubes at I'JO C. a luixtim- of iimylic iodide and

nitrate of silver.

Acetate of aiuyl has a pleasant odour, recallin},' that of

pears. Its solution in alcohol is used in perfumery under

the name of essence of pears.

It is a colourless moi)ile liquid, tht" density and hoilinf^-

point of which vary with each of its isomeric modifications

as seen in the tolJowiiiLr table:—
Density
at 0° C.
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yielding sulphurous and carbonic anhydride. Its vapour

when mixed with air is explosive.

The technical applications of carbon disulphide are many
and varied ; it is an excellent solvent for oils, fats and

resins, wax and parafhn, and for sulphur. In virtue of the

latter property, it is much used in the manufacture of vul-

canised caoutchouc, i.e., india-rubber, saturated with sulphur.

It is extensively employed in the extraction of oil from seeds,

and of grease from wool.

But the use of carbon disulphide as a solvent for resins

in varnish-making is greatly restricted by the fact that air

containing a small quantity of the vapour has the same toxic

effects as chloroform, producing insensibility. In large quan-

tities it is poisonous. Moreover, there is the further risk of

fire or explosion.

Carbon disulphide is not miscible with water, and when

agitated with iodine or bromine water it absorbs the halogen

and acquires a faint purple or brow^n red colour, as the case

may be.

The smell of carbon disulphide should not be repulsive

nor fetid. It should give no dark turbidity with a solution

of acetate of lead, nor be either acid or alkaline.

Alcohol may be detected by the lower density and by the

diminution in volume when the sample is shaken up with

equal volumes of glycerine or water. Owing to its higher

density and non-miscibility with water, it is possible to store

it under w^ater, which should always be done to avoid risk of

fire or explosion.

' Benzol C,;H,:.

Molecular Weight, 78; BoiUm/-Point, HO'S^ C. ; Meltmy-Point, 6° C.

This important substance was discovered in ]825 by

' Commercial lAcjlit Coal Tar Naphtha.—Consists principally of beuzol.
When pure it has no disagreeable smell. The smell of impure samples may be
removed by agitation with 5 to 10 per cent, of sulphuric acid and subsequent
distillation. It may be replaced by, as a gum solvent, toluol, the next higher
member toluol boiling at 111° C. ; but the higher members, such as xylols,,

evaporate too slowly for use in varnish-making.
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Faratlay. Miisrlu-rlicli obtained it l>y lieatiii^' lu-n/.oic acid

with an excess of lime :
—

C'OIK)) ^
CCHO' ^^- ^ '^"^*••••

Hollinann and MansHeld demonstrated its ])iesence in coal

tar, from whence it is now extracted in larj4e (juantities.

The tar is distilled, eojlt'ctin^f apait the first portions, e(jn-

sistin*,' of oils li^diter than water. After being washetl with

dilute sulphuric acid witli water, with dilute potash and again

with water, they are fractionally distilled, collecting apart the

products which pass between each ;V. These different sub-

stances being again submitted to fractional distillation yield

prmcipally oils passing over between 80 and S5 (benzol),

110 and IW (toluol), 140" and 145^ 170' and 175° C.

That which passes between HO" and ^S5'' C. is principally

benzol, which crystallises on coohng this fraction to — 5 C.

The crystals are collected and pressed. The melted crystals

are re-frozen, and re-crystallise several times until the melt-

ing-point is situated a little above 0' C, and its boiling-point

at 80" to 82' C.

According to Mitscherlich, pure benzol may be obtained

by distilling 1 part of benzoic with 8 parts of slacked lime,

and rectifying the oleaginous liquid which passes over, after

previous agitation witli potash.

Benzol is a colourless, very refractive liquid. It crystal-

lises at 0° C. The crystals melt at o'o C. Its density at

C. is bU'.)]. Its boiling-point is 80'.V C. It is insoluble in

water, but dissolves in alcohol and ether, wood spirit and

acetone. It dissolves sulphur and ph(jsphorus, fixed and

volatile oils, wax, india-rubber, gutta-percha, several resnis

and some alkaloids. It burns with a blight smoky ilanie.

Gasolene (Petroleum Ktheh).

In the distillation of the crude naphtlui obtanied from

American or Kussian petroleum, or of that yielded by the

distillation of Scotch bituminous shale, there is obtained a
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very light, biglily volatile, ethereal oil, with an unpleasant

but highly characteristic smell, called " gasolene," distilling

below 100° C, with a density varying from "6 to "T. Its

principal use in varnish-making is as a quick evaporating

vehicle or thinner for antifoaling composition. But its use

is attended untJi great risk—statements by interested parties

notwithstanding— and varnishes or paints into which it

enters should be stored and used ^vitli most extreme caution,

as careless handling may bring about a terrific explosion.

They should never be stored in the hold of a ship, and only

applied to ships in open air in dry dock far removed from a

flame, as a vapour, forming an explosive mixture with air,

may run towards it and thus cause an explosion.

Composition.—Gasolene is a highly complex mixture of

hydrocarbides, from which the following lower members of the

CH, series have been isolated, viz., normal pentane Gr^n,

boiling at + 38° C, and isopentane C5H12, boiling at + 30° C,

and normal hexane C,iHi4, boihng at + 71° C, an isomeric

hexane as well as normal heptane, boiling at 98° C. It should

be stored in drums placed in a wooden receptacle underground.

When in use the drums should be immersed in cold water.

^ Petroleum Spirit, Mineral Turpentine, Mineral

Kaphtha, Shale Naphtha.

These are not so volatile, and pass over after the gasolene.

Its density is "730 to "760, and it boils between 120° and

170° C. American mineral naphtha may be differentiated

from the Kussian variety by its almost incomplete solubility

in acetone, imparting thereto only a slightly yellowish or

bluish tint. On the other hand, Russian mineral naphtha

dissolves to a slight extent in that reagent. In applying

this test the mineral naphtha ought to be neutral, which

may be ascertained by treating it with cupreous oxide, which,

in contact with acids, forms a copper soap soluble in the

' These consist of a mixture of hydrocarbides, the proportion aud nature

of which vary with tlie source. They are nnich more volatile and inflanunable

than spirits of turpentine, but unlike the latter have no tendency to oxidise

to a lacky residue as they evaporate.
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naphtha with a ^'reen coloration. Shale naphtha has

gi'Mcially a strong odour of gasolene, due perhaps to inj-

[)erfect rectification.'

Si'iinrs OK Ti'ui'EXTiXE.

Technology—A mcrican Practice.

Boxhuj the Pines.—The flow of the crude oleo-resin is stimu-

lated by stripping the tree of its hark and collecting the exuded

resin in peculiar V-shaped receptacles called boxes, cut out of

the trunk of tlie tree. The trees are boxed during the fall

and winter, the legal limit being from the loth November to

the 15th March. The lower lip of the box is horizontal, the

upper arched, and the bottom of the box is about 5 inches

below the lower lip and S to 10 inches below the upper.

The capacity varies from .t to 1 gallon. Some operators cut

larger boxes than others ; and, as the trees are often

boxed in one to four places at a time, according to the size

of the tree, many die off during the first or second year.

But medium sized boxes pay l)est : the flow is as great,

and the duration longer.

Cornering the Pines.—As soon as the boxes are cut, the

crude oleo-resin commences to flow, and by the time the

boxes are all cut and cornered the resiif in the boxes is

ready for dipping. The boxes are corntioil l)y ruttini: a

strip from each box with an adze.

Chippimj the Pines.—As the wound made in boxing soon

heals, the surface is again scraped, and the bark is chipped to

the height of about 8 feet above the box by means of a steel tool

called a " hack," fitted on the end with an iron ball to act as

a lever and lessen the labour. The sharp edge of this tool is

so turned that it cuts a "streak" from the tree of the exact

' Tliis odour is due to sulphur compouuds and may be removed by filtra-

tion through dehydrated grceu vitriol. Pliny was acquainted with a crude

method of distilling turpentine. He says : Kpicc Jit qtuxl pismiium aj>]»Uant

([uum coquitur vi'lleribusnupra halitum ejus cjimimsntijUi' itarrprrssis jimlHitutii

majimc ex United jieiujinssititd et restnorissmui color oleo fiilvis. The eSMrUlial

oil called piciuum consists of the steam or vapour of boiled pitch caught on

wool Heeces spread over the cauldron and afterwards squeezed out of them.

The best is made from the Calabrian as it is the richest and most resinous.
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size requisite to start the flow of resin, viz., ^ of an inch

wide and } inch deep. The operator, standing in front of the

box, commences at the top and cuts his streaks obhquely

from right to left and left to right, thus giving to them a

sort of L or V shape. The trees are scraped in this manner

•every eight or ten days, the surface and pores of the vi^ood

exposed by the previous hacking having by this time become

clogged up by the solidification of the exuded resin. A very

small shaving is all that is necessary to restart the flow. If

the weather be warm and the streaks chipped regularly, the

oleo-resin runs freely, and the boxes are dipped about once

every three weeks. The resin commences to flow about the

middle of March, and the flow is most copious during July

and August and begins to diminish in September or October.

Dipjnng.—As the resin accumulates in the boxes it is re-

moved by a " dipper," a peculiar sort of spoon or ladle which

fits into the bottom of a "box ". The " dipper" is emptied

into a bucket, and the bucket, when full, into a barrel, the

operator leaving it to drain while he fills another bucket.

The barrels when full are hauled by waggons to the still.

As a general rule, the flow of resin from the tree after

having been boxed for four or five years is not sufficient to

be remunerative ; the resin is poor and contains but a small

proportion of essential oil. On the other hand, however,

the trees are sometimes scraped to such a height that they

cannot be reached by the "hack," and are then scraped by

an instrument with a long handle called a "puller". But

a crop does not yield so much by pulling as by chipping.

The higher the boxes are chipped the greater is the yield.

They are sometimes, but rarely, wrought to the height of

15 feet, and ladders become necessary to hack the trees

afresh. In such instances the resin, on its way to the

boxes, solidifies partially on the trunk of the tree and has

to be scraped off. When dead, the tree is sawn into lumber

or cut up for its tar. Although the tapped wood is less
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appreciated and often rejected hy enfjineers as weak and

faulty, it would appear by direct experiments hy tiic T.S.A.

forestry otVicials tliut it is. it anytliiiit,', superior in this

respect to untapped tind)er.

DistiUutum.—The still in which the crude oleo-resin is

distilled presents nf) peculiar features. It is of the ordinary

shape, niadi' of copi)er and set in hrickwork over a furnace,

and connected with the usual form of worm condenser.

The harrels containing the crudi' are rolled up to the

still on skids and their contents dumped into the "kettle".

When a sutlicieiit (juantity has been run in, the fire is li^dited

beneath the still. As the resin beconnis more and more

fiuid, the (hrt and wooden ih'bris which float to the top are

eliminated by skinnninf,'. The still head is then adjusted

and well luted on to the mouth of the kettle and connected

to the copper woi-m in ii large tank of water. The water

in the tub is renewed l)y pumping, or otherwise, as necessary.

The heat is kept up until the resin in the still attains a

uniform temperature of *21'2 to 31fV F., and the adventitious

water present in the oleo-resin is expelled.

The first runnings, commonly known as low wine, con-

tain, in addition to water, acetic acid, formic acid, ether and

wood spirit. When all the adventitious water is expelled, a

thin stream of cold water is now allowed to flow into the

still so that the temperature may not rise above HKV F.. the

boiling-point of spirits of turpentine. The distiller knows

by the singing of the kettle the condition of the fluid mass

\\illiin. whether il re(|uii'es more or less water or if the fire

has to be urged or moderated. The s[)irits of turpentine

vapour which is expelled from the oleo-resin in tiie still

passes over with the vapour of water and is condensed

therewith in the well-cooled worm, from which the con-

densed liquids run into a barrel or tub. The distiller tests

and examines the distillate from tinu' to time in a proof-

gin ss. The distillate separates in the tub into two layers, a
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lower laj'er of water, upon which the upper layer of spirits-

of turpentine floats. To the tub two taps are adjusted, one-

at the bottom, for running off the condensed water, and

another on the opposite side of the tub, for running off the

spirits of turpentine freed from water into another tub, from

which it is dipped into casks for the market.

Yield.—Ten barrels of 220 lbs. each yield two barrels of

spirits of turpentine and six of rosin.

Eosin is the residuum left in the still after the spirits of

turpentine have been distilled off. It is run off from the stilt

whilst still hot and fluid into a large trough, from which it is

dipped into barrels, and the barrels coopered for shipment.

The quality of the rosin depends on the nature of the-

original oleo-resin. This oleo-resin as it flows from the tree

during the first year is characterised by its fine white transpa-

rent colour. Towards the end of the season it shows a famt

straw tinge. The product dipped in the early part of the first

season is known as virgin dip, and it is this virgin dip which

yields the most pale and most highly valued grades of rosin..

In the second year the oleo-resin is termed yellow dip„

Each succeeding year it becomes darker in colour and poorer

in essential oil, i.e., spirits of turpentine. In the fourth and

following years the oleo-resin is very dark, and the rosin

produced therefrom is of the lowest grade—deep brown to

opaque black.

Brands.—The different grades of rosin on the market are-

branded as follows :^
WW
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All operator works, at the least, ten crops for four years,

the plant for wliieh eosts 4000 dollars, and the expenses

come to '24,000 dollars, or (iOO dollars per crop per annum,

in addition to a rental of GO to 100 dollars per crop. A crop

means 10,000 hoxes, and involves, say, ")0()0 trees, spread over

'200 acres, producin<^' the first year :

—

IJiim-ls.

Dip - -^^ ' vieldiuL'
' SP''"''^'' "f '"'T'-'D^'ne - - liOOO trails.

Scrapo - 70 r i rosin .... ^(jo barrels.

The yield is less, the (piality worse, and consequently the

profits smaller, in each succeechng year.

The aiiiuiiil value of piue products pnxluced in U.S. .A. 12,0(X),000 dolls.

.\nnual production of spirits of turpentine - 15.(XX),000 galls,

of whieli there are used in the

—

1. Paint and varnish industry 7,000,000 galls.

•2. India-rubber industry - • ... 4,.'KX),000 galls.

(tkrm.\n Methods of Distillinc; Ti'iipkntink.

In Germany crude turpentine is distilled by steam alone,

as follows : It is first run into an elevated filtering vessel,

the conical bottom of which is steam jacketed and the exterior

fitted with a movable wire »,'auze strainer to free the resin

from adventitious matter. Here the crude resin receives a

|)ieliiiiinary heating so as to drive off included moisture. It

may be stirred up from tinie to time with the stirrer (2) as

occasion requires. It is run off by the pipe (8) into the steam-

jacketed still, which holds, when two-thirds full, live tons of

oleo-resin. In addition to the steam-jacket, which is fed by

(7), direct and open steam is led in by the pipe (o), which termi-

nates in the bottom of the still in a 4 to .S way piece. The

open ended are much to be preferred to perforated pipes,

the latter being very liable to become choked. At the end

of the delivery pipe from the still head, which is about 40

inches high, a steam injector (Ki) drives the products into

the condenser (10), whilst a jet of water (17), opening just

below the steam-jet, cools the distillate. I'roiii the con-

denser the mixture of condensed spirits of turpentine and
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water runs into a stora^^e tank, wlu'ie llu- spirits and water

are separated on the Florentine principle. The advantages

of this method are, that, owing to the use of the steam in-

jeetor, a partial vacuum is created, which greatly facilitates

the Hltiation of llu- oK'o-resin and the automatic feeding of

the still fiom the prelimiii;uv heater. As the distillation is

effected at a much lower temperature (initially 20 to 25" C,

and finally 5Cr to (JO" C. lower than the usual method of dis-

tillation in contact with water), the final [iroducts are there-

fore necessarily of a very superior grade.

KoSIN 1 )ISTILL.\TI()N—FRENCH METHOD.

The rosin is distilled in a cast-iron vessel (5 feet 9 inches

deep, fitted with a still head to carry the vapours to a con-

denser. This is a very small-sized still, which will only take

a charge of 1 ton 7 cwt., whereas in England we have stills

which take a charge of 20 tons and upwards of American

rosin. The rosin is allowed to melt before fixing on the still

head, so as to avoid bumping and allow any water contained

in the rosin to escape. As soon as the melted rosin becomes

quiescent, the still head is fixed in its place, and carefully

luted with cement and clay.

Over in France two methods of distillation are in vogue :

(a) the quick process, lasting four hours, and yielding strong-

smelling, heavy, thick, viscous oils with a density of 0"980

to 0990
;

(b) the slow distillation process, which lasts for

twelve hours, and which gives lighter and more limpid oils, of

density 0950 to OOOO. The comparative results obtained in

the two processes are illustrated in the accompanying table :

—

Quick Distillation—IS-W part.s Rostin

yielded :—
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Lime yields paler oils and facilitates distillation, the dis-

tillate coming over in a more even and regular manner. The

oil is then clarified by subsidence in long vertical tanks,

after which it is decanted into shallow sheet-iron tanks and

exposed to the action of the sun and air to decolorise it.

The tanks are covered with glass frames to keep out dust

and dirt. However practicable this method may be in

France, it would be impracticable in this country, where we
work upon much larger quantities ; and, again, the sun's

rays are not so powerful here as there. Another method is

to heat the oil to 40° C. and agitate it with a solution of caustic

soda. Water is then added, and the temperature maintained

for some time at 40° C. The alkaline solution is run off, the

oil washed with water, and again exposed to the action of the

sun.

They make their oil for lubricating purposes and for

printers' ink in the latter manner.

Siccative Eosin Oil.

When required for paint purposes they make a siccative

rosin oil as follows :

—

1. Agitate the oil with 2 per cent, sulphuric acid in a

lead-lined tank.

2. Wash with boiling water in a current of steam.

3. Macerate the oil for two hours over pulverised quick-

lime.

4. Distil the oil over same quick-lime.

5. Wash with boiling water in a current of steam.

6. Boil for two hours with 8 per cent, of dry white lead.

The oil becomes siccative. It is left to settle and then

exposed to sunlight to bleach it.

Eosin Distillation—German Practice.

According to Bolleg, the most suitable stills for rosin

distilling are undoubtedly large cylindrical, cast-iron vessels,.
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lioldin^' at least five tons when three-jjarts full, i.e., 74 \>y IM

inelus, witliout coimtiiij,' the lid. They are made with a

rounded hottom, and are either cast in a sin^de piece or. better

still, composed of two parts—the cylindrical portion, stn-n^th-

ened below, and advantaj,'eously made (^f boiler plate, and

the still stron^'er bottom piece. This form is advisable on

account of the lar^'e heating surface it affords, and the quieter

and more regular distillation thereby rendered possible, as

well as the greater strength and durability of the still itself.

Economically speaking, the division of the vessel into two

parts is a great advantage, since it enables the casting to be

more carefully performed, and also permits of the bottom

l)eing renewed when worn out or damaged ; and there is no

danger of leakage, provided the flanged joint be properly

packed with asbestos and red lead, etc.

The cast-iron domed lid (12 inches high) is attached by

screwing, and is fitted with a manhole at the back, another

at the side, for emptying, and a safety-valve in the centre, in

addition to a flanged sleeve, 10 inches high and al)nut 14

inches wide, for the attachment of the still-neck. This latter

is preferably made of copper, and should—m order to obtain

a thin distillate, as far as possible free from resin—be at least

40 to 00 inches high, and is fitted with baffles to cause the

vapours to take a spiral course. The descending limb

gradually tapers until, at the condenser, its internal diameter

is only 21 to 8 inches. The condenser is an important part

of the plant, a simple coil, however well cooled, being in-

sufficient when products other than mere waggon-grease

oils are in view. In fact, a double condenser, similar in

construction or principle to that used in the distillation of

turpentine should be emphjyed, since it is evident that a

superior distillate for refining purposes will be obtained if

the first-run acid-water, resin-spirit, and intenuediate oil

—

as well as the strong-smelling spirit and light oil distillates
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and gases formed during the entire course of the operation

—be led through a different condenser than the main dis-

tillate (the light or "blonde" oil). A condenser of large

capacity for the chief distillate, and a smaller one for the

bye-products, are therefore desirable, to which should be

added a third coil, specially reserved for the " green oil
"

coming over at the end of the distillation.

A process of simple fractional distillation will generally

suffice, but for large installations it is frequently desirable to

work with a partial vacuum—6 to 10, or more rarely 20 to 35,

inches of mercury

—

i.e., with continuous exhaustion of the

vapours, a means ensuring a more perfect fractionation of

the strong-smelling spirit and light oils. In such cases a

double vacuum-receiver with exhaust is required, and this

applies specially in cases where drying oils are to be pro-

duced, being also advisable for sundry purposes in rectifica-

tion. In such event the sufficient decomposition of the

distillate is ensured by the addition of from 3 to 5 per cent,

(in special cases 10 per cent.) of fresh, powdered lime, and

complete distillation to dryness.

As fuel coal is used, being supplemented, in the later

stages of distillation, with the fixed gases given off in the

process, the hearth should be of large size, and not at too

great a distance from the open arch of firebrick which serves

to protect the bottom of the still from the direct impact of

the flame. Lump coal, intermixed with nuts, is used, the

proportion of the latter being increased as distillation pro-
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gresses. The emplojanent of gas will save about one-

third of the coal bill, and, moreover, enables a considerable

quantit}' of pinolin and similar light essences to be recovered,

so that this method of combined firing is a profitable one.

Side flues are 6 inches wide and 16 to 18 inches high—one in a

forward and one a reversed direction on each side—should

be provided for heating the walls of the still, and fitted with

dampers for shutting off the fire at will.

Except in French distilleries, American " good strained
"

rosin is the chief raw material treated. The barrels are

rolled or hauled up from the store to the manhole of the still,

where they are broken and the resin shovelled into the vessel,

the staves and heads of the casks being subsequently steamed

to recover the still adherent particles of resin. The fire is

meanwhile kindled, but is not made too fierce at first, other-

wise there is danger of the melting resin frothing up and

boiling over, especially when it contains much water. Until

all is melted and frothing has ceased, the still must be left

open, but, as this may delay the distillation for several hours,

recourse is had to paraffin oil, of which some 21 to 5 cwt. are

added per charge (5 t(3ns) of rosin, the effect of this being

to remove all danger of frothing over, and, consequently, to

allow the still to be closed at once. Moreover, this parafdn

oil ensures better and lighter quality products, freer from

resin, and more suitable for all usual purposes, in addition to

ncreasing the yield of " blonde " oil by about 5 per cent.

The products obtained from 5 tons of rosin distilled in

such a plant will average : 6 to 8 per cent, of resin spirit

(pinolin), including acid-water ; 50 to 55 per cent, of pale

rosin oil (blonde oil) for refining ; 20 to 15 per cent, of blue

oil for the same purposes or for waggon-grease making ; 6 to

7 per cent, of P^reen oil for working up into waggon-grease

and carboHneum ; i.e., a total of 82 to 85 per cent, of

distillate, leaving 15 to 18 per cent, of residue, of which
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5 to 7 per cent, is utilisiihlc ^ms jiiuI the reinaindfr alniost

worthless.

Since it is more economical in jjoint of time, and also as

refjards the {juaiity of the products, to carry on the distilla-

tion of the final fractions (green oil) in a separate vessel, the

work is arranged as follows :

—

The still is filled, say, in an afternoon, and the rosin will

be thoroughly melted hy 7 p.m., whereupon the paraffin oil is

added, and the still closed and left all night with a l)anked-u]i

fire. At 4 or 5 a.m. next day the fire is made up, so that hy

half-past six at the latest the still begins to run, and the

operation will progress all day, the final runnings of blue oil

being over by 8 p.m., the paraffin oil enabling the distillation to

be forced, and the high still-neck with its internal bafHes en-

suring the proper decomposition of the distillates. If vacuum

distillation is performed the operation will go on nmch more

rapidly, and will be completed a couple of hours earlier.

The liquid residue can then be removed by an injector into

the separate still employed solely for distilling the green oil,

and the main still be re-charged the following morning with

ready-melted rosin (where turpentine is distilled the residue

from the retorts can be run into the still after well ventilating

the latter for about a quarter of an hour to prevent risk of

explosion) and worked all day, the operation concluding on

this occasion at 9 or 10 p.m. This arrangement dispenses

with the inconvenience of w'orking all night, and enables the

stills to be charged four times a w^eek, besides effecting an

improvement in quantity and quality of product and a saving

in labour, repairs, etc. The stills are cleaned out once a

fortnight, except where lime is used, in which case, as the

distillation has to be continued to dryness, the stills must he

cleaned out every time.

The residue from eight stills is united and distilled in

smaller cast-iron vessels over direct fin-, and titlici- to com-
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plete dryness or else to within a few per cent, of green oil,

the residue in such latter event being a more or less solid

pitch suitable for working up into iron lacquer, shoemakers'

pitch, and similar purposes. To prevent incrustations, the

stills should be cleaned out after every second distillation.

Refining Rosin Oil.

The apparatus consists of a washing tank 120 x 60 x 50

and a bleaching tank of similar size. Five tons of blonde

oil are placed in the former to allow the acetic-acid water

to settle, about four parts of hot water are added, and

the whole boiled by direct steam. When freed from acid

water the oil is again boiled by direct steam, and treated with

i to 5h per cent, of soda lye of 86° to 40° B. sprinkled over

the surface, the heating being continued until a sample

shows the oil to be free from resin and acid, whereupon

the steam must be instantly shut off or the product will

assume a dark colour and turbidity due to dissolved rosin

soaps ; the steam coil should then be at once lifted out of

the liquid.

Immediately after the steam is shut off, the steam coil,

with its attached feed pipes, is lifted up out of the oil by

means of the stuffing-box arrangement in the head of the

vessel, and is cleared of liquid by a momentary blast of

steam. This simple but valuable improvement was recently

introduced by Bolleg, and its importance will be appre-

ciated by those who work with this class of apparatus, the

cleansing of the coil after alkali washing, and before the

after-washing is begun, entirely obviating an inconvenience

hitherto prevalent in the refining of resin oil, whether the

washing was performed in similar vessels or in those fitted

with agitators, viz., that by the presence of small quantities

of resin soaps adhering to the stirrers or the coil, the oil was

always, to some extent, contaminated darkened in colour,
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and fre(|uently reiulert'd [)ersi8tt'iilly tmljul diiniit^ tlu' suIjsl*-

(|uent wasliin*,' with water. Since the only feasdWe method

ol avoi(Hnj^ this inconvenience was the tedious phm of having

a separate washing tank for the second oi)ei-ation, the new

aj)pHance saves the loss of time in transferring from one

vessel to another, and the cost of a second tank, hesid'^^

yieldnig a much cleaner, paler, and always clear oil.

After leaving the mixture of oil and lye at rest for

about an hour to enaljle the latter to subside, the lye is

drawn off into a vessel until pure oil begins to run out

of the tap. The steam coil is then lowered again and

direct steam passed, gradually and carefully, into the oil,

warm (50' to OO" C.) water, to the e.xtent of about one-

third the volume of oil present, being at the same time

run in from the lye and water tank. Here again care is

necessary not to boil the mi.xture too violently or too

long, a temperature of 105' ('. being the maximum
and the operation continuing only until a test sample

show's that the water (like the lye in the former washing>

settles down quickly and leaves the oil clear. Under careful

and accurate manipulation, the water will subside com-

pletely within the hour, and in such event—provided, as

should be the case, the oil is clear and the washings do not

appear too dirty and soapy—no further treatment will l>e

required, and the oil can be drawn off through the upper t;i|>

into the bleaching (oxidising) apparatus.

In order that this hist-named apparatus may be caused

to yield the best results, and furnish a pale, odourless

oil, free from resins and acids, the following procedure,

lately originated, nmst l)e adopted: The oil, occupying a

depth of 30 to 40 inches in the vessel, and previously

warmed by indirect steam to a temperature of about GO C.
is treated for two to three hours with a current of air at GO

to bO C, forced in by means of >\ blown-, tliniii'jb :i fin.lv-
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perforated coil. At the same time the Hght oil vapours and

ceases evolved at the sm^face should be drawn off bj- a venti-

lator and discharged through a wide pipe into the condenser—

an operation which is indispensable to this process, but

w'hich is often erroneously omitted. By means of increasing

the supply of steam and air, the temperature of the oil is

raised to 115° C. in the course of the next hour and is there

maintained for 15 to (maximum) 30 minutes to remove the

^fluorescence (bloom) of the oil, w^hich thus loses its bluish

cast ; at the same time the evolved vapours acquire a

peculiar pungent odour recalling that of camphor. The
exhaustion of these vapours is not restricted to the time the

oil remains in the bleaching vessel, but must be continued in

the storage and cooling tanks until the temperature of the

oil has receded to about 80° C. This is found to be indis-

pensable for the production of fine, clear and inodorous

oils. The use of open bleaching pans has proved both

troublesome and actually dangerous ; on the other hand,

an addition of 10 to 15 per cent, of brine to the oil—the

water lost by evaporation being replaced by hot water

either every half-hour or twice during the final hour

—

has been found to be highly commendable, since it pre-

vents the renewed formation of oxidation and empyreumatic

resins, and absorbs the substances which would go to form

these resins, its colour being thereby changed to brown,

though it settles dow^n without difficulty. The new-finished

oil is actually free from resin and acids, so that, unlike oils

bleached by other methods it no longer reacts wath caustic

soda. This is the sole method available for the production

of resin oils drying without cracking or tackiness, and suit-

able for varnish and lacquer-making.

The same method as for crude blonde oil is employed in

working up rectified or double distilled blonde oil for special

purposes, e.g., lubricating oil, the vapours being continuously
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(Iniwii ot'f and salt water addotl, the only dit^eronces Ix-iu;,'

that 1.' to '2 per cent, less caustic soda lye {i.e., only M to

8i per cent.) is needed, and that the temperature of the oil

at the close of the bleaching process is not allowed to rise

above 105° C. For retininfj blue oil, the same method is

pursued, 8 to 4 per cent, of lye being used ; but to obtain a

clear, transparent product, not too deep red in colour, it is

necessary that the oil should be treated, or at least washed,

while fresh from the still, and worked up immediately after

rectifying. Tnder these circumstances a fine orange-yellow

to pale red oil, suitable for many [)urposes, is produced. The

jiractice of employing sulphuric acid to make the oil water-

white is condemned, a better result being attainable by tlie

addition of quick-lime, or caustic soda, and animal or wood

charcoal, to the oil during the rectification in vacuo, time and

expense being also saved.

The oils prepared by the foregoing method are, on ac-

C(junt of their freedom from acids and resins, and their exceed-

ingly mild ai'onia, far more suitable for their various uses than

those obtained in the ordinar}' manner, and can consequently

be utilised to better advantage. The various grades of recti-

fied oil can be employed, according to quality, for nuiking

varnish, lacquer paint, printers' ink, lubricating oil, pre-

parations for boring and planing tools, polishes, wood-work,

leather work, as preservatives, for making carbo-lineum.

artificial train oil and degras, in the linoleum, insulating

material, soap and perfumery industries, and for medicinal

l)urposes.

Properties of Rosin Oil.

According to Kenard, rosin oil consists of :

—

JVr ci-nt.

Diterebeiuhyle Cn,Hj, SU

Diterebentliylene C,(,H,4 10

Dideceue C.jnH.,^ - - 10

lOO
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DiterebcntJtyle Ci„Hi.:, is a colourless oil, boiling at 333"

to 336° C, and of density 0-9688 at 18° C, rotating the planes

of polarised light 0"590 to the right (dextro-rotatory). Its

index of refraction is 1"53. In a thin layer it absorbs 10

per cent, of oxygen from the air. Concentrated sulphuric

acid converts it into a sulphuric derivative. It is attacked

by chromic acid, nitric acid and bromine, like the terpene

hydrocarbons.

Diterebenthylene Ci„Hi4 is a thick colourless oil, slightly

fluorescent, boiling at 345" to 350'' C. Its density is 0'9821 at

120° C. It is dextro-rotatory (+ 4°). It does not change on

exposure to the air, and neither sulphuric or hydrochloric

acid have any action upon it.

Didecme C^^^ is a colourless non-fluorescent oil, boil-

ing at 330° to 335° C, and possessing a density of 0"9362

at -I-
12° C. It is levo-rotatory (— 2°). It does not change

on exposure to the air, and neither sulphuric nor nitric acid

have any action upon it.

Kosin oil is not saponifiable. Its densit}" varies from

0*973 to 0*981. Sulphuric acid—one drop spotted on ten of

oil—gives a brownish red nucleus, quickly passing to black.

Eeactions.—Bichloride of tin produces a blood-red colora-

tion, quickly passing to purple. Nitric acid attacks rosin oil

in the hot, with production of nitrous vapours. The product

when thrown into water changes to a yellow waxj' mass.

Eosin oil is soluble in alcohol and glacial acetic acid. It

is dextro-rotatory (-|- 30°) and rarely levo-rotatory (— 8°24).

Mineral oil is without action on polarised light.

Although the density always affords sufficient data to

differentiate between mineral oil and rosin oil, we can con-

firm our inference b}' tlie elaidin test : in the presence of

rosin oil a deep red coloration is produced, whilst mineral

oils remain unchanged. Glacial acetic acid dissolves rosin

oil, but mineral oil is insoluble in that reagent.
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Till' iodine luuiilxT ran'ly ^jors abovf 11 in iiuncral oils,

whilst it may ^'o as lii}j;li as 4H to iS in rosin oils. W'ifli

shale oil, however, the iodine nund)er may rise to 21.

Storcli-Lichennann Test.— In his work on (juinovic acid,

Liel)ermatm has shown that a solution of that acid in

^dacial acetic acid, when treated with a little concentrated

sulphuric acid, ;,Mves a heautiful red coloration, which is

likewise ohtained with pimaric and sylvic acids, these acids

l)einjt,' present in rosin oil. Storch, Dinijl. Poly. In., t. 2(57.

p. 2S. proposes the Liei)ermann reaction as a test for rosin

oil in oils and fats.

If we add to a few drops of rosin oil a cuhic centimetre

of <,dacial acetic acid and then one drop of concentrated

sulphuric, we ohtain a red violet coloration, which passes

rapidly to brown.

Terpenks.

Chemical Constitution.— Spirits of turpentine, from what-

ever source, is an essential oil which consists of a mixture

of isomeric hydrocarhides, which all a^jree in having the

.same centesimal com})Osition, rlz.. that represented by the

formula C,„H„;. Some of these hydrocarhides, which are

known as terpenes, are natural products, and enter into

the composition, wholly or partially, of numerous essential

oils. Many terpenes are, however, artificial products, which

may or may not exist in nature.

Amongst the latter, mention niay be made of camphene,

which is a solid body. Hut more often the terpenes are

liquid substances lighter than water, which rotate the plane

of polarisation, and the bulk of which exist in both dextro and

levo-rotatory modifications, boil between 150" and 200 C,
and under the action of heat and reagents become altered

in density, boiling-point, rotatory power, and even in chemical

composition. Amongst the latter class of phenouR-na,

mention may be made of the great affinity of the terjienes
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for halogenhydride, especially hydrochloric acid, resulting^

in the formation of a well-defined class of compounds known

—but erroneously so—as artificial camphors.

The whole of the members of the class of trees known as

Coniferm yield turpentine in greater or less abundance, which

^

by distillation with water, yields spirits of turpentine, and

leaves behind in the still a residue of common rosin. But

the spirits of turpentine from one species of cone-bearing

trees differ in both physical and chemical properties from

that yielded by another species.

Berthelot investigated the properties of the spirits of

turpentine yielded by the Comferce of different countries, and

applied the following terms to their essential constituent :

—

Country.
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to;,'t'tlier with those dI 'rihU'ii. Ariiistroii*;, WaUach aiul

others, tlie hues of dtJimircatioii and (Utt'tTt'iitiation het^veen

tlie terpenes are far from beiu<^ well-defined and distinct.

The following' elassification may, however, he taken to

represent the latest rt-siilts of scientific investi^'ation unchr

which the terpenes may be separated into three mair)

^'roups :

—

{A) Those whicii, provided they be not in the interval

converted into isoniers, can combine with only one mole-

cule of halo^'enhydride, ex. U, llClHJir.HI, to form mono-

hydrochlorides C,oH,„HC'l : pincnc, campheue, fcnchcne.

1. Pinene is the chief constituent of American spirits of

turpentine, oil of juniper/ eucalyptus oil, etc. It is a colour-

less mobile liquid with a characteristic odour, and a density,

according to Wallach, of O'SOO, boiling between 159 and

1130' C. When dry liydrochloric acid gas is passed through

it, combination ensues, with liberation of much heat

and the formation of a crystalline substance C,„H„,HC1

pinene monohydrochloride, possessing an odour very similar

to natural camphor, and hence, but erroneously, known as

artificial camphor. Although very similar in appearance, it

may be easily distinguished from the latter by the abundant

fumes of hydrochloric acid gas which it gives ofif on ignition.

A white solid body termed camplicnc is said to be obtained

by heating pinene monohydrochloride under pressure with

caustic alkali, but it is very dillicult to obtain this terjxne

free from halogenhydride.'-

By exposing pinene to simlight in contact with water,

a crystalline compound, termed by Armstrong sobrerol

C,„H,,0.^, is produced. Under the influence of alcohol and

nitric acid, or when left for a long time in contact with

water, pinene is converted into a crystalline hydrate, ter-

' Obtained by distilling the crushed bays of juniper ; density 0*84 to 0-88»

boiling-point 155' to Kil" C.

-See also " I'incnc Monohydrochloride," p. 134.

\)
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pene l^ydrate C,„Hi,v3H,,0, insoluble in spirits of turpentine,

sparingh' soluble in carbon disulphide, chloroform, ether,

slightly soluble in cold but rather more so in hot water.

Pinene exists in two isomeric modifications, which onlj''

differ from each other Ijy the one being dextro-rotatory and

the other levo-rotatory. The physical differences of the

commercial varieties of spirits of turpentine depend upon

which of these predominates. An inactive pinene may be

obtained by heating pinene nitroso-chloride with aniline,

NOCl being eliminated. A similar inactive substance may

be obtained by mixing equal quantities of dextro and levo-

pinene. Pinene oxidises in contact with air, and the rota-

tory action of its oxidation products are the same as that

of the original pinene.

2. Camphene is a solid body produced artificially by

heating pinene monohydrochloride with dry soap. It is said to

be oxidised to camphor by chromic acid mixture (see p. 129).

3. Fenchene, an artificial product of no importance to

the painter.

(B) Those which combine with two molecules of halogeu-

hj^dride but not with nitrous acid, dipentene, sylvestrene,

or terpinolene to form dihj'drochlorides Ci„Hifi2HCl.

1. Limonene—the dextro-rotatory variety—is present

in oil of orange rind, and together with pinene in oil of

citron. Levo-limonene is present with levo-pinene in oil

of fir cones.

2. Dipentene, cinene, inactive limonene, boiling-point

175° to 176° C, is present in oil of camphor and in Eussian

and Swedish oil of turpentine, in cineol, in oleum cinae,

and may be prepared artificiall}' by heating pinene, cam-

phene, sylvestrene, or limonene 250° to 270° C. for several

hours, as well as bj^ the abstraction of 2HC1 from its di-

hydrochloride, and in several other ways. It has a pleasant

essence of lemon smell, and is altogether more stable than
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pincnc. It readily forms a dihydrocliloride with liydrocliloric

acid and a frystallinc tctrabroiiiidc with l>i()iiiinc of inchin^,'-

point 1'25" C.

;>. Sylvt'stmu'. specific «,'ravity, •H4(j at 20" C, l)()ihnf,'-p()int

175 C, is tlu' dextro-rotatory (+ lOO'^) and principal con-

stituent of Russian and Swedish spirits of tur[)entine, and

is one of the most stable of the terpenes. It ^nves a ma^'-

nifieent hlue colour reaction with acetic anhydride and

concentrated sulphuric acid. Unlike that of pinene, its

monohydrochloride is liquid. Its dihydrochloride C,„H„i2HCl

is i.someric with dipentene dihydrochloride. Under the

influence of air and sunlight, it oxidises more rapidly than

pinene. Neither its levo-rotatory isomer nor any inactive

varieties have been discovered.

4. Terpinolene, an artificial product, of only theoretical

importance.

{C Those which form nitrosites, terpinene and pliellan-

drene.

1. Terpinene, an artificial product, produced like ter-

pinene by isomeration of pinene and limonene, yields a

nitrosite.

2. Phellandrene, dextro-phellandrene, occurs in water

dropwort.

rJicllandreiie aquatkum and levo-phellandrene in eucalyptus

oil vield a nitrosite.

1. Pinene -

2. Camjilicne
3. Fenchcno

4. + Limonene -

4rt. Dipentene
5. Sylvestrene
6. Terpinolene

7. Terpinene
s. Phellandrene.

M.Pt.

Liq.
50°

Liq.

Liq.
I

»» J

B. Pt

175°

175°-176"
185"^-190

BroiDi<le.H Hydrochlnriile.s
M. Pt. M. m.

159°-1G0" Br.2 170°

100 -ini —
168 -IGO Br, liq.

Br^ 104°
\

125'

135
iir/

180 —
about 170'

<

—

+ HC1 125°

,, decern p.

,. liq.

+ ,HC1 50°

.. 72

., 50

Xitriti.s

.M. Pt

165
102
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Constitution or Commercial Vaeietius oi-- Spirits of

Turpentine.

1. American consists essentially of dextro-pinene. The

specitic gravity is 0"S04 to 0*868. Dextro-rotatory, varying

greatly from + 8"" to + 16°, that of pure dextro-pinene heiug

21 'o. Its alhnity for atmospheric oxygen is greater than

that of French turpentine. The air oxidation products have

a variable rotation, and may be separated into two isomers,

the one dextro and the other levo-rotatory, which by being

mixed in equal quantities produce an inactive variety.

The spirits of turpentine used fi>r American home con-

sumption would appear to be grossly adulterated with petro-

leum products by the retailer or middlemen. That exported

to this country would, however, appear to be of uniformly

good quality.^

2. French spirits of turpentine. Gravity same as Ameri-

can. It is levo-rotatory, different samples giving generally

— 30'. Its boiling-point is more constant, and its behaviour

is altogether more uniform than the American spirit.

8. Kussian spirits of turpentine—the oxidation product of

which forms the basis of the disinfectant known under the

trade name of " Banitas "—is very similar to American spirits

of turpentine. Like the latter it is dextro-rotatory, and

varies from -i-
15'' to + 23', the deviation of pure sylvestrene

being + 19'. Its density also varies from 0864 to 0'870.

It begins to boil about 155' C, the bulk of the distillate

passing over between 172' and 176' C, leaving a residue

which does not distil below 180'' C. It has an unpleasant

odour, simultaneously recalling that of Stockholm tar - and

rosin spirit. Owing to this rank smell neither Kussian-Polish

nor German spirits of turpentine are in favour with painters,

upon whom their toxic eflect is greater than that of the

' Spirits of turpcutino dissolves in 10 to 12 parts of 90 per cent, alcoliol

—

iucompk'le solution indicates beuzeue.

-Obtained by distilling the " blocks " and roots of pine trees.
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American spirit, producing; in Home individuaU heatlache nn<\

great lansitode. Henct* its uho is not ffeneral, cithci

ftolvt-nt for varnishes or a8 a paint vehicle.

Adulteration is indicated hy alteration (1; of tiehaviour t<>

|Hjlarij>ed lif^'ht ; (2) of density and lowering of Mnsh-|H)int

(96 F.;, and a greasy residue on evai)oratioi

Kinj^zett, the patentee of " Sanitas, " has ^'ivt ii th«- name

of camj)horic peroxi<le C'„»H,40, to the air oxidation pro-

duct of Russian turpentine. This oxidised product, when

heated with water, is said to yield camphoric acid C',„H„,(),

and hydrogen peroxide.

(lEXERAL Properties ^ rniTS op Tliu'kntink.
/'.

It ion of Air.—Recently distilled spirits dries quickly and

free from tackiness ; old spirits dries slowly, leaving a coat

which remains tacky for a lont,' time.

When spirits of turpentine is exjx^sed to the air in

an imperfectly closed vessel it gradually absorhs oxygen.

Assuming a deeper and deeper tint of yellow, it l^ecomes

more viscous in j
r * > . >• ;fie«.

I>unnj: this -
^

is generated

and dissolved by the oil which then possesses oxidising

properties. It should therefore be stored in air-tight vessels

pliit» «i with tin or tea lead to prevent discoloration. P'onnic

aiKi iicetic acid are also said to l>e prcxiuced during the

oxidation process.' This oxidation goes on much more

» nergetically when spirits of turpentine is heate'd in con-

tact with air along with litb /

Concentrated nitric acid a • tiergetically on spirits

"f turpentine that the mixture may take fire. But when

it is subjected to a long boiling with the dilute acid,

terephthalic acid and other bodies are produced.

When treated with a mixture ui alcohol and nitric acid.

The amoaot of oxygen ftbaorbcd U an index of parity ; It ^%nm with th*
var;t:v. Good <ipirit4 \» nentnl to t«at-|wpcr.
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spirits of turpentine assimilates the elements of water, and

is converted into terpene hydrate.

Tercbene.—When spirits of turpentine is mixed with T,Vth

of its weight of concentrated sulphuric acid, and the wdiole

well stirred, it is converted into an isomeric terebene and a

polymeric colophene or diterebene, which may be separated

from each other by fractional distillation.

Terebene CjoHi,; is a colourless liquid with a thyme-like

odour, of density '864 at 8° C. It boils at 156° C, and is

optically inactive. It combines with hydrochloric acid to

form a liquid monohydrochloride. This substance—used in

medicine as an embrocation—must not be confounded with

the " trade" hquid drier " terebine," with which it has but

little or no analogy.

Colophene CajHg.^ is a colourless liquid by transmitted,

but which fluoresces strongly with reflected, light.

With the exception of the liquid and solid monohydro-

chlorides, which are good solvents for rubber, etc., the com-

pounds which the terpenes form with reagents are of little

practical value for varnish-makers. A solution of gum
^•esins in the liquid monohydrochloride, or of the solid in an

alcoholic or spirits of turpentine solution of resin, is a specific

against the ravages of white ants.

Solid Pinene Monohydrochloeide.

The solid body consists of perfectly colourless crystals,

with a smell analogous to camphor; it melts at 115° C, and

boils with decomposition at 165° C. The tension of its vapour

at the ordinary temperature is so great that it sublimes like

camphor in the form of small brilliant crystals in the bottles

in which it is stocked. It is insoluble in water, and gyrates

on the surface of that liquid like ordinary camphor.

This body—known under the name of artificial camphor

—

was discovered in 1803 by Kindt. It is prepared by passing

a current of dry hydrochloric acid gas through spirits of

turpentine kept at a regulated temperature. The liquid
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darkens, and in coursi' of time deiumits crystals having the

formula C',„Ii„iHCl. There is simultaneously produced a

licjuid moDohydrochloride said to he of thi- same composition.

The solid is separated from the liipiid hy filtration and

pressure in the cold.

Ligill) PlNKNK M()N»)HYl>ROC'HL01UJ)i:.

This substance, when well prepari-d, is a colourless

water white mobile li<]uid of specific ^'ravity OCjO at 15" C,
possessing' solvent properties analogous to those of spirits of

turpentine, but it is a far more energetic solvent for rubber.

It is levo-rotatory.

Oil of Spikk.

This essential oil is obtained by distilling the s[)ik('

lavender (Lacandula spica), a species with larger leaves than

that of our connnon garden lavender. This plant grows

very abundantly in France {Midi). But Violette states that

it is rarely found pure. All that comes to market has a strong

smell of spirits of turpentine, along with which may be

detected a slight trace of the balsamic vapour from which it

takes its name. Moreover, he states very appropriately that

as far as the varnish-maker is concerned, oil of spike presents

no advantage over spirits of turpentine, and that the practical

man will experience no ditticulty in replacing the former by

the latter— a wise proceeding.

Lavkndkh Oil.

This oil is extracted from (Lavamlula vera). It is yellow.

smells- of lavender, and has a bitter taste. The specific

gravity of the commercial oil is (J.sW.S at 20^ C, but only

0877 when newly rectified. This oil resinifies very easily,

and in this condition has enough consistency to prevent

porcelain enamel colours mixed with it from running under

the brush. Moreover, when spread over the surface of an

object, it prevents too rapid drying.
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Uses.—Mordants, i.e., fixative for gold leaf, as a vehicle

for porcelain enamels, and facilitate solution of copal.

Ca.tepitt Oil.

Source.—Cajepnt oil is obtained in the East Indies by

distilling vs^ith water the leaves of the Malaleiica leucoclendron.

Colour.—It is of a greenish colour, due to the presence of

a small quantity of resinous matter. Sometimes this colour

is imparted artificially through the medium of a copper salt

Fifi 8.

to oils which have become bleached by natural oxidation and

thus lost their greenish cast.

Taste.—It has a burning taste, with a strong smell of

camphor, turpentine and savin.

Composition and Projjerties.—It maj' be separated by

fractional distillation into two portions—two-thirds of the

liquid having a density of 0'897 passes over between 175"
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iiiid 17.S ('., imd llic ii'iuaiiiin;j tliiid liiiviii^' ii density of

U-920 between 17H and 250 C.

Uses.—Its principal use in NJuiiisn-iiiaMii;; is sjiid to In,'

as a solvent for An^'ola c-opal. It is also used to preserve

ent(nii()lo»,ncal specimens and m medicine.

Caoutchoucink.

This solvent is a product of the dry distillation of

india-rubber in specially constructed plant as shown in

V'\if. 3. The still is made of iron and built into brick-

work with a furnace underneath. A connecting tube B leads

to the worm in the condenser C. The still has a closely

fitting iron cover which may be raised or lowered at will

by the overhanging chain and pulley. A hole in the cover

gives passage to a thermometer by which the temperature

is regulated. The process is started by raising the still head

and introducing a sufficiency of rubber cut into small pieces

either by itself or along with half of its weight of crude

distillate from a previous charge. The still head is then

lowered and secured with nuts and bolts as shown and the

fire lighted. As the thermometer approaches 600° F. a dark

liquid comes over which condenses in the worm and runs off

the stop cock ]) into a receiver. When the thermometer

rises above 600^ F. the fire is withdrawn. The crude distil-

late ma)' be separated by fractionation into three li(]uids of

different boiling-points and specific gravities thus:—
0-G7 boiling at 90" F.

OG'J boiling at 104° F.

0-92 boiling at 599° F.

Caoutchoucine is not only an excellent solvent for rubber

but also for gum resins, even copal being said to be easily

soluble therein.

Borneo Camphor (Borneol C,..H, .()...).

Oriijin.—This camphor, first described by M. I'elouze, is

obtained from the Drybalonops arovialica, a tree which grows

on the islands of Sumatra and Borneo. The tree is cut up
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into cross pieces, which are then spht up with axes so as ta

expose the camphor which is found in crystals between the

woody fibres. As much as 12 to 22 lbs. are extracted from a

single tree.

Borneol is also met with in small quantity in essence of

valerian, where it is formed, according to Gerhardt, by the

hydration of bornene previously present therein.

Prejmraiion.—By heating ordinary camphor from eight to

ten hours with an alcoholic solution of potash from 180° to

200" C, Berthelot resolved laurel camphor into camphate

of potash and borneol.

2C,oHi,,0 + 2KH0 = Ci„Hi,KO, + Ci„Hi,0,.

Camphor. g^f^j'^
Potassic

g^^.^^^j_
'- Potash. Camphate.

The borneol thus obtained exhibits all the properties of

natural borneol. Its rotatory power is however greater.

Borneol is also formed in small quantity when amber is dis-

tilled with a dilute solution of caustic potash. It differs from

natural borneol by its more feeble rotatory power.

Projjerties.—Borneol is found as small, colourless, trans-

parent, very friable crystals ; its smell recalls both that of

ordinary camphor and peppermint. Its taste is ardent. It

melts at 198° and boils at 212° C. (about 220° C. according to

Berthelot). It deviates the plane of polarisation to the right.

It is insoluble in water, but is very soluble in alcohol and ether.

Reaction:—Heated with nitric acid, it is converted into

ordinary camphor.

Ci.,H,A + 0, = Cj,H,„0 + H.A- '

When borneol is distilled with anhydrous phosphoric

acid, a hydrocarbon passes over isomeric with ordinary

pinene, viz., bornene C,„Hi,;.

When heated with concentrated hydrochloric acid, bor-

neol is converted into a solid monohydrochloride isomeric

with pinene monohydrochloride.

Berthelot has described combinations of borneol with

stearic and butyric acids.
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All thi'se coinbiiuitions tend t<» show tliat l»oriieol is an

alcohol or pst'udo-moiiotoinic iilcoliol.

There exists in the oil of ^'iiniiice u rtsKiur o|)iiiiii((l hy

the distillation of f,'arance aleohol, a horiieol, identical in its

chemical jiroperties with horneo camphor, hut which deviates

the plane of polarisation to the left.

The essential oils of cajeput and coriandej- coniam an

oxidised principle isomeric with horneo camphor.

Laurel Camphou C,„H,„.

Oriijin.—To the concrete volatile oil whieli exists abun-

dantly in almost all parts of plants of the laurel tribe, but

especially in the camphor laurel (Laurns caviphora), the Arabs,

who introduced it into Europe in the fifth century, t(ave the

name of Kaphur and Kamphur—hence the English term

camphor. The camphor laurel grows principally in Japan.

Extensive groves or forests of this tree are owned by the

Government, principally in the provinces of Shi Kokui and

Kuishui, overlooking the south-eastern coast. It is also

cultivated in Kisin.

The camphor laurel is a handsome (ever) green tree

with small elliptical vivid green leaves, and berries like

black currants. The trunk usually grows to the height of

20 feet, and then spreads out into branches. The trees live

to a great age, over 100 years ; trees of this age being those

that are selected to be felled for the extraction of camphor,

as at that age they are richest in that product. Some trees

are said to attain a diameter oi '10 feet.

Extraction.—The extraction process is crude in tiie ex-

treme, being carried out by peasants, who are said to only

make a precarious living at the work.

The trunk, branches, roots, etc., of the fi'lled trees are

broken into chips. The chips are run into a wooden tub,

which stands on and tits closely to the top of an iron pan

filled with water, which is kept boiling by a tin- underneath.

The l)otlom of tiie tub is perforated so that the steam may
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pass through the chips. A steam-tight cover is fitted to the

top of the tub. The steam rising from the water in the

pan passes through the tub, and in its passage extracts the

camphor and the camphor oil from the chips, and carries

them in the state of vapour through a bamboo pipe fixed

to the tight-fitting hd of the tub to a condenser consisting

of a wooden trough surrounded by another containing cold

water to facilitate condensation. This trough is divided by

vertical partitions into compartments communicating with

each other at alternate ends, so that the vapours travel

successively through each compartment in the trough from

one end to the other.

All the camphor and camphor oil are condensed in these

compartments, together with a portion of the steam. The

uncondensed steam escapes into the air through a pipe fitted

to the condenser.

A continual stream of water flows from a wooden pipe

into a wooden trough placed over the condenser. From this

upper trough the water flows into the third or lowermost

one, thus keeping the condenser cool during the whole

course of the distillation, which lasts about twenty hours.

Fresh w'ater is then run in through the top of the tub

into the pan for the next distillation, and being thus heated

in its passage through the hot chips, time and fuel are saved

in the next heating of the pan. The tub containing the

chips is then emptied. The latter, after drying, are used

as fuel. The tub is then recharged, well closed, and the

distillation proceeded with as before.

As the distillation proceeds a semi-solid distillate of

camphor and camphor oil collects in the compartments of

the trough, floating on the condensed water. This is allowed

to accumulate until several charges have been distilled, being

usually removed at intervals of from five to ten days.

The relative proportions of sohd camphor to liquid

camphor oil varies with the temperature of the surrounding
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atiiiosphert'. In smniiu'r only '2 \n-i cciii. pi-r dieiu of solid

ciiniplior is obtuini'd from the wood, whilst M per cent, is

ohtained in winter. In summer 1H'U4 litres of li(jui<l oil are

obtained from the semi-solid distillate produced durinj^ a ten

days' distillation, whilst only 5 to 7 litres are ol)tained in winter.

Formerly the crude oil containing a lart,'e per cent, of

camphor was considered useless, but it is now redistilled

from iron stills connected with a brass worm condenser.

The distillate is collected in suitable vessels, cooled and

littered or pressed to separate the solid camphor, and the

filtrate still containin^j camphor is mi.xed with a fresh

(juantity of oil and again distilled and the distillate cooled

and pressed as before.

Working in this way 'iU to 'I-') per cent, of solid camplior

is obtained from the quantity of crude oil distilled, the latter

losing half of its bulk during the process.

Properties.—Camphor may l)e easily distinguished from

other substances by its whiteness and ice-like semi-trans-

parency, by its warm aromatic taste and its sharp penetrating

rosemary-like odour which persistently adheres to the hands

and spreads widely through the surrounding atmosphere, h

has the density of 1 at 0' and "992 at 10'. Its vapour

tension at the ordinary temperature is sufficient to cause it

to sublime in hexagonal plates on the sides of the stoppered

bottles in which it is kept. It melts at 116° C and boils at

204° C. without decomposition. It has in fact so great a

tendency to volatilise that it gradually evaporates into the

air when exposed and disappears altogether, leaving not a

single trace of its existence. It is very combustible, and

suddenly bursts into flame when brought in contact with a

lighted taper, and burns with a white, l)rilliant, very smoky

flame, acrid and strong smelling. It even burns when

placed on water on whicli it Hoats.

Oi/ratori/ Motion.—Water only (lissoives ,„'oo p-i'i *^'' 'l*^

weight, nevertheless it acquires its taste and smell. A frag-
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inent of camphor thrown upon water assumes a gyratory

motion, which stops as soon as a drop of oil is thrown on

the surface of the Hquid. A cylinder of camphor of four to

five millimetres in diameter, one part of which dips into the

water whilst the other part remains in the air, communicates

a to and fro movement to the water, and after the lapse of a

few days is cut a little above the line of flotation. This remark-

able occurrence is due to the simultaneous evaporation of the

.camphor and the water, which is most active at the surface

of the liquid.

Solvents.—Alcohol is the best solvent for camphor ; 100

parts of this vehicle dissolve 120 parts of camphorm the cold.

It is precipitated from its alcoholic solution in the form of

finely divided flakes. This is the best method of obtaining it

in a fine state of division, because owing to its elastic nature

it is very difdcult to grind in the ordinary way with a pestle

and mortar, at least without having been sprinkled with

alcohol. Dissolved in weak spirits of wine it forms cam-

phorated brandy, which is so often employed as an embroca-

tion to disperse coagulated blood due to cuts or blows.

It dissolves freely in ether, fatty oils, acetic acid, etc.

When it is desired to suspend it in water in a divided state

it is triturated with egg yoke. Its solution in nitric acid was

formerly erroneously known as oil of camphor.

Camphoric Acid.—If camphor be distilled with eight times

its weight of this acid it is converted by the oxj^gen of the

latter into a white, slightly bitter acid, which crystallises in

feather-shaped crystals, freely soluble in water. This acid,

discovered in 1785 by Kosegarten, is known as camphoric

acid. Treated with sulphurous acid gas, camphor yields the

liquid disinfectant known as thlocamf. During the process the

camphor liquefies and absorbs a large quantity of sulphurous

acid. By spontaneous evaporation this solution gives off the

combined vapour of sulphurous acid and camphor.
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Adalteiatiitti.s. — Piiit'iic inoiiohydroclilorijlo, (lotC'ct('<l lt\

lower boiling-point and t-voliition of livdrocliloric acid fuin<'H.

L'scs.—Camphor is used as an in^uedient of fireworks, not

oidy on account of its ^vent inflanunahility l)ut also because

of the wliiteni'ss of its Hanic.

Its smell is sup[)osed to In- fatal to small animals, especi-

ally insects. This ex[)lains the use of camphor in cases

containing' natural history specimens. It prevents moths

and other insects from laying their eggs thereon. For the

.same reason small satchels containing camphor are placed

in drawers in which hats and woollen articles of dress are

•stowed away. Camphor is added to varnishes to increase

their lustre, elasticity, and to facilitate the solution of re-

fractory resins in the manufacture of spirit varnishes.

Camphor Oil.

The crude oil after repeated distillation in the manner

indicated under camphor yields refined camphor oil. The

latter is a colourless liquid which liki' solid camphor burns

with a bright smoky flame. It has a specific gravity of 8"95.

that of the crude oil being '90'.). It is oxidised into ordinary

camphor by the action of air, oxygen, or nitric acid. It is a

good solvent for various resins, such as mastic, elemi, gam-

boge, dragon's blood, rosin, asphaltum, sulphur.

When 8 parts of mastic or such-like resin is dissolved in

10 parts of camphor oil and the solution thinned with 3"3

parts of spirits of turpentine, a transparent paper varnisii is

obtained which dries with a bright gloss.

An elastic waterproof varnish is obtained by dissolving

linoleate of magnesia or other insoluble linseed oil soap in

camphor oil with the addition of a solution of a resin dis-

solved in the same solvent.

But these varnishes soon lose their lustre, which is in

large measure due to the camphor dissolved in the camphor

oil. Consequently, however brilliant they may be at first,

they rapidly become dull as the camphor, etc., evaporates.
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The chief apphcation of camphor and camphor oil is in the

manufacture of celluloid and as insecticides. The refined oil

might find a useful application in the perfumery of toilet soaps.

Amber and Copal Oils.

The deep brown oils produced along with succinic acid

by the dry distillation of amber or copal have a density

between O'S and 0-9 at 15° C. They are miscible with all the

usual varnish solvents employed in the manufacture of oil

varnishes, and may be very advantageously used to dissolve

the softer copals without previous fusion. All that is neces-

sary is to heat the finely-ground copal with the oil with

constant agitation. But the harder copals do not yield a

clear solution when treated in this manner unless they have

been previously fused.

Moreover, these oils have a very disagreeable smell, which

still further restricts their use in this direction.

Amber oil may, however, according to Jolles, be bleached

as follows :

—

The 5 to 6 per cent, of amber oil yielded by the dry

distillation of amber is freed from water, and the 2 per

cent, of succinic acid which accompanies it by deposition.

The oil floats to the top whilst the succinic acid forms an

intermediate layer between the oil and the water. The oil

is then syphoned off. It is a strong smelling fluorescent

viscous liquid. Its ultimate analysis proves it to be a com-

pound of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and sulphur, but it is

free from nitrogen. When heated with lead salts it yields a

precipitate of black-lead sulphide.

Neither dilute nor concentrated hydrochloric acids act

to any extent on amber oil, no more do dilute sulphuric or

nitric acids even on heating. Fuming nitric acid decom-

poses amber oil with great energy, with evolution of nitrous

fumes and formation of much succinic acid, with the simul-

taneous formation of a reddish yellow balsamic resin, of a

musk-like odour, often sold as artificial musk.
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Alkalies iippeur to luivc iio iiction on either the colour

or the smell of the oil. Ki duciii^' a»,'ents, such as sulphur,

zinc chloride, sodium thiosul[)liate, which have t,'enerally

a marked action on ve^'etahle oils, do not in any way afifect

amher oil, neither do oxidisinj^ aj^'ents such as chlorine have

any action either upon tlie smell or the colour of the oil ;

and although hoth perinan<,'anate and hichromate mixtures

are reduced, the colour of the oil is not affected.

Better results are obtained by rectifying; the oil. When
amber oil is distilled, water comes over first, then a yellow,

followed by a light green oil, and finally a dark green viscous

oil. As soon as the water has distilled over, the thermometer

rises very quickly to 150° C, and keeps on rising until the

distillation finishes at 3()0° C, only remaining stationary

for brief periods at 230" and 255" C. The pitchy residue

amounts to about 10 to 15 per cent.

Practically identical products are obtained and in the

same order by distillation in vacuo. The following results

were obtained bv fractional distillation :

—

Tempeniture.
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the emulsion formed in tlie process by salting out, after

which its odour is pleasant.

The yellow oil produced by distillation in a current of

steam, unlike the crude oil, msbj be bleached by reducing

agents, such as sulphurous acid, or by oxidising agents, like

permanganate or bichromate in sulphuric acid solution.

Eight parts of permanganate bleach 100 parts of yellow

oil. The hot permanganate solution is added a little at a

time, and with constant stirring to the oil previously mixed

with dilute sulphuric acid. The whole is then allowed to

cool, and the oil which floats to the top is filtered, after

which it is mixed with a little salt or plaster of Paris,

allowed to stand in contact therewith for twenty-four hours,

and again filtered. From 7 to 9 per cent, of the distilled

oil is lost in the bleaching process.

Kesin Spirit.

The crude spirit (p. 121) is treated with direct steam and

3 to ^ per cent, soda lye of 36° to 40° B. at 80° to 100° C.

After removing the lye, washing with tepid water, mixing

with 2 per cent, of sulphuric acid of 66° B. at 15° to 25° C,

and allowing the acid to settle out (in 3 to 4 hours), 2 per

cent, soda is added to neutralise, and the spirit is finally

rectified like spirits of turpentine in vacuo by direct and

indirect steam, over h per cent, of caustic soda and 3 to 5

per cent, of lime water. The spirit approaches true spirits

of turpentine more closely by admixture, either before or

during rectification, with either the spirit obtained by

distilling the stumps and roots of trees, wood tar oil or

turpentine resin, and a l)etter sale is obtained for such a

product.
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Clkansing AM) Garbling of Hksins.

The cleansing and preparation of resins—copals in parti-

cular— is a point of fjjreat importance, looking to the quality

of the varnish, into the composition of which the resins will

subsequently enter.

This preparation generally includes (1) ;i sorting out of

the lumps or pieces according to their size; (2) washing;

(3) a sorting out according to quality ; and (4) crushing.

Copals : i.st GarbHiKi.—It is customary to separate these

into five kinds, using sieves of previously determined

dimensions. The meshes of the sieves in general are one

square centimetre in section, then four meshes per square

centimetre, and finally twenty-four meshes per square centi-

metre. They are thus obtained :

—

1. The large pieces sorted out by hand.

2. The pieces having more than 10 niillinictrcs in diameter.

3. The pieces having more tlian 1 millimetres in diameter.

4. The pieces having more than 0*4 millimetres in diameter.

5. Dust.

Washimj,—Generally only the sorts 1, '1 and 3 are

washed, because too great a loss would occur if it were

attempted to wash the kind Xo. I.

Each batch washed consists of pieces of gum resin of

the same size, because different sized pieces are unequally

attacked by the cleansing agent. Finally, and more gener-

allv, only the hard copals are washed, particularly Angola.

(147)
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Bengnela, Sierra Leone and Congo copals, and sometimes

Manilla.

The wash water consists of a weak caustic or carbonated

alkaline lye, which partially attacks the crust with which the

pieces are coated, and enables it to be removed by the simple

attrition or rubbing of the pieces against each other. The

process is conducted in a wooden vat half- filled with water,

and to which has been added for every 100 parts of water 5

parts of a solution of either caustic or carbonated soda lye

of 5 per cent, strength. The resins are allowed to stand in

contact with this lye for an hour, after which they are passed

through a washer fitted with brushes which revolve in the

same solution and free the lumps of the crust encoating

them.

It is plain that the duration of the process vidll depend on

the size of the lumps and the kind of copal treated. There

is no advantage in prolonging the action of the alkaline solu-

tion so as to remove all the persistent specks. It is better

to remove them by hand, either with a brush or with a sharp-

pointed knife.

The process is finished by several washings in pure water

and the pieces laid out to drain and dry upon cloths, taking

care that they do not touch each other. They are afterwards-

completely dried either in the air or in a warm room.

2nd Garbling.—After washing, the pieces are sorted out

according to quality. The larger pieces are broken up into

medium sized ones with a hammer, and they are then sorted

out according to their colour. The smaller kinds are sorted

according to their outside colour. Besides colour, purity

must be taken into account, and those x^ieces which contain

extraneous matter, such as vegetable debris, should be put

upon one side. The latter are very apt to char when the

co]Dal is being " run," and thus by darkening the colour these

vegetable remains diminish the value of the varnish.
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Hard copals are sorted out in this way iiit<» two or three

quahties, and four, live, and even more (|Mahties in the case

of soft copals.

CursHiNc;.

The lumps of which inch lot is com[)osed are now crushed

or hroken up, and this should he done methodically, hecause

the size of the frapjments is of great importance when the

copal comes to he heated. The size varies with the hardness,

and it is customarj' to hreak up the pieces into the following

sizes, viz. :
—
i c.c. iu bulk for East African (Zan/.ilmr) copal,

jf
c.c. in bulk for West African (Congo) copal.

1§ c.c. in bulk for soft copals (Manilla).

The crushing or grinding should he done in such a man-

ner as to produce as little dust as possihle, hecause the dust

darkens when heated. Even when hut slightly heated, the

dust agglutinates together and afterwards requires a higher

temperature to dissolve it. Now, wlun it is heated more

strongly, the particles of dust in contact with the sides of

the vessel carbonise and colour the whole mass.

For this reason breaking up should not be done with ilu-

hammer, hecause it pulverises, nor with an ordinary leverage

cracker, which produces powder and numerous splinters.

The most simple method consists in using a cracker

analogous to that used for breaking loaf-sugar into lumps

—one arm is fixed to the table and the other, provided with

a long handle, is free
;
great leverage is thus obtained, and

the lumps have not far to fall on to the table.

Machines have been made which will break '2), to H tons

a day, yielding a percentage of dust varying from S to 10 per

cent, according to the kind of copal. They also gi*ade the

copal into different sizes. If the copals are not to be fused

but simply treated by a solvent, they are not cruslu-d but

pulverised straight away. The powder produced in crushing

is also reserved for treatment in the cold bv solvents.
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From the appearance of the large pieces, their colour and

their origin, the manufacturer knows fairly well what he may
expect from any given lot of copal in regard to its behaviour

with different solvents. But in the case of small pieces

—

often the case with soft copals—they cannot be broken up

for examination as to colour, purity, etc. In that case a fair

average sample is taken and melted at as low a temperature

as possible, and upon the mass thus obtained the necessary

trials are made so as to ascertain how the bulk will behave.

Dammar is not washed ; it is freed from dust and smaller

fragments by sifting, and the lumps graded into two sorts

according to whether light or darker coloured. They are

then pulverised, or crushed into pieces Ih cubic centimetres

in bulk, according to the treatment to which they are to be

subjected.

Mastic and Sandarach.—These are simply passed through

the riddle to separate the tears according to size. They are

graded according to purity, which is easily ascertained by

placing them on a sheet 'of white paper.

Shellac.—It is employed as it is delivered. The pieces

which have stuck together are detached so as to facilitate

solution or fusion, which is still further facilitated by coarsely

crushing the shellac.

But in order to obtain bright alcoholic solutions, it is

necessary to treat the shellac chemically, so as to remove

the 6 per cent, of wax which it contains, because the latter

is insoluble in alcohol. Andes has indicated two processes :

—

1. The first process due to Griiges is laborious and

costly. Good shellac is dissolved in 3 or 4 parts of 92"

alcohol by heating on the water bath ; distilled water is

added, generally 1 part of water for 3 of alcohol. The wax

separates as a cheesy, which is separated by filtration

through cloth. This wax may be again stirred with alcohol

of 67 per cent, strength, which is added to the first alcoholic
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liquor. The liquid is finally filtcivd through paper, and the

alcohol separated hy distillation. A wax-free resin is thus

ohtained, which yields clear solutions with alcohol.

•i. A more simple process consists in treating,' 15 parts of

shellac with a solution of '2 per cent, of carbonate of soda in

100 parts of water—the shellac dissolves whilst the wax

remains unaffected. The licpiid is filtered throu«,'h cloth, and

the shellac precipitated hy dilute sulphuric acid. The resin

is carefully washed to reniove all trace of acid, and a ^nun

shellac is thus obtained which is rolled into sticks or tresses,

and from which clear alcoholic solutions are obtained.



SECTION V.

THE EFFECT OF HEAT UPON RESINS.—DIFFEEEXT FORMS
OF PLANT FOR FUSING RESINS BY NAKED FIRE,

SUPERHEATED STEAM AND SUPERHEATED AIR.

The Influence of Heat upon the Solubility of

Haed Eesins.

The harder the resin used the harder and brighter is the

resultant varnish, but under ordinary manufacturing con-

ditions the hard resins, amber and copal, are insoluble in the

usual solvents, such as alcohol, spirits of turpentine and

drying oils.

The study of processes whereby hard resins 'may be

dissolved without losing any of their properties, colour,

etc., is of the utmost importance in varnish-making.

Soehnee Brothers have succeeded in completely dissolving

these resins in 90 per cent, alcohol by grinding them under

water and then leaving them in a state of impalpable powder

for sometimes more than a year. But this process, however

applicable for the manufacture of special varnishes, would

scarcely meet the wants of a factory working continuously,

even taking into account the improvements which have been

effected upon it by practical men.

It has been attempted to facilitate the solution of copal in

alcohol by the addition of certain softer resins, but the pro-

cess does not appear to have yielded the wished for results
;

besides, the presence of these soft resins would materially

alter for the worse the quality of the resultant varnish.

It has also been proposed to treat copal with a mixture
(152)
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of 1 pint of l)isul[)lii(le of ciuhon, 1 part of spirits of turpcii-

tiiiL', 1 part of lieiizol.

The resin, 1 part, is left in contact with the solvent,

A part, for several days in a closed vessel, and the liquid

decanted. Complete solution is however rarely ohtaincd.

The hest results are obtained hy previously heatin}.,' the

resin. Yiolette was the first to investi<,'ate the matter. He
ohtained resins which dissolved completely in the usual sol-

vents. The exi)lanati()n of this transformation was given by

M. Kil)an, who stated that a body is more soluble the less

is its degree of polymerisation. The study of the bodies

yielded by the dry distillation of resinous substances led

him to apply the preceding theory to the transformation

of insoluble resinous sul)stances into soluble ones.

On the other hand, the changes effected in copal under

the influence of heat were systematically studied by Schwar/,

of Gratz. and his experiments, conducted with much care,

are very interesting.

Schwarz took a very fine specimen of raw copal, colour-

less, transparent and limpid, and dried for a long time over

sulphuric acid, and placed it in ether, where it swelled. ]iy a

series of experiments he found that (Wj per cent, of the raw-

copal swelled and gelatinised without dissolving in ether.

This copal, which he called swollen copal, and which on dry-

ing became converted into a lioiiiy mass, had always the

same composition, swelling in solvents without dissolving.

He then heated this swollen copal to fusion, and found that

it now dissolved in the usual solvents. He called it .««)//</>/<•

copal.

On the other hand, raw copal was heated in the same

way. He thus obtained a further product, riz., pi/iovopal,

which dissolves in solvents, but the addition of alcohol to

a solution, say. in chloroform, precipitates a gelatinous pro-

duct which he called swollen pyrocopal. whilst tin- product
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remaining in solution, in spite of the addition of alcohol,,

he termed soluble pyrocopal.

Now, the analysis of these different substances yielded

the following results :

—

Raw Copal. Swollen Copal. Solhblk Copal.

Carbon -

Hydrogen
Oxygen -
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more aiul iiku-c in pi()|)i>rtii>ii us tin- distillrd product in-

creases ; they become soft ami pitchy, ami tlo not yield

sohd, durable varnislics, but varnislies wliieh are dry, soft

and tacky.

The l)est process consists in workinj; at as low a tempera-

ture as possible, knowini^ that hard copal melts at 815 to

840 C, and distils about 8G(I' C. Amber melts at 287° C.

and distils at 3'20^ C; medium hard copal melts at 180" C.

and distils at '2:^0 C.

According' to Leppert, it is necessary to cause the follow-

ing resins to lose by heat the under-mentioned weights before

they become soluble :

—

IVr cent.

Manilla, bard dust - 117 to 13-3

Do. lumps - 1 III ,, 15-8

Do. - . . . . \:i-:\ ,, 10-5

.\ngola, red, crude Jl(j ,, KJO
Do. washed - lG-0

Sierra Leone .... i7-o

Zanzibar 82*0

Amber 30-0

In conducting his experiments Violette employed a small

glass retort to melt the copal, and heated it in a bath of

molten tin at about 860° C, collecting the distilled products.

His results are given in the following table :

—

Loss in wcipht
distillatmii.

Per cent.
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If under ordinary conditions it is necessarj' to cause

copal to lose 25 per cent, of its weight, Violette has, how-

ever, made the following interesting observation, which

perhaps has not in actual practice received the attention

it deserves. He has shown that copal, which has only lost

about 10 per cent, of its weight, and even less still, and

W'hich, as we have seen, is insoluble in ordinary spirits of

turpentine, dissolves, on the other hand, very easily and

completely in spirits of turpentine which has been simply

thickened by long exposure to light and air. It would

appear to be easy by means of apparatus identical with

those employed for the oxidation of drying oils to obtain

such a product at a small cost, and the manufacture of

copal varnishes would thus obtain lighter coloured products,

and at a less cost in consequence of the smaller loss by

distillation.

Fusion or Runnimj Copal, etc., on the larger scale.—Hard

resins are decomposed by heating them either in open

vessels or in plant provided with a condenser for the collec-

tion of the volatile products. The latter arrangement has

the great drawback that the varnish-maker cannot follow

the operation except by observing the quantity of condensed

liquid. Now, the melting may be incomplete and the dis-

tilled liquid may come principally from the resin in contact

with the most heated parts. Working with open vessels, on

the other hand, the quantity is in general smaller, and

thus no difficulty is experienced in ascertaining when the

whole is melted, but in the latter process this point can only

be accurately ascertained by weighing the receiver, which

is but rarely done ; the varnish-maker trusting more often

to his experience.

In any case, preliminary laboratory experiments ought to

1)6 previously made upon the well-graded lots of resin which

are to be converted into varnish. In the case of every new
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kind of irsin a fair average sample should be taken of tin*

bulk and the amount of loss which it underf^'oes before a

completely soluble product obtained is noted.

FrsioN IN Oi'EN Vessels over a Naked Kihe.

Uarth/s Method.

According to liartky, a cylmdrical pot or [)an may \>v used,

having a diameter almost equal to its height, made of cast-

'^^^^^'

i f

y^,^'-^^ ^^!

Fig. 4.

iron, carefully enamelled and furnished with a tight-fitting

lid. This pan is placed on a fire, and is kept in position by

a circular fiange cast on to it about one-third of its height

starting from the bottom.
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Generally about five pounds of copal, broken into pieces

about the size of peas and freed from dust, are fused at a

time. The pieces easily distil, whereas the fine copal is more

refractory and yields dark varnishes. If the quantity of dust

be considerable it is better to heat it separately.

During the first five minutes the fire is carefully regulated

at a moderate temperature, during the next ten it is more

brisk, and it is afterwards maintained as much as possible

at a temperature such that the melted copal does not froth

up before half an hoar has elapsed. The fire is now allowed

to die down slightly, so that all the pieces of copal may

be well melted ; if this be not done certain pieces simply

softened will be carried up by the froth of the melted pieces.

As occasion may require the crust of the softened copal is

broken by an iron rod, avoiding, however, any agitation of

the mass beneath.

When the whole mass is melted the heat is increased in

such a manner that the copal rises up two-thirds or three-

fourths the height of the pan, then by lowering the fire the

copal is allowed to fall down again to the bottom of the pot.

Afterwards a stronger heat still is applied, avoiding, how-

ever, any overheat, but still sufficient that after two or three

minutes the copal oil distilled begins to condense on the lid,

which has been carefully adjusted on the pan, which is

changed several times to prevent the copal oil from faUing

back into the pan. Finally, when abundant vapours begin

to come off the lid is taken away and a hood made to descend

and surround the neck of the pan so as to carry the vapours

outside, so that they neither spread through the workshop

nor fall Imck into the pan.

The pan is withdrawn from the fire when it is thought

that a sufficient quantity has been distilled, and the whole

is run into an iron basin which is covered, and the whole

allowed to cool.
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According' to Schwiir/. who worked ui>on Ziiii/il)iir copal

of first-class quality, the most suitahh' process consists in

nieltin<,' about lli Ihs. at a time in a cylindrical copper vessel

shaped like a lar«,'e hottli' with a flat hottom and capable of

being closed by means ot a ti;4ht-fittin^' lid. Tlie mouth is

fitted with a circular tlan^'e in the form of a j^utter with a

spout for running' off the melted copal.

This vessel, bein^' charged and fitted with its lid, is placed

on a simple brick furnace heated witli wood charcoal, which

has been carefully lighted throughout so that fusion may

soon start with disengagement of abundant vapours. At

this moment a movable flue is placed over the neck of the

vessel, which conducts the vapours to the outside. After

fifteen to twenty minutes, and two or three agitations with

an iron rod, the melted mass becomes clear and free from

bubbles. It is then withdrawn from the fire, the cover is

removed, and the vessel and contents allowed to cool a little,

often at a gentle heat. The mass is then run into an iron

basin ; at any rate, as will be seen afterwards, it is not n'i<'d

immediately for varnish-making.

Furnaces.—The gum melting pots are placed ui)on either

fixed or movable furnaces.

The latter consist simply of a grate placed inside a sheet-

iion covering supported on a tripod, with a pipe to carry

away the smoke. They have the advantage of being placed

anywhere, but they have the inconvenience of allowing

great part of the heat to pass away by the flue, and thus

cause an extravagant use of fuel. They are used, however,

in small factories where the work is done in the open air.

Coke or wood charcoal is the fuel generally used.

On the large scale, with continuous working, the fur-

naces are fixed and made of brick, and are arranged in a

special building. Such furnaces preser^•e the same heat for

a long time, and either coal or coke can be used as fuel.
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They, however, are inconvenient for the fusion of certain

copals which froth much, especially Sierra Leone, which is-

profitable to work in spite of this deficiency on account of its

relatively low price and good quality.

In such cases the pan is placed in a basculed truck,

by which it can be easily removed from the fire if the gum

threatens to prime over.

Gum Pots.—The form given to these is very variable ; when

they bulge out they can be placed directly over the opening

Fig. 5.

in the furnace, but it is preferable to furnish them with an

iron ring, which enables them to rest solidly on the plate of

the furnace, and which, measuring at least two inches in w4dth,.

has the further advantage of cutting off all communication

with the fire, and consequently diminishing the risk of fire.

Cylindrical pots are met with a diameter equal to about

\% of the height, made of cast-iron, carefully enamelled and

furnished with tight-fitting lids. But the weight is too great,

so these pots are too heavy to handle.
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Thi'V ;iif therefore made of iron pliite or coj)|u'r. As the

heat-coiuluctinf,' power of these niatfrials is very U,^iiiit, the

extent of the part of the pot wliich is direetly heated is

restricted, whilst at the same time the heijjht is increased so

as to prevent the copul suddenly rising and priming over.

Copper can only he used for varnishes the colour of which

will not he affected by verdij^nis, which forms and colours the

varnish, hut copper has the advanta<^e of bein^ capable of

being used in thin sheets, which impart lightness; further,

they last a long time, and as copper is a good conductor of

heat resins melt in such vessels very rapidly.

For the manufacture of pale bright varnishes, pots made

of wrought iron and covered with a hard and resistant white

enamel should be used.

If the wrought iron has the disadvantage of l)urning

rapidly, and especially over a coal fire, on the other hand, it

of itself imparts no colour to the varnish.

Cuniinl pots have also been used princii)ally with ihe

view of preventing, as far as possible, the interior tempera-

ture from lowering. To prevent the copal as it rises from

plugging the restricted part of the pot, hottle-shapctl pots

have been designed. But this form has the disadvantage of

allowing the disengaged va]iouis to condensi' too suddenly

and fall back into the pot.

The expanded form obviates this inconvenience and pre-

vents the copal from rising so rapidly and tumultuously,

but each time the lid is opened either for the purpose of

stirring the mass or to allow the vapours to escape the

interior temperature is lowered too soon and too suddenly.

The same shaped pot, but provided with a lid in the form

of an inverted cone, has lately come into vogue. The summit

of the cone is suthciently open to allow the passage of a

stirring rod and the stirring of the resin. This shaped lid

can— if need be—be used as a funnel in factories wliere

11
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varnish is made on the large and continuous scale. It may
be objected that the distilled liquids condense on the surface

of the lid and return to the centre of the pot, but as the lid

is onl}' on the pot during the time the distillation is not

brisk, it is easy to adjust around the edge of the orifice

an annular gutter which retains the products first distilled

and which condense readily, thus hindering them from fall-

ing back into the pot.

We have incidentally spoken of the material which is

used in the manufacture of gum melting pots.

Enamelled iron pots have the disadvantage of cracking

easily and conducting heat badly ; further, the enamel is

rapidly attacked and is soon partially eaten away. They

may, moreover, be overheated. For these reasons only

small quantities of copal can be fused in vessels constructed

of this material, and even these often become darkened, and

the value of the varnish depreciated.

With copper pots, thanks to the conductivity for heat of

that metal, larger quantities can be fused at a time and

much more quickly without fearing any discoloration from

the charring of the resin on contact with the hot sides. But,

on the other hand, there is formed, as we have said, a

•coloration due to the formation of copper salts. There is

observed a dull red cloudiness in copal fused in a copper pot,

and this dulness is due to the presence of copper compounds

formed by the action of the products of distillation on the

neck and the hd of the pot. These green-coloured com-

pounds fall back into the melted resin, and in consequence

of a reducing action yield the ruby-red colour of copper.

Silvered jwts.—In order to do away with this inconvenience,

which diminishes appreciably the value of the varnish, Schwarz

silvered the inside of the copper pots. He took a pot which

had been in use, cleaned it well with acid, and silvered it

with a mixture of nitrate of silver, cyanide of potassium,
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jiiid ciuhonate of liiue. He found that under kucIi conditions

tlu- nit'lted copal was not coloured, only lu'coniin^' very

slightly dull red. With (•oi)|)tr lined with silver the result

was still better.

Nickeled or galvanised copper might he used. (ial-

vanised iron has been employed with very good results,

Wroiitihl iron pots are rivetted and coated with an

enamel. Copper pots are made of one piece, at least

as far as the bottom is concerned, which is then solidly

adjusted and rivetted to the top part ; the latter is often

made of sheet copper a little thinner than the lower part.

The lower part of the pan should have no sharp angles,

but should be slightly roimded, rather egg-shaped, so that

it can be easily cleaned, without, however, affecting its

stability w'hen it stands on the ground.

Many varnish-makers only clean their p(jts but very

rarely, which is done with a little spirits of turpentine. By
cleaning the pot after each operation there is no risk of

leaving charred residues, or residues which may he easily

charred, wiiich would colour the ginns afterwards fused in it.

It would, therefore, appear to be advantageous to carefully

clean the pots, and if it be feared that the copper thus

cleansed would colour the gum, the inside may be given a

coat of oil varnish, which will diminish this risk.

Depth.—The depth of the pots should not be too great,

it being necessary to reach the bottom with the hand when

cleaning them. For easy working the dimensions generally

are 2 feet to '1 feet (i inches in height, with a capacity of frouj

4 to 5 gallons, and a weight of from ±1 to 'li\ lbs.

Size.—In fact the size of the pot is proportional to the

amount of gum to be fused in one operation. Now, practice

teaches that small quantities are more (piickly fused, and

with less fear of a dark-coloured product. With large quan-

tities the portions in contact with the side of the vessel
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become fluid before the others, and quickly turn brown and

then char, and thus colour the whole mass. Small quan-

tities, on the other hand, melt quickly and almost at the

same time. It is advisable not to exceed at one operation

2h lbs. of hard copals or ambers, and 5 lbs. of soft copals.

Condensing Plant.

Andres and Tingry used a condensing »plant which on

account of its simplicity should be of service to manu-

FiG. 6.

facturers. It consists (Fig. 6) of a sheet-iron cyHnder, well

rivetted together, which terminates in the form of a cone,

and which rests on a sheet-iron cylinder acting as a furnace.

In the annular central space a second cylinder of copper of less

diameter is placed, the lower part of which, likewise coni-

cal, is pierced with small holes. Armatures maintain this

interior cylinder in such a position as to leave a free space

of from I to f of an inch l^etween the copper and the sheet
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iron. The copal is pliiccd in this copper cylindti. After

hiiviuf,' shut the mouth of the cyhndcr with a wcll-hited hd,

;iiid hrou<;ht the tenipeniture to the lueltin^'-point of copal,

the latter melts and runs away in drops, whilst at the same

time a portion of the products of distillation condense in the

conical part. The melted copal and the condensed products

are received in a suitahk' vessel, which in the case of oil var-

nish may already contain the necessary quantity of linseed

oil at a suitahle temperature. When one operation is

finished it is not customary to clean the copper cylinder,

l)ecau.se the slirjht coatinf,' of resin which remains on the

W
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metal prevents it from heing attacked by succeeding,' fusions,

but, on the other hand, the resin in contact with this coat-

ing becomes coloured, as it is easily charred.

But by this process the distillation of copal cannot be

conducted with the requisite precision, and it is preferable

on the large scale to use a proper distilling plant fitted with

an internal agitator, and connnunicating with a condenser

(Fig. 7). Thi- gum resin may be heated over the naked fire, or,

what is l)etter, by means of a l)ath of molten lead or a sand bath.

The still is suitably connected at the bottom with a wide

pipe, so as to enable it to be emptied. This pipe should

be so arranged, on the one hand, as to be sufliciently warm
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to prevent the copal from solidifying in it, and, on the other,

so that the receiver may be completely emptied after each

operation.

Generally '2d lbs. are operated on at a time in a copper

still, silvered inside and built in masonry up to the capitulum.

When it is not thought necessary to silver the inside, it is

advisable to cover it v^ith a coat of oil varnish. The colora-

tion of the varnish with copper compounds is thus avoided,

and this coating ought to be renewed each time that the

alembic is cleaned.

A disengagement tube conducts into a chimney the fumes

which escape condensation, but these are but very weak if

the operation be well managed, and it is precisely by the

quantity of products condensed that it is ascertained how far

the distillation has been pushed. The condensed liquid, which

on an average has a density of '800 for copal and of '900 for

amber, is received in a vessel graduated according to the fol-

lowing data for 100 lbs. of copal :
—

10° of distilled products = 8 lbs. of water.

11°
,, ,,

= 8-8

12°
,, „ = 9-6

13° „ ,, = 10-4

That is to say, that each one-hundredth part corresponds to

"8 lb. of copal, and to '9 lb. of amber.

Treatment with Steam.

Andres gives some instructions on the use of steam for

heating in closed vessels as proposed by Bartky.

The apparatus consists of a copper receiver placed inside

a wrought-iron boiler, leaving an annular space of about 10

inches through which superheated steam circulates.

The cylinder and the boiler are provided with safety

valves and manholes, and a mechanical agitator for stirring

the resins, which are afterwards run off through a tube at

the bottom. The condensed steam is run off through a tap.
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Baitky has principally wroufjiht with the mixtures used in

varnish-makin},', and he chiiiiis to have ohtained ^'ood results.

\'i()lett(', who coiu-eived the idea of heatinj,' resins under

a pressure of twenty atmospheres, found that tlie results

varied with the resins treated.

Superheat i; I) Aiu.

M. Holtzwich, of Dresden, has proposed the use of super-

heati'd air circulating in closed vessels. The j,'aseous pro-

ducts which escape are passed throu<.,di a condenser, and their

physical appearance, as w^ell as their quantity, indicate the

moment wlien the operation should be stopped. The hot air

as it leaves the apparatus mi^dit lind an application in the

oxidation of linseed oil for use in the manufacture of oil

varnishes.
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SPIRIT VARNISHES: MANUFACTURE, PLANT, HOT AND
COLD PROCESSES, FILTRATION, BLEACHING, STORAGE,
PROPERTIES AND USES, ANALYSIS.

Spirit varnishes are made by dissolving one or more resins,

etc., in one, or more than one, volatile solvent. On evapora-

tion of the solvent or solvents, v^ith or without the aid of heat,

a coating of varnish is obtained consisting practically of the

unchanged resin or mixture of resins which have not been

acted upon chemically in any appreciable way. When an

article is coated with an alcoholic spirit varnish, the nature of

the coat will vary according to the resins or mixture of resins,

etc., from which it was manufactured. Hard resins like amber,

copal and shellac yield a hard, lustrous, but rather brittle,

coating ; on the contrary, sandarach, mastic, elemi and Venice

turpentine yield a supple, elastic coating. The quality of a

varnish, therefore, depends principall}^ on the resins employed.

The kind of resin, or resins, and the proportions thereof also

vary with the kind of varnish it is desired to make and the

purpose for which it is to be used.

More or less volatile liquids are used as solvents—such

as methylated spirit, spirits of turpentine, ether, etc. The

harder the resin and the more volatile the solvent the quicker

does the varnish dry ; but the coating does not wear so well,

being easily affected by alternations of temperature. If the

coat be too thin the varnish will " pit "

—

i.e., become dotted

with numerous small holes ; on the other hand, if too thick,

the resin, being very brittle, will shell off very easily. The

quantity of solvent, or solvents, required for any particular

(168)
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Spirit vaniisli will dt'itciul not (.iily oil tlic thickness, etc, of

the coatiii}:,' desired, but also on the nature of the resin, or

resins, and their decree of sohihility in the solvent, or mixture

of solvents, as well as on the (greater or less rapidity with

which tlu' solvt'Ht, <)! the (hlYci-cnt volatile in^'redients of the

mixture of solvents, volatilise. S[)eakin^' j^'cnerally, the con-

sistency of a varnish sliould harmonise with that of the

solvent. The more volatile the solvent the thinner should

be the varnish, the necessary thickness bein^j injparted by

applying,' several thin coats.

Mi.rim/ separate Solutions of ditjercnt liesuia to obtain a desired

Varnish.—When the manufacturer has a large trade in a great

variety of varnishes of very different compositions, in each of

which several resins are associated together, no good purpose

is served in multiplying operations by preparing each of those

varnishes singly. It is far lietter and more economical to

make separate solutions of each of thi' resins and mix thi-m,

when re'juired, in the desired proportions, according to the

particular varnish it is desired to send out. In order to save

calculations, and thus be in a position to make the necessary

mixtures promptly, it is advisable, as far as [)racticable, to

make all the resin solutions of the same strength—that is, the

amount of resin and solvent should be the same in each case.

Thinnimj doicn concentrated Varnishes.—Some manufacturers

prepare several thick varnishes, which they thin down to

the re(|uisite consistency and blend the one with the other

according to the nature of the " orders " they are making up.

In actual practice, about -Ih parts of solvent are used for

every part of resin, i.e., about '2 to H lbs. to the gallon
;

but when the varnish has afterwards to be bleached or

filtered, etc., a larger proportion of solvent may be used,

and the excess afterwards recovered by distillation.

The solvents in most general use are methylated spirits

and spirits of turju-ntine. more familiarly known as "turps".
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Alcoholic streiKjth.—When alcohol is the solvent or vehicle

employed, the quicker the varnish is required to dry the stronger

must be the alcohol. In all cases it should contain 90 per cent,

of anhydrous, or absolute, alcohol O.P. ; but generally, when it

is desired to thin the varnish, alcohol of 85 O.P., or even 80

per cent. O.P., strength answers very well. But it is first advis-

able to experiment with a small quantity of the varnish to see

how far the alcohol can be reduced before starting to thin down

the varnish, for if too weak alcohol be used the water which

it contains will throw the resin out of solution, rendering the

varnish turbid, and giving more trouble and annoyance in

again clarifying it than would compensate for any profit

incidental to the process. It is also necessary to note

whether the varnish becomes cloudy on lowering the tem-

perature. Moreover, too dilute alcohol imparts a tendency

to "bloom," etc., to the resultant varnish.^

Spirits of turpentine always leaves a residue on evapora-

tion. It partially resinifies owing to the absorption of oxygen,

and this resin, or balsam, is embodied in the resultant coat,

which consequently does not dry so quickly as a methylated

spirit varnish. But, on the other hand, spirits of turpentine

does not evaporate so quickly as methylated spirit : con-

sequently the coating is formed more slowly, and therefore

in a more uniform and free manner, thus diminishing pitting

and cracking. Recently distilled spirits of turpentine does

not oxidise or resinify to any great extent, but when it has

l)een stored for some time with free excess of air it oxidises

very appreciably, and the thick gluey balsam left on evapora-

tion seriously injures the quality of the varnish. The use

of spirits of turpentine as a solvent for varnishes for indoor

work is restricted by its injurious action on the nervous

system of the painters and decorators who inhale its vapours

in too great a quantity.

Now-a-days the varnish-maker has at his disposal cheaper

' See table on page 100.
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solvents, such as benzol, solvent nuplithii, {^'asoline, petroleum

ether. It is cheaper in some cast's, and where practieahle,

to make an ori^^inid thick sdjution of resin in these solvents

and then thin down with methylated spirits or spirits of

turpentine. A saving of time is thus eflected, as very often

the resins dissolve more freely in these solvents than in

either spirits (^f turpentine or alcohol.

It has also been found advantageous in 1*'ranee to replace

spirits of wine hy wood spirit on account of the difference

in price, or by amylic aK;ohol (rectified fusel oil), which

volatilises less rapidly.

In some cases a complex mixture of the most varied

solvents is used, of which the following recommended for

dissolving copal is typical :

—

1 part carbou disulpliidc.

1 ,, spirits of turpontiiio.

1 ,, benzene.

1 ,, wood spirit.

I'utting to one side for the moment a matter of extreme

iuiportance

—

viz., the choice of resins—we must bear in mind

that the solvent used to dissolve the resin exerts a very

appreciable influence on the quality of the resultant varnish.

If, for exaniple, we use a very volatile solvent the varnish

will have a tendency to pit or pinhole ; if, on the contrary^

we use a solvent which evaporates slowly, we may be com-

pelled to invoke the aid of heat to cause it to evaporate more

rapidly or to drive oti' the last traces ; but then the coating

may be liable to come off. Moreover, varnishes containing

shellac are turiiid, owing to the pressure of a waxy constituent

natural to the gum, which is insoluble in alcohol. But as

this rather improves the varnish than otherwise, no attempt

is made to remove it.

Dissolving the Kksixs—Cold Process.

This operation is sim))lf, but is not. however, always

carried out in the most rational manner. It is found that
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different samples of the same resin do not always dissolve

equally readily in the same solvent. But pieces of the same

degree of hardness, colour and brilliancy all dissolve with

the same rapidity and to the same extent. It is therefore

advisable to sort out the pieces as received from the merchant

according to colour, transparency, etc., so that solution may

go on more regularly and more homogeneous varnish obtained.

In the case of copal no assortment is made ; the small par-

ticles of dust rejected as unsuitable for oil varnishes are used.

The different pieces are then reduced to the size of a lentil,

or ground to a fine powder, for the finer the powder the easier

does the resin dissolve ; but if the powder be submitted too

quickly to the action of the solvent, the particles will agglu-

tinate together and take longer to dissolve. Further, by the

.solution of the resin in the solvent there is formed a liquid

of greater density than the original solvent. This is especially

the case with the liquid in contact with or in proximity to

the resin. This liquid ought, therefore, to be renewed by

agitation, so as to bring fresh portions of the solvent in

contact with the resin and keep the solution always of the

same density throughout the entire mass. This prevents the

powder from agglutinating and prevents solution from only

going on at the bottom of the vat.

When working with small quantities the necessary agita-

tion can be produced by manual labour

—

viz., by using a

barrel as the dissolving vessel—driving the bung in tightly

•and rolling it about the floor until complete solution is

effected ; or, if cramped for space, a clean empty barrel may

be stood on end, the other end knocked out, the resin and

solvent added, and the whole stirred from time to time with

a large wooden spatula. On the other hand, when working

with larger quantities, it is better to use a mechanical

agitator ; but with open vessels a loss of solvent by evaporation

will be unavoidable. It is therefore preferable to use closed

mixers in which the resin and solvent are continually stirred.
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A veiy simple fonn of mixer consists of a tiuiK-att'd tul)-

^haped wooden vessel, closed by a lid through which there

passes an agitator fitted with arms. Hut in working with

this apparatus there is one great disadvantage, caused by it

being customary to leave the substance to dissolve of its own

accord in contact with the solvent for several hours, so as to

obtain more rapid solution when the agitator is put in motion.

Now, in working with some resins—shellac in particular—

a

thick, stiff, swollen mass is obtained, consisting of the un-

dissolved gum embedded in a viscous saturated solution of

the solvent, which, on starting the agitator, either breaks

the blades or the shaft which carries them.

In preference either a cask laid horizontally, supported

by and turning on two pivots placed in the axis of length,,

or a cylindrical receiver, supported by and turning on two

opposite pivots on its cross axis, is used. The opening by

which the materials are introduced is closed by a lid, which

presses against an india-rubber washer ; a wooden cross-

piece, through wliich two bolts pass, is screwed up by the

nuts so as to press strongly against the washer, and thus-

hermetically seal the apparatus. This arrangement is much
better than the old method of closing by means of a screw

stopper, as we thus avoid the encrustation in the thread of

the screw, and on emptying the apparatus the mouth can

easily be freed from any varnish which would solidify there.

A cylinder (A, Fig. 8) may also be used, the two pivots

(E E') of which, placed in the axis of length, are connected

by two vertical rods (D D') with a horizontal shaft (C) bent

disymmetrically at its point of attachment ; as the shaft

revolves each end of the cylinder occupies alternately a

higher position, and a more complete commingling of the

contents is effected.

It takes about six to seven hours to make forty gallons

of spirit varnish, whether agitated by hand, or by a crank, or

liy means of a mechanical agitator.
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Whatever precautions may be taken, the varnish is always

impure and must therefore be clarified. This is effected by

allowing the varnish to rest quietly in large bottles or

metallic reservoirs in a fairly warm place, where there is

no vibration. The clear liquid is decanted.

Filtration.—But when very brilliant varnishes, as clear as

crystal, are required, they must be filtered at the outset by

passing them through a linen filter placed in a wooden funnel

fixed above the reservoir. When time is an object, filtration

Fig. 8.

—

Resin Solution Apparatus.

is hastened by using narrow linen bags as filters. These are

securely tied to the mouth of the funnel and hang down into

the reservoir itself. These bags, measuring about 12 inches

broad by 30 inches deep, are enclosed in another envelope of

coarse sacking, 8 inches wide by 30 inches deep. Working

thus, the interior bag cannot swell completely with the

pressure of the liquid, and folds are thereby formed which

facilitate filtration in the beginning. Further, a greater

number of these filters can be suspended at the exit of a

special form of funnel.
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The opcrution is fdlldwtil \>\ tlu- indifations of ii f^Iass

^aii<,'e on the side ol tlie reservoir. The temperature of

filtration should be kept at about 20°.

Loss of solvent occurs in filling' the funnel, which loss is

accentuated by its beiufj; closed by a loosely-fittinfj lid. Con-

sequently the litjuid filling' the fuiniel thickens, filtration

becomes slow, and the (juantity of thick solution ictMiiicd by

the impurities causes considerable loss.

Flo. 9.

—

Vaunish Filtku.

/' j,'las,s ruceiver closed by two-hok-il cork, /• ^\i\i^, k iiilibtT, f" fe'liuss tuJ)iiig coiniecting

F with T, /> wooiU-n lovcr with iiidia-nililuT riIl^' littiiig tight on to grouml

Iriiii of funnel.

Any loss due to imperfect closing may be done away with

by using the following arrangement. The funnel (Fig. 9 T)

is closed by a tight- fitting lid D, which is connected with the

lid of the reservoir by an india-rubber tube, the air displaced

by the filtered varnish passes from the reservoir ? through the

india-rubber tube into the funnel, and thus occupies the space

vacated by the varnish by which it was displaced. Filtration

can thus go on notwithstanding the fact that the apparatus

is hermetically sealed. This arrangement is very suitable

when working on the small scale, and with small apparatus

where the funnel fits tightlv into the receiver.
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Simultaneous Solution and Filtration.—It has been attempted

to dispense with agitation in making varnish, by adopting an

arrangement which both dissolves the resin and simultaneously

filters the resultant varnish. Agitation prevents the finely-

powdered resin from agglutinating at the bottom of the

vessel, and replaces the resin saturated liquid in contact

with the gum resin by fresh quantities of the solvent ; or

rather, it prevents this saturated solution from forming by

continually renewing the solvent in contact with the resin.

A somew^hat similar occurrence takes place when we sweeten

tea with sugar. If we do not stir the tea until we have

emptied the cup to the bottom, we might ahnost as w^ell not

sweeten it at all, for the great bulk of the sugar remains either

undissolved or in the form of a saturated solution, w^hich

prevents further solution taking place without agitation.

Agglutination may, however, be prevented by isolating

the particles of resin by admixture with an inert body— thus

accomplishing one of the objects of agitation. The second

object of agitation can also be effected by arrangement based

on the fact that the saturated solution at the bottom is

denser than that at the top. By suspending the substance

to be dissolved as near the surface of the solvent as may be,,

the solution formed by the contact of the resin and the

solvent, on account of its greater density, sinks to the

bottom as soon as formed, whilst its place is taken by a less

saturated portion of the solvent, which in turn falls to the

bottom ; in fact, by taking advantage of the phenomena of

diffusion of liquids we are able to dispense with agitation

altogether, and as the mixture of resin and inert substance

has to be suspended in a bag near the surface of the liquid

filtration is effected at the same time.

Equal parts of resin and inert substance are used ; the

latter may be either fine-washed and ignited silver sand or

ground glass freed from too fine particles by sifting. This.
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inixture is fust placed in a double envelope of filter paper

and then tij^htly packed in coarse muslin, and the whole

finally placed in a linen ha^' which dips into the solvent.

Working,' in this njaniu'r, all impurities and insoluble matter

are retained in the hao ; moreover, the liquid retained by the

impurities and the linen, etc., not being thickened by evapo-

ration, the loss is thus diminished.

On the large scale linen or muslin-lined wire baskets of

a size and shape to suit the reservoir are used. Several

folds of filter paper are placed on the top of the muslin. The

mixture of resin and inert substance is then placed in the

basket and covered with filter i)aper and linen. The baskets

are best made of galvanised iron wire. Copper wire should

be rigidly excluded.

The spirit varnishes prepared by the methods described

are erroneously termed colourless varnishrs, although they

have often a very pronounced colour, l^ven when the palest

resins are used, they are of a more or less deep yellow tint.

This tint may be removed by special treatment. Animal

charcoal or bone-black in the form of coarse sand is the most

energetic decoloriser. The phosphate is removed from the

bone-black by treatment with acid, preferably hydrochloric

acid, and after well washing and drying the residual carbon

is fit for use. Rather coarse charcoal should be used, be-

cause although finer charcoal has a more powerful bleach-

ing action, yet the pores of the filter are soon choked up, and

filtration almost ceases, thus causing an unnecessary loss of

solvent.

The best arrangement consists in running the varnish to

be decolorised into a reservoir, with a hole in the bottom,

closed by a cork, through which a tube passes which leads

the varnish into a receptacle containing the animal charcoal.

The extreme point of this receptacle passes through the

tirrht-fitting lid of the funnel, fitted into the cork of the neck

1-2
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of the vessel destined to receive the filtered varnish ; a lateral

tube carries the air displaced in the receiving vessel up into

the space vacated by the filtered varnish in the reservoir

containing the varnish to be decolorised. There is thus no

loss of solvent during filtration.

Fig. 10.

Coloured Spirit Varnishes, Spirit Varnish Stains.

In the manufacture of coloured varnishes the colouring

matter is added to the finished varnish. If the colouring

principle be soluble it is added in the state of solution,

preferably in the same solvent as used for the resin. These

coloured varnishes are sometimes called transparent varnishes,

owing to the surface of the object remaining visible after
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application. Tlu-y (tiight to be very fluid, rich in colour, and

dry rapidly to an elactic lustrous coating'.

These varnishes are generally made hy dissolviiij^ livcr-

siiellac, or sandarach, or mixtures of the two in methylated

spirit for dark, and bleached shellac for pale, colours. They

are fjenerally made of greater body than usual, because the

colouring solution thins them down slightly unless an aniline

dye be used, when only a very insignificant (piantity iiujiarts

the desired tint.

If an earth or mineral colour—insoluble in the solvent

used for the resin—be used to colour the varnish, the two are

intimately mixed in a paint mill. The colour ought to be

in an impalpable powder, and bright, lustrous varnishes are

preferred to those made from copal and shellac. The grind-

ing is done with a part of the varnish only ; it is afterwards

thinned down with the remainder.

The colours used are very numerous, viz., lamp-black,

ultra-marine blue, chrome green, vermilionette. etc., etc.

Zinc oxide should not be used : it forms zinc resinates, and

thus decomposes the methylated spirit varnishes. For the

same reason red lead should not be used, as it solidifies in a

few days.

Various substances are used to impart some property

or other : thus spirit varnishes are made more adherent

and elastic by the addition of 1 per cent, of boracie acid,

especially when metallic objects are to be varnished, but not

more than 1 per cent. '^l)<>IlI(1 be w^i-i]. othcrwis^c it has an

opposite efifect.

Hot rroccs.s.—To shorten the time occupied in the process

the solution of the resin in the solvent is efifected with the

aid of heat.

If the solvent used be not too volatile, c.r/., alcohol, the

operation may be conducted in a glass flask, the lower half

of which dii)s into a water bath, being kept in pt>sition
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by the usual rings. The flask should be frequently shaken

to hasten solution and economise solvent. In the case of

intractable resins, such as copal and some kinds of Manilla,

the naked fire must be resorted to, but great care must be

taken to prevent the mixture taking fire.

Varnishes made by the aid of heat are more brilliant, but

they are darker, and do not bind so well as those made in the

cold.

To prevent loss of solvent, especially when working with

Fig. 11.

very volatile solvents, Andres uses a cylindrical digester with

a diameter about equal to its height, enamelled inside, rest-

ing upon a tripod placed in a water bath which narrows at

the top so as to catch hold of the digester
; the mouth of the

digester is provided with a flange, to which the hd is fastened

by bolts and nuts after the previous insertion of an india-

rubber or leather washer. A shaft carrying a mechanical

agitator passes through the lid, and a tube carries the evolved

vapours to a condenser placed above the digester in such a
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manner that the condensed solvent falls hack into the

di^'ester.

With spirits of turpentine, coal-tar naphtha, or petroleum

iuii)htha, the water in the hath is heated to hoilin^' ; in the

case of chloroform, hisulphide of carhon and wood-spirit, the

heat should not exceed 50 C. ; whilst in the case of ether and

petroleum ether and gasoline 40 C. should not he exceeded,

care heing at the same time taken to add a little ice to the

condenser water to ensure complete condensation.

This plant can also be used to thicken spirit varnish by

collecting the condensed solvent apart instead of returning it

to the digester.

When working on the large scale, and also when using very

volatile solvents, regular extraction plant may be employed,

similar to that used for fat extraction hy solvents on tlie large

scale, consisting of three enormous canisters placed one above

the other. The solvent is heated in the first canister ; the evolved

vapours led to the top canister, where it is condensed ; the

condensed liquid running down into the middle canister, in

which the resin to be dissolved is placed ; finally, the solution

runs bapk into the first canister, where the solvent again dis-

tilled off re-ascends to the top canister, to be again condensed

and fall into the middle one, and so on until complete solu-

tion is effected. The advantage of this plant is that large

quantities of very intractable resins may be dissolved with a

minimum of solvent. Its compactness also enhances its value.

Pkoperties of Varnishes Yielded by Different Kesins.

Whatever influence the solvent used may have on the

quality of the resultant varnish, it will be readily conceded

that it is the unchanged resin alone which—after the evapo-

ration of the solvent—constitutes the coat, and imparts to

the varnish its distinguishing properties—corresjionding with,

or are identical to, those possessed hy the resin previous to

solution.
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Hard resins yield bright but brittle varnishes ; soft resins

yield varnishes which produce less lustrous but more elastic

coats, due to the essential oil contained in the resin, but the

elasticity diminishes as the essential oil disappears. Finally,

by dissolving several resins together, we can more or less do

away with the objectionable features of some, whilst modify-

ing the properties of others, thus securing a varnish adapted

in every way for the object in view—an object most likely

which could not be attained by the use of any one single resin.

Again, it is sometimes possible by a judicious combination of

cheaper resins to produce a varnish similar too, if not identical

with, that produced by a more costly resin.

It behoves us, therefore, to study the character of varnish

which each individual resin produces, and see whether or

not we can in any way improve upon it by the addition of

other resins. But, first of all, we must know the relative

hardness of each resin, i.e., the position it occupies in the

following scale of hardness, which starts with the hardest

resin, amber, and closes with asphaltum, each resin being

softer than the one above and harder than the one below it.

Scale of Hardness of Eesins.

Amber.

Copal.

Hard.

Medium.

Zanzibar.

Mozambique.

Madagascar.

Sierra Leone.

Angola, Red.

Benguela.

Bastard Angola.

Pebble Copal.

Akra.

Benin.

Loango.

Gaboon.

Congo.

Sierra Leone.

Angola, White.
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Copal (cou/iniW(/). Sod

Manilla.

Hornco.

Siiif^aporc.

Souili American
(Hra/.il, (iiiiana).

Cocliiii China.

Dammar.
Shellac.

Mastic.

Sandarach.

Kosiu.

Klemi.

Turpentine.

Burgundy Pitcii.

.\sphaltum.

The quality of tlic resultant vainish depends t(j a ^'reat

extent upon a judicious selection and admixture of these

dififerent resins.

Having ref^ard only to the predoniiiiain resin, on the

characteristics of which depends the suitahility of the var-

nish for special purposes, we can classify spirit varnishes as

follows :

—

Varnish.

Amber - - -

Copal (fused) -

Copal (soft) - -

Dammar - -

Sliellac - - -

Do. bleached
Mastic - - -

Sandarach -

Rosin, etc. - -

Asphaltum - -

Caoutchouc - "j

Gutta-percha ••

Celluloid - - J

Spt-cially iulapt«<l for

Metals, photography, bookbinding.
Bookbinding.
Interior decoration.

Interior decoration, and objects not much handled.
Articles subject to wear and tear, toys, leather, cardbfiard,

blackboards, French polish.

Colourless varnishes.

Toys and turned articles, pictures, cardboard,
lacquer.

Pounce cabinet work, water-colours, visiting

varnish to be used to thin down colours,

lacquer, white spirit vaniish, wood carving,

plate work, photographic negatives.

Poor quality picture varnish, etc.

Varnish to be used as a vehicle for colours, metals

gulden

curds,

golden
, metal

Flexible articles, electrical insulation, photographic
negatives, waterproof varnishes.
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Amber A'arnishes.

Owing to the high price of the hardest and finest copals

attempts have often been made to substitute amber for

them. But although amber yields varnishes of great

hardness and durability, it has the great disadvantage of

darkening on heating, especially towards the end of the

operation. Hence this operation has been conducted in

several successive stages, at the end of each of which the

soluble portions are extracted with spirits of turpentine,

the product of the first stages being lighter in colour than

of those later on. But this process would only be applicable

on the small scale. Schrader and Dunicker have, however,

devised an apparatus which in one single operation accom-

plishes the object in view, and in which over half a ton of

amber can be treated in one operation The amber is

melted in a cylindrical boiler, fixed above a furnace built of

masonry, and inclined in such a manner that the products

as they melt run away by a discharge tube connected with

the bottom of the boiler, whilst the vapours escape through

a condenser connected with the top, so as to avoid all oxida-

tion steam at a pressure of 1 or 2 atmospheres ; or other

inert gas, such as carbonic acid or nitrogen, is injected into

the boiler to displace the air ; then after a sufficient interval,
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indicated by experience, the melted products are run ofl',

thus avoidiuf,' the hi;,'h teniju'rature necessary to fuse the

whole mass. Tlie melted products run directly into closed

receivers, fitted with a disen^'a^jement tuhe f«»r the escape

of air and vapour.

Three fjrades of fused amher an- ohtaincil ni tins manner,

viz., AO per cent, of very hrij^'ht and lustrous resin, GU j)cr

cent, good resin, very hard, 10 per cent, dark-coloured resin.

Whatever method is employed the action of heat on hard

resins renders them easily soluble in the different solvents,

and the resultant varnish is so much the better in quality

the more care and skill has been displayed in the operation

and in the choice of resin submitted thereto.

AmBEK SriHIT V.VKNISH.

As we have seen, amber is insoluble in all varnish solvents,

and that it is necessary to subject it to a previous fusion so as

to render it soluble. But the amber, which has been sub-

jected to this process and lost about '20 per cent, of its

weight, has also become softer than natural amber ; during

the process the resulting varnish presents the disadvantage

of being rather tacky. Fused amber, or pyro-succin, is never

used in varnish-making alone, except in the case of photo-

graphic varnish, where its transparency and resistance re-

commend it. The usual solvent in this case is chloroform.

Sometimes '22 parts of fused amber are dissolved in 14 parts

of spirits of turpentine ; but this varnish dries much more

slowly. In many cases the fused amber is associated with

a resin which will impart elasticity to the varnish. For

example, 10 to 15 parts of fused amber are dissolved in lo

to 20 parts of s[»irits of turpentine, according to the (juality

of the amber, and 1 part of Venice turpentine added.

In the case of ordinary spirits, varnish sandarach is added,

but the varnish is more brittle, or mastic, elemi or \'enetian
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turpentine, which give elasticity. The following formula is

in very general use :

—

Fused amber i parts

Sandarach 4 to 6 parts

j\Iastic - - 1 part

Venetian turpentine ----- l part

Alcohol, 90° - - " 12 to 24 parts

According to whether a dark or lighter-coloured varnish

is required. Often a little camphor is added, h part for

example, so as to facilitate solution.

Copal Spieit Varnish.

By Solution in a Single Solvent.

By Solution in Etlicr.—Attempts have been made to obtain

a quick drying varnish by dissolving copal in ether, but,

according to Violette, and, contrary to the assertion of

Tingry, copal does not dissolve directly in ether without

being previously heated so as to drive off one-fourth or

one-fifth of its weight.

The fused or pyro-copal thus obtained is soluble in ether,

but it is not so hard as the original copal, and may even be

tacky like fused copal.

Process.—500 parts of finely pulverised pyro-copal are run

into a flask, and 1000 parts of sulphuric ether gradually added,

shaking after each addition ; the resin rapidly dissolves, and

after complete solution the whole is allowed to stand for some

time, and the clear liquid is filtered through linen or paper,

taking care to prevent loss by evaporation in the manner

previously indicated.

Before using this varnish, which possesses a beautiful,

brilliant lustre, it is advisable to prime the surface to which

it has to be applied with an essential oil, such as spirits of

turpentine, oil of spike, or rosemary oil, so that the varnish

does not thicken too rapidly and the coating pit from the

escape of enclosed ether.
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Solution in Alcohol.—Hard copals should he heated to drive

otr '25 per cent, of their woit,'ht. They then become sciluhlr in

alc(jhol. Althou^di hard copal is insoluble in alcohol without

this treatment, the medium and soft copals do not recjuirc

it, as they dissolve very readily in their raw state, yielding

colourless varnishes which are not tacky. The softer the

resin the easier does it dissolve. Manilla and Borneo co[)als

especially yield very hri^dit solutions, which (|uickly clarify, and

leave a very brilliant coating. Benj.,'uela, Angola and Sit-rra

Leone copals yield daiker and duller varnishes, because tlu^y

take more alcohol to etl'ect solution, and consequently the coat

is thinner. Even however in the case of Borne(j and Manilla

copal different samples do not all dissolve ('(jually well, but

sometimes form a viscous nuiss, which strings strongly and

only dissolves but very slowly and partially, always leaving an

insoluble residue. These kinds should not be used until after

they have been finely pulverised and ex[)os('d to the air for

a very long time, twelve months in some cases. Treated in

this manner, they dissolve much more easily and leave a far

less bulky residue. Venice turpentine or elenii may be added

to give elasticity.

The recipes generally given vary acctnding to the co[)al

used and the elasticity desired in the varnish within the

following limits :

—

Copal 10 parts

.\lcohol, 95 per ceut. - :24 to 18 part.s

Elcmi or \ , . .

,, . i 5 to .^ parts
Venice turpentine J

Very often medium hard copals, diHicultly soluble in alco-

hol, are heated before solution, but not to such an extent as

to convert them into pyro-copal : this treatment afterwards

facilitates the solution of the resin in methylated spirit.

Two parts of copal are melted at a very gentle heat, and

when the resin is completely fluid 1 part of Venic«! turpentine

is added, which is well mixed, mid when the mass is perfectly
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homogeneous it is poured on a glass plate and allowed to

cool. This mixture is pulverised and dissolved b}' the aid of

heat on the water bath in 4 parts of 95 per cent, alcohol.

Three parts of copal are cautiously melted, and whilst in

a state of fusion poured in as fine a stream as possible into

a large quantity of water.

After cooling, the water is decanted, and the well-dried

copal is ground and mixed with 3 parts of sandarach and 3

parts of mastic, both finelj' pulverised and dissolved in the

usual manner in 88 per cent, alcohol to which 2 parts of

Venice turpentine have been added.

Solution in Sjnrits of Turpentine.—Only pyro-copal can be

used, which is dissolved in li parts of spirits of turpen-

tine. But this gives a deep brown-coloured varnish. Very

often camphor or oil of rosemary is added to assist solution,

but this has the effect of softening the varnish and causing

it to dr}^ " tacky " and more slowly.

A very durable varnish is made by dissolving 3 parts of

pja'o-copal and 2 parts of amber in 20 parts of spirits of

turpentine. One part of Venice turpentine is then added to

the solution gently heated on the water bath.

Attempts have been made to dissolve coj)al in spirits

of turpentine without previous fusion, the processes being

based on the facts (1) that copal becomes more soluble after

prolonged exposure to the air, and (2) that exposure to air

and light during the process facilitates solution in spirits of

turpentine. Tingry showed that when a small quantity of

copal is added to this solvent and the mixture exposed to

air and sunlight, the solution dissolves copal very readily

without the aid of heat.

Process.—Spirits of turpentine is rectified so as to pro-

duce 90 per cent, of rectified spirits, of which 480 parts are

run into a bottle and 10 parts of finely ground copal added,

and a loosely-fitting cork inserted into the mouth of the
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bottle, aiul the whole ahandoned to air and H^dit. liittN-

by httle the copal dissolves, and when cMJiiiplete solution is

effected, the latter may be used to dissolve a larf,'er (juantity

of copal. But some kinds of copals do not dissolve in this

way.

Solution in Acetone.—The greater number of copals dissolve

partially in acetone (3 parts of acetone for 1 of copalj, and

the resultant varnish dries hard and brilliant. If the acetone

be distilled off the residual dry copal dissolves much more

easily and in a smaller quantity of acetone.

Solution in Mixed Solvents.—In making copal varnish it is

preferable to work with mixed solvents, for each of the dis-

tinct resins constituting copal requires a separate solvent.

By only using a single solvent it is true that a certain pro-

portion of the copal dissolves, but in most cases there is left

a swollen residue which absolutely resists solution.

Ether Alcohol ami Spirits of Turpentine.—This varnish, due

to Bottger, is perfectly limpid ; it may be thinned down with

ether, and the addition of a little Venice turpentine prevents

it from drying too quickly. Finally, it may be made very

quickly : "20 parts of finely ground copal are mixed with o

parts of camphor and added to (iO parts of ether. It is left

to stand for twenty-four hours, after which the whole is run

into a mixture of 2 parts of spirits of turpentine and 20 parts

of 98 per cent, alcohol. After stirring the solution assumes

the form of a clear, thick, homogeneous liquid. On standing

for several days it separates into two layers, the lower richer

in copal, and the upper poorer therein and absolutely limpid.

The top layer, which forms an excellent varnish, may be

drawn off, and the bottom layer again treated with camphor-

ated ether which still contains undissolved swollen copal.

According to Heeren, only West Indian copal with u

smooth surface, bright colour, often colourless, in irregular

fragments with a rounded surface and conchoidal fracture.
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should be used, whilst East Indian copal, in small pieces with

a wrinkled surface and yellow colour, should be rejected.

The latter do not dissolve but form a gelatinous mass.

The best proportions for the mixed solvent are :

—

Alcohol, 98 per cent., by weight - . . 6 parts

Sulphuric ether, by weight - - - - 10 ,,

Spirits of Turpentine, by weight - - - 40 ,,

Sixty parts of copal dissolved in this mixture give a varnish

of the consistency of linseed oil—the gum does not swell or

gelatinise. Solution may be facilitated by the aid of a very

gentle heat.

The largest, brightest and palest pieces should be chosen,

l)ut as some of these may dissolve badly it is best to try each

lump separately by dropping it into a test tube containing a

small quantity of the solvent ; it ought to dissolve in a few

minutes without gelatinising. When the requisite quantity of

copal which has stood this test has been obtained, the resin

is dissolved and filtered if need be. A quick drying, limpid,

almost colourless varnish is thus obtained, but which, like all

turpentine varnishes, is still tacky for some time.

Alcohol and Spirits of Turpentine.—As Sierra Leone copal

consists of a mixture of two resins, the one soluble in spirits

of turpentine, the other in alcohol, a mixture of these forms

the most rational solvent for this resin.

The operation is performed, according to Andes, by treating

in an enamelled iron vessel 2 parts of finely pulverised Sierra

Leone copal and 1 part of 95 per cent, alcohol, stirring the

mass until the resin soluble in alcohol is dissolved and the

insoluble resin separates as a greyish-white gelatinous mass.

The alcoholic solution is decanted, and constitutes by itself an

excellent spirit varnish. One and a half parts of rectified

spirits of turpentine are now added to the residual resin and

the whole stirred until completely dissolved. By mixing the

two solutions an uncommonly good varnish is produced.

Andes has completely dissolved in this same solvent

—
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obtained by inixinj^ equal proportions of alcohol and spirits

of turpentine—Manilla, liorneo, Sierra Leone and lien^juela

copals ; on the other hand, Zanzibar and An<,'ola swelled with-

out dissolving even by the aid of heat.

Alcohol and Oil of Lavcmler.—Four parts of copal are finely

pulverised witli 1 part of camphor, S parts of oil of lavender

are added, and after twelve hours' contact 15 parts of 98 per

cent, alcohol.

Spirits of Turpentine and Oil of Lavender.—Five parts of

finely pulverised copal are dissolved in a mixture of G parts

of oil of lavender and 20 parts of spirits of turpentine.

Alcohol and Acetone.—Three parts of pulverised copal are

added to 6 parts of acetone, and after twenty-four hours 10

parts of 96 per cent, alcohol are added ; the solution is aided by

heating gently on the water bath, and when complete half a

part of Venice turpentine is added. A very tenacious, elastic

varnish is thus produced.

More Complex Mixtures.—Finally, according tt) the object

in view, much more complex mixtures may be used as sol-

vents. We have already indicated the use of a mixture of

spirits of turpentine, wood-spirit, benzol and carbon disul-

phide.

Similarly, \'alenta used a mixture oi 8UU parts of ether,

200 of acetone, and 10 of chloroform, and thus prepared an

excellent photographic varnish (negatives), and giving a hard,

durable coat, by dissolving in this mixture MO parts of Angola

copal and 30 parts of yellow amber di'Inis. A part of these

resins dissolve either in the cold or after heating in an appa-

ratus connected with a reflux condenser, and there is thus

obtained a faintly yellow, limpid liquid which gives a brilliant

and transparent coating.

"Whilst recognising the great advantage of these mixed

solvents, it must be borne in mind that they do not act simi-

larly with all varieties of copals. The published formula'
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scarcely ever mention the variety operated on. It is therefore

always necessary to make a preliminary trial on the sample

of copal to be treated.

The following further recipes for copal spirit varnishes-

may be useful :

—

61. Manilla copal - - 160 lbs.

Venice turpentine - 40 ,,

Methylated spirit - 36 gals.

2. Manilla copal - - 160 lbs.

Burgundy pitch - - 50 ,,

Methylated spirit - 36 gals.

3. Manilla copal - - 50 lbs.

American rosin - - 30 ,,

Burgundy pitch - - 30 ,,

^Methylated spirit - 20 gals.

4. Manilla copal - - 50 lbs.

Australian sandarach - 50 ,,

Venice turpentine - 30 ,,

Methjdated spirit - 80 gals.

5. Manilla copal - - 50 lbs.

Australian sandarach - 50 ,,

American rosin - - 30 ,,

Venetian turpentine - 30 ,,

Methylated spirit - 31 gals.

Borneo copal

Venice turpentine

Methylated spirit

7. Borneo copal

Burgundy pitch -

Methylated spirit

8. Borneo copal

Elemi -

Methylated spirit

9. Angola copal

Burgundy pitch -

IMethylated spirit

10. Benguela copal -

Burgundy pitch -

Methylated spirit

11. Sierra Leone copal

Venice turpentine

Methylated spirit

- 140 lbs.

- 60 „
- 40 gals.^

- 140 lbs.

- 70 „

- 40 gals.

- 110 lbs.

- 40 „

- 33 gals.

- 100 lbs.

- 40 „

- 22 gals.

- 100 lbs.

- 50 „

- 25 gals.

- 100 lbs.

- 30 „
- 12 gals.

Dammae Varnish.

Dammar varnishes are inferior to copal varnishes made

from good sorts of copal. For certain purposes, however,,

they are preferred on account of their lustre ; moreover, they

are generally brighter and paler than amber or copal varnishes,

but their great fault is want of durability.

Solution in Ether.—Although dammar is only partially

soluble in ether, the ethereal solution is used as a varnish,

particularly as a picture varnish, on account of its lustre and

transparency. It is necessary to work with dilute solutions,

otherwise the rapid evaporation of the ether causes the for-

mation of a superficial layer, which rapidly hardens to a

pellicle, which hinders the varnish underneath from drying.
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t|uick drying' varnish.

Sfjirits of Turpentine.—This is lh«' btst stdvciit f(ir (luiniiiiir.

It dissolves therein completely in the cold, but it is prefer-

al)le to work with the aid of heat, so as to drive oflf mois-

ture which is present in larj^'e proportion, and which would

otherwise yield a cloudy varnish ; the heat should not however

be so f,'reat as to darken the varnish. Venice turpentiiu' i'^

added to impart ^neater body and elasticity.

Process.—The Venice tuqientine is melted in an enamelled,

round-bottomed, cast-iron pan, '25 ins. deep by 18 ins. wide,

and heated over a suitable furnace built into brickwork.

The rou^'hly-crushed and well-sifted dammar is then added,

rejecting the powder which passes through the sieve, because

it gives a deeper eolom*ed varnish. The mass is well stirred

and covered with a light-fitting lid. The niching of the

dammar takes from an hour to an hour and a half according

to the (piantity used. Towards the end the boiling mass

rises in the pan ; the process has therefore to be watched

carefully, and stirred with a wooden agitator. When the

mass is completely fiijid the pan is removed from the fire,

and after cooling a little the spirits of turpentine is added, at

first a little at a time, whilst stirring slowly ; when the mass is

homogeneous the remainder is added. The resultant varnish

is filtered through coarse linen and allowed to stand for several

weeks to completely clarify. Sometimes the dammar is heated

by Itself, and to the melted mass deprived of its moisture the

solid turpentine is added,and the operation continued as before.

When it is not desired to add any solid turpentine it is best to

add a little spirits of turpentine to the dannuar at the beginning

to prevent the resin from sticking to the sides of the pan.'

The proportions generally used are :

—

Dammar... - 20 parts*

Spirits of turpvutinc 21-23 ,,

' Far better results are obtained by working with a stcam-jackoted pan.

13
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If solid turpentine be used the proportions for 20 parts of

dammar vary between—

Spirits of turpentine 22 to 32 parts

Solid turpentine - - - - - - 4 to 20 ,,

According to the bodj" and elasticity desired in the varnish

;

the quantity of spirits of turpentine increasing proportion-

ately with the solid turpentine.

Each part of dammar requires 1 part of spirits of turpen-

tine, whilst each part of solid turpentine requires h part of

spirits ; these proportions give a good bodied varnish. With

cheap varnishes the amount of solid turpentine is increased,

but it must be borne in mind that if more than 2 parts of

solid turpentine to 1 of spirits beyond that which is required

for the solution of the dammar be used the varnish will be

deficient in body and dry very difficultly.

After standing these varnishes are bright, but they are

not absolutely transparent. To remedy this, there is added

for every 20 parts of finished varnish 1^ parts of absolute

alcohol, and tlie whole well stirred; the solution soon becomes

clear and transparent, but slightty darker in colour. This

observation seems to support the opinion of Miller, who at-

tributed the fact that dammar varnish often becomes dull

to an imperfect solution of the resin. For the same reason

Poppinghausen recommends the use of benzol in the place

of spirits of turpentine. He says that solution is perfect and

that a better and quicker drying varnish results.

Photograjjhic Varnish.—According to Yalenta, a good

photographic varnish (negative) is obtained in the cold, or

even for proofs upon paper if suitablj' diluted, by dissolving

dammar resin, 8 parts, in a mixture of benzol, 90 parts, and

absolute alcohol, 10 parts, but it is necessary to gelatinise

the resin in alcohol before adding the benzol.

According to Lamb and Boyd, an excellent varnish is

obtained by adding amylic alcohol to spirits of turpentine
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(ii It) benzol ill a [iKipin iHui varyiiif,' from '20 to HO per ctut

of the total solvent according to the ra[)idity (if (Iryiii^i

(U'sired. For <|iii(k dryinj^ varnishes 20 per cent, of ainylic

alcohol is enou^'h ; the i)roportions reconiniended are :

—

Daiiiniar 20 piirts

Bcn/oin • 10 ,,

Solvent 120 to 210 parts

Accordin*^ as the varnish is to be appHetl mi metallic sMrfaces,

on wood, or on pa])er.

Shkllac Vaunisiiks.

Shellac varnishes have a wide application either on wood

or on metal, or for coverin<^ flexible objects such as leather,

pajicr. etc.

The solvent employed is almost always methylated spirit,

to which spirits of turpentine, benzol, or petroleum ether is

added, so as to dissolve the wax of the shellac and thus pro-

duce a limpid varnish, but in this case strong alcohol is used,

HO to 9H per cent. (Sp. g. 0-ftl24r) to 0'H89().)

A very clear varnish may be obtained by stirrin;,' the

alcoholic solution with a quantity of white lead equal to that

of the shellac used. After this treatment, which ought to

last at least two days, the varnish is allowed to stand and

then decanted. Either bleached or coloured shellac is used,

according to the quality and depth of colour retjuired in the

varnish. With bleached shellac, it must be borne in mind

that it is apt to contain chlorine addition or substitution

products which must be guarded against. Further, under

the influence of energetic oxidising agents, many kinds of

shellac become very diflicultly soluble in alcohol. This may
be remedied by covering the broken-up shellac with ether,

and leaving it in contact therewith ff)r twlve hours ; the

solution is then effected more readily.

AlcoJiol.— Shellac dissolves in cold alc(jhol. Jiy using 5

tn 1*2 parts of 90 (Sp. g. 0-83415) to 90 per cnt. (Sp «_'.
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0*81245) alcohol to each part of shellac a turbid varnish is

obtained, which is generally used in that condition, especially

in the case of furniture varnishes. The varnish becomes

more elastic on the addition of 1 to 3 per cent, of alcohol.

When applied to metals the adherence of the varnish is

increased by the addition of not more than 0'3 to 0'5 per cent.

of boracic acid.

Graegers Process.—As before stated, when a limpid solution

is desired, a little benzene or petroleum ether is added. The

following process, due to Graeger, may be substituted, but it

has the disadvantage of eliminating the wax from the shellac,

and consequently it is more brittle. One part of shellac is

dissolved on the water bath in 4 parts of alcohol of 92 per

cent., and to the solution distilled water is added a little at

a time until a cheesy mass is deposited and the liquid becomes

perfectly clear : this happens when the amount of distilled

water equals about ^ of the alcohol used. The whole is

filtered through filter paper, which is washed with 67 per

cent, alcohol. The filtered liquid is distilled, and the residue,

dried on the water bath until of constant weight, is dissolved

in 96 per cent, alcohol.

When it is desired to produce an elastic varnish, such as

is used for leather, metal foil and plate work, etc., Venice

turpentine, mastic. Burgundy pitch, and elemi are added to

the varnish. Generally the alcoholic solution of shellac is

allowed to stand for several days, often even filtered, before

the addition of these substances.

Filtration through paper is a laborious operation requiring

frequent changes of filters, owing to the pores being rapidly

choked by the wax. Filtration is effected much more easily

by using double the quantity of alcohol to dissolve the shellac,

and recovering the excess after filtration by distillation.

When common varnishes are made, the duration of the

process may be shortened by adopting the following method.
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Till- iiec-essary quantity of Venice turpentine is heated in a

|mn, and when melted, and after it has he;,'un to emit vapours,

tlu' slielhic is added in two or three i)ortions, without stirrin*,',

otherwise the shellac would a«,'^'re<,'ate to^'ether into lumps

dirticult to dissolve ; moreover, no further addition of shellac

should he added until the mixture hecomes fluid and homo-

peneous after the addition of the previous portion. When
all the shellac has been added and the mass become perfectly

fluid the pan is withdrawn from the fire, allowed to cool for

a few minutes, and the alcohol added.

Numerous recipes are given for elastic varnishes, ap-

parently of very different composition, but on examination

they cHU all he resolved into the following' unique formula.

Dissolve 1 part of shellac in 5 parts of alcohol of U6 per cent,

strength, and add to this solution, according to the qualities

and elasticity desired in the varnish, either mastic or Venice

turpentine, Burgundy pitch, sandarach, benzoin or camphor,

or a mixture of these ditYerent products in such proportions

that the quantity added is i-ouiprised between ,',7 of a part

and 1 part.

This is illustrated in the following recipes for varnishes

to be applied to very different purposes :

—
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Iridescent bronze varnishes, which are so much employed

now-a-days to produce iridescence on millinery ornaments,

sprays, feathers, birds' wings, etc., are coloured by fuchsine

(magenta crystals). The iridescence is first produced by coat-

ing the object with a magenta-tinted varnish, and when it is

well dried it is placed on filter paper placed over bleaching

powder, thinned down to a thin paste with water. Under the

influence of the escaping chlorine, in a few hours the colour-

ing matter is oxidised, thus producing the desired iridescence.

Finally, for certain particular varnishes, leather varnishes

for instance, complicated recipes have been given into which

various substances enter. According to one recipe, 80 parts

of shellac and 3 parts of wax are dissolved in 15 parts of

alcohol and 2 parts of castor oil, the whole is heated to the

consistency of syrup and applied to th6 leather with a brush

moistened with alcohol.

Similarly, Sitner recommends as a brilliant varnish for

leather to digest 2 parts of shellac with 10 parts of 95 per

cent, alcohol in a closed vessel in a warm place for two or three

days, stirring the liquid daily. On the other hand, -| part of

dry Marseilles soap is dissolved in 4 parts of hot alcohol

and I part of glycerine added, the whole is well stirred, and

this solution is added to the shellac solution. Finally, to

impart a beautiful black brilliant lustre, h part of myro-

sine dissolved in 1|- parts of alcohol is added, and the whole

allowed to stand in a warm place for a fortnight.

But these empirical, or rule of thumb, receipts are not,

strictly speaking, spirit varnishes.

Blackhoard Varnish.— Shellac varnish is employed to

" slate " blackboards, 25 parts of shellac and 7 parts of

sandarach are dissolved in 25 parts of alcohol ; on the other

hand, 3 parts of gutta-percha are dissolved in 14 parts of

spirits of turpentine ; after cooling, the two solutions are

mixed and incorporated with 50 parts of finely pulverised
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einerv, iiiid \-2 parts of vitv tine bone-hlack. The hoanl is

coated wliilst in a vertical position and tlu' alcohol inflann-d,

and another coat applied as soon as possihie. This operation

is repeated five or six times, and a reniarkahly tine ^rain is

obtained at the tinish, with a beautiful, flat, lustreless surface.

The following' process is also employed : .'U parts of

shellac are dissolved in 20 parts of alcohol, and 5 i)arts of

emery added to the solution, and then '2 parts of very fine

bone-black, and the whole gi'ound for a very lon^' time.

The varnish is applied to the board, the alcohol inflamed,

and the operation repeated.

If it be desired to dispense with settin;,' tire to the

alcohol, the operation may be conducted as follows: 50

parts of sandarach, 20 parts of pyro-copal, 100 [)arts of shellac,

8 parts of \'enicc turpentine are dissolved in 4U0 parts of DO

per cent, alcohol and 40 parts ether ; to this solution there

is added a mixture of 15 parts of lain[)-l)lack, 5 parts of ultra-

marine blue, and 100 parts of emery. It is not necessary to

inflame the spirit, and if there l)e a few shining spots, these

can be removed by rubbing with amber, so as to obtain a

lustreless surface.

Slielldc M'dtcr Varnishes. — Before finally disposing of

shellac varnishes, it is necessary to describe the varnishes

known as water varnishes and ammonia varnishes. The

water varnishes are obtained by dissolving shellac in a

solution of borax. One part of borax is dissolved in 20

parts of hot water, it is preferable to take distilled water ;

to this solution there is added, little by little, S parts of

white shellac, taking care each tiuie not to add any more

until the previous lot is dissolved. The whole is allowed

to stand, and the wax eliminated from the shellac is sv\n\-

rated by filtration.

The solution may either be applied to leather already

stained lilack, or the solution itself may be stained with
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aniline black before application to the leather ; in either case

a beautiful coating is obtained.

The ammonia varnish is used by hatters to replace the

alcohol solution. Three parts of orange shellac, 1 part of

sal ammoniac, 6 to 8 parts of water, are shaken in a flask.

After twelve hours' contact the whole is heated until com-

pletely dissolved.

The ammonia varnish, with the addition of alcohol, con-

stitutes the crystal varnish used for 'pJiotograjjhic negatives.

Alcohol would give an opaque coating, whilst ammonia gives

a brilliant one. According to Valenta, the best method is

to dissolve ammonia gas in absolute alcohol ; to 100 grains

of this solution 8 parts of shellac are added, and on heating

on the water bath a yellow liquid is obtained. The pro-

portion of shellac may be increased, so as to have a better

bodied varnish. If aqueous ammonia be used, the coating

does not dry so well.

The following additional recipes for varnishes, in which

shellac is the chief ingredient, will show their extensive and

varied use :

—

Shellac Spirit Varnishes.

1. Brown Polish.

Oxidised turps - - - 50-80 lbs.

Garnet shellac - - - 80 ,,

Methylated spirit - - 45 gals.

2. Pale Polish.

Orange shellac - - - 90 lbs.

Methylated spirit - - 45 gals.

3. Darker Polish.

Venice turpentine - - 50 lbs.

Garnet shellac - - - 100 ,,

Methylated spirit - - 45 gals.

4. White Polish.

Bleached shellac

Methylated spirit

100 lbs.

40 gals.

5. Floor Varnish.

Sandarach - - - 50 lbs.

Orange shellac - - - 80 ,,

Methylated spirit - - 45 gals.

6. Bookbinders' Varnish—Pale.

Venice turpentine - - 40 lbs.

Orange shellac - - - 100 ,,

l\Iethylated spirit - - 40 gals.

7. Bookbinders' Varnish—Dark.

Burgundy pitch - - 20 lbs.

Garnet shellac - - - 100 „

IMethylated spirits - - 40 gals.

7a Bookbinders' Varnish.

Sliellac - - - - 82i lbs.

Spirits of turpentine - - 3 gals.

Methylated spirit - - 80 „
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K. Bookuindkrh' Vauxish -White.
Venici- turpentiix 50 lbs.

Bleached slicllac UX) ,.

Methylated spirit 42 gals.

9. White Polish.

I. II. III.

Bleaclied shellac 40 50 00 lbs.

Methylated spirit 27 27 27 gals.

10. Pai.e I'olish.

I. II III.

Bleached shellac 40 50 GO lb.s.

•Orauge shellac - 10 10 10 ,,

Methylated spirit 27 27 27 iin\-.

11. I'ale Bhown Polish.

I. II. III.

Orange shellac - 40 50 tt) lbs.

Methylated spirit 2f* 28 2H gaU.

12. Hrows
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Alkali Stiffening (Ure's).

Shellac 7 lbs.

Amber rosin - - 1 ,,

Gum thus 4 ozs.

Mastic - - - 4 ,,

Borax - 6 ,,

Copal spirit varnish - -
^ pint

The borax is first dissolved in a little warm water, say

a gallon, and the solution run into a copper pan (heated by

steam) together with the resins, and boiled until of proper

consistency. If it sets when run on an inclined cold slab it

requires more water. When the resins seem dissolved a half

pint of wood naphtha is added and the copal varnish. The

solution is then run through a sieve when it is perfectly

clear and ready for use. Both the foregoing formulae would

appear to yield too stiif a solution for practical use.

Mastic Varnish.

This varnish is highly esteemed for pictures in oil,,

water-colour paintings, cardboard, paper, etc., but the high

price of mastic makes its use expensive.

(1) Solution in Alcohol.—It yields a quick drying varnish.

Water-colour varnishes and paper varnishes are made as

follows :

—

Water-Colour. Paper.
Mastic ----- 5 . - . 4

Alcohol - - - - - 14 - - - 14

Venetian Turpentine - - 2 - - - 2^

A colourless varnish for bookbinders is made by dis-

solving 3 parts of mastic in 20 parts of absolute alcohol

and adding 1 part of bleached shellac.

As alcohol only dissolves 90 j)er cent, of mastic, the

residue is employed in making mastic varnishes with spirits

of turpentine as the solvent. But very often complete solu-

tion is effected in alcohol by the addition of a little spirits

of turpentine.

(2) Solution in Sjnrits of Turjjentine.^-This varnish is highly

esteemed for pictures. One part of jiiastic is dissolved in 1^^
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parts of spirits of turpentine either on the cold or on a water

batli. Finally, acetone has heen recommended as a solvent,

mastic hein^' very soluble in the cold in that rea^'ent.

Sandakach SriKiT Vahnisii.

Alcohol is the customary solvent for sandarach, hui

occasionally a mixture of alcohol and spirits of turpentine

are used. Sandarach varnish varies from straw yellow to

deep yellow accordin*,' to the colour of tlie resin. Venice

turpentine is ^^enerally added to produce elasticity. When
applied in very thin coats it gives a very l)eautiful lustre.

Sandarach varnish is used for labels, placards, papier-

mAche work, and in general for turned or carved articles, for

leather, wood and metals.

The general formula is :

—

Sandarach 5 parts

Venice turpentine - - 'i U> o parts

Alcohol, 95 per cent. ----- 15 to :i4 parts

However, in the case of varnishes expected to give a thin

coating, the amount of alcohol may be as high as 45 parts.

This is the case with the varnishes used to fix drawings

and water-colours.

\\'hen the varnish is to be applied to wood, the ") parts oi

Venice turpentine in the above formula may be replaced by

'2 parts of elemi or mastic, or by adding to the varnish 5

parts of a solution consisting of a mixture of equal parts of

resin and shellac dissolved in 95 per cent, alcohol.

When the varnish is to be applied to metals it is advisable

to replace the mastic either b)' a mixture of mastic shellac

and benzoin or by a mixture of mastic and Venice turpentine ;

in this case instead of alcohol a mixture is employed of equal

parts of alcohol and spirits of turpentine.

A flexible varnish may also be prepared by melting 4 parts

of sandarach and 2 parts of resin, and dissolving in 8 parts

of spirits of turpentine. A solution of india-rubl)er in coal-

tar naphtha is then added.
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Again, a varnish for photographic negatives is made by

'in 100 parts of

-- J- Ol. o

simply dissolving 18 parts of sandarachsnnply dissolving lo parts oi sandaracn m lUU parts oi

alcohol. To prevent dulness in drying, 1 part of spirits of

lavender is added to give brilliancy and transparency.

Sandarach Varnish.

1. Paper Varnish.

Australian sandarach - 50 lbs.

Venice turpentine - - .30 „

Methylated spirit - - 18 gals.

2. Paper Varnish, Second
Quality.

Australian sandarach - 50 lbs.

Burgundy pitch - - 30 ,,

Methylated spirit - - 18 gals.

3. Sculptors' Varnish.

Australian sandarach - 40 lbs.

Venice turpentine - - 30 ,,

Methylated spirit - - 20 gals.

4. Pale Bookbinders' Varnish.

Australian sandarach - 50 lbs.

Venice turpentine - - 35 „

Methylated spirit - - 21 gals.

5. Varnish for Black and White
Drawings.

Australian sandarach - 20 lbs.

Venice turpentine - - 20 ,,

Methylated spirit - - 22 gals.

6. Water-Colour Varnish.

Sandarach - - - 40 lbs.

Venetian turpentine - 40 ,,

Methylated spirit - - 17 gals.

7. Varnish for Silver.

Sandarach - - - 40 lbs.

Venice turpentine - - 80 ,,

Methylated spirit - - 23 „

Mixed Sandarach Varnishes.

1. Sandaracli
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A varnish for toys and common articles is made l)y simply

dissolving French or American rosin in methylated spirits.

The process is similar to that f,'iven for shellac varnish. Tlie

colour varies with that of the resin used. (TiiicrMllv Vene-

tian turpentine is added.

The fjeneral formula is :

—

Rosin - - . . 20 parts

Alcohol, 95 per cent. • 127 to 1-1"5 parts

There may he added :

—

Vonice turpeutinc ...... ;3G parts

If spirits of turpentine he the solvent used, as rosin is

very soluhle therein, the operation may he done in the cold,

hut heat accelerates solution.

If with a view of improving the varnish, Venice turpen-

tine, sandarach or mastic he added to the resin, they are all

cautiously melted together, and when the mi.xture is homo-

geneous the spirits of turpentine is added after withdrawing

the vessel from the fire.

The usual formula is :

—

Rosin 20 parts-

Spirits of turpentine ... - 12 ,,

Venice turpentine »

c J , , • - - • to 40 „bandarach or mastic J

But it is then necessary to increase the proportion of

spirits of turpentine, allowing 3 to G parts of spirits for each

part of suhstance other than resin.

Sometimes resin varnish made with turpentine if kept

in a rather warm place turns turbid. It may be clarified by

reheating and adding 5 per cent, of spirits of turpentine.

If it is desired to obtain a varnish which will dry more

slowly than the alcoholic varnish, the resin to which Vene-

tian turpentine has been added is sometimes dissolved in a

mixture consisting of 3 parts of 95 per cent, alcohol and

1 part of spirits of turpentine.

Finally, low-class varnishes are made by dis.solviuL' resin

in coal-tar or petroleum naphtha.
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AsPHALTUM Varnishes.

This varnish is prepared from ether, bitumen of Judaea,

the natural asphaltum, or from coal tar or other pitches.

When natural asphaltum is used, it is advisable to melt it

previously, especially when used in conjunction with amber

or copal. The solvents used are spirits of turpentine and

coal-tar naphtha. A copper vessel is used.

The general formula is :

—

Coal tar or asphaltum - - - - - 1 part

Coal tar naphtha - - - - - - 1 to 1J^ parts

The varnish thus obtained is brilliant but brittle, especi-

ally when wanted for leather. Elasticity may be imparted

by adding a little elemi and copaiba balsam. It has also

been recommended to add a small quantity of a solution of

india-rubber in coal-tar naphtha. Finally, by adding castor

oil a slower drying varnish is obtained, but more flexible and

adhering better to the glass when tested.

If spirits of turpentine be used to dissolve the asphaltum,

etc., the following is the general formula :
—

Coal tar or asphaltum 2 parts

Spirits of turpentine - - - - - - 3J ,,

It is advisable before dissolving to add spirits of turpen-

tine in the proportion of 15 per cent, of the bitumen used to

the vessel in which the latter is melted so as to hasten fusion.

Cheaper varnishes are made by dissolving 2 parts of coal

tar and 1 x^art of Stockholm tar in 4 parts of coal-tar naphtha.

Asphaltum may be replaced by resin or deep-coloured fused

aml)er, without however going beyond half of the quantity

of bitumen usually employed.

India-Eubber Varnishes.

These varnishes are generally employed as waterproof var-

nishes, i.e., to render the object to which they are applied im-

permeable to water, but they are more often used in the form
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of oil Viiriiislu's by tlif addition ol linsct-d oil aiul ordiimrv

oil varnish.

II india-riibi)t'r varnislit's have the advaiita«^c' of j^reat

•elasticity, tht;y have on tlu; otiici* hand the ^'icat disadvanta<,'c

of drying slowly.

Tlu' [)rincipal solvents are benzol and spirits of turpentine,

in which the rubber swells and becomes transparent without

however actually diss(jlvin<^'. Attempts have been made to

use caoutchouc oil as a solvent, but it has not yet been

adopted on the large scale.

This varnish contains but very litllc solid matti-r, because

a very large proportion of solvent must be used to obtain a

homogeneous product, and there is no advantage in distilling

ot!" a portion of the solvent because the thickened residual

varnish would dry too slowly.

It is important to use thoroughly dry rubber. Ik'fore

treatment the rubber is cut into thin strips and dried for

several days at a temperature of 40 to 50 C. The rubber

dried in this manner is more easily acted on by solvents, and

the resulting solution is of better (juality.

If benzol be the solvent used, 1 part of caoutchouc is heated

on the water bath with 8 parts of benzol.

With spirits of turpentine as solvent, 1 part of the rubber

is covered with 4 parts of the solvent, and left to stand for

forty-eight hours ; there is afterwards added 4 parts of spirits

of turpentine, and complete solution effected by heating on

the water bath.

Finally, colourless solutions may be obtained by first treat-

ing the rubber with carbon disulphide thus: The rubber is

covered with twice its weight of carbon disulphide, which

causes it to swell, and contact is continued until a homogeno

ous jelly is obtained, which on the addition of benzol dissolves

completely ; the carbon disulphide may be distilled off on the

water bath.
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A colourless solution is thus obtained and in less time than

with benzol alone.

Gutta-Percha Varnish.

This varnish—Hke that of india-rubber—is principally

used in waterproofing paper or skins.

The gutta-percha ought to be dried with care.

Map Varnish.—A gutta-percha varnish is the one particu-

larly selected for coating maps and manuscripts. Ten parts of

gutta-percha cut into thin strips and well dried are placed in a

vessel containing 40 parts of bisulphide of carbon and 20 parts

of eucalyptus oil ; the whole is allowed to digest and agitated

from time to time until the whole is dissolved, after which

it is set aside to clarify and the clear liquid decanted. If

this solution be too thick it is thinned down with benzol-

Objects before being covered with this varnish ought to be

very dry. It is very durable, and its surface can be written

upon, which is an advantage.

But generally, and for leather in particular, linseed oil is

the only solvent used, or a mixture of linseed oil and benzol.

Collodion Varnish.

Collodion or pyroxyline varnish is very extensively em-

ployed and for very varied purposes. The more so as a great

flexibility may be imparted to it by the addition of 2 parts of

castor oil. The solvent usually employed is the mixture of

alcohol and ether : 1 part of collodion in 3 parts of alcohol

and 18 parts of ether.

Photograjjhic Varnish.—For photographic purposes 1 part

of collodion is dissolved in 1 part of alcohol and 1| parts

of ether.

The addition of 25 per cent, of bisulphide of carbon or

benzol produces products of different colour and brilliancy.

The collodion ought to be perfectly dry, and to effect this

it is placed underneath a bell-jar over sulphuric acid for about

forty-eight hours.
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Camphor to thf extent of t'vcn oO percent, is oft<'n iiddrd

to the collodion.

The mixture of iilcohol iiiul cliier is often replaced hy

other li(iiiids, such as acetcjne, wood-spirit, acetate of amyl.

Acetone yields oparjue varnishes analogous to that ob-

tained hy the additi(»n of camphor; wood-spirit has the same

etlect when it contains acetone in appreciable <|uantity.

When acetate of amyl is used— in which collodion dis-

solves very easily—a bri;,'ht, colourless, transparent varnish is

obtained; moreover, the coatin*^ is much more malleal)le than

that yielded by the onhnary solution. This is how the varnish

so widely known under the name of " zapon " is made.

" Zapon " spreads evenly over glass and gives a more homo-

geneous coating than other collodion varnishes ; on the other

hand, it dries more slowly.

\'alenta proceeds as follows : 150 parts of gun cotton are

dissolved in 1000 parts of acetone, and there is then added

2000 parts of acetate of amyl and 2000 parts of benzene.

The solution is clarified by decantation and filtration. This

varnish yields a supple adherent coating which does not

shell off.

Finally, it has been proposed to impart to wood a coating

of collodion varnish, /.*•., to prime it with collodion and then

to cover this coat which has tilled up the pores of the wood

with different varnishes, which then become very lustrous

—

thanks to the layer of collodion—without cither requiring

rubbing or polishing.

It is also with collodion that the numerous compositions

known as " nou-oxidisable bronzes " are prepared. Thus : .5

parts of collodion are dissolved in Oo parts of acetyl acetic

ether, and 2o parts of powdered bronze are then gi'ound up in

this solution ; then, to hinder the decomposition of the nitrated

product, 25 parts of gum dammar are dissolved in 75 parts of

acetate of amyl.

14
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Halle's Collodion Varnish.

Amyl acetate ..-.--. 4 galls.

Benzol -------- 4 „

Pj-roxjdine 2^ lbs.

Ferner dissolves nitro-cellulose in a mixture of amyl

acetate and amyl alcohol.
•^

I. II.

Parts. Parts.

Nitro-cellulose ------ 100 100

Amyl acetate 150 400

Amyl alcohol ------ 150 400

CELLrLoiD Vaenishes.

Celluloid varnishes, the introduction of which is com-

paratively recent, are colourless, veiy brilliant and adherent.

They do not crack or rupture, and they may be easily

coloured. They possess therefore almost all the qualities

desired in a varnish, the more so as they may be rendered

very supple by the addition of an oil such as castor oil.

Celluloid varnishes have a greater resistance than collo-

dion varnishes, even a thick coating does not shell off, whilst

collodion varnishes must be applied in thin layers ; moreover,

there is perfect brilliancy and adherence with coats of cellu-

loid varnishes about | of an inch thick.

This varnish is therefore employed very advantageously

for paper and all the varied objects in which durability and

lustre is desired.

Celluloid should be perfectly dry before being treated.

This is effected in the same way as with collodion, by placing

it in a bell-jar for a certain time over sulphuric acid.

The same solvents may be used for celluloid as for col-

lodion—that is to say, a mixture of alcohol and ether, or pure

acetone, or acetone and amylie alcohol—so that the varnish

may dry more slowly, or acetate of amyl, which gives a

varnish analogous to " zapon " varnish.

If a mixture of acetate of amyl and acetone be used

photographers' crystal varnish is obtained, which is applied

in the cold, giving a perfectlj^ transparent coat. By adding
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making are insoluble in water ; weak acids and alkalies have

no action on these resinates, but, on the other hand, they

dissolve very easily in alcohol, spirits of turpentine, benzol,

ether and chloroform as well as in melted wax, resins, oils

and boiled linseed oil. This facility of solution and their

beautiful colour cause them to be greatly used, and they

have been advantageously applied upon metal, wood, paper,

skin, glass, wax, linoleum and cloth.

Preparation of Coloured Resinates.—A rosin soap is made by

heating 100 parts of pale rosin with 33 parts of soda crystals

in 1000 parts of water, and adding to the solution cooled to

50' C. a solution of colouring matter. A solution of a metallic

salt is then added, such as the chloride of magnesia, and the

solution filtered from the insoluble coloured resinate, which

is well washed and dried at a very gentle heat. The dried

product constitutes in reality a true coloured lake.

When spirit varnishes are made from resinates Lohmann's

method may be followed. Thirty parts of well-dried resinate

of magnesia, dyed to the requisite tint, are dissolved in 80

parts of benzol and 20 parts of chloroform ; there is after-

wards added 150 parts of a pale solution of Ih per cent, of

caoutchouc in sulphide of carbon and benzol.

Coloured resinates have also been prepared from dammar
;

to accomplish this a solution of caustic potash is added to

a solution of dammar in spirits of turpentine. The whole is

boiled to volatilise the spirit ; the residue dissolves completely

in water, and yields on the addition of a solution of metallic

salts precipitates which dissolve partially in ether. These

solutions have been employed as varnishes.

Analysis and Valuation of Spirit Varnishes.

Technical Valuation.—In the valuation of spirit varnishes

two great points must be carefully attended to, viz., the

physical properties and the chemical composition. In

examining the physical properties, the drying properties

have to be determined. It is a sine qua non that the
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varnisli should not dry tiicky. If it does it should l»i' re-

jected. The (luickcr the varnish dries, otlier thing's being

equal, the more vahiahle and econonjical it is, as less time

is lost by the workmen in waiting for a previous coat to

dry before applying the next. Body, brilliancy, transparency,

colour, elasticity, the hardness, as well as the capacity of the

varnish to withstand wear and tear ; the action of the weather

and the alternations of temperature produced by tlay and

night, summer and winter, etc., have each and all to be studied

before a definite conclusion can be arrived at, having regard

to the special object in view ; the climate in wliich the var-

nish is to be used and the temi)erature or temperatures to

which the object may l)e exposed during the whole course

of its existence. A varnish, therefore, which may be very

valuable for one purpose may be worthless, or worse than

worthless, for another.

The valuation of varnish, therefore, depends almost en-

tirely upon the experience of the expert. Through the long

handling of varnish he can distinguish almost intuitively good

varnish from bad. He calls to his aid the senses of sight,

touch and smell. The presence of Manilla copal in spirit

varnish may always be detected by its peculiar aromatic

odour. The perception of this smell in a varnish at once

recalls to the expert that Manilla has a tendency to string on

application. He therefore at once presses a drop between

the finger and thumb, and if Manilla be present after the spirit

has evaporated to a certain extent the resin may be drawn out

into long strings. It is, however, to be observed that certain

other resins, aj., common rosin, are often added to Manilla

to counteract this tendency.

Although the valuation of varnish is niainly technical,

some processes to be indicated hereafter afford rigorously

comparative results.

Clicmical Anahfsis : Determination of ^uliciit.—^l-rom the

clu'inical point of vii u flu" Mimlvsis of varnish consists in
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the determination of solvent, or solvents, and resin, or resins,

and their relative proportion, and should be so expressed as to

constitute a formula from which the intelligent varnish-maker

may match any sample of varnish submitted to him, and thus

enable him to quote a price or submit a tender for the supply

of the same in large or small quantities as the case may be.

The smell of the varnish gives a good indication of the

solvent used, which may further be easily recognised by the

determination of its boiling-point.

Determination of Boiling-j)oint.—This may be done by heat-

ing a certain quantity of varnish in a small flask, and collecting

the vapours either in a condenser or in a flask containing water.

A thermometer placed in the vapour indicates the boiling-

point, and consequently the nature of the solvent used.

In cases where the analyst has only a very small quantity

of varnish at his disposal—sometimes no more than an ounce,

and where he may have to make numerous samples for com-

parative trial against the sample submitted—every drop of

that sample is precious. Now, in some cases, if the varnish

were heated to the boiling-point of the solvent used, say, in

the case of a metallic resinate such as resinate of copper, the

latter would be liable to become reduced and change from

green to a ruby-red, and if the whole of the sample of varnish

were thus used the analyst would be left in the lurch.

In such and similar cases only small quantities of the

varnish should be distilled, but, wherever practicable, enough

should be taken to yield a distillate sufficiently large for its

density to be taken without inconvenience.

But the boiling-point may be determined sufficiently

accurately for technical purposes without distillation, and by

the use of only a single drop of liquid. The liquid is placed

in a glass tube, drawn out and sealed at the bottom. A
capillary tube sealed up a little above its lower open extremity

is introduced, and the whole is attached to a thermometer,

and treated as in the determination of a melting-point.
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Before the liquid reaches tlu- lit»iliii}^'-point, sinj^le air huhhles

proceed from the small volume of air in the capillary below

the closed constriction ; these become fjradually more num-

erous till an uninterrupted thread of small bells of vapour is

established. At tliis moment the thermometer shows the

exact boilin^'-point of the li(|uid. Tbe operation should be

repeated several times and the mean of tbe observations

taken. The capillary prevents boiling' and must be renewed

for each experiment.

Should the solvent consist of several volatile licjuids, tiie

operation goes on in the same manner according to the dif-

ferent boiling-points of the dificrent liquids ; moreover, these

ni;iy be separated the one from the other by fractional distil-

lation and their relative proportions ascertained.

Jicsin determination.—The nature of tbe resin or resins form-

ing the base of the varnish is determined in the residue either

after evaporation of the S(^lvent or after (hstillation thereof.

Its appearance and physical properties will afford valuable

indications, provided always, on the one hand, that all the

solvent has been got rid of by evaporation or distillation, and,

on the other hand, that these processes have not been carried

so far as to start the destructive distillation of the resin or

resins, and, finally, that no chemical change has been produced

causing either oxidation or reduction. Otherwise the charac-

teristics of the original resin or resins may be so altered in

regard to colour, hardness, etc., as to prevent recognition.

The solubility of this residue in the following different

solvents is then carefully studied, viz., ether, alcohol, carbon

disulphide, acetone, methyl alcohol, amylic alcohol, petroleum,

ether and benzene, chloroform and spirits of turpentine.

The same solvents are used in the case of a mixture of

resins, with tlu- addition of glacial acetic acid. Tbis latter

solvent is used to identify mastic, which is the only resin in-

soluble in that reagent. The solubility of the dilTerent resins

in the solvents indicated is shown in the following table :

—
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Wlu'ii the resin is not comj)Kifly soluMe in ulcoliol tin-

solution is thrown upon a tiucd filter, wjisIumI with hcjilin^'

alcohol, and the rosicUu- ilricd at lUO . With resichies in-

Holublc or dilhcultly soluble in alcohol, spirits of tiu-pentinc

is used as the solvent. The solution is filtered and the in-

soluble residue weij^jhed ; the solvent is distilled in a current of

steam, and the residue treated as in tlie preceding' para^Maph.

In this case the acid fij^'ure and the Ivottstorfer ri<,'uri- are

always a little low. for a portion of the free acids are carried

away in the distillation process. The quantity of iodine

absorbed is t)n the contrary a little too hi^'h.

The solubilities of the different resins entering,' into the

composition of varnish may be so identical or so badly de-

fined that no sound inference can be drawn by which they can

be differentiated the one from the other. In such cases what

is known as the constants of the resin have to be determined.

These are :

—

(1) The acid value (free acid;, that is to say, the number

of milli<;ranimes of caustic potash required to exactly neu-

tralise 1 ^Tanmie of resin in alcoholic solution. The acid

fi<fure is determined by heating' 1 ^'ramme of the finely

pulverised resin with 95 per cent, alcohol in a glass flask

attached to a reflux condenser until complete solution is

effected. Two c.c. of a dilute solution of phenol phthalein

are added, and the solution titrated with standard alkali.

(2) The Kottstor/er raliie (corresponding to the total acids

after complete saponification), that is to say, the number of

milligrammes of caustic potash required to saturate 1 gramme

of resin in alcoholic solution in presence of an excess of potash.

The Kcittstorfer value is determined by heating 1 grannne

of the resin with 'io cubic centimetres of standardi^etl alco-

holic potash from five to fifteen minutes in a flask attached

to a reflux condenser; the whole is then diluted with 100

cubic centimetres of alcohol, and again brought to tlie boil,

and the uncombined alkali is titrated with standard hydro-

chloric acid in presence of phenol phthalein.
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(3) The Ester value is got bj' deducting the acid \aAue

from the Kottstorfer.

(4) TJie Hiibhl or iodine absorption figure, that is to sa3^

the quantity of iodine fixed or absorbed b}^ 100 parts of resin

in alcoholic solution.

Process.—One gramme of the resin is dissolved in 50 c.c.

of hot alcohol and allowed to cool, and 50 c.c. of a standard

solution of iodine added. If the iodine be decolorised, a

fresh quantity of the iodine solution is added until the mixture

becomes of a permanent red-brown colour. The whole is

allowed to stand for twenty-four hours, after which the iodine

in excess is estimated in the following manner. A solution

of potassium iodide is added until on the addition of water or

a salt of mercury no further precipitate of iodine or mercuric

iodide is obtained. Too great an excess must be avoided.

The liquid is then diluted with 5 to 6 volumes of water.

The resin separates in flocks. Starch paste is added and the

solution titrated with hyposulphite of soda. The end of the

operation is indicated by the decoloration of the iodide of

starch. Analytical results for each resin are given in the

preceding table.

•Qualitative Analysis of Eesins—Hirschsohn's Scheme.

The following tables are summarised from the elaborate

scheme of Hirschsohn's. The reagents to be used are :

—

1. Sulphuric acid HoSO^, specific gravity 1'820.

2. Alcoholic hydrochloric acid (95 per cent, alcohol satu-

rated with dry HCl).

3. Bromine solution, 1 in 20 of chloroform.

4. Saturated solution of bleaching powder in distilled

water at ordinary temperature.

5. Solution of 1 part of ferric chloride FeXl^ in 10 of

95 per cent, alcohol.

6. Saturated solution of neutrcd lead acetate Pb(A2) in

95 per cent, alcohol.

7. Solution of aunnonia, specific gravity "980.
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s. Solution of pure Na.,C03 in distilled water.

".). l"'r<)lidos test, 1 centigrannne sodium uiolylnlulf in

I cc. sulphuric acid.

111. Impure chloral hydrate containing alcoholate.

11. Saturated solution of iodine in i>etrol(,'uni spirit

hoilinj,' at (30' C.

12. Petroleum spirit hoilinj:j between 35' and in ('.

Group I.

—

Completkly Solublk in Chloroform.

Sub-Group I.

—

Completely Soluble in Ether.

Kxperiment.
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Experiment.
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Ghoup II.

—

Imperi-'kctly Soluhlk ok Insoluhle in

Chloroform.

Sul)-(ii(tu|t I.

—

Complctchi Soluble in Ethci.

Experiment.
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Experiment.
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Kxpvriiiieiit.



SECTION VII.

DRYING OILS, OIL CRUSHING, REFINING AND BOILING,

INCLUDING MANUFACTURE OF OIL FOR (a) RUBBER
SUBSTITUTE, (b) LINOLEUM, (c) PRINTERS' INK.

Deying Oils.

This name is given to those vegetable oils which possess

the property of gradually absorbing oxygen from the air at

the ordinary temperatures, so as to produce, as a final

result, solid elastic substances.

The non-drying oils, on the other hand, though they like-

wise absorb oxygen, do not produce a solid, elastic substance,

provided that they have not been subjected to an elevation

of temperature. Even after a very long time they simply

thicken, but do not solidify. It has been show^n by Livache

that if the absorption of oxygen was accompanied by a

sufficient elevation of temperature the non-drying oils were

transformed into a product identical with that yielded by the

drying oils (Livache, Comptes Bendus cle VAcademie de Sciences,

1895).

When a drying oil is transformed into a solid elastic body

it is said to " dry ".

There is no strict line of demarcation existing between

the drying and the non-drying oils. The one class merges,

by insensible gradations, into the other. Accordingly, although

it is quite easy to differentiate between typical drying and

typical non-drying oils, such as between linseed oil and colza

oil, yet it is not so with some other oils. Cotton-seed oil,

for instance, is classed by some authorities as a drying oil,

by others as a semi-drying, whilst some classify it as non-

drying. The same remark applies to castor oil.

(226)
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The principal characteristics hy which tlie drying' oils

may be tlitrerentiatod fniiii tlie non-drying' oils will i)e detailed

in the description which follows of the methods of detecting

adulterations in linseed oil.

The dryint,' oils employed hy varnish manufacturers are lin-

seed oil, from Linum iisitatissiminn (the Hax plantj; poppy-seed

oil from the Papavcr somnifcruvi (the opium poppyj ; walnut

oil from Jiujlans reyia ; herap-seed oil from Cinuuibis sativa ;

castor oil from liicinus communis ; cotton-seed oil from Dovibax

(species).

Many other kinds of drying oils occur in the diti'ereut

organs of various plants, but they are but little used in actual

practice ; amongst these are cucumber oil from Ciiciimus

sativus ; grape-seed oil from Vitis vinifcra ; bankoul oil from

Aleurites triloba.

It is necessary, however, to make special mention of the

very siccative oil, rauloicnic of Japan, the fine oil of the

Diptewcarpus crispalctiis, the Kai-dan-loiuj of the Annamites,

and Klofcocca, Japanese wood oil, the liest drying oil

known.

Linseed Oil—Crushing the Linseed.

The tirst stage in the crushing of linseed, according to

the Anglo-American process, is to pass it through the rolls

(Fig. 13).

KOLLS.

The hnseed is conveyed to the hopper by an elevator or

shoot, and is distributed to the crushing rolls (Fig. 13) by a

fluted feed roller the same length as the feed rolls placed at

the bottom of the hopper. When the seed passes the feed

roll it falls on a guide-plate, which carries it between the

first and second rolls. After passing between these rolls

and being partially crushed it falls on a guide-plate on the

other side, which carries it between the second and third

rolls, where it is crushed more fully. It then falls on
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another guide-plate, which carries it between the third and

fourth rolls, where it is ground more fully still. In the

larger rolls it falls on a fourth guide-plate, where it is

conveyed between the fourth and fifth rolls and receives

the final grinding.

It will thus be seen that the seed has been crushed four

times in its passage through the rolls. The rolls, being

brought into contact by a combination of a screw and spring,

give a smooth and easily regulated pressure. When the

seed falls from the bottom roll the grinding is much more

Fig. 13.

—

Rolls for Crushing Linseed.

complete and perfect than in seed that has passed through

rolls and under stones of the old description.

Steam-Heating Kettle and Moulding Machine.

After passing the rolls the seed falls into a screw con-

veyer, which places it in an elevator that raises it to the

steam-jacketed kettle (Fig. 14, A), where the seed is heated

and damped by a jet of steam and agitated by a revolving

stirrer. These kettles are made of cast-iron, and are con-
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structed in the stionji,'est and best manner. There is only

one steam joint in them, and that is faced in a hithe or

phmed quite true. 'J'here is therefcjre httie hability to

leaka^'e—always a dreadful nuisance.

When lagged, the kettle body is fitted with a wooden

frame and covered with felt, and the felt is enclosed in iron

sheeting.

It will be observed that up to this point in the process

the operations have been automatic.

In connection with the kettle is worked the moulding

Fig. 14.—A, Steam Kkttle ; H, Moulding Machine.

machine (Fig. 14, B). This is worked by a man, who by its

means measures out sutlicient seed for a cake, forms it of

the proper shape, cases it in a strip of bagging, and then

passes it to the pressman to place in the presses.

IlVl)H.\ri,IC I'lJKSSKS.

These presses (Fig. IH, A) each hold sixteen cakes, and

are furnished with steel cylinders IG inches in diameter,

which carry a working pressure of one and three-quarter
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tons on each square inch of the ram. All the columns,

cylinders, rams and heads are planed and turned accurately

to gauges, so as to ensure that every part will take its due

proportion of strain and no more ; the pockets that take the

columns are not cast as is usual, with fitting strips top and

bottom, but are all solid throughout, and are all machined

out of the solid to gauges. This method of treating the

pockets has the effect of almost entirely preventing the

columns from breaking.

In certain types of presses the pockets for the columns

are bored and the columns are fitted with steel nuts.

The plates between which the seed is pressed are all well

fitted and have a corrugated surface. If a brand be required

on the cake as, say,

Fig. 15.

letters about 3 inches long are clearly cut into one side of

the plate and all the remainder is corrugated. These plates

are all made of wrought and cast malleable iron, and the

columns are made of best scrap iron or mild steel. The
cylinder is crucible cast steel.

Pumps.

The pumps are made of the highest class of crucible cast

steel and are all bored out of the solid. Two of the pump
rams are 2J inches in diameter and have a stroke of 7 inches.

These rams give only a limited pressure, and the arrangements

are such as to give the limited pressure on each press in about
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fourteen seconds. The pumps then stop automatically. The

work is then taken up by two other pumps having' rams 1

inch in diamoter and a stroke of 7 inches, and is continued

by them until a «,'ros8 pressure of two tons per square inch

is attained. This is the maximum and is arrived at in less

than a minute.

The oil as it comes from the presses falls into the tank

underneath, which serves as a foundation for the presses,

and is pumped from there into the store cisterns.

Fig. It;. . . .....

Cake Paring and Moulding Machine.

The cakes as they come from the presses require paring.

The parer strips his cake and lays a number of these on a

stool or table convenient to his machine (Fig, 17). He then

takes up one and lays it on the machine, having one side

parallel to the trough and overlapping it about an inch,

one end being placed against a fence, either to the right or

left, depending on what stroke the machine is taking. The
knife block passes along and cuts one side clean and straight.
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The cake is now turned over and the other edge of the same

is treated in a similar manner. He now turns the cake

half round, places one side against a fence, and cuts off the

oily part at one end, then reverses the cake and does the

same with the other end. The cake is now ready for the

Fig. 17.

—

Cake Paring JIachine.

market, and has been pared by two double strokes of the

knives, the speed of which is about thirty per minute.

When required, fences or gauges are added that give all

the cakes one exact length and breadth, but when these are

used more parings are made, as the fences have to be set to

suit the worst cakes.
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These machines can he (h-iven hy a sliaft either parallel

with or at ri^'ht an^llt's to the knife har, and are suitahle for

paring either ])aralK'l or taper cakes.

Edge Kunners for Grinding Cake Parings.

The parings from the cake-paring machine are taken to

the edge runners (Fig. IH) to be ground. These are made

of the best Derbyshire grit stone, and are furnished with a

set of cast-iron centres. One centre has a long boss on it,

which passes right through the stone and the centre on the

opposite side, and has a long brass fixed on each end of it.

These centres are securely fixed to the stones with bolts that

pass through them, and they are also run into the stones

with lead. On the outside centre there is a cap fixed with

screws, (juite oil-tight, and large enough to hold several pints

of oil. The spindle on which the stone revolves passes

through the centre of the upright shaft, and the stone centre

has a cap fixed on each end of it with cotters. These caps

are enclosed in the oil-cups described above, and revolve

«,mong the oil contained in them, thus causing such a

perfect lubrication of the spindle as to make it quite un-

necessary to withdraw it oftener than once in several months.

The casting that carries the vertical shaft passes through

the bedstone and goes beneath it, projecting beyond its

circumference at six points, where it is attached to the

circular pan above by six brackets. The top of this casting

is fitted with a " step," constructed in several parts which

can be removed or replaced in a few minutes without dis-

turbing the driving wheels. The vertical shaft is made

of cast-iron, about 7^. inches in diameter, having an

oblong chamber or naval formed in the centre, into which

is fitted a strong cast bush having a brass bush at each end

through which the stone spindle passes.

The bush is free to rise and fall in the naval as material
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is added to or taken from the stones. All the sweepers and

sweeper frames are made of wrought iron. The circular

pan is made of cast-iron, dished slightly, and having a rim

"

round its circumference 7 inches deep. All the bearings-

are brass, made very heavy and unusually long. The ground

parings are carried from the edge runners by a conveyer,

from which they fall into the seed kettle.

The process of refining the crude linseed oil is as

follows :

—

The crude oil is taken from the store tanks by a force

pump into a lead-lined cistern, where it is mixed with the

necessary chemicals from another cistern. After these have

A

FiG. 18.

done their work and the process completed, as described

hereafter, the oil is run into a third tank, where it is agitated

by air from an air-pump to complete the bleaching and

refining process.

The accompanying illustration shows a complete set of

the plant above described with the exception of the oil-

refinery, constituting what is known as the Anglo-American

Oil Mill, No. 4. It forms the standard size or unit of this

machinery ; larger mills are made up of multiples of this

mill, and contain from eight presses upwards.

The Anglo-American machinery, as manufactured by

Messrs. Rose, Downs & Thompson, is worked in sets of

four presses as shown, and a mill can contain any number
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of sets. One set occupies a space 36 feet by 2H feet by 1«>

feet hif,'h, and takes 4') horse-power to work it. Additional

sets will take about 35 horse-power each.

'I'he complete process is therefore as follows. The seed

passes throu<,'h rolls, from these an elevator places it in

the kettle, from this it passes to the moulding machim-,

where it is measured, formed and compressed, and then

passed to the presses. The cakes, after beinj^ pressed, are

cut to size in the paring machines and the parings re-

duced to meal by the small edge-stones. The parings are

I ri'.]; Pkkss kou Oil.

then returned by an elevator to the kettle to be re-worked.

The presses stand in a tank, into which the expressed oil

falls and from which it is forced to the store tanks or filters

by a pump. Fig. 10 shows an illustration of filter press.

Linseed Oil—Chemical .v.nd Physkal Properties.

Linseed oil has a density varying from '03125 to "0348 at

15' C. ; it dissolves in 5 parts of boiling, and in 40 parts of

cold, alcohol. It commences to thicken at— 16 C, solidify-

incj at 21 '5 C. to a vellow mass.
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Acid value varies.

Saponification value 193-197.

Elaidin test. It does not solidifj'.

Ill X 100
Maumen^'s test - - 111° C.

absolute - - .306 =

/ 111 X 100
.

I divided by heat giving out in mixing
|

\ 50 c.c. sulphuric and 50 c.c. water./

Iodine absorption figure -...---. 15G

Bromine „ - - 10-000

Acetyl figure - - - - 8'7

Fatty acids, melting-point -------- 23° C.

,, solidification-point 21° C.

density - . - . -9205

Deviation (polarisation) ...----- Nil

Adulterations.—Linseed oil may possibly be adulterated

with fish oil, mustard-seed oil, rosin, rosin oil, linoleic acid,

cotton seed, hemp seed, camelina, poppy seed and rape.

The principal adulterant is rosin oil.

Linseed oil, containing fish oils, darkens with chlorine.

"When mustard-seed oil is present, it is because the linseed

has previously been adulterated or contaminated therewith.

The presence of this oil, which diminishes the drying capa-

bilities, is detected by exposing the sample to a temperature

of 10° to 12 C. After a few days a yellow, flaky deposit is

formed.

Eosin is indicated by a great increase in density, and

may be further detected by heating the oil with twice its

volume of alcohol, which dissolves the resin. The alcoholic

solution is decanted, and an alcoholic solution of basic

acetate of lead added, which, in the presence of rosin, pro-

duces a very abundant flocculent precipitate.

Rosin oil may be detected by the great increase in density

and by a polarimetric examination. Any right-handed devia-

tion indicates rosin oil.

It may be, quantitativel}^ estimated by saponifying 5 c.c.

of the oil with 25 c.c. of alcoholic potash (80 of potash to 1000

of alcohol) on the water bath evaporating to drj^ness, dissolv-

ing the resulting soap in water, transferring to a separating

funnel, and repeatedly extracting with ether. The collected
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ether extracts are distilled, and tlu- n-sidiu' consistinj^ of

rosin oil or mineral oil \vei;4h('d.

Kosin oil dissolves in }j[lacial acetic acid. Miju-ral oil is

insoluble in that reagent and is of less density than rosin oil.

Liiioleic- acid has been added to linseed oil for some time

hack. It may easily he detected by its solubility in alcohol

and by the greatly increased acid value.

Other vegetable oils may be detected by the lowering of

the density.

Testhiij of Linseed Oil.—This is very often limited to taking

the gravity, at 15" C., by the oleometer, and to acid colora-

tion tests. Sulphuric acid of density 1*638 is added to the

oil in a saucer ; linseed oil takes a green colour (Livache).

A better test is the sulphuric acid spot test. One drop

of concentrated sulphuric acid on 10 drops of oil. Pure

linseed oil passes gradually from orange through red to dark

brown. If even 5 per cent, of rosin oil be present the spot

is dark brown at first, passing (juickly to black. Fish-livir

oils give a violet spot with this test. Anhydrous perbromide

of tin applied similarly gives a violet spot in the presence

of rosin oil.

One volume of an aqua regia Tconsisting of 24 volumes of

hydrochloric acid of density I'loG, and 1 volume of nitric

acid of density 1'33;:5) is caused to fall on o volumes of oil
;

after four to si.\ minutes the oil becomes greenish yellow.

Finally, if to the oil thus treated there be added 10 volumes of

a solution of soda of l'Si)0 density, in the case of genuine oil

a yellow coloration is produced, the mixture remaining fluid.

Indine absorption.—The iodine absorption (Hubhls) of the oil

should be determined. The oil ought also to be submitted to

different reagents to detect extraneous oils by the coloration

produced, also to Maumene's test.

Maimkne's Ti:st.

1. The sulphuric acid to be used in this experiment

shoidd be pure, of specific gravity l"K4o, and should be kept
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in a well-stoppered and capped bottle. The stopper should

not be left out a moment longer than that required to

extract the necessary quantity. Have the acid in a bottle

6 inches high, with a thermometer inside.

2. Counterbalance a glass tube, on foot, standing heat

(about 11 inches in diameter and 7 ounces capacity), and

weigh in accurately 50 grammes of the oil.

3. Immerse both the sulphuric acid and the tube con-

taining the oil in water contained in a tin vessel of 5 inches

deep, 2 quarts capacity, and apply heat. As soon as both

the acid and the oil are at a temperature of 27° C, draw out

10 c.c. of the acid with a pipette and let it flow gradually

at the rate of 1 c.c. every five seconds into the oil, without

touching the sides, stirring very energetically all the time

with the thermometer. After all the acid is in, continue to

stir exactly for half a minute, then move the thermometer more

slowly, noting the exact degree at which it ceases to rise.

A pure sample of oil should be tested in the same manner

precisely, immediately before the suspected article. No two

persons, unless actually working side by side, will ever get

absolutely identical figures, and rarely then. So delicate is

the rise of temperature, that the same operator must needs

be careful to obtain constant figures on repeating the ex-

periment on the same oil.

In the case of linseed oil and fish oils the action is very

energetic, abundant fumes being given off, whilst the mix-

ture, assuming a gluey consistence, thorough mixing of the

acid and oil is a matter of great difticulty. Moreover, it is

not at all easy to obtain satisfactory readings of the ther-

mometer, the more so as the latter has to be used to stir the

oil. It is therefore advisable to mix linseed, etc., oils in

known proportion with an oil on which sulphuric acid has

no great action, such as petroleum lubricating oils.

Knowing the heat given out l)y mixing the mineral oil
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alone witli sul])liurir ui'id. it is easy to culciilatc how far its

admixture with hiiseod oil has alTected the hitter.

But heyoiid these ditTerent tests, viewiiif,' tlie luatter in

u practical lif,'ht, the dryinj,' properties of the oil ouj,'ht to be

determined before everything else. This is done by pouring

a certain quantity of oil into a cup or saucer so as to have

a laj'er 1 millimetre in thickness, '{''(ioa inches, and exposed

to the air at a temperature of 40" to 80' C. After a certain

time, which for good quality oil should not exceed three

days, the layer ought to dry without tackiness.

Livache's Precipitated Lead Test.

The transformation of a drying oil into a solid elastic

substance is due to an absorption of oxygen. Linseed oil

absorbs 14 to Ki per cent, of its weight, and it is easy to

directly measure the quantity absorbed by imbibing in the

oil a little lead well washed and dried in vacuo, obtained by

precipitating a lead salt by a zinc plate ; the whole is ex-

posed to air as long as the weight varies ; the increase in

weight indicates the amount of oxygen absori)ed.

By this process, when conducted with the necessary pre-

cautions, the quantity of oxygen absorbed by any sample

of linseed oil may be rapidly ascertained, and, if need be,

whether a pure oil is being dealt with or an adulterated oil,

or an oil which has already undergone oxidation to a certain

extent. In all cases it can readily be ascertained whether

an oil corresponds with a given sample.

This reaction ought to draw tlie attention of practical

men, because samples are often met with which, although

equally genuine, take longer time to dry. Now, the pre-

cipitated lead test indicates the ditl'erence in duration of

the time taken by the oil for complete oxidation, and thus

predicts beforehand the results which any oil will give on

the large scale in regard to drying propensities.

Process.—One gramme or thereabouts of the precipitated
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lead is weighed in a tared watch glass, then 0*5 gramme of

oil is dropped upon it drop by drop, spacing out the drops in

such a way that a little dry lead rests between each of them..

At the end of two days the following results were noted :

—

Increase per cent.

Linseed oil 14-3

Walnut oil - - 7-9

Poppy-seed oil - - 6"8

Cotton-seed oil 5'9

Beech oil - 4-3

The following oils showed no results during the first two-

days. After a week the following increase was noted :

—

Increase per cent.

Colza 2-9

Sesamuni --------- 2*4

Earth-nut - 1-8

Eape 2-9

Olive 1-7

Bishop's Silica and Kesinate of Manganese Test.

1. Ten grammes of the oil are weighed in a capsule, and

2 grammes exactly of the resinate of manganese added..

The capsule is put into the water bath, stirring it from time

to time until the complete solution of the resinate, from five

to ten minutes being sufficient for this. It is then cooled.

2. One gramme of silica is weighed in a capsule with a

fiat bottom furnished with a little glass stirrer. With the

aid of a dropping tube, a quantity of oil, as near as possible

approaching 1"02 grammes {i.e., 1 gramme of oil plus 0"02 of

resinate), is allowed to fall drop by drop over the w^hole of

the surface. Both the weight of the oil and the total weight

are noted. By means of the stirrer the oil is mixed with the-

silica in such a way as to have a divided mass, perfectly

homogeneous, covering the whole of the bottom of the

capsule. This is left at a temperature of from 17° to 25° C.

in the case of drying oils, of 20° to 30° C. for the others, and

weighed at the end of varying periods ; for instance, six.

hours, sixteen hours, twenty-two hours—that is to say, three
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times in the twenty-four hours. After eucli wei^Oiin^ tlie

surface was renewed by a^ntation with the stirrer. The
de^'ree of oxidation is furnished In the niaxinunn au;,'nienta-

tion niultiphed by 100 when rO"2 {^aamnies wei^died exactly

is operated on. Using pure hnseed oil and the same oil with

2 and 4 percent, of resinate the following were the results.

The linseed oil had a specific gravity of 09H22 at 15" C., and

through the experiments the temperature ranged from 20° to

25^ C. :—

IiicrtfiUHo |>er ct-nt.
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Increase per cent, at
the end of
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it out. wliicli makes it a very practical im'tluul for the in-

dustrial laboratory, this luethod furnishes very often a more

rational and more complete indication than the Iluhl num-

ber, as it permits many minor interestinpf details to be

noticed. In consequence, this process will serve to fix the

value and establish the nature of the identity of an oil,

whethei' taken separately or compared with a type. More-

over, it may be applied in the case of certain mi.xtures, not

only of oils among themselves, but also of commercial [iro-

ducts, such as lard and alimentary fats, which often contain

very variable quantities of vegetable oils. In this last case,

instead of oxidising directlj' either the melted and clarified

fat or the fluid part extracted by pressure, the li(iui(l fatty

acids may be operated upon, separated from the solid acids

by Halphen's process. The oil is saponified, the soap dis-

solved in water, and precipitated with acetate of lead. The

lead soap is extracted with ether, and the ethei-eal solution

of the lead salts of the non-saturated fatty acids is pre-

cipitated with weak sulphuric acid. Indications still more

interesting and more precise are obtained by taking the iodine

value before and after oxidation. The determination of the

degree of oxidation gives results in immediate connection

with the value of the oils for certain of their industrial pur-

poses, and, as has been shown, certain falsifications can be

detected by tlie process. ^loreover. it will show whether

recently crushed or old tanked oil is being dealt with.

KeFRACTOMETRIC AND PoLARIMETRIC TeSTS.

The investigations of Bishop and Peter on the opticity of

a number of oils show that, with the exception of croton

oil and rosin oil, the only dextro-n^tations are produced by

sesame (high) and olive oil (feeble), all the others, including

linseed oil, being either optically inactive or having a slight

levo-rntatorv power. The saponification test is reliable in
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presence of rosin oil or compounds of resin acid with metal-

lic oxides and mineral oils, but is uncertain when resin is

present.

A much more delicate test, however, is that given by

Hefelmann's " refractometer," by the aid of which even small

quantities of rosin, rosin oil, metallic resinates and mineral

oils can be detected, as will be gathered from the following

table of observations made with homogeneous (sodium)

light :—

Befraction of Linseed Oil by Hefelmann's Refractometer.

Refractometer Number
at 200° C.

Pure linseed oil (raw) 80-5 to 82-2

„ boiled 80-5 to 84-2

Linseed oil + 20 per cent, rosin - - - above lOO'O

+ 10 „ „ „ - - 94-5

+ 5 „ „ „ - - 88-4

+ 20 ,, ,, rosin oil - - above 100-0

boiled + 20 per cent, resin oil - above lOO'O

+ 10 „ „ „ „ - 92-7

+ 5 „ „ „ „ - 88-2

„ + 15 „ „ cotton-seed oil 78-7

,, + 15 ,, „ rape oil - 79-1

+ 10 per cent, mineral oil - - 89-6

boiled 4- about 30 per cent,

manganese resinate .... 84-9

Optical Deviation of Drying, etc., Oils tuith Jean's Refractometer.

Raw Linseed Oil.

Laboratory standard sample -

Refined raw linseed . - - -

Raw linseed + 20 per cent, rosin oil

,, +20 ,, hemp seed

,, + 20 ,, mineral oil

Poppy (ceillette) ....
old ...

Poppy (pavot) Calcutta -

old - - - -

Hemp seed

Walnut
Ravison

Colza

Rosin oiP

+ 53°

+ 49°_

+ 67°

+ 47°

+ 17°

+ 29°

+ 35°

+ 27-5°

+ 33°

+ 30° to 32°

+ 36°

+ 25°

+ 17 to 18°

+ 78°

' With some samples the whole field of the refractometer is black.
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Therefore, if a sample of raw or boiled linseed oil, examined

at 25° C, is found to give a refractometer number greater than

84*5, it is open to the suspicion of containing an admixture

of rosin, rosin oil, mineral resinates, or mineral oil. On the

other hand, if the refraction falls below 80, then additions of

slightly or non-drying fatty oils must be looked for. Very

small percentages are not detected by the refractometer, but

such are not likely to occur in practice.

In how far the refractometer test coincides with the re-

sults of chemical analysis, see table, page 245. All oils

exhibiting normal refractions were found pure, and those

refracting abnormally adulterated. The foregoing were

purchased as pure boiled oil, with the exception of the

last, containing 20 per cent, of rosin, which was prepared in

the laboratory. Out of fifteen commercial samples, nine

were pure and six contained rosin oil, the only adulterant

detected.

A slight turbidit}^ on the addition of water to the saponified

oil (p. 243) indicates the presence of small admixtures of resin

or metallic resinates. (The production of a dark, flocculent,

heavy precipitate in the case of manganese boiled oil should

be disregarded as common to all boiled oil of this class. It

cannot, therefore, be considered as indicative of the presence

of rosin oil or mineral oil.) The polarisation test gives

either neutral or slightly dextro results, and both saponifi-

cation and iodine numbers fall within the ordinary limits,

so that no differentiation between sHght quantities of added

resin or metallic resinates is possible.

Walnut Oil.

Density at IS'' C. -9285.

Solidification-point

—

Thickens between - 15° and -18= C.

Solidifies at - - ... - 30'' C.
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b}^ the colour tests, iodine absorption, by Maumene's test or

the freezing-point.

When pure the sulphuric acid test gives a brown colora-

tion, aqua regia a yellow colour, and on the addition of soda

orange striae.

Precipitated lead gives an oxvgen absorption of 8'5 to

7'5 per cent.

Poppy-Seed Oil.

Density.—Between -9242 and -925 at 15° C.

Solubility in alcohol.—1 part dissolves in 6 of boiling, and 25 of cold,

alcohol.

Solidification-point.—Thickens at - 18^ C. Solidifies at - 20^ C, when
purified solidifies at - 18° C. (Mileau).

Elaidin test Liquid mass

Maumene's test 80" C.

,, relative 222

Absorption figures:

—

Iodine 133

Bromine 835

Acetyl 131

Fatty acids :

—

Solidification-point ------- 16° C.

Melting-point 20-5° C.

Density -9082

European poppy-seed oil is more drying than that ob-

tained from Indian seed, but the former is more costl5\

Adulterations.—Sesame oil and cotton-seed oil, which may
be detected hj the colour tests.

By the precipitated lead test poppj'^-seed absorbs 7 per

cent, of oxygen.

Hemp-Seed Oil.

Density.—Between -925 and -9276 at 15° C.

Solubilitj- in alcohol.—Soluble in all proportions in hot or in 30 per cent.

of cold alcohol.

Solidification-point.—Thickens between - 15° and - 16° C, and solidifies

at -27-5° C.

Adulterations.—Generally used to adulterate linseed oil

;

detected in latter by lower iodine absorption and greater

length of time in drying.
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Siilpliuric acid gives a deep hrown coloration, aqua regia

«, gret'ii, tlu' addition of soda producing bright brown stria*.

Cotton'-Sekd Oil.

Density at 15" C, -9322. rofiuod, -9222.

Solubility in alcohol.—In IG times its weight.

Solidification-point.—1*5° C.

,, Steariue-freed oil, - 8"" C.

Elaidiu tost Liquid mass

Mttunieni''s test - - - - - - - 52 C.

,, relative IH C.

Absorption figures:

—

Iodine ...... 105

Bromine 045

Acetyl 15H

Fatty Acids :

—

Melting-point between 3G^ and ST'S"" C.

Solidification-point .... between 32-5° and 35" C.

Density at 15" C. -9097

Deviation Variable

Cotton-seed oil dries fairly ; it is not often adulterated,

and is frequently used to adulterate linseed oil.

The black coloration produced by the reduction of nitrate

of silver in presence of the saponification products of the

refined oil is characteristic, and the oil can thus be de-

tected when used to sophisticate other oils.

The precipitated lead test gives an oxygen absorption of

between ") ;ind (i per cent.

Castor Oil.

Density at 15C. 'JGll

Purified oil 905 (Mileau)

Solubility in alcohol.—Completely soluble in cold alcohol. Characteristic.

Solidification-point :
—

Thickens at

Solidifies at - - • -

Elaidin test - . -

Maumeui's test

,, relative ....
Absorption figures :

—

Iodine - •

Bromine -

Acetyl

-16°
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Fatty Acids :

—

Melting-point - - 12° C.

Solidification-point ------- 4° C.

Polarisation deviation - - - - - - 43° C.

This oil is not generally adulterated. Sulphuric acid

gives a yellow coloration, aqua regia a green, and the

addition of soda yields bright red strige.

If resin oil be suspected, it may be detected by agitating

the suspected sample with its own volume of nitric acid

of specific gravity 1"31. The acid which is colourless with

pure oil becomes of a more or less deep brownish yellow

according to the amount of resin oil present.^

Castor oil is distinguished from all other oils by its com-

plete solubility in alcohol. Magnesium ricinoleate is also

soluble in alcohol. Both may be used in spirit varnishes to

produce elasticity.

Wood Oil (Japanese).
Specific gravity at about 12° C. "OSSS

Freezing-point below - 17° C.

Iodine number 165"7

Saponification number ------- 194

Hehner's number 96'4

Unsaponifiable matter "54 per cent.

Temperature elevation ------- 372

Free acid (reckoned as oleic) ..---- 3-84 per cent.

Melting-point of the fatty acids 37°

Freezing-point of same ------- 34°

Iodine number of same - - 150

Viscosity (taken with Redwood's viscosimeter, 12^°) - 41

AVood oil is the best drying oil known. It is but shghtly

fluid, colourless, inodorous and insipid.

When spread upon a glass plate it dries completely in

a few hours, but covers the glass with a milk-white opaque

film. But the oil dries transparent when previously heated

with letharge.

Cloez published the results of a careful study of this oil

in the Comjytes Rendns de I'Academie de Sciences, vols. 81, 82

and 83.

1 Moreover, the solubility in alcohol would be diminished ^jw rata. For
quantitative estimation, see under "Linseed Oil," p. 236.
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It is produced by the oil tree of China and Cochin China,

the Kldccocca rcrniai (Ton^' Ve()U\ the seeds of which contain

53 per cent, of oil, HO per cent, of which is j;ot by crushing,'.

When heated to 200' C. it thickens ; at 200° to 280° C. the oil

gelatinises. It should therefore not be boated above 180" C.

Unlik(! oilier drying oils it does not dry from without inwards,

but the process goes on simultaneously through the thickness

of the coat of oil. This oil is well adapted for mixing with

linseed oil, the latter component giving elasticity and the

former hardness and resistance, as well as an increase in

drying properties.

The attention of varnish-manufacturers is directed to

this oil. It is a known fact (says Livache) that large

quantities are yearly imported into Kngland, hut for what

purpose is unknown. Now its renmrkable <irying capabilities

in the cold, and without previous heating, suggests to him

its direct use in Kngland in the luiinufacture of high-class

varnishes.

But against its being used to any e.\tent in l^ngland,

at least until recently, is the fact that the oil merchants, on

the other hand, advertised it as being cxtcmiceh/ used mi the

continent.

Chemral Constitution of Dhvinc; Oils.

Since all oils consist of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen

in almost identical proportions, it may well be asked what

principle it is that is present in certain oils and causes

them to dry, and which must therefore be absent in those

oils which do not dry.

LiNOLEIN.

Mulder made a particular study of this question, and found

that the principal constituent of linseed, poppy-.seed and

walnut oils— as well as that of all drying oils—was linolein,

a substance formed by the combination of linoleic acid with

glycerine. His conclusions have been partially confirmed

by Hazura and Friedreich, who found in poppy-seed and
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walnut oils fatty acids analogous to, if not identical with,

linoleic acid.

More recently, however, as a result of fresh experiments,

Hazura has been led to regard linoleic acid as composed of

two distinct acids, linolic and Unolenic. But Keformabsky

disputes these conclusions.

As a consequence of still more recent researches by

Livache {Comptes Bendus de VAcad(fmie de Sciences, 1895), he

holds that the theory that the drying properties of linseed

oil is entirely due to the presence of linolein can hardly be

maintained. In fact all other oils, whether of vegetable or

animal origin, are capable of being transformed into a solid

product analogous to that which linseed oil is so easily con-

verted, and that whether taken individually or as the com-

ponent parts of a mixture, provided always that they be

submitted to the action of heat.

According to the present state of our knowledge of this

subject, it seems that the best explanation that can be

given of the drying properties of oils is the following : All

the different glycerides which enter into the composition of

«; drying oil play a part in the transformation of the oil into

a solid body, but the greater the proportion of one or several

glycerides analogous to linolein the more rapidly is this

transformation effected, and at a lower temperature. All

the glycerides present in oils and fats undergo this change

more or less slowly, as if by a kind of metamorphosis.

Looking at the matter from this standx^oint, we are able to

explain the differences—in drying properties—of different dry-

ing oils. Should in fact the glycerides, analogous to linolein, be

present but in small quantity, we can understand that the

•other glycerides will only dry slowly, and very often we must

resort to the aid of heat to accomplish the object in view.

Whatever explanation we adopt, we must bear in mind that

the drying oils are those which may be quickly converted

into a solid elastic substance at the ordinary temperature.
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Experience has further shown that this tninsfonnation

can only take phice in the prosrnce of oxy;,'en, and with a

rapidity which varies niuch aceonhng to the heat and h{,'ht

the oil is exposed to, and tlie previous treatment to which it

has heen sul)ject('d.

LlMi.XIN.

In the case of Hnseed oil Mulder called the resulting' solid

product linoxin. He found that it did not differ from linoleic

acid but by containing a lar«,'er proportion of oxygen, whilst

at tlie same time all the glycerine liad disappeared, whilst

making reservations necessitated by the still inaperfect state

of our knowledge regarding the composition of the differejit

solid bodies obtained by the oxidation of different oils, we
shall retain the name of linoxin. For this body, no matter

what oil it may be derived from, presents the same properties

of elasticity, insolubility in the usual solvents, etc., etc.

Linoxin consists of a perfectly dry elastic mass, of a

more or less deep yellow or brown colour according to the

manufacture of the oil from which it had been derived. For

a long time it was believed to be perfectly insoluble in the

different menstrua in which oils dissolve. When exposed to

their action it at first undergoes no change, hut if the action

be prolonged it increases in transparency, swells like india-

rubber, and at the same time a small proportion dissolves.

On drying the resulting swollen substance separately,

there still remains an elastic mass, but very friable between

the fingers, crumbling to particles, with no tendency to re-

unite. On the other hand, by evaporating the solvent there

is left a tacky residue of low melting-point. The oxidation

product of a drying oil, therefore, presents many analogies

with caoutchouc, being composed like it of two elements, one

of which dissolves in different menstrua, whilst the other

swells and disintegrates. The dissolved product recovered on

evaporation of the liquid solvents acts as a real cement,

reuniting the insoluble portions, first swollen and then dis-
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integrated, yielding as a result a continuous, elastic mass,

consisting on the one hand of the soluble, and on the other

hand of the insoluble, portion of the original linoxiu.

From what we have said it follows that before an oil can

dr}' , the linolein must be in a position to become oxidised,

and the more this is facilitated the quicker does the oil dry,

as the oxidation of the other glycerides would appear to be

one of the functions of the oxidation of the linolein.

Now by suitable means the oxygen may be caused to act

either upon the linolein, i.e., upon linoleic acid combined

with glycerine, or upon the linoleic acid separated from

glycerine, or finally upon suitable chemical combinations of

linoleic acid with metallic oxides, i.e., upon linoleates.

Before taking up the drjdng properties of oils from an

industrial point of view, we must first study the conditions

under which this oxidation takes place.

Action of Oxygen upon Linolein.

If we take the best and quickest drying oil, viz., linseed

oil, and expose it to the air in a thin layer, we soon see it

change to a solid substance.

If we perform the same experiment in a vessel containing

air placed mouth downwards over mercury, we see the same

change take place, but the volume of air confined over the

mercury diminishes in volume owing to the absorption of

oxygen. Finally, if the quantity of air suffices, the oil is

converted into a solid product which has increased in weight

proportionally with the oxygen which existed in the air and

which has disappeared, whilst the residual gas is composed

of nitrogen, together with a small quantity of carbonic acid,

and volatile acids of the methane series.

The transformation of the oil and consequently of the

linolein is therefore due to the action of oxygen.

Mulder obtained this solid body by exposing the oil on
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plates to tlie action of the air. and after detacliiiifj, lie treated

the product with ether, alcohol and water so as to wash away

any unoxidised oil or other soluhle matter: and he finally

ohtained a more or less elastic white suhstance which analysis

sh(^wed to be a product of the oxidation of the anhydride of

linoleic acid, linoxin.

On the other hand, he experimented directly upon linoleic

acid exposed in a thin layer to the air. and obtained very

easily the same solid linoxin, i>ut the change into a perfectly

dry substance was of lon«,'er duration than in the case of

linolein. But the products are identical in composition and

properties, and as no glycerine is found in the product of the

oxidation of linok'in by the aii-. it would appear that the

oxygen of the air first acts upon the glycerine, yielding such

bodies as carbonic acid, water, etc.. which disappear, and

then upon the linoleic acid of the linolein, converting it into

a solid body, linoxin. The product is identical whether we

use air or oxygen.

Different circumstances influence the rapidity of drying.

An increase of temperature exercises a very decided

influence ; oxidation takes place more rapidly, whilst at the

same time, the oil being more fluid, the oxidation is more

thorough owing to the oxygen penetrating the oil bettei- :ind

more deeply.

The intensity of the sun's rays has a very decided action.

Oil cxposi'd to direct sunlight dried in four days, whilst the

same oil m similar circumstances, but in semi-darkness, took

fifteen days to dry.

According to Cloez, when the liglit is caused to pass

through coloured glass the oxidation varies with the colour.

The maximum amount of oxidation takes i)laci' with colour-

less glass, but with blue, red, green, or yellow, a longer time

is required the nearer the colour approaches to yellow.

When oil is exposed to air in darkness, it is longer before
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the oxidation process sets in, and it takes a very long time

for complete oxidation.

Action of Oxygen upon Linoleates.

Linolein is very easily saponified, yielding soaps
;
potash,,

soda and ammonia yield soaps which readily dissolve in

water. Baryta, lime, the oxides of zinc, copper and lead,,

yield soaps, insoluble in water but soluble in ether.

The most suitable combination to study is that oflinoleic

acid with oxide of lead ; if we dissolve this linoleate of lead in

ether, and if we expose the liquid in a thin layer upon a

plate of glass, the white solid residue remaining on evapora-

tion of the ether, which is at first soft, becomes in a few

days very hard, owing to the absorption of oxygen.

LiNOxic Acid.

If we suspend this hard, brittle salt of lead in alcohol,

and pass a current of sulphuretted hydrogen through the-

alcohol, we obtain, after filtering off the sulphide of lead,,

an alcoholic solution from which water precipitates a white-

substance which analysis shows to be that oxidation product

of linoleic acid to which the name of linoxic acid has been-

given.

If instead of separating this alcohol in the cold b}^ the

simple addition of water, we evaporate the alcoholic solution

by the aid of heat, we also obtain a viscous residue, but of a

blood-red tint.

Linoxic acid is therefore met with in two colours—white-

or red—according as it has been prepared in the cold or the

hot, but the composition is the same in both cases.

But whilst viscous linoxic acid exposed to the air

changes to dry elastic linoxin, on the contrary, when com-

bined with lead—although it also suffers this alteration

—

it becomes more and more friable.
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If \vi' iL'sunio what wi- liavo (lotcnuincd in n-^Mrd to

linoleic acid we find that

—

1. Linok'ic acid coinbiiad witli ;,dyc6rine, in the state

of linolein, yields pro<:^ressively in a more or less short period

of time linoxiii, a soHd elastic body, a basis for colours and

varnishes.

'2. Free linoleic acid yields tairly (juickly a viscous com-

pound (linoxic acid) which afterwards changes to linoxin,

but after a longer period of time than in the preceding

case.

8. Linoleic acid combined with oxide of lead, i.e., Ihwlcate

of lead, dries fairly rapidly in consequence of the formation

of linoxate of lead, but this product changes afterwards into

a friable, brittle substance. As a result of these experi-

ments, it naturally follows that, to ensure a dry, elastic

product, we ought preferably to cause the oxygen to act

upon the linolein and to avoid, as far as possible, either the

presence of linoleic acid, which would take a longer time

to dry, remaining at the outset in a viscous state for rather

a long time in consequence of the formation of linoxic acid,

or the presence of linoleate of lead, which would give a

brittle, friable product. Owing to the ditficulty of separating

linolein from the other principles entering into the compo-

sition of oils in actual practice, we have to oxidise the oil

itself.

Having established these principles, ex^ienenee shows

that the drying properties of a drying oil are increased

under certain conditions, which it is important to study in

detail. With this end in view, we shall study how the

drying properties of linseed oil—the best drying oil—may
be increased, for whatever we may determine regarding it

holds good, keeping to the same proportions with other

drying oils.

17
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Methods of Ixcreasixg the Drying Properties of a

Drying Oil.

The rapidity of dnnng is influenced by :

—

1. The degree or extent to which the oil has been re-

fined. 2. The time which has elapsed since its extraction.

3. The conditions under which it has been preserved.

4. Heat. 5. Addition of certain substances.

1. Extent to icliicJi Oil has been Refined.—The oil as it

issues from the press contains water and impurities, mucilage

"foots ". It is evident that to obtain a continuous elastic mass,

it would be advantageous to get rid of these substances.

This may be done, naturally, by allowing the oil to

clarify itself by simple deposition, by filtration, or by

chemical treatment.

The latter, which is generally done by treating the oil

with sulphuric acid, frees it from substances which play

no part in the drying of the oil, because they do not fix

oxygen; if, in fact, we expose to the air comparatively

freshly pressed oil, and the same oil, after treatment with

sulphuric acid, then freed by washing from all trace of acid,

we find that the oil in the second case absorbs a larger

quantity of oxygen.

Purther, it is evident that the paler the oil the whiter

will be the final product, i.e., the dried coat of linseed oil

thus demonstrating that the oil ought to be bleached before

application.

2. Age of the Oil.—Oil preserved from contact with the air

absorbs oxygen the more rapidly the longer it has been stored.

This has been said to be due to a potymerisation of

certain principles of the oil. Dr. Fahrion thinks that the

non-saturated fatty acids enter into combination with them-

selves to form complex addition products.

3. Method of Storing the Oil.—Leaving the length of time

out of account, if the oil has been stored in contact with air

it will already have absorbed a certain quantity of oxygen.
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Now I'xperieiice shows that if, in the hc^i^inning, tlic oil

does not absorb oxyf,'en but rather slowly, this absorption,

once fairly started, fjoes on afterwards niiich more rapidly.

In the case of siuii an oil the absorj)tion of oxy^'cn will

take j»lace mukIi more rapidly when applied to any surface

exposed to the air.

4. Action of Heat.—The temperature at which an oil is

placed in the presence of air has an influence on the rapidity

of dryinj,' of that oil. Chevreul demonstrated that linseed

oil dries more rapidly at a temperature of '25' to '2.S C. than

at a tt.'mperature of from 15 to IS C.

Further, if we expose raw linseed oil under the same

conditions of temperature to the action of air, und ihf

same oil, after having been previously submitted to the

action of heat, the drying property is altered. If. for

instance, we heat linseed oil for three hours in such a

manner that it only disengages a few gaseous i)uhl)les from

time to time, the drying pi'operties of the oil are greatly

increased; as has been shown by Chevreul it takes only

about half the time to dry.

l)r. Fahrion states that when boiled in a deep pan, so

that oxygen of the air cannot intervene to any great extent,

the polymerisation of the non-saturated fatty acids are ac-

celerated with the formation of complex substances which

absorb oxygen more rapidly.

Chevreul, on the contrary, found by prolonging the heat-

ing of the oil—the temi)erature, etc., remaining constant

—

that oil heated for five hours took longer to dry than oil

heated for only three hours. It is probable that under

the influence of prolonged heating a certain proportion of

the glycerine is destroyed (as the smell of acrolein would

appear to indicate) with the simultaneous liberation of linoleic

acid. We have previously seen that linoleic acid takes longer

to div tlian linolein. Probablv this is the reason whv
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Mulder found that oil heated to between 70" and 100° C.

took longer to dry than raw oil.

What we can say is that :

—

(1) A regulated temperature stimulates the drying pro-

perties of raw oil.

(2) Exposed to the same temperature raw oil dries less

quickly than when it has been previously submitted to the

action of heat, provided always that the heat is regulated in

such a manner that the oil does not decompose in any way
so as to liberate free linoleic acid.

5. Addition of Certain Substances : Driers.—It has long been

known that the addition of certain substances, such as white

lead, litharge, black oxide of manganese, etc., stimulates the

drjdng properties of a drying oil. Sometimes these sub-

stances may be added in the cold, sometimes the mixture is

heated.

Let us consider in the first instance the lead compounds

which have been so long employed as driers. The process

of oil boiling in most general use is that in which the oil is

simply heated with a lead compound. The increased drying

properties of the oil has by some been attributed to the

formation of linoleates of lead with the simultaneous pro-

duction of free linoleic acid on heating, whilst others aver

that the oil becomes oxidised at the expense of the linoleate

of lead, as borne out by the fact that a certain proportion of

metallic lead is found at the end of the operation.

This double explanation is not satisfactory for the follow-

ing reasons. In the first place experience teaches that

linoleate of lead only imparts a fictitious drying property

because it very soon becomes brittle and friable, whilst on

the other hand linoleic acid dries less quickly than linoxin.

It is, however, an incontestable fact that an oil heated with

oxide of lead dries quicker than raw oil, or oil heated by

itself alone. We can therefore ask in the second place
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whether it is not at the expense of the oxygen <»f the dxidt-

of lejul tliat the oil increases in drying properties.

If we recall the fact that linseed oil of good quality ex-

posed to the air ahsorhs 1(5 to IH per cent, of its weight of

oxygen before it dries completely, and on the other liund we

reflect that in actual practice the quantity of oxide of lead,

litharge, or red lead, does not exceed 3 to 8 per cent, at the

highest estimate of the oil to be boiled, it will be seen that

the amount of oxygen which this oxide of lead could yield

would be less than 1 per cent, instead of the 10 to IH per

cent, which are necessary, and consequently that it can only

play a very secondary part as far as the direct oxidation of

the oil is concerned, much more so as a part of this oxide

does not yield up any of its oxygen to the oil. Nevertheless

the presence of a certain quantity of metallic lead at the end

of the operation proves that a corresponding quantity of

oxygen has started the oxidising process, and we have seen

that in studying the action of oxygen upon raw oil that the

drying properties of an oil increase more rapidly after the oil

has reached a certain stage of oxidation. Taking into con-

sideration the remarkable increase in drying properties, this

reaction would in any ease appear to be of a secondary nature.

The same objections and the same explanations hold good

in regard to the function of manganese compounds as driers.

Influence of Surface on K.-vpidity of Dryinc^.

But a better explanation may he given founded upon an

observation of Chevreul, who showed that if we spread

linseed oil on lead foil, freed from all traces of oxide,

the drying qualities of the oil increase in a remarkable

manner. Without doubt the oil cannot in this case absorb

any oxygen but what the air can in its normal state furnish

it with. The greater rapidity of drying can only therefore

be attributed to the presence of the metal, leaving out of

account the combination in which il mav enter the oil.
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But we may go further. If we shake raw oil along with

verj' porous metallic lead—obtained by precipitating a salt

of lead b}^ another metal—in a flask deprived of air, we
find that without applying any heat whatever the oil dries

much more quickly than before treatment, and in this case

it is certain that there has not been any oxygen supplied to

the oil. The only certain modification which the oil has

undergone is the presence of a small proportion of lead, and

we are thus led to conclude that the reason the oil dries

quicker is due solely to the presence of this small quantity

of lead.

In the case of manganese we cannot avail ourselves

directly of this experiment, but by an artifice we can place

the oil in the same conditions with regard to manganese.

We have only to stir the oil previously treated with the

precipitated lead with a solution of a salt of manganese, the

sulphate for example which by double decomposition will

yield sulphate of lead insoluble in the oil, whilst at the same

time the manganese takes the place of the lead. Working
in this manner it has been found that the resultant oil dries

quicker, better even than that obtained by heating raw oil

with a manganese salt.

It is by studying the action of a manganese-treated oil

that an explanation has been found of the cause of the

increase in drying. If we spread such an oil in a thin layer

in contact with air, it will be observed to assume a brown

tint due to the passage of the oxide of manganese present

to a higher degree of oxidation owing to the absorption of

oxygen from the air, but this l)rown coloration fades as the

oil becomes more viscous, finally disappearing altogether.

The oxygen of the peroxide of manganese is used up in

oxidising the oil, and in the end a perfectly colourless solid

mass is obtained.

This coloration followed by complete decoloration shows
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that the oxide of manganese has phiyed the part of an inter-

mediary or carrier of oxygen, becoming easily peroxidised,

and afterwards giving up its excess of (jxygen to the oil.

The action of oxide of lead is probably similar but less

energetic. We iivc, in fact, face to face with one of those

observations, the inference to be drawn from which has been

dehned by M. l^erthelot as follows :
" \\c see by these

observations how latent energy, and energy capal)le in theory

of producing exothermal phenomena, but which under given

circumstances do not [)roduce such phenomena, may be

rendered manifest by the intervention of certain agents

acting solely as intermediates or go-betweens, and capable

of developing indefinite reactions. This is the foundation of

tlie whole theory of thermochemistry as enunciated by me in

18G5 " ("Action by Presence," Ccmptcs HohIks dc fAcademic

de Sciences, 1889, t. 109, p. 546). In a litharge or manganese-

treated oil the lead or the manganese plays the role of inter-

mediaries, taking the oxygen from the air and giving it up

to the oil, which becomes oxidised more rapidly than without

the aid of these intermediaries.

Vincent defined this action as catalytic, but only as far as

manganese was concerned. Litharge and lead salts in his

opinion dissolved in the oil, and thus intensified its drying

properties; whilst manganese salts simply acted as carriers.'

It was natural to examine whether other metals could

perform the same function as lead and manganese. It was

found most convenient to take a litharge-treated oil and to

stir it with a salt of the ditlV'rcnt metals to be tested, the

acid of which would give with lead a salt insoluble in the oil.

Working in this manner Livache found tliat litharge-treated

oil spread on a glass plate dried in twenty-four hours, when

manganese replaced the lead in six hours, whilst, when the

lead was replaced by copper, zinc or cobalt, the oil took thirty

' In virtue of the fact that both resinale and hnolealc of niaugauosc dis-

solve in the oil, Vincents hypothesis requires moditication.
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to thirty-six hours to dry, and finall}^ the oils in which lead

was replaced by nickel, iron, chromium, etc., did not dry

completely until after forty-eight hours.

A very important point to be borne in mind is the fact

that an oil indirectly treated with manganese by the substi-

tution of manganese for the lead of a litharge-treated oil dries

much faster than an oil directly treated with manganese.

Lead and Manganese Salts.

We shall see, in actual practice, that besides the oxides

of lead and manganese we may employ certain salts of these

oxides. But their choice would appear to be subordinate to

their degree of solubility in the oil, and to the manner in

which they behave when heated along with the oil. Further

all the numerous salts proposed have been discarded with the

exception of the acetate (sugar) of lead and borate of man-

ganese, and the reason is not far to seek. These salts in fact

decompose when heated and yield as a final result either the

oxide of lead or finely divided metallic lead, or oxide of man-

ganese of which the valuable function is well known.

1. Acetate of Lead.—Let us take the acetate of lead. We
know that this salt melts in its water of crystallisation at

about 75" C. Above 100^ C. it loses water and a little acid,

yielding the sesquibasic acetate, which towards 280'' C. is

completely decomposed, giving off carbonic acid and acetone

and leaving as a residue metallic lead in an extremely fine

state of division (spongy lead). We have seen the important

role this plays in stimulating the dr3dng properties of oil.

2. Borate of Manganese.—Again, on the other hand we have

in borate of manganese a very unstable salt, as is the case with

borates in general. The affinity of boracic acid for oxide of

manganese being but very feeble, the latter is liberated by the

action of heat : the employment of this salt is therefore a useful

roundabout way of introducing oxide of manganese into the oil.

As experiment showed that non-oxidised metallic lead, in a

very porous condition, increased the drying properties of the
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oil, it was iiiU'ifstin^' to sliuly llu' action upon oil of other

metals ciipable of bein^; easily precipitated. But the oil dried

no (juicker when treated with precipitated tin or copper.

Besides these results niif,dit have been foreseen, for Chevreul

showed that linseed oil, spread upon well-polished lead, dried

much more rapidly than when spread upon copper, brass,

zinc or iron. With these metals the oil did not dry any

faster than upon plates of glazed or unglazed porcelain, glass

or plaster of Paris.

With regard to the numerous other substances besides the

salts of manganese and lead which have been proposed to be

added to drying oils to hasten their drying properties, none of

them would appear to e.xert any beneficial influence whatever.

Chevreul made a comparative study of the oxides of zinc and

lead and showed that the latter had no sensible influence.

He further pointed out that certain substances even acted in

a contrary manner, retarding instead of hastening the drying

of the oil ; of such are the oxide of antimony and the arseniate

of the protoxide of antimony. If certain substances appear

to act, the reason is to be found in the fact that they have

been used in conjunction with the application of heat, and

their apparent beneficial action is due to that alone.

According to Andes the following substances may be re-

garded as absolutdij useless : all organic matters (sepia, dog ex-

crement, bread, onions, garlic), red oxide of mercmy, verdigris,

lime, brass, zinc, alum, hydrated oxide of iron, boracic acid,

oxide of antimony, gypsum, vermilion, pumice-stone, animal

charcoal.

Weak Oxidisiwj Afjents.—White lead, sulphate of lead, car-

bonate of lead, basic acetate of lead, black oxide of manganese,

hydrate of protoxide of manganese, sulphate "f /inc. oxidf of

zinc, umber.

Enenjetic Oxidisiiuj Aijents.—Air—acting through its oxygen

—red lead, litliarge and the difterent oxides of lead, borate of

manganese and the hydrated peroxide of manganese.
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Recently Kassner has suggested the use of the plunibates

of the alkahne earths. These are prepared by heating in a

suitable furnace two molecules of baryta, strontia or lime, or

their corresponding carbonates with one molecule of oxide of

lead.

The plumbate of baryta is dense black, that of strontian,.

brown, and that of lime bright red. Kastner is of opinion

that the drying property of the oil is increased by the richness

in oxygen and the introduction of lead ; he holds further that

the introduction of the alkaline earths themselves may pro-

duce oleates, which after drying assume a consistency of

remarkable elasticity. Summing up we ought therefore to

confine ourselves in the use of driers to lead and manganese,

to their oxides, and in certain cases to some one of their

salts.

Catalytic Action of Driers.

An experiment of Chevreul lends support to the theory

of looking upon manganese and lead as simply performing

the function of intermediaries or oxygen carriers, viz. : If we

make a mixture of raw linseed oil and manganese-boiled oil,

the liquid resulting from this mixture has a much greater

oxygen absorbing power than either of the liquids constitut-

ing the mixtures taken separately.

It is very evident from this experiment that the quantity

of oxygen absorbed during the same period of time is not

proportional to the quantity of oxide of manganese contained

in the oil, since the mixture absorbs more oxygen, although

bulk for bulk it contains less oxide of manganese than the

original manganese-boiled oil. The only feasible explanation

is this : If the raw oil in the mixture absorbs a greater

quantity of oxygen in the same space of time, it is simply

because this oxygen is supplied to it under more favourable

conditions. Now these conditions are precisely the fixation

of oxygen by the oxide of manganese, which forthwith gives
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it up to the oil ; there is thus a continual transport of oxyi»en

from the air to the manganese and thence to the oxidisahle

principles of the oil.

It seems to us that we nmy from the fore<.joinfj statements

draw till- fdlldwiii;^' deduction, riz. : That an oil will dry in a

hetter manner tlu; less comhined linoleic acid it contains, he-

cause linoleate of lead ahsorhs less oxygen than linolein and

hecomes brittle ; all we have to do is to introduce a quantity

of lead or manganese sufficient to extract from the air the

tjuantity of oxygen necessary to oxidise the linolein as fast as

this oxidation proceeds. A large quantity of lead or man-

ganese does not hasten the oxidation—the intensity of which

is the sole function of the drying quality of the oil used—but

would on the contrary yjeld a less elastic and slower forming

final product.

Again, summing up the proper conditions under which

the drying properties of an oil are stimulated we can deduce

the following principles :

—

1. The oil ought to be retined and clarilied.

2. There is an advantage in allowing the oil to age before

using it ; if need be, oxidation may be started.

3. It is more preferable to use oil which has l)( en heated

than to use raw oil.

4. The drying of raw oil or heated oil is hastened by the

addition of either lead or manganese compounds in known

quantities, or by metallic lead in a fine state of division.

It remains to consider how in aetual practiei' we i-an

confirm to the principles enunciated.

Oil Rei-'ining and Boiling.

PuriHcation and Clarification.

The oil obtained from (jleaginous seeds by pressure is

very impure, and owing to the presence of easily decompos-

able foreign substances, amongst whicii albuminoid principles
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predominate, it cannot be used in its raw, unrefined condition.

It must therefore be refined.

The first stage of the refining process is mechanical, the

second chemical. The oil is purified mechanically by con-

veying it as it comes from the presses into a reservoir, from

whence a pump distributes it to the filter presses, in which

the greater part of the foreign substances which it holds in

suspension are separated.

Chemical purification consists in treating the oil, after it

has been previously mechanically clarified, in a methodical

manner with dehydrating agents such as concentrated sul-

phuric acid.

By Acids: Thenard's Process.—By using a quantity of not too

strong acid(l to Ih per cent, of 66" B.), the acid exerts its action

on the foreign matters contained in the oil in preference to the

oil itself—it acts at first by absorbing moisture ; it then attacks

the foreign matters and transforms them into a carbonaceous

mass, which imparts to the oil a brown coloration, which,

according to Livache, quickly deposits as a flocculent preci-

pitate. AVhen the acid has completely charred these sub-

stances water is turned on to dilute the acid, so as to prevent

it acting on the oil. After being energetically agitated with

injection of air, and repeated washing with water heated by

an open steam pipe, the oil is conveyed into large tanks and

left to settle. It only remains to separate the purified oil by

decantation. According to Hartley, however, oil treated in

this manner is itself frequently charred, or some impurity

therein which dissolving in the oil imparts thereto a brown

coloration, which is not removed by the subsequent bleaching

process to which the natural colouring principles of the oil

are amenable. This brown colour in his experiments some-

times separated as a flocculent precipitate, but only after

prolonged subsidence. Success in this process, in fact, de-

pends upon adding just enough acid of the proper strength

and no more as will be suflicient to char the mucilage without
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attacking the oil itself. Hartley states that he succeeded well

with acid of 80 per cent, stren^'th, which, whilst cluirrin},' the

mucilage, did not attack the oil when left in contact with it.

[It must be borne in mind that however expert a chemist

may be, that fact alone does not constitute him an oil refiner,

and, as a matter of fact, linseed oil can he refined and bleached

perfectly water-white by sulphuric acid alone by so-called

ignorant workmen who have the advantage of being practical.]

This oil is not, however, free from acid. Linseed oil

containing even a small proportion of sulphuric acid when
heated to the high temperature incidental to varnish-making

would char. This, of course, would be obviated by the use

in such a case of a basic drier, such as litharge or manganese,

but then only if kept continually in contact with every par-

ticle of oil by agitation. Metallic salts decomposable by sul-

phuric acid, such as sugar of lead, would act similarly.

Ill any case the oil is not quite bright. In 1^'ranee the

oil after treatment with acid and subsequent washing is con-

veyed into capacious metallic tanks, upon the bottom gratings

of which a layer of sawdust is deposited, and then a bed of

cotton waste, and then a grating of willow ensures an even

distribution of oil over the filtering material. This aggrega-

tion of filtering materials is preferable to tlu' different mixtures

often recommended, such as sand and sawdust, shale, mould,

etc., and the use of canvas filter bags. These filters are placed

in an atmosphere maintained at a temperature of '25° to 80"^

C. The oil, which escapes by a stop-cock at the bottom,

passes into a second similar filter.

The selection of sawdust is said not to be a matter of in-

difference from the point of view of the quality of the oil, for

pine sawdust, for example, imparts to the oil a reddish tint,

whilst that of oak turns it l)lackish. Notwithstanding its

relatively high price, poplar sawdust should be used.

A very practical method of rapid filtration was given by

Ure. The filter is composed of three parts, of which the
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filtering material, charcoal, waste, etc., occupies the middle.

The oil, placed in an adjacent reservoir, communicates on

one hand with the lower compartment, and on the other

hand by a pipe leading from its bottom with a reservoir of

water placed at a sufficient elevation. The water displaces

the oil, and causes it to pass through the filtering material,

and to be transferred into the upper compartment.

[In these daj^s of filter presses, and working on the large

scale, trivial filtering processes like the above are rather out

of date.]

Other processes of purifjdng oils chemically have been

recommended, such as a concentrated solution of chloride of

zinc, as suggested by Wagner and recommended by Hartley,

heating the oil with freshly calcined magnesia ; coagulation

of the albuminous matter by warm steam pipes, or by the injec-

tion of air heated to 110° C. ; addition of tannin extract or of

salts of iron or alumina to precipitate albuminous matter
;

partial saponification with a small quantity of caustic lye, so

as to carry down the foreign matters with the resultant soap

in much the same manner as beer is refined with isinglass, a

process employed with success in the purification of cotton-

seed oil. Hartley recommends a concentrated solution of

sulphate of manganese.

It would be superfluous to dwell longer upon these dif-

ferent processes. This short enumeration will be sufficient.

The oil thus purified is then stored in large reservoirs.

Bleaching of Oil.

In the manufacture of high-class varnishes, it is indis-

pensably necessary to use an oil which has been deprived of

its natural yellow colour. Even with an oil which only

shows a very faint j^ellow tint the quality of the varnish into

which it enters will be deteriorated. It is therefore necessary

to bleach the oil.

The colouring principles of oils are derived from powerful
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«()l()urin<,' matters existiiifj in the fruits and seeds from

wluuice they Iiave heen extracted.

Hartley, who has studied these colouring matters, has

identified four priiici[)al suhstances of very snuilar chemical

composition : Xanthophyll and chlorophyll, hoth yellow,

another, hut hlue, chlorophyll, and finally erythrophyll, of

a red colour. These substances are not necessarily found in all

oils, but nevertheless they are always present in linseed oil,

and the variations in their relative proportions is the cause of

the ditTerent colours which different samples of this oil exhibit.

If erythro[ihyll and a mixture of the two chlorophylls

predominate we <i;et a brown oil ; if a greater proportion of

chlorophyll be present the oil will have a greenish brown

tint ; finally, if zanthophyll predominates a pale yellow oil

is the result. These substances are decolorised by sunlight,

especially in contact with air ; oxidation also destroj's them
;

they are also easily decolorised by dilute acids. Alkalies

and certain metallic salts first precipitate the chlorophyll,

then in the long run, if added in excess, the other two sub-

stances are likewise precipitated ; finally, they are rapidly

<lecolorised by chlorine and hypochlorites.

Five processes of bleaching oils are in use based upon

the preceding remarks:

—

1. By sunlight alone, or by sunlight and air acting

together.

'2. liy oxidising agents.

3. By acids.

4. By alkalies or inctallu- salts.

5. By chlorine.

1. Action of Lii/lit.—In decolorising oil the bi'st result is

obtained by the prolonged action of sunlight, and a superior

article is obtained to that yielded by the use of chemical

reagents.

When linseed oil is exposed in a thin layer to the direct
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action of sunlight, it bleaches in two hours. AVorking with

large quantities the process is of course of longer duration, but

by using large flasks of colourless glass, and exposing the oil

in these to direct sunlight, bleaching proceeds very rapidly,

and so that the oxygen of the air may aid in the operation

the mouths of the flasks are simply plugged with cotton wool.

When it is desired to treat larger quantities the oil is placed

in flat lead-hned or zinc-Hned boxes about 40 inches long by

•20 inches wide, and 6 to 10 inches deep, covered with a glass

plate, and slightly inclined by raising one of the sides of the

box about | inch or so ; or the glass plate is made to over-

lap the sides of the box, so that no rain water gains access

to the contents of the boxes, which are generally placed in

the open air. Finally, two tubes lead into the box from the

two opposite sides, so that the air on the surface of the oil is

being constantly renewed. By means of this plant linseed

oil can be bleached to a bright colourless oil in less than a

fortnight.

The process can be further accelerated, according to

Mulder, by previously filtering the oil through animal char-

coal. It has also been suggested to expose the oil to sun-

light in contact with animal charcoal for a week, and not to

filter the oil until then.

2. By Oxidising Agents.— (a) Peroxide of hydrogen, which is

now easily obtainable in commerce, has also been recom-

mended. The oil is shaken with 5 to 10 per cent, of

peroxide of hydrogen of 10 per cent, strength. This pro-

cess would appear to be only adaptable to small quantities.

Expense would debar its use on the large scale, and, as a

matter of fact, quite irrespective of expense, both peroxides

of hydrogen and sodium have no practical value as oil-

bleaching agents, however energetic they ought to be

theoretically in this respect.

(6) Ozone.—More recently attempts have been made to use
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ozone. It is made by caiisin<» a cunent of air to jiasH tlirouf^h

a series of ordinal y ozonisinf,' tul)es, wliere it becomes richer

and richer in ozone, bein^' fniall}' led to a receiver containing'

the oil to be oxidised. The oil is heated by a steam coil

to about 40 to 50" C, and the ozonised air is admitted to the

bottom of the vessel, and is made to pass through the whole

of the oil by means of a tube pierced with very small holes.

E. Schrader and Otto Dumcke, who have made a study

of this subject, found that ozone only acts upon the oil for a

comparatively short time—it in fact stops very quickly. But

if the oil thus treated be placed in white glass flasks in flat

boxes, in contact with air and preferably in the sun, the

action continues of its own accord bleaching and thickening

the oil in a very short time, and causing it to dry much
more rapidly.

Although information and particulars in regard to the

bleaching of oils by ozone are far from definite, this process

ought to receive the attention which it undoubtedly deserves.

(c) By Pcrnuumanate or Bichromate <>/ Potash.—The perman-

ganate, or, better still, the bichromate of potash, in conjunc-

tion with sulphuric acid, have long l)een used as bleaching

agents. The process is conducted in wooden tanks lined

with lead. For every 100 lbs. of oil about h lb. of bichro-

mate of potash is mixed with double its weight of sulphuric

icid, previously diluted with five times its bulk of water.

This mixture is run into the oil in a thin stream, with con-

stant stirring, which is kept up for an hour, the oil, if need

l)e, being heated all the time by a steam coil. The liipiids

are allowed to separate, the lower layer drawn off, and the

oil repeatedly washed with hot water.

This process is tedious, owing to the ditliculty of elinnna-

ting even by acid the green hydrated oxide of chromium

whicli dissolves in the oil. The same remark applies to

bleaching with manganese compounds where a similar hitch

18
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occurs. There is a great loss of oil with both processes

altogether incompatable with the extent of any to which

the oil may be bleached. However, in both cases the oil

may increase in drying properties owing to the action of the

nascent oxygen developed in the processes in question.

By Linoleate of Manganese.—Blenkinsop and Hartley have

proposed to bleach oil bj^ oxide of manganese introduced in

the state of linoleate of manganese dissolved in coal-tar

naphtha. The process involves the use of heat. The

oxygen used up in oxidising the oil and bleaching the

colouring matters is restored to the manganese by a current

of air as fast as it is deprived of it.

3. By Acids : (a) By Nitric Acid, etc.—Lawson has suggested

dilute nitric acid. The process should be most carefully

watched, so as to prevent any elevation of temperature.

In England, according to Livache, use is made of a mixture

of nitric acid and chlorate of potash in the proportion of 1 to

2 per cent, of the oil to be decolorised ; heat is applied, and

the oil is then repeatedly washed with water. This process

has been successfully employed with cotton-seed oil.

(b) By Sulpliuric Acid.—Sulphuric acid has also been used,

and gives very good results. The process is identical with

that used in the purifying of oil by this acid, but it is

recommended not to push the washing of the oil so far as

to free it from all trace of acid, because oil bleached in this

manner, and afterwards boiled with lead compounds, darkens

much less during the process than when it does not contain

any trace of sulphuric acid. The nitric acid and sulphuric

acid processes are seldom used.^

4. By Alkalies and Metallic Salts : (a) By Caustic Soda.—
Certain oils, containing resinous colouring principles,

particularly cotton-seed oil, may be completely decolorised

by agitation with a small quantity of caustic 2)otash or soda

^ According to Livache, l)ut the latter is extensively emploj^ed in England,
and is the only reallj' practical method of refining and bleaching in one
operation.
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(1 per cent.). Coinl)inati:>]i uilli tlir colouriii}^ juiiicijiles

ensues, and as a result these are precipitated.

(b) By Carbonate of Potaah.—Five parts of tlie carbonate

dissolved in 100 parts of water are added to the oil,

and the mixture stirred to thorough incorporation ; 'io

parts of a *i per cent, solution of chloride of calcium arc

then added. The oil hk'aches rapidly, and it is then de-

canted and treated with a o per cent, solution of sulphuric

acid, and afterwards washed until perfectly neutral.

(c) By Ferrous Sulphate : Artists' Oil.—Amongst the salts

proposed, ferrous sulphate (green \Ttriol) is capable of

giving good results, with small quantities of oil. Process.—
One part of green vitriol is dissolved in H parts of water,

and this mixture is added to double its volume of linseed

oil contained in a glass flask. The whole is then exposed

to sunlight, and shaken at least once a day. The oil is

generally bleached in from three to six weeks, according

to the amount of sunshine. When the oil is decanted the

green vitriol solution can be used over again for treating a

fresh quantity of oil. This process is much in vogue with

artists' colourmen, the bleached oil being sold as artists oil.

(d) By Basic Acetate of LQad.—A solution of basic acetate of

lead when agitated with oil eliminates its colouring principles

very etiectually.

(e) By Sulphate of Lead.—This process also gives good

results. It is mixed with the oil to the consistency of cream,

and exposed as in the preceding process to sunlight, with

frequent agitation. After a time the oil is bleached. Two
layers are found at the bottom of the flask, one consisting of

sulphate of lead, the other of colouring matter. The sulphate

of lead may be used over again. The rationale of the process

is ol)scure. It may to a certain extent be looked ujion as

similar to the clarification of beer by isinglass.

(/) By Comple.r Mixtures.—More or less complex mixtures

of different metallic salts are also used. We will onlv name
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the following, which gives good results, without seeking to

demonstrate the precise reactions which simultaneously

occur. To 100 parts of linseed oil are added 16 parts of

water, containing h part of black oxide of manganese, | part

of bichromate of potash, \ part of carbonate of soda, and |

part of common salt. The boiling solution is added to the

oil ; it is left to clarify, and the colourless oil is decanted. •

5. Bjj Chlorine.—Substances from which chlorine can be

generated without the aid of heat are added to the oil. For

instance, 5 parts of concentrated muriatic acid, 33 per cent.,

diluted with 4 times its weight of water, are added to 100

parts of oil. The whole is well stirred, whilst a solution of

1 part of bichromate of potash in 10 parts of water are

added.

A mixture of red lead and hydrochloric acid may also be

used. To 100 parts of oil \ part of red lead beaten up with

h part of oil is added, and the whole well stirred, whilst ^

part of hydrochloric acid is added. During the next five days

an additional h part of hydrochloric acid is added daily, the

whole being well stirred several times during the twenty-four

hours. The decanted oil is run into large bottles, or placed

in boxes lined with lead, and exposed to sunlight until the oil

is perfectly colourless.

Summary.—The most rapid method of bleaching oils is

by means of chemical reagents, especially chlorine, but it

must not be forgotten that it is difficult to free the oil from

all trace of these reagents, which in the end may exert a

vexatious and injurious influence upon the final products

manufactured from an oil bleached in this way. Certain

bleaching agents, like chlorine and nitrous acid, are apt to

form substitution compounds which alter altogether the

nature of the oil, and not for the better. Had one space

at his disposal, and a sufficient supply of refined oil to

meet his wants in the meantime, the bleaching of oil by

means of sunlight in flat boxes covered with glass plates
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cannot be too hi«,'hly recommended. The slowness of the

process would be lar^'ely compensated by the beauty and

([uiiiity of the products manufactured from such an oil.

Action of Timk.

Whatever theory one may adopt as to the cause, it is

an undeniable fact that oil kept for a certain time gives a

better coatint( on drying to that yielded by an oil fresli from

the press. Speaking generally, linseed oil should nnl i)e

used until after it has been " aged " for a year or two. Such

oil is known as old tanked oil, and gives better results in

varnish-making than can be obtained by any mere rapid

process of bleaching freshly pressed raw oil.

Methods of Storing.

Galvanised iron reservoirs are to be preferred for storing

oil. Their base should be very wide in proportion to their

height ; they are generally covered by a badly-titting lid, so

that the air may be constantly renewed on the surface of the

oil, i)ut it is preferable to use a tight-fitting lid so as to ex-

clude dust. In this case a current of air is set up by two

tubes placed on opposite sides of the reservoir, thus starting

oxidation, and thereb}' increasing the drying properties of the

oil. It is also of importance to maintain the oil at a con-

stant temperature, about 15 to 20' C. It is advisable to

draw off the " foots " two or three times a year.

Oil Boilinc;.

This operation is conducted generally in cast-iron pans,

which are advantageously made in the form of an inverted

truncated cone, so that in frothing u[) or priming the oil

may spread over a larger surface.

Recently oil-boiling vessels have been constructed of

enamelled iron, especially on the continent, but their use

is for obvious reasons far from general in this country.

In general the pan is half filled with oil. and heated for
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three hours. For some purposes the oil is set on fire a few

minutes before the fire is drawn.

At other times the oil is heated to a much higher tem-

perature, viz., 200" to 225° C, and this temperature is main-

tained in some cases as long as eight days. So that the

heat may not accidentally rise too high a small quantity of

tin is added to the oil, and care taken that the heat does

not reach its melting-point, 228' C.

Should a viscous or a good bodied oil be required, the

temperature is raised to 316° C, and kept thereat from 6 to

8 hours. But in the case of oils to be used in the preparation

of pale varnishes, it is not desirable to heat the oil to too

high a temperature, which would impart to it a brown colour

and, moreover, start the destructive distillation of the oil,

thus liberating a certain proportion of linoleic acid, which

dries more slowly than linolein.

In order to produce a superior article the heat should not

be raised so far as to start destructive distillation or "crack
"

the oil. The oil should rather be kept at a temperature

which would bring about polymerisation, an object attained

by slow boiling at a temperature regulated between 150°

and 200° C. The lower the temperature at which the oil is

kept the longer does the process last. This is the method

adopted in England, where the oil is boiled for a very long

time, often extending over a week ; but by working in that

way a very pale oil is obtained, presenting great elasticity

and possessing properties which more than compensate for

the length of time occupied in the process.

Treating Oil with Driers.

The above considerations of the influence of different

driers show that those which have really a beneficial influence

upon the drying of oils are lead and manganese either in the

state of metals, oxides or salts.
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In iicliial practice the oxides of lead and nianj^'anese or

their sahs are preferred ; nevertheless the use of metallic

lead has lately been tried with promising' results.

l^riers are generally incorporated with the oil by aid of

heat. However, interesting' attempts have been made to

eflect this result in the cold.

Oil lioiLiNd 15V Xakkd Firi:.

1. When only small quantities of boiled oil are recpiired,

the most simple plan is to boil the oil in an iron or copper

pan of aljout 20 piallons capacity, with an enlarged mouth to

prevent the oil from frothing and threatening to prime over.

This pan is at a certain height furnished with a collar or

circular flange which supports it on the rim of a sheet-n-on

furnace, fed preferably with wood charcoal.

The pot being filled to the extent of half of its capacity

with oil, and therefore containing about 10 or 11 gallons, the

fire is lighted, and as soon as boiling commences the driers

are added in small quantities at a time. The proportion

and the nature of the driers used vary much, according to

Andes ; for the quantity of oil in the pot, either of the follow-

ing mixtures may be used :

—

2| lbs. of red lead and 2\ lbs. litharge ; or

2J lbs. of litharge and '2\ lbs. sugar of lead ; or

IJ lbs. of red lead and 3jJ lbs. sugar of lead ; or

IJ lbs. to 33 lbs. of borate of manganese ; or

2^ lbs. of hydrated oxide of manganese.

The driers are previously gmnnd as finely as possible,

and the oil well stirred after each addition. As soon as the

driers are all in and the frothing has ceased the pot is filled

with oil just up to the neck, and the fire regulated so that

the temperature does not rise above ±10 C. by means of

a thermometer with metallic framework. The operation is

generally complete in three hours, when the ])ot is withdrawn

from the fii-e, and tlie oil is set aside to clarify ;
or if it be
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desired to start to boil a fresh batch the oil is run into a

sheet-iron or galvanised-iron reservoir.

Although this is a very simple arrangement, it has the

great drawback that the pot full of hot oil has to be lifted

down from the top of the furnace, thus greatly enhancing

the risk of accidents. Further, when several consecutive

boilings are made the heat is but badly utilised.

Fig. 20.

—

Plant for Oil Boiling by Naked Fibe.

2. To remedy these inconvenient defects a furnace built in

a framework of masonry is used. This furnace is covered with

an iron plate, with a circular hole into which the pot fits.

More often, however, the fire is underground, thus en-

abling the workman to watch the operation at his ease, since

the pot is then on the same level as the ground.
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A rather diffeieiit kind of pot (Fig. '21) is used to that

illustrated in Fi{^. '20, and so constructed that the oil does

not receive throu<,'hout its whole mass and at the outset the

heat stored up in the hrickwork. To ohviate this the pan of

about *20 to 22 gallons capacity, generally of enamelled cast-

iron, is contracted in tlu- middle, and egg-shaped at the

Fig. 21.—Oil Boilinu Pot. A, B. Flue and Chimnctj Stalk:

C, Plate on which Lu<i of Pot rests.

base, so that the bottom only is e.xposed to tlu' action of the

heat. Otherwise the process is conducted in the same way

as before, only the oil is heated a little longer, say, four

hours instead of three.

When large quantities of oil are to be hoik'd no good

purpose is served by multiplying operations. It is better to
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use larger pans. In an extensive business the pans may
measure (5 feet 6 inches high by 5 feet in diameter. Never-

theless we more often meet with pans having a capacity of 60

to 120 gallons. The pan is of strong iron plate about j^ of

an inch thick, is built into masonry in such a manner that

the upper part controls a circular gutter of 4 to 5 centi-

metres deep, which, in case of the oil boiling over, conducts

it to an adjacent receiver.

The pan can be so built into the brickwork that it may be

heated on a part of its bottom and its sides, or, on the con-

trary, and preferably, on its sides alone. Accordingly, in the

first case it rests on the brickwork in such a manner that

the centre part of the bottom is exposed ; in the second

case, on the contrary, the bottom is supported by a small

arch of brickwork, so as not to overheat the bottom part,

thus preventing solid matters from tenaciously adhering to

the bottom.

The cylindrical form of pan is not always adopted. We
often come across pans almost conical in shape, the narrow

part of which forms the bottom—a form which has the

advantage of distributing the heat more evenly, and, owing

to the larger section, of diminishing, in case of frothing,

the chances of the oil running over.

Using this form of pan the process is as follows : The

pan is half or at the most two-thirds filled with oil and at

first heated gently, and when the oil reaches 100° C. the im-

purities which appear on the surface are skimmed off. The

driers, previously ground very finely, are then added. It

would not do to add them in the beginning, as they would

fall to the bottom, and their beneficial action be to a great

extent lost.

Andes gives the following proportion for 20 gallons of

oil :—
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'2^ lbs. red load, lii 11)8. litharge ; or

2|^ lbs. litharge, 'Ik lbs. sugar of li'iid ; or

1§ lbs. borate of manganese ; or

•2i lbs. hydrate of mangnnese.

Boilin<.,' is kept up for five hours at a temiu'ratm- " '

t xceediiif^ 'I'lO ('.

The tcinpcraturc is re«,'ulat«'(l hv means of a therinoineter

in metal framework, or, better still, by an aneroid ther-

mometer, which is more legible, and not so fraj^^ile. Some-

times the heat may be retjulated by adding,' some tin. and

taking' care that the heat does not lise to the meltinf,'-

point of the latter, viz., -i'iS C. The di'<,'ree of heat is also

ascertained by dipping the quill end of a feather into the oil,

which ought to at once shrivel and curl up.

The more attention there is paid to ensure a constant

regulated temperature, the l)righter and paler will be the oil.

When very quick drying properties are aimed at the oil

is boiled from one to two hours longer, and the amount of

driers increased from 20 to *25 per cent.

At the time of adding the driers the oil should be

well stirred either with an iron spatula, or preferably by

means of mechanical agitators (a revolving shaft with

arms, or a simple hanging chain fixed at both ends to

a horizontal shaft, bent twice at right angles, fixed above

the pan. The chain descends almost to the bottom of

the pan and is turned by means of a crank some distance

away).

Wood charcoal is the fuel used. This allows a consiani

temperature to be maintained if the fire be well regulated.

Coke will suit equally well. So as to lessen the risk of the

temperature rising too suddenly, which would colour the

oil and cause it to overflow or aggravate the risk of fire, it

has been suggested to use a movable grate, which can be

lowered instantaneously, and thus cause the fuel to fall into

a pit full of water. Movable car furnaces running upon rails.
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and thus capable of being easily removed, have also been

employed.

Oil is sometimes heated by immersing the pan in a sand

bath, or in a bath of a suitable alloy. But this plan is

hardly to be recommended. In point of fact, if for any

reason the temperature rises too high, the oil cannot be

withdrawn from the source of heat—the same thing some-

times happens when the pan is built into masonry, for even

in the case of a movable furnace the oil remains exposed to

the action of the heat stored up in the brickwork.

Pig. 22.

—

Movable Furnace.

To remedy this inconvenience, the pan, which sometimes

measures more than a cubic yard, is mounted on a kind of

trolley. The circular opening of the fire is on a level with the

ground. If the temperature rises too high all that has to be

done is to remove the trolley supporting the pan from the

fire ; a movable hood with a counterpoise descends over the

top of the pan and carries away the fumes. This arrange-

ment not only enables the oil boiler or varnish-maker to

watch the operation very easily, but at the same time pre-

serves the metal of the pan. It therefore presents many
advantages.
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When tlif operation is terininatecl the oil is ludU'd out,

and on the hir^'e scale pumped, into a ^'alvanised iron tank.

As soon as the pan is empty it is immediately re-charged

with another hatch, and fjenerally without heing cleaned

in any way. Working,' in this manner, it has heen found

that the coating which forms on the sides of the pan

prevents the oil from darkening, hut care must be taken

to remove any excess of driers from the bottom of the

pan, otherwise unintentionally an excess of driers, wliidi

might have an injurious effect, may be added to the next

batch. When after a time the skin becomes too thick it is

scraped off. In certain factories this is only done once a

year, or once in two years.

Prevention of Nuisance.

During boiling pungent, very inflammable, vapours are

given off. When working with small quantities of oil all

that is generally deemed necessary to prevent fire is to have-

a cover at hand to place on the pot should the oil take fire.

On the large scale, when the oil is heated in a pan, a

hinged lid is fixed over the pan during the boiling by means

of a cord. If the oil takes fire the cord burns, and the cover

tails automatically on to the pan.

Different arrangements have been adopted so as to do

away with the inconvenience of the pungent vapours. On the

small scale, a simple hood connecting with a draught pipe

of sufficient elevation is placed above the pot. A better plan

is to fix a sheet-iron cap above the pot fFig. '10), provided with

an opening in front by which the process may be watched,

or the contents of the pot stirred. This cap is connected by

means of a pipe with a tall chimney shaft, the lower part of

which is closed by a plug. Here the thick viscous products

with a vile odour condense. They are removed from time to

time by opening the plug. The more volatile products escape

from the to)).
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Bui it is better not to let the volatile products escape

directly into the air, luit to cause them to pass through a

condenser in connection with the chimney. A very simple

arrangement consists in covering the boiling plant with a

movable lid, provided with a window in the centre capable

of being opened so as to allow of stirring the oil. On the

side is a disengagement tube, which can be luted to a pipe

connected with a condenser. The latter may be a pipe,

shaped like an organ pipe leading into a vessel containing

water, or it may consist of a vertical cylinder, the interior of

which contains a coil of piping, through which cold water

circulates. The vapour passes through the space not occu-

pied by the pipes, and is in a great measure condensed.

It is advisable to use an aspirator because the vapours are

very heavy, but working with one or other of these arrange-

ments condensation is almost complete. If need be the

uncondensable vapours may be led through a fire to burn

them as shown in Fig. 23, p. 291.

Often no previous condensation is attempted, but the

vapours are led directly into the fire. At first it was

supposed that explosions would occur, but the large quan-

tity of air which is mixed with the volatile vapours does

away with any danger. It is, however, necessary to be very

careful that the oil in the pan does not catch fire when

these products are conveyed directly to the fire which heats

the pan, or to a special furnace. The oil may in fact take

fire by the heavy vapours condensing in the conduit almost

as soon as they leave the pan, and should there be any flaw

in the arrangement, they may run slowly backwards towards

the fire and there become inflamed, and thus by the flames

running back heat to redness the connecting i)ipe, which is

generally of sheet iron, and thereby set fire to the condensed

products in proximity to the l)oiling oil, and thus to the oil

itself. This is easily remedied l)y protecting the lower part of
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the conduit pipe hy liit'-cliiy bricks, and adding a daniper

<see V\i*. 20, p. '2H0) so that coinnumication iiiuy he shut off

filiould the temperature rise too hi^di.

If the vapours he condensed hy means of a properly con-

structed condenser between the pan and the fire, no fears

need l)e entertained.

Choice of Drikr—Manganese Duiers.

The prehminary study whicli we have made of th(

different driers shows that the best results are oi)taini'd hy

the use of lead and manj^anese. In particular it has been

shown that an oil boiled in contact with man^'anese dries

quicker than one boiled with lead. l<'urther, when boiled

oil is free from lead it has the advantage of not being altered

by sulphur compounds.

If we go back to the receipts for the different driers to be

added, we will find the employment of the borate and the

hydrated oxide of manganese recommended to the exclusion

of all lead compounds, and the boiling may be done as

suggested.

The superiority of oils having manganese as their only

drier is so decisive that attempts have been made to manu-

facture such oils directly. According to Andes this result

may be attained in a very simple manner.

1. Borate of Manganese.

Two parts of very white borate of manganese, free from

iron and finely ground, are added with constant stirring tc»

10 parts of oil heated to 100 C. When comjih^te incorpora-

tion is effected the heat is raised to 200 C. One thousand

parts of oil are heated in a pan until bubbles of gas com-

mence to come off, when the preceding mixture is added in

a thin stream. The heat is raised to about 200" to 220' C.

and after twenty minutes' boiling an oil is olttaincl whith

rapidly dries to a bright elastic coat.

It is absolutely necessarv onlv to use borate of manga-
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nese completely free from iron. It is prepared, according

to Livache, by adding a solution of borax to a solution of

chloride of manganese, so long as a precipitate is formed

which is washed with water and dried. A perceptibly white

product is thus obtained.

As manganese ores are apt to contain iron, lime and

other impurities, this method of preparing borate of man-

ganese is apt to give an impure product ; a better method is

that given on p. 312. In addition, the drying properties

of this salt are such that it can transform linseed oil into a

very drying oil at a temperature as low as 40" C.

If in a flask containing oil we suspend a small linen bag

containing borate of manganese (3 of borate to 100 of oil),,

and if we place the flask in a warm place we obtain in

fifteen days a quick-drying oil.

Nevertheless, we obtain a better quahty oil if, instead of

employing borate of manganese alone, we employ a mixture

of borate of manganese and oxide of lead, which is practi-

cally the same, on account of the reaction which ensues as

introducing oxide of manganese. Oxide of manganese may

be added directly in the form of the hydrated oxide—a dense^

brown product ; finally it can be introduced by utilising re-

actions similar to that just indicated.

2. Hydrated Oxide of Manganese and i^iR.

One thousand parts of oil are heated to 70° to 80^ C. ; on the

other hand, 3 parts of crystallised sulphate of manganese are

dissolved in a very small quantity of water by the aid of heat

;

10 parts of caustic potash dissolved in a small quantity of

water are added ; the whole well stirred and run into the oil.

The mass turns brown, and brightens at the same time. An
india-rubber tube, to the end of which a rosed nozzle is fixed^

is introduced into the pan, and by means of a j)unip air is-

injected for four or five hours until the brown coloration has

disappeared.

It has likewise been proposed to cause the oil to which
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the alxni! mixture Ims been added to full in (iiops inside u

tube, where a current of air circulates the revt-rse way. The

oil is a«,'ain elevated, and nuide to fall a^ain, an<l so on until

the brown coloration disappears. It has been further pro-

posed to use the natural black oxide of nian^'anese—pyro-

lusite.

3. Black Oxide of MaN(. ankm. and >>i i-i iii ivn Acii».

A mixture of 2 parts of finely ^Tound pyro-lusitc and '2h

parts of sulphuric acid is added to 100 parts of linseed oil

heated between 180 and 200^ C. After about an hour a

milk of lime, obtained by slacking' 1 part of (piick-lime, is

added, the whole W'ell stirred, and filtered throu^'h canvas.

I. Wiriou.H Processes.—A very quick-drying oil whose

dryer is manganese—free from lead—may be obtained in a

roundabout way by slightly heating or simply agitating an

oil which has been boiled with litharge, witli borate or

sulphate of manganese. The oxide of manganese replaces

the oxide of lead, which is precipitated in the state of in-

soluble borate or sulphate.

Finally, a note may be made of certain processes but

seldom used.

One thousand parts of linseed oil, for example, are heated

with 5 per cent, of oleate of lead.

It has been proposed to replace the oleate of lead by thi-

linoleate, or more recently by the resinate of manganese.

Zinc Driers.

In another process the oil is boiled after the addition of

white lead, acetate of lead and sulphatu of zinc.

The function of zinc sulphate in oil-boiling and varnish-

making is obscure ; it is generally added with the idea of

imparting elasticity.

Again, attempts have been made to substitute lead salts

by pure oxide of zinc, but after boiling the resultant oil

dries slowly, and has no advantage over a litharge-boiled

lU
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oil except that it is not blackened by sulphuretted hydrogen.

It is much more profitable to precipitate the lead of a lith-

arge-boiled oil by means of a suitable manganese salt such

as the sulphate.

In certain cases it has been recommended to add oxide of

zinc to the salts of manganese employed in oil boiling, but

experience has shown that if the oxide of zinc did any good

in these cases it was in consequence of the liberation of

oxide of manganese. Leaving out of account the advantage

—often very appreciable—-of obtaining an oil which does not

blacken in contact with sulphuretted hydrogen, it would

appear that the oil does not dry quite so quickly as when a

salt of manganese is added in presence of oxide of lead.

It has been recommended not to heat the oil with driers

beyond 120" to 127"' C, but to project into the oil after several

hours' boiling j^th of its weight of water, mixed with ^o-th

of its weight of litharge, in the form of fine drops. But

this process, due to Bartky and tried in Germany, appears

to be but little used.

Oil Boiling by Steam.

In boiling oil over a naked fire two very great incon-

veniences present themselves, inz., the danger of fire and the

dark tint which the oil assumes in contact with overheated

surfaces. It has been tried to remedy these by boihng

oil by means of a steam heat, and this method of boiling

ensures perfect safety, economy and rapidity, advantages

which are the more to be appreciated because this method

produces bright-coloured oils.

Boilinij by Steam Coil.—The most simple arrangement is

to heat the oil in a pan by means of a steam coil. Steam at

about 4 to 5 atmospheres is passed through the coil so as to

heat the oil to about 150° C. A mechanical agitator spreads

the heat uniformly through the bulk of the oil.

Suppose we are working with a pan capable of holding half

a ton of oil. When the oil has been heated for half an hour
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the necessary (juimtities of driers arc added, and the iHtilin^

continued for six hours, the mechanical aj^itator hoin^ kept

at work all the time. The process is rendered more econo-

mical by usin^' superheated steam. In this case the steam

before entering the pan passes through a coil in a furnace

capable of bringing it to 100 ('. When the superheated

steam in its passage through the coil in tiie pan has brought

the oil to the desiri'd temperature, it is then only necessary

to maintain it at that temperature by means of the steam

admission valve.

Flu. 2:J.—Oil. IJuu.i.Ni, i;y .Sli'i;i;hi,aii.i» ."mi.am L'l.\.m.

So as to render the process as economical as possible, the

gases evolved from the furnace in which the steam was

superheated are led underneatli the i)an and burnt so as

to assist in heating the oil. But if this arrangement In-

economical, it possesses one of the disadvantages, the obviat-

ing of which we had in view when udoptiiiL' the process of

oil boiling by steam

lioilhui in Stcavi-Jackctcd I'ana.—In b(»iling oil l»y a steam

coil there is always this serious disadvantage, and that is,

there is a great difficulty in maintaining a uniform tempera-

ture throuLdiout the mass of oil, even when continuous agita-
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tion is kept up. Effectual commingling of the oil and driers

is "not practicable ; the latter settle to the bottom, and the coil

of piping prevents the agitator from reaching them. Were it

not for this drawback linseed oil could be very well boiled in

a comparatively shallow, lead-lined, rectangular wooden tank

hned with six or seven pound lead. This drawback, however,

could be easily got over by pumping in air through a perfo-

rated pipe laid down so that each coil thereof alternated with

Fig. 24.

—

Steam-Jacketed Pan for Oil Boiling, etc., under Pressure.

a coil of the closed steam pipe. This, in conjunction with the

mechanical agitator, would effectually prevent the drier from

settling at the bottom.^ It must likewise be borne in mind

that certain manufacturers deprecate the continuous stirring

of the oil as likely to produce bad results.

Andes obtained better results by using a steam-jacketed

pan, 85 gallons capacity, made from strong iron plate, ^

' By suitable mechanical arrangements a boiling pan made in this way-

would be equally effectual and cost less, not only originally but also for

maintenance, than the costly wrought iron or copper vessel now in vogue.
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iiicli in ihicknc'ss, and altlc to stiind a piessure of 4 or 5

atmospheres ; it is provided with a safety valve, blow-oflf

cock, and a tap to run off condensed water.

Process.—About 40 <,'allons of oil are run into the pan,

the steam turned on, and wlien the pressure is suflicient

the blow-off cock is opened for a minute to allow the steam

and air to escape ; this is repeated several times, and the

Fig. 25.

—

Steam-Jacketed Pax with Agitator for Oil Boiling, etc.

escape valve is regulated in such a manner that only the

small quantity of spent steam, the rei)lacemont of which by

superheated steam is necessary to keep the pan and contents

at the desired refjulated temperature, is allowed to escape.

The condensed water which forms in the be«,'inninfjis run

off when necessary.
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The steam is regulated so as to keep the temperature

between 125° and 132° C, and the process lasts from five to

six hours, but by prolonging the boiling and using more

driers better quality oil is obtained. If care be taken not to

exceed 132° C, the resultant oil is very pale and bright—very

remarkably so.

To stimulate oxidation during the boiling process, Andes

fixes a mechanical agitator on the surface of the oil, which is

propelled very slowly.

The same driers may be used as in boiling" oil by fire

;

however, experience has shown that it is advantageous to

alter the proportions. Only half of the quantities of lead

compounds should be used, but double the quantities when

v^^orking exclusively with hydrated oxide of manganese or

manganese salts.

To economise, two steam pans may be wrought together,

the steam passing from the steam-jacket of the one to that

of the other. But it is perhaps more advisable to utilise the

waste steam (as shown in Fig. 23) so as to heat in an inter-

mediate tank the next batch of oil as it comes from the

settling tanks, and previous to the actual boiling. This

preliminary warning almost does away with the frothing of

East Indian linseed oil, and the consequent liability of the

oil to prime over into the condenser when it is heated in

the jacketed pan in the usual way.

Vincent's Process for Oil Boiling by Steam.

In Vincent's process a pan, preferably of copper, is used,

having a depth equal to its diameter, of two to ten tons

capacity, and surrounded with a steam-jacket up to three-

quarters of its depth, or to the oil level or a little above it,

and capable of withstanding a working pressure of forty

pounds to the square inch, into the interior of which the

steam is led, as a source of heat, and so regulated as to

register throughout the process a pressure within the jacket of

thirty-five pounds to the square inch. The top of the pan is
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closed hy a donie rivetted to it, and pierced with a manhole.

In the centre is a sturtin<,'-hox tl)ront,'h which pass two con-

centric vertical shafts—a hollow shaft encirclin«i a sohd one

—armed with blades, at one half the heiglit of the pan for

one of the shafts, and at the bottom of the pan for the other.

By means of exterior f^earin^' these fans turn in opposite

directions, and in so doing intersect each other, and thus by

their " dashinc; and cutting" action cause energetic agitation

of the oil and thorough incorporation therewith of the driers.

From the dome the fumes are either led by a (5-inch pipe

to a condenser or into the furnace. Finally, as soon as

the pressure of steam on the pan registers thirty-five pounds

to the square inch, air is injected underpressure by means of

a pipe passing through the jacket into the bottom of the pan.

The oil to be boiled at one operation is first pumped into

a large reservoir, where it is stored as long as possible ; from

this reservoir it is run into an intermediate tank traversed by

a U.-inch coil of iron piping through which the lieated

vapour from the pan passes, thereby economising expense

besides facilitating the deposition of impurities. The oil

thus heated to about 35 C. is pumped or run by gravitation

(see Fig. 23) into the pan, and steam turned on in the

jacket. As soon as the pressure marks '2 or 3 atmospheres,

thirty-five pounds to the square inch, the agitators are

put in motion and air pumped in. The finely pulverised

drier, beaten up with a little oil to the consistency of

treacle, is introduced into the pan slowly and in a thin

stream through a funnel fixed in the dome as soon as the

oil in the pan has become evenly and thoroughly heated

through its bulk, or about half an hour after the steam in-

dicates a pressure of thirty-five pounds. Introducing the

drier in this highly connninuted condition prevents coagula-

tion, and thus gives practical effect by complete diffusion

throughout the oil to Vincent's theorv of oil boilint,' by
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steam, which requires each particle of oil to be in contact

with, or in proximity to, a particle of the drier used and

the oxj'gen of the air at the same time.

Air is injected in this way so long as it is absorbed and

does not cause the oil to froth up and prime over into the

condenser.

It was thought at first it might be advisable to heat the

air before injecting it into the pan, but this would appear to

be useless, as it becomes so heated by the pressure to which

it is subjected in overcoming the weight of the oil, lifting the

heavy valves, etc., that the pipes through which it passes

cannot be held in a firm grip in the hand, and not onty so,

but its passage through the oil cools the latter but ver}^ little.

The process lasts four hours. By means of a 2-inch pipe

in the bottom of the pan the oil is run into tanks where

it deposits any undissolved driers, etc. It is through this

discharge pipe that the air is injected into the oil. Injecting

it in any other way leads to the injection pipe getting choked

up with oil-skins, etc.

Boiling by Superheated Air.

Notwithstanding the advantages incidental to the process

of oil boiling by steam, there is one drawback which has been

considered so serious by some manufacturers as to lead them

to give up this method. They found that even with super-

heated and thoroughly dried steam there was always a

certain amount of moisture which acted on the metal of the

pan, piercing it in holes and causing bursting or explosions.

They therefore substituted superheated air for super-

heated steam. This air is drawn by means of a fan from

the superheater to the (steam) coil or jacket, and is again

returned to the superheater, thus working in a continuous

cycle. The difference between the specific heat of steam and

that of air renders the economy of the hot air process very

problematical. The coil in the pan is made of copper, which.
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ultlioufjh (U-arer than an iron one, has thr advantafjf of not

colouring' the oil. As copper is also attacked hy hot oil, it

has heen recommended to electro-plate it witii silver. The
coating need only he hut very thin, as it undergoes no wear

and tear.

Krijcs FOR. AND Changes which take Place in,

Oil Boiling.

If we wish to know what goes on during oil hoiling we
must pay great attention to three factors—the amount of

driers, the temperature of hoiling. und tlie length of time

•occupied in the process.

"When working with naked fire, the (juantity of drier

varies from '2 to 4 per cent, of lead compounds and 1 to '2

per cent, of hydrated oxide of manganese. If we examine

the deposit which forms at the hottom of the pan we find

it to consist of a viscous mud, and when a drier with a lead

hase has heen used, we also find a notahle quantity of metallic

lead, whilst the hoiled oil only contains ahout 1 per cent, of

<)./•/(/(' of lead. We may therefore conclude—firstly, that the

oxidisahle principles of the oil liave reduced a certain (juantity

of oxide of lead ; secondly, that a certain quantity of oxide of

lead is thrown down in the form of lead salts insoluble in oil

;

thirdlj', that a part of the oxide of lead enters into a soluble

combination with the oil ; this combination takes place hy

the simple saponification of certain gh'cerides of the oil,

and consequently a corresponding quantity of glycerine is

liberated. These different reactions are set up from tli(> com-

mencement at a moderate temperature.

In the case where manganese is employed instead of lead,

the boiled oil contains ahout h per cent, of oxide of manga-

nese.

Whilst studying the temperatun- in tin diflVrent pro-

cesses of oil boiling which we have examined, we have seen

that the temperature ought to be regulated betwi-en '210° and

2"2S^ r <o ;w til .•n^iir.' ;i Ixijled oil of ''i'm.I .malitv : ;ill(l it is
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very easy to convince any one that this is the case. On-

the one hand, experience shows that an oil when heated

commences to give off volatile products at about 230° to 236"

C, with the formation of fatty acids which yield oxidation

products of inferior quality, requiring longer time to dry.

"When it is required to produce a limpid oil with but little

body (which is not always the case ; take printers' ink, for

example), it is advisable not to go beyond 230° C. On the

other hand, as a consequence of the saponification of a small

quantity of oil a corresponding quantity of glycerine is liber-

ated ; now if this glycerine remained, in the free state, in

the oil the oxidation products would never dry perfectly but

remain tacky. The glycerine must therefore he eliminated
;

this result is obtained by prolonged boiling, for the glycerine

is partially carried away by the volatilisation of certain prin-

ciples of the oil, which are given off in small proportion

during the whole process, however carefully regulated, and

even although the temperature remains lower than the tem-

perature of distillation of glycerine.

Another portion of the glycerine decomposes under the

action of prolonged heat, either as Hartley has shown in

presence of metallic lead, as found at the end of the opera-

tion, or into volatile products such as acrolein, acrylic, formic,

or acetic acids, and finally the larger quantity reacts upon the

triglycerides of the oil forming diglycerides which afterwards

oxidise and dry perfectly. Now this latter reaction occurs

at 200° C. As a consequence of these facts it follows that tO'

get good results the temperature should not be allowed to

get below 200° C. nor rise to 230 C. In actual practice a

temperature of 220° C. and 228° C. is aimed at.

Finally, the process lasts from three to six hours according

to the size and shape of the pan, and the manner in which the

furnace is built on which the pan is heated. The oil ought

to be boiled long enough for the above reactions to take
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place, hut, on tin- otliiT Imiid, it is very certAin that tin*

boiled oil ohtained as a final result will \>v hottt-r in ({ualily

the lon<,'er it has heen hoiled, for on prolonged boiling a

polymerisation of the j,'lycerides takes place, •,'ivin^' a final

product whic-li oxidises more rajjidly and is very elastic after

drying.

According' to Livachi', tliis is the reason why in iMi^dand,

instead of boiling' rapidly so as to "crack" the oil as in

France, tiie operation is carried on very slowly at the lowest

possible teni[)erature, the boiling' proceeding,' for several days,

sometimes for even a week.

When the oil is boiled by superheated steam, or superheated

air, the temperature is regulated between 125° and 130 C.

When working' with steam, the latter is superheated to 4

or 5 atmospheres, relaxin*]; in the steam coil or jacket to

about 2 atmospheres. It will be readily understood, look-

ing at th(^ matter from the double point of view of safety

and economy, how diflicult it would be to superheat the

steam to such a temperature that the steam in the coil or the

jacket would be at 200 C, because it would be necessary to

heat the oil to 15 atmospheres. Consequently the liberated

fjlycerine remains to a laiger extent in the oil, and thus

prevents it from drying,' so well as fire-boiled oil. However,

as the oil boiled in this way has the advantage of being very

pale, endeavours have been made to get over the difficulty,

either by using a larger proportion of manganese drier, so as

to have a more energetic oxidation and thereby a splitting up

of the glycerine, or, preferably, by [Udducing direct oxidation

by a current of hot air, or finally, by causing a current of air

to circulate through the whole mass of heated oil ; or by pro-

jecting on the surface of the oil a small quantity of water

so as to carry away tlu' glycerine in its train. However

this may be, it is most likely that we have here the reason

whv many persons in the trade j^refer oil boiled b\- '"••-
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heat. Nevertheless, prolonged boiling by steam diminishes

and even does away altogether with this disadvantage.

Claeification of Boiled Oil.

When the boiling is finished the oil contains suspended

solid matter—coagulated or carbonised organic matter, in-

soluble salts, undecomposed or unreduced drier, etc. In

order to hasten deposition the oil ought to be left to rest as

hot as possible, because it is then more fluid and limpid, thus

facilitating the more rapid deposition of extraneous matter.

According to Andes, when working with small pans which

can be easily handled, all that has to be done is to lift them

off the fire and to let them stand for eight days at least. On
the other hand, when working with large-sized pans built in

masonry, they must be emptied quickly, either by a ladle or

by a pump, as hot as possible, into a reservoir of the same

size, where it is left to deposit for a fortnight at least.

After standing for this time the decanted oil may be sent

into the market. If stored too long before being used, the

oil, at first limpid, becomes cloudy, or at least dull, when

knocked about in moving or transported in barrels. This is

due to chemical changes, which supervene slowly through-

out the mass. All that has to be done is to allow the oil to

stand for a day or two after it has reached its destination,

and to decant cautiously. The amount of deposit formed in

this way should not exceed 1 to 2 per cent, of the oil.

Some oil boilers have been known to fill the boiled oil

into drums for despatch abroad after scarcely twenty-four

hours settling. It need scarcely be remarked that goods

made in this way are liable to be returned.

When cotton-seed oil is cheaper than linseed oil it is

sometimes attempted to l)oil it in the proportion of 10 to 20

per cent, with linseed oil. An oil produced in this way will

never clarify, leaving altogether out of account its diminished

drying properties.
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Tlie very prolonjjed storing,' of licilrd oil, lur from improv-

ing' it, deteriorates it, especially in the case of lead-boiled

oil. After from five to ten years the oil separates into two

fractions, the one solid and brittle, whilst the other, retaining

its fluidity, can still be used. Oils containing manganese

alone do not alter in this way.

The deposit formed during oil boiling varies, according

to the quality of the oil and the boiling process adopted,

from ;") to 8 per cent, of the quantity of oil treated. It is of

medium consistency, and, according to the quality of the oil,

the colour varies from white to yellow. Andes states that

impure, bad quality oil gives a white or yellow deposit,

whilst well-purified good oil yields a brown, with no granular

or crystalline appearance.

The loss in oil boiling and the cost may be compensated

by adding 10 per cent, of thick rosin oil to the raw oil before

boiling. This percentage does not affect the finished oil to

any extent, if at all.

If the boiling process has been well conducted, t.c, at

a temperature not exceeding '220 C, this deposit constitutes

the only loss. It is carefully collected, being worth some-

times as much as 50 to 60 per cent, of the oil used. It finds

a use in the manufacture of mastic fccments), soap and low-

quality paints, especially blacks.

Pkopkuties of Boiled Oil.

Colour and Fluidity.—If we take linseed oil as the type

of a drying oil, it ought after boiling to be a little less fluid

than the raw oil, and vary in colour from pale yellow to deep

yellow, or, at the furthest, reddish brown.

Smell.—The smell, without being pleasant, should not be

nauseous.

Taste.—Taste similar to that of the raw oil, i)nngiiig to

mind the vapours given oti during boiling. A pungent bitter

after taste on the back part of the palate indicates rosin oil.
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De7isity.—According to Livacbe, an oil marking 29° with

the Fisher's and Bex's oleometer, equal to a density of •9325,

will register on the other hand, after being well boiled with

lead, 24"", equal to a density of '9433, or after boiling with

manganese 26°, equal to a density of '9389.

But the density of a very good boiled oil made on the

large scale in England according to Vincent's process, and

drying to a non-tacky, firm, elastic, durable coating in six

or seven hours and containing 10 per cent, of rosin oil, but

no other impurity, has always been found to have a density

not exceeding "934.

Driers : Detection of.—To detect in a boiled oil the sub-

stances used as driers a small quantity of the oil is poured

into a test tube and shaken with dilute sulphuric acid. A
white precipitate becoming black on the addition of sul-

phuretted hydrogen indicates lead.

If no precipitation takes place, and if the sulphuric acid

becomes green, blackening by the addition of sul]Dhuretted

hydrogen, the oil contains copper compounds.

When sulphuric acid gives no precipitate, if the acid be

neutralised by ammonia on adding ammonium sulphide, iron

gives a black, manganese a flesh, and zinc a white-coloured

precipitate ; further, in the case of zinc, the acid solution gives

a white precipitate with ammonia soluble in excess.

If, instead of using ammonia, we neutralise with carbon-

ate of soda, iron yields a green precipitate, blackening in the

air, and the original solution becomes blue on the addition

of yellow prussiate of potash ; manganese gives a white

precipitate blackening in the air.

Ignition Method.—The better plan is, however, to burn the

oil with the usual precautions observed in the ash determina-

ation of vegetable substances, and after weighing the residue

on ignition to make a systematic qualitative and then a

quantitative examination thereof. Zinc oxide and salts are,

however, liable to volatilise and escape recognition.
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MANTFAi'Trin: and Phoi'kutiks or Dhiiiks.

The principal substances used as "driers" or aids in the

process of oil boilinj^ are oxides and salts of lead iind nianj^ii-

nese.

Lead Comi-ol'NDS rsi:ii \s 1)h!khs:—

'

1. Litharfje.

•J. Ked k'ud.

8. Acetate or sugar of lead.

4. Lead borate.

5. Lead linoleate.

(). Lead resinate.

Litharge.

Manufacture.—When metallic lead is heated in a current

•of air, it oxidises, and becomes converted into massicot PbO.

'207 parts of lead yield 2*28 of litharge. When this is further

heated, it fuses, and is known as litharge, or, from its scaly

nature, as flake litharge. It does not, however, undergo

any chemical change. When buying litharge for use as a

drier, it should be guaranteed free from copper, which is

often present in considerable (juantity, and acts injuriously.

Properties.—Litharge should dissolve completely in dilute

nitric acid and in acetic acid to a colourless solution. A green

coloration would indicate copper. Any residue; will be found to

consist, most probably, of grit, acetic acid may leave a residue

of non-oxidised blue lead. When litharge is heated with

linseed oil for some time at the temperature at which that oil

is said to "boil." liut, more properly, at which it undergoes

destructive distillation, it dissolves in the oil. According to

practical varnish-makers, it dissolves at a temperature con-

siderably below this point. In fact, in varnish-making and

oil-boiling it is often found at the close of the operation re-

duced to metallic lead. In such cases very proi)ably all its

' Galen states that " white lea<l and litharge thicken and dry ".

—

De Mftli.

Med., iii., 4.
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oxygen is seized hold of and absorbed by the " boihng" oiL

Litharge assists in oil-boiHng in three different ways :
—

1. It may combine with any free Hnoleic acid in the

oil at a comparatively low temperature to form linoleate of

lead, which will dissolve in the oil as soon as it forms.

2. At a higher temperature it will eliminate glycerine

from the oil and combine with the liberated linoleic acid to

form linoleate of lead, which will again dissolve in the oil as-

soon as formed.

3. In the act of being reduced to metallic lead, it will

part with its oxygen to the oil, and thus assist in its oxida-

tion, and consequently increase the drying properties of the oil.

The drawback attendant on the use of litharge and all

lead salts as driers is the dark colour which they impart ta

boiled oil, due most probably to the dissolved lead linoleate.

This dark colour is intensified by the high temperature to

which the oil must be brought, and kept at for some con-

siderable time, before the litharge dissolves and plays its part-

Another drawback attendant on the use of litharge and

other lead salts is the fact that the oil or varnish into which

they enter cannot be used in conjunction w^th, or in juxta-

position to, pigments consisting of or containing sulphides

liable to combine with lead compounds to form the black

sulphide of lead. Sulphur emanations act similarly. Paint-

ings or decorations injured in this way may be revivified by

washing with a weak solution of peroxide of hydrogen, which

converts the black sulphide of lead into white sulphate of lead

without materially affecting the painting in any other way.

This black coloration is verj^ often due to the free sulphur

contained in the pigment, and not to the combined sulphur,

which, looked at from a rational point of view, must be re-

garded as more or less stable. But, on the other hand, hn-

seed oil boiled over the naked fire with litharge gives an

elastic, durable coat of greater lustre and less susceptible to

dry superficially than manganese boiled oil. In a word
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litharj,'e l)oiled oil is mon* of tho nature of u varnish than

man^'anese boiled oil.

Red Lead Minium.

Manufacture.—Kt'd lead Pb;,0^ is made by heating litharge

in contact with air at 300° C, a teniporature slightly below

its point of fusion. The litharge should be free from copper.

It gradually becomes converted into a fine red known as red

lead.i

Composition.—The red leads of commerce differ in composi-

tion according to the length of time they have been furnaced.

However, the proportion of oxygen fixed by the litharge

never exceeds that which corresponds to the formula 2 PbO,

PbO., - Pb30,.

Properties.—When red lead is heated it darkens, and then,

at a temperature above 800° C, it gives off oxygen, becoming

reconverted into litharge.

Test for Purity.—When red lead is treated with nitric acid

the two equivalents of PbO are dissolved as nitrate of lead,

leaving the PbO., behind as a puce coloured residue which is

perfectly insoluble in nitric acid, and only dissolves in dilute

nitric acid after it has been reduced by oxalic acid. When this

reagent is introduced into the test tube containing the nitric

acid and red lead vigorous action ensues, the whole of the

puce coloured oxide being converted into white crystalline

nitrate, to which it is only necessary to add a little boiling

water for complete and instantaneous solution.

Adulteration.—Any residue remaining is generally barytes.

Sophistication with ground brick is only met with in books.

Red lead, owing to its containing more oxygen perhaps

in a more available state, may be regarded as a more energetic

drier than litharge.

Other Uses.—Besides its use as a drier, red lead is used in

' A variety of red lead, made by igniting whit<? lead, is sold as orange lead.

Although dearer in price it is uo more etlicacious as a drier than ordinary red

lead.

20
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the manufacture of wall paper, sealing wax, crystal glass
;

mixed with white lead in oil it is used to form steam joints.

Eed lead " substitutes " are of no use as driers.

Lead Acetate (Neutral) Pb (CoHgO^)., + 3 H.,0.

Sugar of Lead. Molecular Weight, 379.

Manufacture.—This salt was formerly known as salt of

Saturn, or sugar of Saturn. It is prepared by neutralising

acetic acid with litharge.

Properties.—It crystallises in oblique rhomboidal prisms,

colourless, transparent and efflorescent. It is generally

met with in the form of heavy compact crystalline masses,

somewhat resembling loaf-sugar. Its odour is acetous,

whilst its taste is both sweet and astringent, its after taste

is bitter and disagreeable.

Solubility.—It dissolves in | part of cold water and in 8

parts of alcohol. Its solution slightly reddens blue litmus

paper, and is partially decomposed by carbonic acid, which

at the same time liberates a small quantity of acetic acid,

which preserves the rest of the salt from the action of

carbonic acid.

Action of heat.—Crystallised acetate of lead melts at 75 "5°

C, at 100"" C. it loses water and a small quantity of acetic

acid. It afterwards solidifies, but towards 280° C. it again

melts. The dehydrated salt would appear to consist of a

sesquibasic acetate. At higher temperatures it decomposes

with disengagement of carbonic acid, acetic acid and acetone

(see solvents), leaving a residue of very finely divided and

highly combustible metalHc lead. It is a very energetic drier
;

perhaps a deal of the metaUic lead found by varnish-makers

at the bottom of their pots may come from the complete

decomposition of the acetate and not from the litharge often

used in conjunction with it.

Basic Lead Acetate.

The so-called neutral lead acetate results from the com-

bination of two equivalents, i.e., 120 parts of monobasic acetic
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acid witli oiu' ((jMivulcnt, i.e., '2'2M parts of the di-acid l»as(^

lithar<,'e. When ttco equivalents of a moiujbasic acid coiii-

bino with om e(]uivak'nt of a ili-ttcul base a neutral or normal

salt is produced.

Manufacture.—But it is found in actual practice that certain

neutral or normal salts, in their state of solution in water, can

still dissolve and combine with a further proportion of base.

Thus when one equivalent of neutral acetate of lead (p. 300)

is dissolved in water, it combines on boiling' with an addi-

tional equivalent of litharj^e to form the di-l)asic salt,

PbA.Pb(HO).;. By digesting together one equivalent of

sugar of lead with two equivalents of litharge the tribasic

salt, Pb(A), '2Pb(H0)„ is produced.

Properties.—These basic acetates, owing to the fact that

their excess of litharge, or, rather, lead hydrate PbO.HoO, is

in a loose state of combination, easily give up this excess to

weak acids, even carl)onic acid, as exemplified in the manufac-

ture of white lead. Should a raw linseed oil contain free linoleic

acid, agitation with a solution of basic acetate of lead will con-

vert the former into linoleate of lead, and if the agitation be

renewed from time to time this linoleate of lead will dissolve

in the oil imparting drying properties thereto, whilst the

insoluble magma produced by the action of the basic acetate

on the colouring matter and mucilage collects as an insoluble

slime at the bottom of the vessel. Such is the principle

of the refining of linseed oil by Liebig's method and the

imparting of drying properties thereto in the cold by means

of basic acetate of lead, a substance the utility of which is

not appreciated either by the varnish-maker or colour-maker

to the extent to which its intrinsic merits entitle it.

Borate of Lead.

Borate of lead is a white substance made by precipitating

the boracic acid in 88*2 parts {i.e., one equivalent) of borax

Xa-^B^Oy + 10 aq. by one equivalent of a lead salt—that is

to say, 331 parts of nitrate of lead (PbNOg)-' or 379 parts of
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neutral acetate of lead Pb(C.2H30)., + 3 aq. The mother liquor

is filtered off the precipitate, well washed, filtered, pressed

and dried in the usual way. This substance combines the

drying properties of both lead and boracic acid. It does not

darken the oil to quite the same extent as other lead driers.

Kesinate of Lead.

The first stage in the manufacture of resinate of lead

is the preparation of an alkaline solution of resinate of soda.

Rosin being an acid body of variable degrees of acidity, dif-

ferent samples require different proportions of caustic alkali

for exact neutralisation. In actual practice the best plan is

to add rosin gradually and with constant stirring to a very

dilute boiling solution of caustic alkali of known strength

until the latter is exactly neutralised, which happens when

the solution refuses to dissolve or take up any more rosin.

Starting from the data that every 62 parts of anhydrous

sodium oxide (real alkaH) present in solution as resinate of

soda require for complete precipitation one equivalent of a

lead salt, viz., 379 parts lead acetate or 330 parts lead nitrate for

complete precipitation, and knowing the original bulk of the

alkaline solution used and its richness in real alkali, as de-

termined by the hydrometer and the usual tables, it is easy

to calculate the amount of lead salt necessary to displace

the soda in the solution of alkaline resinate by lead, and

thus throw down all the rosin as resinate of lead.

The dilute solution of the proper proportion of lead salt

is gradually added with constant stirring to the equally

dilute solution of alkaline resinate ; the mother liquor is

syphoned off the precipitated lead resinate, which is further

well washed, drained and dried.

Linoleate of Lead.

Linoleate of lead is made by precipitating a solution of

linseed oil soft soap. The soft soap is made by saponifying
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linseed oil with cuustic potash in tiie iisiuil Wiiy. KjU lbs.

of liuseed oil on an average require VJh lbs. of pure caustic

potash, equal to lOA lbs. of anhydrous potassic oxide, for

complete saponification.

Caustic potash is stjld as containing so much per cent, of

anhydrous caustic alkiili ; when pure it contains 83'93 per

cent. It is, therefore, a mere matter of calculation if 100

lbs. of linseed oil require l\)k lbs. of caustic potash, when the

strength is H398 per cent., to find how Uiuch will be re<iuired

for complete saponification when the strength is HO (or any

other figure) per cent.

The soap is dissolved in five or six times its weight of

water, and the linoleic acid precipitated therefrom by a dilute

solution of a lead salt. The exact proportion of lead salt for

complete precipitation depends upon the amount and the

strength of the caustic alkali used. 112"2 parts of pure

caustic potash, equal to 94'2 parts of anhydrous potassic

oxide, require one equivalent of a lead salt, say 379 parts lead

acetate or 330 parts lead nitrate. The lead salt solution is

added gradually to the soft soap solution with constant

.stirring. The mother liquor is syphoned oti' the precipitated

lead hnoleate, which is then further washed, drained and

dried.

Manganese Driers.

The manganese compounds used as driers are :

—

1. Black oxide—MnOj.

2. Manganese sulphate—MnSO^.

3. Manganese acetate—Mn(CiH30.,)..

4. Manganese borate.

5. Manganese oxalate.

6. Manganese linoleate—MnL.
7. Manganese resinate—MnK.

Metallic manganese is a reddish-grey coloured brittle

metal, ditlicultly obtained from its naturally occurring oxides
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by beating strongly witb cbarcoal. Finely divided metallic

manganese bas sucb affinity for oxygen tbat it decomposes

water at tbe ordinary temperature, witb evolution of bydro-

gen gas.

In order to preserve it in an unoxidised condition it must

be preserved in an bermetically-sealed tube or under napbtba.

Tbis strong affinity of metaUic manganese, as well as its

compounds, for oxygen constitutes in great part tbe value

of manganese ores for commercial purposes. Tbis value is

furtber greatly enbanced by tbe fact tbat tbe oxidised com-

pounds of manganese, under certain circumstances, easily

part witb a portion of tbeir oxygen, becoming converted

into lower oxides, and tbese lower oxides, in contact witb

tbe air, reabsorb oxygen, and are reconverted into tbe

original bigber oxides. Tbe drying properties wbicb man-

ganese oxides and salts impart to oils boiled in contact witb

tbem is due to tbe fact of these oxides and salts being so

easily deoxidised to a certain extent, and tben just as easily

reoxidised

—

e.(j.,

'6 MnO^ = Mn.jO^ -I- O., and again

MusOi + 0, = 3 MnO,.

Black Oxide of Manganese Pyrolusite.

Tbis is tbe source from wbicb tbe various salts of man-

ganese are prepared. Not only is it tbe most important, but

also tbe most widely distributed of manganese minerals. It

usually occurs in beavy compact masses, reniform, and some-

times witb a fibrous or radiated structure. Tbe colour is

iron black to dark steel grey, and very often soils tbe fingers.

It gives witb unglazed porcelain a grey streak. Tbe otber

manganese minerals give a brown streak. Wben beated

alone it liberates considerable quantities of oxygen, and be-

comes converted into trimanganic tetroxide MnSO^. Pure

pyrolusite hjis a specific gravity of 4"9.
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In coiiiiiHTce pyrolusite is usually found as a coarse,

dull, black powder, consisting of a mixture of manganese

dioxide, se8(|uioxido and monoxide, and contaminated with

the gangue, quartz, felspar, limestone, etc., which often

amount to 40 or fjO per cent.

Besides being used directly as a drier, pyrolusite

—

savon

ties veniers—is extensively used in glass manufactun; to burn

up any carbonaceous matter and at the same time impart a

slight violet tint, wliicli masks the usual yellow tint of glass.

SULPH.\TK OF M.VNGANESE.

This beautiful rose-coloured salt is prepared on the large

scale l)y heating pyrolusite with coal and dissolving the im-

pure monoxides, to which it has been reduced, in suli)huric

acid. A little muriatic acid is added towards the end of the

operation.

The solution thus obtained is evaporated to dryness and

afterwards exposed to a red heat, so as to decompose any

sulphate of iron.

The pure sulphate is filtered and drained from the in-

soluble oxide of injn.

It crystallises with :

—

7 H,0 below (^ C.

() H.O between 7 and 20' C.

3 to 4 H.;0 at higher temperatures.

1 H,0 at 200° C.

The monohydrated salt is greyish-white in colour, and is

the starting-point of the manufacture of all manganese driers.

Manganese Acetate.

This salt is manufactured by doubled decomposition

between acetate of lime and sulphate of manganese in

equivalent proportions.

The reaction is as follows :

—

Ca(A), + MnSO, = CaSO, -I- Mn(A)-
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The brown acetate of lime may be used. A solution of

acetate of manganese marking 22° Twaddell, specific gravity

I'llO, is used in oil-boiling by steam in the proportion of 36

gallons to 10 tons of oil in conjunction with a small quantity

of lead driers, the greater the proportion of which the darker

is the resultant boiled oil.

Manganese Borate.

This is prepared by precipitating a solution, 382 parts,

i.e., one equivalent of borax, Na2B407 10 aq., with 169

parts, i.e., one equivalent of the monohydrated sulphate

of manganese, MnSOjH.O. The sulphate of manganese

should be free from iron and the borax from excess of alkali.

The iron may be removed by roasting the sulphate and re-

dissolving. The excess of alkali may be neutralised by the

addition of the requisite quantity of boracic acid. Precipi-

tation should be effected in the cold. This substance, when
pure and skilfully prepared, is a perfectly white powder, but

whiteness is not a guarantee of purity, as it is often most

grossly sophisticated with sulphate of lime, etc.

Manganese Oxalate.

Manganese oxalate is made by precipitating a solution of

oxalate of soda by a manganese salt. In boiling the oxalic

acid of the manganese oxalate is decomposed with evolution

of CO2, etc. Very energetic oxidising properties are claimed

for the residual manganese.

Manganese Linoleate.

Manganese linoleate is made in the same way as lead

linoleate. A linseed oil soft soap is precipitated by a solution

of the monohydrated sulphate of manganese, 169 parts of

which, or one equivalent, are equal to 112 '2 parts, or two

equivalents of pure caustic potash which contain 83*3 parts

of anhydrous potassic oxide (the percentage of real alkali

contained in pure caustic potash), and as 100 parts of linseed

oil require 19| parts of pure caustic potash for complete
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saponification, it is easy to make th«' necessary calculation

when working with potash of any strength ditTerent from the

pure, viz., ,S3'3 per cent, of real alkali. Or potash ley of a

certain gravity may he kept in stock, and its richness in real

alkali ascertained from the customary tahles and the gravity

as indicated hy the hydrometer. For 100 Ihs. of linseed oil

caustic potash e(]ual to H')h Ihs. of real alkali must he used,

starting initially with a weak solution and finishing with a

more concentrated. The soft soap of commerce contains

about 50 per cent, of water, and though often made from

linseed oil is not iiivariahly so, and, moreover, it is grossly

adulterated. The varnish-maker, therefore, who makes his

own driers, should, therefore, make also his own soft soap.

Manganese linoleate is precipitated, washed, pressed and

dried in the same way as lead linoleate.'

liESINATE OF MANGANESE.

Hesinate of manganese is made in the same way as lead

resinate ; for every 80 parts of pure caustic soda (containing

•(32 parts of pure anhydrous alkali sodium oxide) present in

the solution of resinate of soda 169 parts of monohydrated

sulphate of manganese are required for precipitation.

Treatment of Linseed Oil with Driers in

THE Cold.

Numerous attempts have been njade to prepare quick-

drying oils without the intervention of heat, the great induce-

ment being econoni}' and a pHU-r oil. Few processes have,

however, been published.

The simplest plan consists in passing the oil into a reser-

voir, from whence it falls upon plates superimposed at alter-

nating inclinations and at certain distances one from another.

The oil thus runs in a thin layer in a zigzag course from

one plate to another and thickens as it absorbs o.xygen ; by

' The oleate or the riciuolcatc may be made in a similar mauucr.
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using lead plates the action is more rapid. The oil when it

reaches the bottom of the column of plates is pumped up tO'

the top, and the same process gone through again, and so on

until the oil has assumed the requisite consistency.

1. Bink's Method.

In Bink's process a very small quantity of drier (2 to 6

parts in the thousand), consisting of a mixture of oxide of

manganese and a salt of lead is first added to the oil, then

a current of air is passed through the mass until the desired

quantity of oxygen is absorbed. But this process does not

give satisfactory results without the aid of a moderate heat.

Bonis Process.—Bonis proposed to introduce oleate of lead

into the oil : the product is colourless and dries well enough.

It has been proposed later to replace the oleate by the lin-

oleate of lead, but the latter does not give the same result

as it is insoluble in oil in the cold. Hartley and Blenkinsop

dissolve the linoleate in naphtha and introduce it in

solution in that vehicle into the oil and then blow air

through it.

'2. Liebig's Method.

Liebig recommended the agitation of the oil with water^

litharge and basic acetate of lead. The latter salt is pre-

pared by grinding as finely as possible 1 part of acetate of

lead with 1 part of litharge to thorough incorporation, and

placing the mixture in a porcelain basin, which is heated on

the water bath and covered with another porcelain basin to

prevent access of air. After an hour's heating a white mass-

is obtained, which is triturated with o parts of water. The

solution on standing and clarifying contains the basic acetate

of lead. It is diluted with its own bulk of water, and

vigorously shaken with 20 parts of oil which has been

triturated with 1 part of finely ground litharge. The mix-

ture thus obtained is added to the oil to be treated, which it

soon decolorises, and at the same time stimulates its drjdng
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properties. In those cases where the presence of lead

would be prejudicial to the object for which the oil is to be

used, it is a^'itated with a small (jUiintity of sulphuric acid

diluted with 3 parts water. Tlu; lead may also he eliiui-

nated by a«,Mtatin',' the oil with a salt of manganese, the acid

of which forms an insoluble lead salt—the sulphate, for

example, or, better, tlu> borate.

3. Liv.vcHE's Process.

Livache's process consists in agitating the oil in the cold

with finely divided metallic lead, perfectly free from oxide.

For this purpose he uses the spong}' lead obtained by precipi-

tating a lead solution by zinc plates.

For 1000 gallons of oil the proportions and process are

as follows : 80 lbs. nitrate of lead are dissolved in 15 gallons

of water ; about 1 ounce of nitric acid is added, then G lbs.

of metallic zinc in plates. The precipitated lead is placed

in capacious funnels plugged with shavings, or, better still,

with sea-weed, where it is rapidly washed with water; then

a small quantity of oil is poured on very gently, so as to

displace the water imbibed by the porous mass of precipitated

spongy lead. When the oil runs away clear and limpid

from the bottom of the funnel, and as a consequence thereof

all the water has been displaced, the mud thus obtained is

run into the tank containing tlie 1000 gallons of oil, where

the whole is subjected to agitation. In working with small

quantities the requisite agitation may l)e imparted by running

the oil and lead into a cask, and rolling it about from time

to time on the floor. The (iil thus treated assumes a reddish

tint, which disappears as soon as it oxidises in contact with air.

If the treatment has been etlicient, the resulting oil is as

fluid as the original, contains a small quantity of lead, and

dries in twenty-four hours in the open aii-.

It is advisable to introduce manganese into the oil pre-

pared in this way. Acciirdingly, a salt of manganese very
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soluble in oil, viz., the nitrate, is added, say, 15 lbs. for the

proportions given, and the whole frequently stirred for two

or three days, after which it is allowed to stand and decanted.

If this oil were at once used, as it often contains an ex-

cess of nitrate of manganese, which deliquesces in the air, it

might dry dull. To obviate this Ih lbs. of dry precipitated

oxide of lead is added, and the whole again subjected to

agitation. After standing a perfectly clear oil is obtained,

which, exposed to the open air in a thin layer, at the ordinary

temperature dries in six hours.

It is necessary to state that during drying the absorption

of oxygen produces, in consequence of the presence of oxide

of manganese, a brown coloration, but the latter soon dis-

appears, and finally a beautifully brilliant, perfectly dry and

completely colourless coat is obtained.

Some manufacturers using this process have found the

oil in certain cases to be tacky, perhaps owing to the presence

of a small quantity of glycerine. This has led them to heat

the oil treated first with finely divided lead and then with

a salt of manganese, and it would appear that they have

obtained very interesting results.

Employment of Boiled Oil ix Painting.

Boiled oil or oil prepared as just indicated is a very im-

portant factor in painting. In fact, in house decoration raw

linseed oil is the vehicle used in painting. It is ground along

with white, that is to say, white lead, so as to obtain a soft

paste, which is thinned down in various proportions with

linseed oil and spirits of turpentine until the desired fluidity

is obtained. Jf a certain shade is desired, the colouring

matter beaten up with a small quantity of oil is added

;

finally, if very rapid drying is required, what is known as

" Patent Driers " (siccative) are added. These may consist of

(1) a solid powder (litharge, red lead or zumatic, i.e., a mixture

of oxide of zinc and borate of manganese)
; (2) litharge or

manganese boiled oil when there is no reason to fear the
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paintiu};, or by a drying' oil the drying' properties of wliich

have been stimulated by appropriate treatment (precipitated

lead, acetate of lead, etc.); or (3), finally, of special prepara-

tions the base of which is oil known under the name of

liquid driers, but which are only used with coloured pig-

ments, as they turn white tints yellow.

The paint thus formed slowly changes when spread upon

any surface in a thin layer to a solid body, which forms a

protective coating against external influences.

The paint ought not to dry too quickly, for the slower it

dries the more it is capable of expanding, and thus lasting

the longer.

The fluidity ought to be such that the paint flows easily

from the brush whilst at the same time it does not run in

streams, but forms a homogeneous coating. The coating

must also be thin enough to prevent the formation of pel-

licles at the surface, which would hinder the part underneath

from drying. It is therefore advisable to apply several suc-

cessive coats. But each of these ought to be allowed to dry

thoroughly before the succeeding one is applied.

A brilliant coating is not aimed at, the question of

appearance being subordinate to that of resistance and

durability. It is preferable to impart brilliancy by a final

coat of varnish.

Patent Driers.'

Concentrated Driers and Liquid Driers.

Concentrated driers consist of the product obtained by-

heating linseed oil at 2.50" to 300° C. to the consistency of

sticking plaster, with a quantity of litharge, red lead, borate

of manganese greater than 10 per cent, and even as high as

70 per cent, of the weight of the oil. Sugar of lead, oxide

of zinc, etc., are added to or partially substituted for the

preceding substances.

Concentrated driers are met with in the form of a thick

viscous mass, generally of a deep brown colour.
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A good product may be made by boiling in a small pot

7 parts of good and aged linseed oil—old tanked oil—with a

mixture of 2 parts of litharge in powder and 2 parts of red

lead. The oil at first assumes a beautiful red colour, which

turns brownish as the temperature rises. Suddenly it

thickens, looking like bronze in fusion, whilst at the same

time abundant fumes are given off. A sample placed on

a glass plate becomes in a minute perfectly solid, with no

viscosity whatever.

Concentrated driers are used to make varnishes in the

cold from raw linseed oil.

Liquid driers are made like concentrated driers, but when

the pot is taken off the fire it is only allowed to cool for a few

minutes, when it is thinned down with successive additions

of spirits of turpentine, with constant stirring. It is then

passed through coarse linen, and stored in closed vessels.

Liquid driers consist therefore of linseed oil saponified

and oxidised to a greater or less extent, and afterwards

dissolved in spirits of turpentine.

Numerous recipes have been given for the manufacture

of liquid driers. It will be enough to indicate the following

due to Andes :

—

7 parts linseed oil.

2 parts litharge.

2 parts black oxide of

manganese.

1 part red lead.

IG parts spirits of tur-

pentine.

7 parts of linseed oil.

3 parts pure dry white

lead.

1^ parts sugar of lead.

16 parts spirits of tur-

pentine.

Concentrated Driers.

7 parts linseed oil.

2 parts sugar of lead.

2 parts red lead.

16 parts spirits of tur-

pentine.

Pale Liquid Driers.

7 parts of linseed oil.

2 parts borate of man-
ganese.

2 parts zinc white.

16 parts spirits of tur-

pentine.

7 parts linseed oil.

1 part umber.

1 part litharge.

1 part oxide of manga-
nese.

1 part sugar of lead.

16 parts spirits of tur-

pentine.

7 parts linseed oil.

2 parts borate of man-
ganese.

1^ parts acetate of lead.

16 parts spirits of tur-

pentine.
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In the imimifiutun' of white h(iiii(l driers the inasf? doe«

not heconie red on hoiliiiL;. I'ut white iit first, and iifterwiirds

a very faint yellow .

Liquid driers are l)ut little used for white colours—solid

driers are preferred—hut with other coloured paints very

rapid drying' is I'th-cted hy simply adding, say, a few parts in

100 of li(piid driers to the raw oil usi'd. Here we have a

case of oxidation analogous to that pointed out hy C'hevreul.

viz., when a manganese-hoiled oil is added to raw oil.

Endeavours have heen made hy working in the cold to

jiroduee very pale liquid driers. One which is used very

extensively is made by intimately mixing 100 parts of finely

pulverised sugar of lead with I'iOO parts of poppy-seed oil.

This mixture is exposed to sunlight in a glass vessel, and

frequently stirred. There is obtained in this way a perfectly

colourless oil, which, when thinned down with '250 parts of

spirits of turpentine, dries vi'ry rapidly, yielding a solid,

<lural)le coating.

Hartley and Blenkinsop's drier consists of zinc oxide

mixed with a solution of linoleate of manganese dissolved in

naphtha. One per cent, of manganese linoleate added to

linseed oil in dilute solution renders it quick drying.

The so-called "terehine" very often consists simply of

japanners' gold size thinned down with spirits of turpentine.

Another process consists in fusing '2 parts of Manilla copal,

which is then mixed with A part of linseed oil and 6 parts of

concentrated driers made by one of the formulae given above,

after which the whole is incorporated with M parts of spirits

of turpentine.

The l)ulk of the paste " patent driers" used in the trade

consist of 90 per cent, or more of a mixture consisting of

equal quantities of chalk and harytes and about 10 per cent,

or less of actual driers.

When it is desired to prevent the paint from cracking.
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very good results are obtained by using spirits of turpentine,,

which has simply been shaken up with litharge and de-

canted. A liquid is thus obtained which does not affect the

colour, and which also gives a very durable coating.

Driers tvith a Bosin Base.—Filsinger has proposed to re-

place oil driers by a mixture which approaches them very

closely in their result. The principal ingredient is a rosin

soap, prepared as follows : In a copper pan 50 parts of

caustic soda are dissolved in 150 parts of water, and brought

to the boil, then 100 parts of finely ground rosin are added,

with constant stirring, and the liquid heated until limpid.

The whole is allowed to cool, and the solution decanted

from the resin soap in the bottom. This soap is dissolved in

a small quantity of water, to which has been added a little

sal ammoniac. The pigments are ground with this mixture.

A paint is thus obtained which dries quickly, and which will

take a coat of varnish, but if the process is economical and

the appearance pleasant, the durability on the other hand is

but very poor and the rationale of the process is very crude.

Thickening of Linseed Oil by Oxidation.

According to Livache.—Whatever process we may adopt in

the boiling of oil, the consistency or body of the resultant

product is but little different from that of the raw oil.^

Now, in many cases it is very advantageous to use an oil of

good body, so as either to hasten the drying when it is used

either directly or after it has been incorporated with varnish,

or when it is desired to apply the oil to porous surfaces,

wood, oil, etc., without having reason to fear of its being

imbibed by such substances.

^ In the boiling of oil over a naked fire with lead driers any degree of body
desired may be easily obtained, from a comparatively limpid oil to one
approaching, if not equal to, rubber in consistency according to the nature
and amount of the drier and the heat used in the process and the duration
thereof. Vincent in fact complained of the trade not taking kindly to his

oils owing to their limpidity. In some of the processes described under this-

heading the oil is not thickened to the extent imagined by Livache.
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Tilt' simplest process consists in cansinf,' the oil to fall in

a thin layer, in contact with air, as we have seen in the cold

[)roci'ss of niakin<^ diyinj^ oils, hut the process is a lonj,' one,

and oxidation becomes difficult as soon as the oil attains a

certain thickness, even when working,' at a temperature of

oO" to <)0^ C, hy which the oil is kept }hii<l for a lon;^'er time.

Further, a (juantity of oil adlu'res to the plates, and there

solidities, causin<^ a serious loss when it is not desired to

convert the whole into a solid l>ody. 1^'inally, aftrr a time

a solid pellicle is formed on the surface of the oil, which

prevents oxidation, and consequently tlic tliicktiiiiiL' from

proceedinj^ throupjh the mass of oil.

Oxidation of a Benzene Solution of Linseed Oil.

Attempts have been made to artificially increase the

thiulity of the oil by the use of a suitable solvent. By taking,',

for example, equal parts of man^'anese-boiled oil and benzene,

and stirrin<,' the mixture in a closed vessel, with simultaneous

injection of air, rapid absorption of oxyf,'en takes place. This

absorption is stimulated by aid of heat regulated between

40 ajid oO^ C. If the air be continuously injected so as to

supply the quantity of oxygen necessary for complete oxida-

tion of the oil, a quantity which amounts at least to 10 per

cent, by weight of the oil used, we very soon see the mixture

thicken, and if finally we distil ofif the solvent a viscous residue

is leit on cooling. If the process be carried on so as to com-

pletely oxidise the oil, the hquid becomes cloudy owing to

the foiTuation of linoxin, which is insoluble in benzene ; on

separating the latter, tht^ linoxin is obtained as a very dry.

fliisfiic solid.

Ordinary Process.

In actual practice boiling is continued for a long tune,

often for three or four days, and the temperature pushed as

far as '250° to 800° C. By this means heavy bodied oils are

produced, which can be tliiniifd down bv the ad(htion of

•21
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thinner bodied oil, boiled only from six to eight hours at

200' C. But boiling at so high a temperature has the

disadvantage of liberating fatty acids, which take longer

to oxidise, and render the oil fatty.

English, Geeman and Dutch Practice.

In England and Germany preference is given to boiling

oil by superheated steam or superheated air either in pans as

flat as possible, so that the surrounding air may have free

access, or in deep, closed pans, into which either cold or hot

air is injected.

In certain manufactories, especially in Holland, no drier

is used ; it is considered preferable to oxidise the oil ex-

clusively by the injection of hot or cold air. The product is

superior, but the process rather slow.

Stoeage of High-Class Boiled Oil.

According to Livache.—When a choice boiled or thickened

oil is manufactured, it should not be stored either in iron or

copper vessels without electro-plating the interior with silver;

this deposit need not be thick, as it is subject to no wear and

tear, and owing to the low price of silver would not be so

costly as would at first sight appear. The same result may

be arrived at, viz., prevention of discoloration by a layer of

enamel which stands well and is economical. Wrought iron

vessels " galvanised " on the inside surface with tea lead

have no action on varnish nor on spirits of turpentine. One

per cent, of tin added to the lead has the same effect.

In F. Walton's, Lion's, Hadfield's and other processes, air

is made to act upon oil falling in drops, in such a manner as

to present a large surface to oxidation. The mochis operandi

of such processes will be understood from Fig. 26.

Walton's Processes.

1. Walton's plant is composed of a reservoir, the bottom

of which, pierced with a number of holes, rests upon a second
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rtctun^'ular reservoir, of which two of tlic faces are made of

<rhiss so that the action of Kiiiih<,'ht may intervene with the

view of stimulatin',' oxidation and bleaching' the oil ; tlie other

two faces are made of perforated sheet zinc ; throufjh one of

these faces air enters, tlie whole way up the column, and

passes out through the other, hut owinf,' to the minuteness

of the holes and to their conical shape the oil is retained.

This quadranf^nilar column is itself surrounded hy a douhle

envelope made either totally of glass, or having two faces at

least of that material, and in which an arrangement of par-

titions causes a current of air to tlow against one of the

perforated zinc faces and to force its way through the oppo-

site. This current should not be too strong, but yet strong

enough to constantly renew the air in contact with the oil.

The oil at last falls into a steam-jacketed reservt)ir, by

means of which it can be heated to a temperature between

100 and 170 C. Finally, by means of a pump similar to

Fig. "JG, F, the oil thus heated is |>roptlle(l into the reservoir
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at the top of the column, through the openings of which it

again passes to be submitted afresh to the action of the air.

An automatic arrangement enables the flow of oil to be

stopped should the pressure inside the column become too

strong.

Eaw oil, to which an appropriate drier has been added

at the start, is that which is generally treated with this appa-

ratus. Sugar of lead to the extent of 5 to 10 per cent, is

the most suitable drier. However, oil previously boiled with

manganese or litharge may also be treated, but air is pro-

pelled in this case at a lower temperature, say, 100° C. ; never-

theless, in spite of this precaution, the resultant oil is darker

than when raw oil is used.

2, Another arrangement by Walton consists in boiling the

oil in large open pans ; the hot oil is led into a chamber main-

tained at a suitable temperature by steam pipes. Here the

oil which falls on the floor of the chamber is beaten with

armed agitators, bringing it into the form of a spray which

meets a current of air passing in the opposite direction ; the

oil falls back again into the chamber, which may be covered

with glass, so that the action of sunlight may intervene.

Storee's Process.

Instead of blowing air into the oil, Dr. John Storer draws

it in from the atmosphere by suction by the creation of a

vortex current generated by a sort of screw propeller. By a

mechanical arrangement the oil subjected to the vortex action

flows into another compartment and returns to the surface

to expel the vitiated air and to be again and again subjected

to the same treatment. The screw propeller makes about

1500 revolutions a minute. It will be readily seen that the

commingling of continually renewed fresh air, drier and oil

IS effected in a most complete and perfect manner by this

process. The plant differs from Vincent's in the fact that

the fumes are carried away, not by a dome rivetted to the
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p!iM uiul foniiiii;,' piirl of it, but liy u hood suhpeiulid over

the pan, thus allowing fresh air to be continually brought

in contact with the oil without the necessity of pumping.

The atmosphere above the i)an is therefore always freer

from decomposition products.

SoLIDIFIC.VTION OF BolLKD OiL—LiXOLEUM M.\.M i A* i( ui..

When boiled oil is completely oxidised it is insoluble in

the various solvents used in varnish-making, consequently

manufacturers generally are content with a partially oxidised

product which will dissolve.

But now-a-days there is a demand for com[)lelely oxi-

dised and consequently solid oils, which are incorporated by

njixing and grinding with a great number of substances, to

which they impart impermeability, elasticity, as well as insol-

ubility, not only in the various solvents for oil but also in

acids. This is the case in the manufacture of linoleum, for

example, and other similar substances formed by a mixture

of solid linseed oil, powdered cork, sawdust and resin.

The process most generally adopted consists in spreading

in a very thin layer boiled oil, or oil thickened after one of

the processes described, so that it may be completely oxidised :

if the layer be too thick a solid [x'llicle is formed on the

surface when oxidation verges com[)letion, which stops all

further o.xidation from going on underneath, and complete

solidification is prevented.

When large quantities of solid oil are required it is

necessary to have enormous surfaces at disposal, so that

the layer of oil to be oxidised may be as thin as possible.

Passing thj: Linen THHoudii the Oil.

. Linen cloths are passed through a bath of the oil to be

oxidised, and thus become impregnated with the oil, and are

afterwards suspended vertically so that the excess of oil

drops oil. When the layer of oil is dry the linen is passed
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through the bath once more and thus becomes charged

afresh with oil, and again vertically exposed to the action of

the air, and so on until a succession of solidified layers gives

the thickness desired.

EuxxixG THE Oil over the Linen.

The following is a more simple arrangement. Oil is

made to fall upon several thousand square yards of linen

suspended vertically. The oil being in a very thin layer ab-

sorbs the oxygen necessary to change it to the solid condition

very rapidly. This absorption is facihtated by working in

warm chambers. The sequence of operations which follow

each other, almost automatically produces, very cheaply, a

superposition of perfectly dry pellicles, amalgamated together

to form a mass of considerable thickness.

Separation of Solid Oil from Linen.

In order to separate the solid oil from the linen, the

latter is passed between two cylinders, heated by steam, and

so adjusted that only the linen can pass through. In start-

ing all that has to be done is to free the linen from solidified

oil, for about an inch, and feed it in between the cylinders

;

these catch hold of the linen and draw" it forward, leaving

the solid oil behind. The linen can in this waj^ be used

over again to prepare a fresh batch of solid oil. But when

complex substances are to be made from the solid oil, manu-

facturers do not trouble to separate the two, the more so as

the linen does not last long. In that case the linen charged

with oil is ground up and mixed with the other ingredients.

Livache's Process.

Livache tried to make a direct utilisation of this oxidised

oil which, when subjected to trituration with the majority

of volatile solvents, spirits of turpentine, benzene, alcohol,

ether, bisulphide of carbon, etc., is observed to swell, become
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transparent and then divide into pieces of extreme tenuity,

and thus form a paste which may be spread out in a nujre or

less thick hiyer. When the solvent has evaporated, an elastic

homo^'eneous surface of oxidised oil is obtained, perfectly dry

and of appreciable thickness.

These pastes of oxidised oil may be combined with caout-

chouc pastes, or with solutions of india-rubber and other

substances, soluble in the solvents used, so as to (jbtain after

evaporation a homogeneous product of peculiar properties

partaking of those of the different substances entering into

its composition.

Printing and Lithographic Ink.

The principal constituent of printing ink is boiled oil,

most generally linseed, sometimes hemp-seed, which is

cheaper, but retains a bad smell. No attempt is made to

produce a fluid quick-drying oil like that used in the manu-

facture of oil varnishes, viz., by boiling the oil to a tem-

perature not exceeding 2'20° C. On the contrary, we have to

produce a partially resinified, partially decomposed oil which

will leave no greasy stain on paper. This result is obtained

by heating the oil above 250° C.

Refining Oil for Printing Ink.

The oil used should be of prime (piality. so as to avoid the

disagreeable smell and too deep colour of ordinary oil. It

ought, however, to have been stored for at least a year or

two, so that all solid impurities may have completely sepa-

rated out. In other words, what is known as old tanked oil

should be used, but it ought still to underg<i a special refining

witb sulphuric acid. Accordingly the oil is mixed with a few

per cents, of concentrated sulphuric acid of about oO' B., and

heated for several hours by means of a steam coil to a tern,

perature of 90° C, taking care not to go beyond 100° C. The

oil is then pumped into another tank containing hot water.
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with which it is well washed, running off the wash water

and agitating afresh, and so on until all trace of acid is

removed. The oil may then be boiled.

As drying oils contain a certain quantity of fatty matter

(palmitin) which does not dry, and causes the printing ink to

blot or blur, it has been recommended to eliminate it by

adding to every 1000 parts of oil 1 or 2 parts of fuming nitric

acid, which decomposes the palmitin into glycerine and

palmitic acid, which may thus be precipitated as insoluble

palmitate of lead or manganese. This process seems, how-

ever, to present many difficulties, which have prevented it

from being adopted to any extent. Moreover, fuming nitric

acid, in consequence of being easily decomposed, is by itself

a dangerous substance ; this danger is intensified to the

highest degree when the acid is mixed with organic matter.

Dangerous explosions may result and the oil take fire.

Desceiption of Pan.

The oil is boiled either in a cylindrical copper pan, the

lower half of which fits into the brickwork of the furnace,

where it is kept in position by a collar which at the same

time acts as a gutter to collect any overflow, or in a cast-

iron enamelled pan. The pan is manipulated with a chain

or by an iron band encircling its top, and attached to which

are strong arms, by means of which it can be moved with

safety. The capacity is 60 to 85 gallons. But in certain im-

portant factories the boiling is done in pans which do not

cube less than 600 to 700 gallons. In such cases a mechanical

agitator is kept going during the boiling process, which may
last two or three days.

Boiling Process.

The pan is filled to half or at most three-quarters of its

capacity, and a moderate heat applied so as to get quit of all

trace of moisture ; when the boiling goes on quietly the fire is
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•quickeiu'd until V(jliitilo. puuj^t'ul and disa<,'reeable sinellin^

products are given oil. 'J'his takes place at a temperature of

'250 to '270' C. In certain factories the workman satisfies liim-

self as to this being the case by dipping in organic matter,

such as a feather, for instance, which ought to inflame ; or

by projecting fine drops of water on to the surface of the oil,

which as they full decompose and scintillate, or, in other

words, present, m consequence of the absorption of oxygen

by the oil and the inflammation of the hydrogen, the

appearance of stars. The fire is ninv carefully watched, for

the oil may froth over or the vapours ignite. The frothing

over is parried by adding a little cold oil.

The oil becomes bright and more fluid at first, but, on

being kept at this temperature for one or two hours, a brown

red skin forms on the surface, which is skimmed oflF as

rapidly as possible after it has formed, because it is this skin

which colours the oil brown. The temperature is now raised

to 310" C, and kept at that for half an hour to an hour,

watching the process with the greatest of care, as the

vapours are very apt to catch fire. A well-fitting lid and

wet cloths ought therefore to be always at hand. The fire

is now allowed to die down, so that the temperature may
descend to 260' to 270° C, when the pan is withdrawn

from the fire. It is covered with a lid, and let stand to

cool.

Certain manufacturers, instead of cooling the oil after

withdrawing it from the furnace, set fire to the escaping

va[)()urs, and let them burn for about five minutes—an

operation they regard as indispensable in the production of

a good article. Other manufacturers contend that the same

result is obtained by boiling the oil a little longer, which has

the further benefit of saving the appreciable loss of oil in-

curred during the combustion process, and, further, a much
paler oil is obtained.
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" Steing " Test.

The exact moment when the pan ought to be removed

from the fire is determined by the " string " test. A small

sample of oil is taken from the pan on a wooden spatula^

which is cooled rapidly by stirring it. A drop is taken and

pressed between the finger and thumb, which are then

gradually drawn apart as far as possible. The thread join-

ing the finger and thumb together should stretch 1 to 2

inches without breaking, otherwise the oil is not sufficiently

boiled.

Projjerties of Good Printing Ink.—Good printing ink has

the requisite body of a pale, bright yellow colour—not

deep yellow or brown—and is not cloudy from matters in

suspension. It is very evident that the body of the oil will

depend upon the purpose for which it is intended. For

printing books and hthographic work an oil' having a good

body is required, whilst for new^spaper printing a soft, almost

fluid oil is used. According to Villon, who made an elaborate

study of printing ink, five kinds of oil of different body or

consistency are in the market, viz. :
—

(1) Extra strong, (2) strong, (3) medium and (4) weak-

bodied oils, and (5) drying oil. The strong-bodied oil (2) is

used in summer for very particular work with the hand

press. The medium oil (3) is used in ordinary weather.

The weak-bodied oil (4) is used in winter with the mechanical

press, whilst the drying oil (5) is used to prevent the

formation of the oily ring around the letters.

Deiers and Extra Steong-Bodied Oil.

Usually no driers are used, because oil boiled with driers

would clog the type, and could not be removed even when

washed with a hot alkaline solution. There is sometimes,

however, an advantage in using such an oil, and to meet

this want the oils known as " extra strong" and " drying"

oils are manufactured.
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Tho " extra stron^^'-bodied " oil is iiiadt' by boiling wilb

lead salts, and the " dryiiij,' " oil with an oxide or salt of

maii^'anese.

The " extra stron^'-bodied " oil is addid to tlu.' " strong-

bodied " oil. The former is made by heating to 150" C. for

an iiour

Linscod oil - - 200

Litharge . - . .0

Umber ... I

White lead 2

The dryinj,' property of this varnish is tested by spread-

ing it on a glass plate, when it should l^e perfectly dry next

day, with no air liells nor dulness. If it he dull 5 per cent,

of spirits of turpentine must be added.

The drying oil is obtained by heating for fifteen hours at

275° C, oil to which 0*05 per cent, of the hydrated oxide of

manganese has been added, or by boiling oil for twenty-fom*

hours at H00° C, with 5 per cent, of black oxide of manga-

nese. If borate of manganese be used 4 parts of this salt

are beaten up with 25 parts of hnseed oil, and run into 2000

parts of linseed oil, and the whole heated for half an hour at

250° C, or a quarter of an hour at 31(') C. Some manu-

facturers add 2A per cent, of oxalate of manganese, whilst

applying heat for three hours at 150° to 160° C, or simply add

a manganese soap (manganese linoleate) previously dissolved

in coal-tar na])htha. petroleum ether, or spirits of turpentine.

Use of Rosin.

When great body is required, without having resource

to prolonged boiling, rosin may be added. With ordinary

black ink common rosin is used, but for fine, coloured inks

pale American rosin is employed. The rosin is melted,

filtered to eliniinate rubbish, and added to the oil during

boiling. When very high-class inks are required, balsam of

Peru, Canada balsam, or copaiba balsam are used instead

of rosin.
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Use of Soap.

Finally, a certain quantity of soap is added to the oil,

which imparts suppleness, but its principal object is to

facilitate the cleansing of the type, enabling this to be done

with a brush. The soap ought to be perfectly dry, that is

to say, when left for a long time in thin slices ; at 100° C.

it ceases to lose weight. Ordinary yellow resin soap is used

for common ink, but for fine inks white soap is used.

Blue Black Ink.

A little indigo blue is also added to the hot oil to impart

lustre, or 1 per cent, of Prussian blue may be added as the

oil commences to boil, which, as it dissolves, yields a beauti-

ful blue black.

Manufactuee Proper.

Generally in the actual manufacture of the ink, the boiled

oil is moderately heated with the simple addition of rosin

and soap alone until the mass becomes tranquil and homo-
geneous ; the colour is then added and ground in the mill

until perfectly cold.

Another process consists in melting the rosin until de-

structive distillation commences, and then to add soap in

slices, then the boiled oil. Heat is now applied more strongl}^

so as to increase the fluidity of the mass, then the colour

is added, and the whole run into a receiver, from whence

it passes to the mill while still hot.

The nature and the quantity of the colouring matter

depends upon the consistency of the oil and the object in

view, but heavy, dense, mineral colours should, as far as

possible, be excluded, using in preference light colours, which

give a more homogeneous and impalpable ink.

Thus the following colours are habitually used, viz., for

Black—lamp-black.

Bed—lake, cochineal, carmine aniline colours ; very rarely

red lead or vermilion.
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/>'/»{'— i'russiiui hliu' or iiidi^'o ; ultriuimriiif is iiiaiimiss-

il)l(! as it is easily bleached.

Yellow—yellow ochre or chrome yellow.

(hcen—mixtures of blue and yellow.

lirown—sepia and umber.

Chahactkuistics of Good Puintixg Ink.

Printing' ink ouf^ht to satisfy several tests, (a) In the first

place, it oa{:(ht to be perfectly homogeneous, for the least

particle of soiled matter (grit, etc.) will cause a blot in the

printing, (b) It ought to suffer no change when e.xposed to the

air for a long time, but when spread in a thin layer it should

dry very quickly, without, however, commencing to do so on

the type, from wliich it should be easily removed by wash-

ing, {c) The colour of dry printing ink should be rich and

brilliant, (d) It should not penetrate the paper too deeply

but deep enough to prevent it being detached from the

surface, (e) P^inally, it ought to have no bad smell.

The proportions of different substances entering into the

composition of printing ink vary much. They may, how-

ever, be reduced to three types :

—

Boiled oil - - -

Rosin - - . .

Soap . . - .

Drying oil -

For ordinaiy, such as newspaper, work, great economy is

necessary, hence in place of l)oiled oil there has been used

a mixture of raw oil and thickened turpentine : the quantity

of resin is increased and the requisite fluidity obtained by

the addition of rosin oil.

The pnjportions given by Andes ;in' .i'-- follows, according

to the amount of body required :

—

Raw linseed oil -

Rosin oil - - - - -

Rosin

Rosin ((.<-., yellow) soap

Thickened turpentine

Ho.Mt.

Parts.

100
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We ma}' add that the same products, but of inferior

quahty, are made very cheaply by replacing linseed oil by

rosin oil, for which purpose the following recipes have been

given :

—

Parts. Parts.

Rosiu oil - - • - - - - 1000 1000

JRosin 400 780

Rosin soap - 100 780

Ordinary soap 100 180

Ink for Steel Engraving.

This oil, according to Villon, who made a special study

of ink for steel engraving, is prepared like printing ink, the

only difference being that it is boiled a little longer.

Linseed oil which has aged is the oil employed, or, better

still, walnut oil ; but this latter is never used alone, a little

linseed, varying from 12 to 50 per cent., according to the

quality desired, being always added to give it more viscosity.

The boiling process, although an old one, is that still

used. It consists in heating 5 gallons of oil in a pot until

it takes fire or gives off white fumes, which are set on fire.

It is left to burn for five minutes, taken off the fire and

placed on a furnace filled with hot ashes, where it is let

burn a few minutes longer. A piece of stale bread, held by

a pair of pliers, is dipped into the oil until it reddens, with-

out, however, charring ; it is replaced by a second slice, and

that by a third—the bread is sometimes replaced l)y peeled

onions. Although no explanation is given of this process,

it would appear to be necessary. At any rate practical men
think so. The pot is now covered and allowed to cool.

There is thus obtained a bright, greenish oil {huile claire),

more consistent than the raw oil, but with no body.

<S'iro«{/-bodied oil {huile forte) is prepared hj setting fire

to the oil, letting it burn for five minutes, and stirring

several times. The flames are put nut and the oil again set
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firt', twill' at k-ast. ami soinctimt's four tinus. The cooled

oil striufTs like tieack'.

Till' " fatty " oil is inadi' by shortening' tin- Iturniuf^

process, and is intrrniediate between the other two.

Now-a-days a process similar to that usi-d in makinj,'

ordinary printinj:: ink is adopted.

The removal of <;rease by onions or bread is then effected

by nitric acid, as previously indicated, or by nia;,'nesia. This

latter, wliich is extensively used in En^dand. consists in addinf,'

2 per cent, of ma^'nesia, boilin<^' for an hour, and decanting,'.

The oil is then run into a pan capable of holding 42

jjallons, and gradually heated to 182"^ C, three hours being

occupied in attaining this point. About 1] lbs. of finely

ground bichromate of potash is then added, and the tem-

perature is raised to 300" C, stopping the frothing of the oil

by adding a little cold oil, then it is kept for half an hour at

a temperaturr between 315' and 320' C, after Ij lbs. of

Prussian blue have been slowly added. " Strong "-bodied

oil is thus obtained. To make " fatty " oil, the oil is only

heated for five minutes to 300° to 305 C. With "clear " oil

the heat does not rise above 275° C, which is maintained a

quarter to half an hour, according to the object in view.

De Luxe Drawimis, Ink for.—Villon gives the following

proportions for ink to be used in the production of dc liucc

drawings :

—

Limpid oil (liuilc clairci - lax)

Strong-bodied oil (huile forte) 260

Black 500

Priis.sian blue 50
Hosin (yellow) soap .... 25

The Prussian blue is first added to the clear oil in a pan

fitted with a mechanical agitator, and lu-ated to UtO C. by a

steam jacket. The heat is raised to 150 C. and the rosin

soap is mixed with continual stirring. It is only when per-

fectlv cold that the black is introduced into the mixture, then
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the huile forte (strong-bodied oil). The whole is then

passed through rollers. Small quantities maj^ be ground

in a mortar worked by power.

Black Ink for Engraving Purposes.—Villon's researches re-

sulted in his selection of the following formula as yielding

a very black ink for engraving purposes, without reddish

reflex, and of irreproachable composition, which keeps well^

and each of the ingredients of which plays an important

part :

—

Huile claire (limpid oil) - 1000

Huile forte (strong-bodied oil)----- 200

Carnanba wax .-..-.. 25

Paraffin --------- .35

Yellow soap (rosin) 25

Paris violet -------- 0*5

Prussian blue 40

Cork black 100

Blood black - - 50

Wineless black -..-..- 200

Ivory black - 150

Numerous other substances are also used to impart con-

sistency and unctuosity, such as Canada balsam, ozckerit,

asphaltum, stearic acid. It is for each manufacturer to

select those materials best adapted for the object in view^

India-Kubbee Substitutes.

Drying oils are used in the manufacture of a solid elastic

compound, which can be used as a rubber substitute. Chlo-

ride of sulphur or nitric acid are the re-agents used.

Chloride of Sulphur Process.

By mixing linseed oil with .5 per cent, of chloride of

sulphur the oiljbecomes very thick, becoming plastic with 15

to 20 per cent., the solidity increasing as the percentage rises

to 25 per cent.

If the mixture be cooled solid plates are obtained, on

which other layers can be superimposed in such a manner
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as to ohtiiin plates tliirk cnoii^'h for niakin;^ printing' rolls,

boxes, knife liaiulles, etc.

If a certain quantity of carbonate of lime be added the

carbonic acid evolved converts the mixture into a wliite

spon^'y mass, which is mixed with natural rubber.

Chloride of suljjhur has the same action on other oils

such as earthnut or colza.

Nitric Acik I'hockss.

Dilute nitric acid and linseed oil yield a product some-

what analof,'()us to the [)recedinf,' : but in the latter case it

would appear to be the sulphur which is the active agent,

and which explains why we can have the same substance by

using either drying or non-drying oils. In the present case,

however, we are confronted with a rapid oxidation process

exclusively confined to those oxitlisable principles only found

in drying oils.

The oil is first heated so far as to render it viscous ; it is

then boiled for a long time with dilute nitric acid. A solid

elastic, brown substance, which does not stick to the fingers,

is obtained analogous to caoutchouc, and whence its name of

black artificial rul)ber.

The same substance is obtained with the different drying

oils, but in proportion to the intensity of their drying pro-

perties. Linseed oil and walnut oil yield eight to ten times

as much as poppy-seed oil.

Properties of Rubber Substitute.

This substance does not melt, but may be differentiated

in a very precise manner from the final product yielded bv

the complete oxidation of drying oils, vi~., linoxin, by the

fact that it cannot be saponified by a concentrated aqueous

solution of potash. On heating an emulsion is obtained

which does not separate on the addition of an acid. With

alcoholic potash, on the contrary, complete saponification
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takes place, and the addition of an acid liberates a mixture

of fatty acids of complex constitution. With bisulphide of

carbon there is an emulsion ; in petroleum the substance

swells without dissolving ; in a mixture of alcohol and ether

it swells and dissolves if a large quantity of ether be added,

whilst it is precipitated if alcohol be added in too great pro-

portion ; finally, it is soluble in ether and in a large excess

of spirits of turpentine.

Summary.—Rubber substitute, prepared from linseed oil

and nitric acid, would appear to consist on the one hand of a

mixture of substances present in the original oil and not

sensibly changed by the nitric acid treatment, and on the

other hand of products oxidised by the nitric acid and trans-

formed into linoxin, the relative proportions of these sub-

stances masking the individual properties of each of them.

This substance is used either in solution in ether or in

spirits of turpentine in waterproofing tissues, or is added

directly in the solid state to india-rubber.^

^ Synthesis of Gcmiine Rubber.—The attempts that have been made to

convert spirits of turpentine into real rubber have not as yet been carried out
in practice.
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Oil Varnishes.

Spiuit varnishes, consisting simply of a resin dissolved in

spirit, arc not adapted for outdoor work, or for api)licatic)n to

any object subject to wear and tear. They certainly produce

a brilliant coating, but with feeble powers for resisting either

heat or moisture. It is therefore necessary to introduce an

clement which, in virtue of its elasticity and impermeability,

will impart the necessary resistance, whilst at the same time

it is so transparent that it does not attenuate, but in the

smallest possible degree, the brilliancy of the varnish.

The substance which fulfils these conditions is the oxida-

tion product of drying oils, and the varnishes into which

it enters are called oil varnishes.

The use of a protective coating with linseed oil as a basis

was indicated by the monk Theophilus so far back as the

twelfth century.^ But for a long time oil varnishes were only

made in small quantities by each tradesman, in accordance

with recipes transmitted to him, and according to the exi-

gencies of his own personal work.

According to Livache. the first varnish factory was

establislu'd in Kiiglaiid in ITUO, in I''ranee and Germany
between iS'iO an<l l.S.'iO, and m Austria in 1}S43.

The composition of oil varnish is simple, since it only

contains resin, drying oil and a volatile solvent.

' " Linseed, walnut and i>oppy seed oil were known to Tlicopliilu.s and
probably all of them to the Greek painters as drj'ing oils fit to be used in paint-

ing. Linseed oil could not have remained long unknown to iho Kgyjitians.

Great cultivators of flax, skilful in tbe arts and in modicine, they lould not
have overlooived the production of an oil from the linseed nor have boon
ignorant of its peculiar properties."

—

Ilnulrt/'s Theophilus, p. 94.

(3M9)
'
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Nevertheless, there are many different qualities of oil

varnish, which vary with the quality and relative proportion

of the different ingredients and the method of manufacture.

The qualities desired in a varnish are : (1) colour. This

should be as pale as possible so as not to appreciably alter

the tone or tint of any object to which it may be applied

or that of any colouring matters which may be added to the

varnish
; (2) consistency or body so as to be easily apphed

;

(3) drying properties
; (4) brilliancy ; and (5) resistance.

(1) Colotir.—The colour will be paler the more care has

been taken in the selection of the resins and in selecting

a pale oil, and the greater the attention with which the

temperature necessary for the fusion of the resins and the

process of manufacture has been regulated.

(2) Consistency.—This is principally determined by the

relative proportion of the three ingredients, oil, resin and

volatile solvent, according to the object in view.

(3) Drying Projjerties.—These will depend on the rapidity

with which the volatile solvent evaporates, and, above all,

on the quality of the drying oil. The more care taken in the

boiling of the latter to ensure good drying properties, the

better will the varnish dry.

(4) Brilliancy and lustre depend on the nature of the resin,

which ought to form a sufficiently thick, continuous coat.

(5) Durability and resistance will vary with the proportion

of linseed oil and the elasticity of its oxidation product.

Varnishes ought to combine in the best proportions the

properties of the resins (brilliancy) and of the drying oils

(elasticity). As far as durability is concerned, it depends,

above all, on the resins used and the relative proportions of

the different ingredients. Take, for instance, varnish made

from the hardest resin, Zanzibar copal. This varnish may
last for eighteen months at the most, but in the case of low

quality varnish, especially quick-drying ones, the durability

is lowered to a few months or even weeks. They are seen
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to lose their Inilliancy, become dull, tlu'ii, after the forma-

tion of tine cracks, assume a whitish appearance and finally

to resolve into small pulverulent scales.

Choice oi<^ Haw Matkuial.

1. l(i;sixs.

The resins employed ou^jht to be carefully selected, as

indicated in the preceding part whilst treating of the raw

materials employed in the manufacture of varnish. Hard

copals and amber have to be submitted to a high tempera-

ture before they dissolve. They are generally rendered

soluble during the process of varnish-making ; sometimes,

however, the process is so modified that resins which have

sometime previousl}'^ been heated to the requisite extent (pyro-

succin, pyro-copal) may l)e used.

The colour and brilliancy of the varnish will depend upon

the amount of care exercised in not only the selection of the

resins, but their previous treatment and the skill exercised

in running them.

2. Linseed Oil.

Linseed oil is the drying oil generally used. Its quality

is of prime importance, for upon that depends the drying

properties, elasticity, and the resistance and durability of the

varnish. High-class varnishes can only be made from pure

and perfectly refined oil. It ought to be " aged " or tanked

for at least a year, no matter whether raw oil or manganese

or lead-boiled oil be used. This oil ought previously to have

absorbed a certain quantity of oxj'gen, so as to render it

more drying. The temperature at which the oil decom-

poses ought to be taken into account, for at the high tem-

perature at which copal melts certain oils darken very

rapidly. The driers with which the oil has been boiled

ought also to be considered. Manganese compounds are less

hurtful than those of lead, because the linoxate of manganese

is less brittle than linoxate of lead ; further, there is less
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manganese absorbed by a manganese-boiled oil than there is

of lead by a Htharge-boiled oil.

Many manufacturers, chiefly in England, prefer to use

only oil which has been boiled for a prolonged time without

any addition of drier, and which has afterwards been stored

for a long time ; such an oil is pale in colour, is not altered

by sulphur compounds, and durable varnishes are made from

it even with soft copals.

3. Solvents.

The spirits of turpentine used as a solvent is the ordinary

spirit ; when the varnish is applied on a surface the spirit

never evaporates completely, and the portion remaining oxi-

dises and resinifies ; being softer than the resins used, this

residue imparts elasticity and durability to the coating.

Certain manufacturers prefer American spirit to French
;

the chief reason is that English varnishes, which are of

excellent quality, are made with American spirits, and as the

latter possesses a peculiar essence of lemon smell, this smell

has become recognised as an indication of superior quality

varnish.

Turpentine Substitutes.

Attempts have been made to replace spirits of turpentine

by benzol, petroleum ether, and by mixtures of different

solvents, etc., but except in certain particular instances the

bad smell of these solvents and their peculiar toxic effects,

and last, but not least, the danger of fire and explosion, have

each and all caused the use of these solvents to be abandoned,

especially for inside work, whether on the interior of l)uild-

ings on land or ships at sea or in dock.^

Manufacture of Oil Varnish.

The quality of a varnish depends principally upon the

hardness of the resins used, but a difficulty is met with in

' ^loreover, as each of the constituents of a mixture of different solvents

may evaporate more or less quickly than the others, unequal drying results

with all its attendant evils
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the very begiiiiiinj,'. Tlu' hard resins do not dissolve directly

and at once in the solvents used, and thry in particular

refuse to dissolve in boiled oil or spirits of turpentine. It

has been pointed out, when describing the properties of the

raw materials used, that it was necessary to render these

hard resins soluble by previously heatinfj them to a rather

high temperature. It is therefore necessary to modify tlie

manufacturing process according to the manner in which the

resins used behave wheii treated with different solvents.

{A.) Vm{Msues madi: fko.m Kisins wiinii do .not

Dissolve directly.

Amber and Copal Varnishes.

(1) Addition of Oil to Melted Resin.—The process most

generally used consists in melting the resin in a copper vessel

on the naked fire, and then to afterwards add first the oil and

then the spirits of turpentine in suitable proportions.

Fiision of Resins.—Without going into detail in regard to

the fusion of the resins, which has already been dealt with at

some length (p. 157 et scv/.), it must be borne in mind that

the pot ought to have a capacity double that occupied by

the resin used, so that there may be no risk of the material

priming over, especially when it contains nuich water. It is

equally necessary to recall the fact that it is better to work

with small (juantities at a time, say, 3 to 5 lbs. at the most, so

as to obtain as pale products as possible, which cannot be done

when '2o to 85 11)S. are " run " each time. Thi' time occupied

in working with small quantities must not be taken into

account ; it is more than compensated by the paler product.

Finally, copper pots must be used because it is necessary

to heat to 300' C, and at this high temperature copper has

more resistance than iron.

When the disengagement of fumes has ceased, and when

it is thought that the resin is about fluid, the varnish-maker

assures himself of this being the case by "sounding" the
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varnish with his spatula, which should be made of iron,

because wooden spatulas besides darkening the varnish con-

tain moisture and give rise to boiling or frothing, which

msLj mask the fluidity. When the resin is completely

melted and fluid it runs from the spatula in drops like

water. It is indispensable to make absolutely certain in

this manner of the resin being fluid, because if it be not

so the addition of oil would yield a turbid viscous mass,

or the spirits of turpentine would separate the resin in a

viscous lumpy aggregation.

When treating certain copals containing much moisture

it is better to let the resin remain on the fire for two or

three minutes longer, after it has been melted, so as to drive

off all trace of water, otherwise, although a clear product

would be obtained on the addition of linseed oil, it would

become turbid on the addition of spirits of turpentine.

Incoryoration of Linseed Oil.—The raw linseed oil is heated

separately, and the necessary quantity is added to the fluid

resin, whilst stirring constantly. After incorporation some

manufacturers allow this mixture to cool, mostly in the case

of linseed oil, which has been previously boiled with driers,

but in general it is preferable to heat it for some time, so

as to bring it to the proper consistency or body. To prevent

fire, the temperature should not exceed 300' C.

The process is often modified by running a certain num-

ber of potfuls of the mixture of fluid resin dissolved in oil

into a large pan which is heated to about 140° C, and kept

at that temperature until the oil has become sufficiently thick,

and finally formed an elastic substance which imparts such

suppleness and flexibilit}^ to the varnish that the expense and

the increased length of the process are more than compensated.

Stringing.—The heating should be continued until the

varnish, when spotted on a glass plate, yields a bright trans-

parent product possessing the greatest possible consistency

and capable of being drawn out into long elastic threads
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Nvhicli do not break easily. Kacli diop fallinj,' on the ^'lass

plate should present in a decided manner the form of un juvh.

This result is ohtained hv pi'olon^^'inj,' the l-.eiitin;,' pnjcess in

proportion to the thinness of the mixture at the he^'innin},'

—

that is to say, the more oil it contains the lon<(er the process.

Incorporation of Spirits of Turpentine.—Whether workinj^

with a sin«,'le pot or with a pan into which si'veral pot-

fuls have been emptied, the mixture is allowed to cool

to 160' to 170 C, that is to about the boilinpf-point of spirits

of turpentine, and the solvent, i.e., spirits of turpentine,

is slowly added, preferably from a jup; with a long neck or

spout, in a small stream and in small quantities at a time.

About iV part of the solvent is added in the beginning

and half that cjuaiitity each time afterwards, sampling after

each addition. So long as the liquid maintains a certain

viscosity on cooling and thickens rapidly, the addition of

spirits of turpentine is continued. But when the consistency

diminishes gi'eatly on the addition of a small quantity of

spirits, the limit has been reached and no more nmst be

added, otherwise the quality of the varnish will be injured.

The temperature of the process may vary between 190°

and 140 C, according to the quantities operated upon. If

the tem])erature l)e too high there is considerable loss of

spirits of turpentine by volatilisation, but, on the other hand,

if the temperature be too low the incorporation is effected

badl}' or not at all. The essence is generally heated so as to

avoid too sudden cooling of the mixture, and in this case the

mixture of resin and oil may be brought to a lower tempera-

ture than when the spirits of turpentine is added in the cold,

thus greatl}' diminishing the disengagement of vapour on the

addition of the latter. With ordinary good working the loss

of spirits of turpentine is about o per cent., but it may rise as

high as 10 per cent, if the temperature be too high.

(2 Athlition of llesin to the Oil.—This process, due to Tingry

and Andres, recpiircs the adoption of special plant, the work-
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ing of which has already been described in the chapter

devoted to the influence of heat upon the solubihty of resin.

The melted resin falls drop by drop into a vessel containing

the oil, heated to a suitable temperature ; solution takes place

as soon as it drops into the hot oil, producing a homogeneous

product. But this process presents many difficulties, the

principal being the risk of fire from the inflammation of the

vapours,^

Mixed Process.—The manufacture of oil varnish in certain

English factories is based upon the two previously described

processes. Nine parts of oil are heated in a pan almost tO'

boiling, and | of it are taken out and put into flagons, each

containing i. These flagons are placed on the plate of the

furnace and kept at a good heat. On the other hand, 1 part

of copal is fused in the gum pot in the ordinary manner, and

when the copal is completely melted and runs like limpid oil

the contents of one of these flagons of oil is added, i.e., i of

the total oil. AVhen the mixture is complete the whole is-

run into the boiling pan which contains the rest of the hot

oil, kept at a sufficiently high temperature.

The melting pot is cleaned with a brush or a cloth rag

previously dipped in spirits of turpentine, and 1 part of copal

is again melted in it, and at the proper moment added to the-

contents of one of the two remaining flagons of oil ; the

mixture is run into the boiling pot, which has already re-

ceived the mixture resulting from the first fusion. The

same operation is gone through with another part of copal,,

to which is added the contents of the third flagon of oil.

Working in this way, after having first mixed the oil with

the resin and then added the resultant mixture to the oil in

the boiling pan, there will in the end be in the latter 3 parts

of copal and 9 parts of oil, which is placed over a good fire

and maintained at a rather high temperature, taking care,

however, to remove the pan from the fire if at any time it

1 See Fig. G, p. 1G4.
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threatens to l)t)il ovrr. T\\v dric-rs iir»' now added in succes-

sive small (|iiaiitities, with continuous stirring. Tlic time

necessary to brin^' tiie three successive " runs " to the desired

condition varies from three and a half to four hours, when a

sample is taken and placed on a ^dass plate. It ou«,'ht to give

a clear, homo»,'eneous, transparent mass, whirl i strings into

elongated filaments when pressed between the finger and

thumb, and these afttMwards extended away from each other.

If it does not string the boiling must i)e continued. The
pot and contents are withdrawn from the fire, and when

I'p. liT. Mantkactirk ok Sfi'Kii Hlack JaI'AN.

sutticiently cool the spirits of turpentine are added, the

quantity varying from IH to 17 parts, according to the hard-

ness of the copal and the success which has attended the

fusion. The operation finished, the Ijoiling pan is emptied

and cleaned as before with the spirits of turpentine which
had already served to clean the melting pot.

This process, which would ai)pear to give very good

results, is applicable to large (juantities, certain factories

working in the melting pot a mixture of oil and copal of

about 70 lbs. in weight. Further, sometimes the contents
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of ten of these pots are mixed in the boihng pot, which is

mounted on a movable truck (Fig. 27) and placed on a

furnace. Seven hundred lbs. of oil and copal are thus boiled

at one operation ; manganese driers are used to the exclusion

of lead
; | lb. of borate of manganese is used for every 100 lbs.

of oil. The whole is boiled for half an hour.

Fig. 27, illustrating the manufacture of black japan, will

give some idea of modern English methods. The vapours,

it will be observed, ascend through the hood and pass along

the conduit to the chimnej^ shaft.

Solution in Closed Vessels of the peeviously

Fused Kesin.

Attempts have been made to secure better results by dis-

solving the previoush^ fused resin in a closed (hermetically

sealed) vessel.

Bartky's Process.—Bartky works at the lowest possible tem-

perature, thus avoiding loss of raw material and risk of fire.

He accordingly breaks up the previously fused resin and

heats it with the oil, at first to 80° and then to 150° C. The

pan is then covered with a lid which hermetically seals it.

Through the lid there passes an agitator, which is kept in

motion for about an hour, the temperature is allowed to cool

down to 100° C, the agitation being still kept up ; it is then

reheated to 130' C, then allowed to fall to 110° C, and by an

opening inserted in the lid the necessary quantity of spirits

of turpentnie is introduced.

AndrcH Process.—Andresworks in rather a different manner,

but based upon the same principle, viz., solution in a closed

vessel at a low temperature. The boiler which he uses is placed

in a water bath and is furnished with a lid which dips into a

hollow flange or circular gutter affixed to the circumference
;

by filling this hollow with oil the boiler is hermetically sealed,

except so far as to allow of the escape of any small quantity

of vapour which may be engenerated. In the interior of the
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hoilrr imd ahout two-lliinls iVoiu tlu' Ixittoin there is placed

a riii^' slu'lf, upon which rests a metal hox with a perforated

hottoni in which the previously fused resin is placed.

The boiler bein«,' filled with oil and the water bath started,

there is added to the oil one-fifth of the copal to be used

to which its own weiglit of oil of copal produced during

the fusion of the resin has been added. The remainder of

the copal is then placed in the interior receptacle and the

necessary quantity of spirit.s of turpentine added, taking' care

that the copal is innnersed for about 4 or o inches.

The lid beint; placed on the ])oiler all that has to be done

is to heat the whole at 100 C. for three or four hours to effect

complete solution. When the operation is finished, the con-

tents of the pan are run off through a pipe in the bottom,,

taking care to place a cloth in front of the orifice so as to

secure easy filtration of the hot varnish.

The principal advantages claimed by Andres for this

method are economy in fuel and working expenses, as the

work is done without stirring. Moreover, there is no risk

of fire, no loss of spirits of turpentine, and finally, there is

obtained a very pale varnish due to the low temperature at

which the process has been conducted l)y heating all the

ingredients together in closed vessels.

Simultaneous Solution of Raw Resin Oil and Solvent

IN Closed Vessels.

So far back as 1846 Schutzenberger suggested the heat-

ing of the three ingredients (solvent, unchanged resin and oil)

in a closed vessel. The operation lasted two hours.

In 185(3 Violette took the matter up and showed that

perfectly pale varnishes could be obtained by this method

and without loss of raw material.

Although this process does not appear to be adopted in

actual practice, it is as well to bear it in mind, because it is

probable that owing to the great improvements and develop-
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merits which have been effected upon plant working under

pressure, it may be generally adopted in the near future.

Certain methods of solution have also been suggested,

based upon an observation of Violette, viz., that amber and

copal which melt at 350° to 400° C. melt without loss in weight

at 100° C. in closed vessels, in consequence of a new grouping

of molecules.

Experiments made with finely pulverised resins in her-

metically sealed apparatus have afforded interesting results,

but up to the present this mode of working has not been

adopted on the large scale. Moreover, foolhardy and in-

experienced persons run great risk in working or experiment-

ing with plant of this description.

Solution in the Cold of the previously Fused

Eesin.

Attempts have been made to simplify the operation of

varnish-making by using previously fused resins and dis-

solving them directly in the cold in a mixture of oil and

spirits of turpentine. The resin msbj be dissolved in the

ordinary manner or in a closed vessel.

When solution is effected in closed vessels, the product is

not darkened in any way, and there is no loss if a suitable

temperature be used. Now Violette has shown that hard

resins, like copal and amber, after fusion in closed vessels

have the property of dissolving either in the hot or in the

cold in the usual solvents, and particularly in spirits of turpen-

tine and fatty oils.

Violette wrought with silverplated copper tubes capable

of being hermetically sealed. In this tube, which measured

about 20 inches in length, 2^^ inches in width, and about § of

an inch thick, he heated about 2] lbs. of resin.

With regard to colour, the temperature varies according

to the resin used. Calcutta copal melts below 315° C, the

hardest copals at 350° C, and certain ambers at 400° C The
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tube should be made in such a iimniu'r tlmt when ojtcncd

the small quantity of gas disengaged during t\\r niclting may
escape without danger. No inexperienced person should aUcmpt

to work tvilh scaled tu/ics. The risk is <freat, and explosions not

only durinii the time the tubes are heiwj heated hut also on openinij

ihcni are much to be feared.

Solution in the cold sometimes yields a turbid varnish.

but this is simply due to the presence of water, which may
be allowed to escape before seaHng the tube, or may be driven

oti" by heating the varnish to 100' C.

This cold process ought to attract the attention of manu-

facturei's. It is easily wrought and there is no loss of spirits

of turpentine. Besides, if previously fused resins be bought

all risk of fire is done away with, and the process has the

further advantage of producing very pale, (juick-drying

varnishes with great fluidity if an oil the drying properties

of which have been stimulated by being subjected to one of

the cold processes previously described. In particular, if we

employ an oil treated in the cold with precipitated lead and a

salt of manganese, the proportion of spirits of turpentine may

be largely diminished, this oil having preserved its original

fluidity even whilst acquiring intense drying powers, and

the varnish into which it enters after drying will have great

elasticity.

</?.) Varnishes, the Resins of which Dissolve directly

IN THE Solvent without previous Fusion.

The manufacture of varnish becomes very simple if the

resin dissolves directly in oil. Solution is effected on the water

bath, and the product is afterwards thinned down by adding

the requisite quantity of spirits of turpentine. The resin

ought to be ground as finely as possible and beaten up

with a little cold oil ; this mixture is added to the bulk of

the already heated oil, the whole is stirred continually and

the heating continued until complete solution is effected.
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If the resins do not dissolve easily in oil, or if it be desired

to accomplish solution more rapidly, an intermediate solvent

may be used ; thus shellac, sandarach, resin, etc., or such like

substances as india-rubber and gutta-percha may be dissolved

in an appropriate solvent such as benzol, spirits of turpentine,

ether, etc., and the resultant solution added to the oil or to

an oil varnish made from a hard resin.

This addition may be done in the hot or in the cold ac-

cording to circumstances, and the whole may afterwards be

thinned down with spirits of turpentine. This process may
even be employed with certain hard copals.

When it is desired to make varnish from a mixture of

hard resins and resins directly soluble, these latter may be

added to the copal or amber in the melting pot and the

whole poured into hot linseed oil, thinning down afterwards

with spirits of turpentine. Finally, certain difficultly soluble

resins may be coaxed to dissolve by adding to them certain

resins which dissolve easily.

This is the case for example with kauri to which dammar
has been added. We may recall tlie direct addition of liquid

driers to linseed oil.

Filtration and Clarification,

Varnishes after manufacture and before being used ought

to be filtered and clarified to separate the smallest impurities

which would seriously depreciate its value by preventing it

from drying with a uniform surface. The loss entailed by

these operations may amount to 1 or '2 per cent, according

to the quality of the resins used.

Filtration is effected by running the hot varnish through

coarse linen or fine tulle. There is no advantage in using-

metallic sieves ; they are dear, are easily pierced, and can

only be cleaned with difficulty.

Clarification is effected by prolonged storing of the varnish

in a warehouse kept at a moderate temperature and prefer-
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ably in sonii-darluu-ss diirin;,' a period of not less than (•it,'ht

(lays. Under these conditions all impurities, even those of

extreme tenuity, are deposited. In England, high-class var-

nishes are allowed to di'posit for several months.

The clarihed varnish is decanted and th<' residue is filtered

throuijh hot filtering plant.

If the cooled varnish after standing appears to be too thick,

it must not be diluted by the simple addition of spirits of

turpentine, but be thinned by adding spirits of turpentine

well mixed in the hot state with a certain quantity of the

cold varnish. If, on the contrai*}', the varnish be too thin,

it is reheated to drive off the excess of solvent or a thicker

varnish is added to it.

The Different Varnishes Yielim.h ii\

Different Kesins.

Varnishes may be divided into three classes : carriage,

house decoration—interior and exterior—and varnishes for

industrial purposes.

The different varnishes yielded by individual resins have

now to receive attention, and the maximum and minimum
proportions of the different ingredients formulated, leaving it

to the manufacturer to choose the relative proportions which

will best accomplish the object he has in view ; the same

remark applies to the amalgamation of different resins enter-

ing into the composition of mixed varnishes and introduced

for the pui-pose of correcting any faulty characteristic of the

predominating resin.

Amber Oil V.vrnishes.

These are the hardest varnishes known, but, on the other

hand, they are wanting in elasticity ; they are accordingly

used to cover surfaces little subject to vibration or fluctuat-

ing movements ; for instance, they answer remarkablv well

23
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for such comparatively inflexible substances as glass. They

are generally dark in colour owing to the high temperature

at which amber melts and owdng to the different pieces not

melting at the same temperature.

The relative proportions of the ingredients usually taken

in the preparation of this varnish are the following :

—

Fused amber 1 part

Boiled linseed oil O'S to 3 „

Spirits of turpentine I'O to 2'5 „

The quantity of linseed varies from 0"8 if hardness be re-

quired, to 3 parts when elasticity is a desideratum. The

quantity of spirits of turpentine is regulated by the degree of

fluidity required. In certain cases, if hardness and trans-

parency be required in preference to elasticity, and if at the

same time a quick-drying varnish be desired, the proportion

of amber is largely increased, and a very volatile solvent, such

as benzene, is employed. We might take, for instance, fused

amber :

—

Fused amber - - - 1 part

Linseed oil - -
'

i >>

Benzene i»

Finally, in practice it is often advantageous, whilst taking

advantage of the hardness of amber and with the view of

increasing its elasticity, to replace a part of the amber by

copal. A hard, durable, elastic varnish is obtained by taking

Fused amber and copal, equal parts - - - 1 part

Boiled linseed oil 1 „

Spirits of turpentine - 2 „

In cheaper varnishes the whole of the copal in the above

may be replaced by carefully selected higher-grade resin.

Golden oil varnish, into w^hich amber enters, is made as

follows :

—

f amber (^ seed lac) 1 part

Linseed oil 0"8 „

Spirits of turpentine .-..-- 1-6 ,,
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The coloration is iiupartod by a solution of dra^'on's Mood,

gambo^'e, annatto and saffron, in spirits of turpfntinc

For 200 lbs. amber the solvents may be varied as follows,

accordinf,' to the body, etc., desired in the resultant varnish :

—

iw Lini«ee<l Oil.
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The . beautiful hard copals of the east and west coast of

Africa yield very bright pale varnishes because they contain

very little foreign organic matter susceptible of carbonising

during fusion.

The oil varnishes from the semi-hard copals are more

brilliant than the preceding, a fact due to their melting-point

being lower ; they are generally but slightly coloured except

in the case of certain Asiatic copals, which contain a notable

proportion of foreign organic matters which carbonise on

fusion ; they are less durable and resistant.

A good copal varnish ought to be thick, of a bright

golden yellow colour ; it ought to spread easily and without

striae, and to dry completely in six or seven hours.

In treating of the manufacture of oil varnishes in gen-

eral, different processes for making copal varnish have been

described, and it is therefore unnecessary to refer further to'

them here except to indicate a very special process, due to

Andres, for the manufacture of a colourless varnish.

Andres' Colourless Copal (Oil) Varnish.

Andres pulverises Indian copal very finely and dries in an

air bath at 120° C. for several hours. To this powder there

is then added its own weight of ground glass or very dry

quartzose sand. Enough chloroform or petroleum ether is

poured on the still hot mixture to cover it, and the whole

allowed to stand in a well-closed flask for twelve hours. Jn
contact with the chloroform the copal swells greatly, and

becomes more apt to dissolve in other solvents. The con-

tents of the flask are then run into a pan closed by a lid

provided with an agitator, heated on the water bath and

furnished with a delivery tube connected with a serpentine

condenser (see Fig. 11, p. 180). The necessary quantity of

spirits of turpentine is added and the water bath gently

heated, so that the vapours of chloroform condensed in the
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serprntine full buck into the jtuii. After heating for half an

liiiur to one hour the solution of the copal is.sulhciently ad-

vanced, and the petroleum ether or chloroform is distilled

off. They are recovered without loss in a pure state, as

spirits of turpentine does not volatilise at this temperature.

Heat is continued from thirty to forty minutes to cause the

turpentine to boil and dissolve the copal.

On the other hand, raw linseed oil as pale as possible is

heated on the water bath to 100 C, and rendered drying' by

borate of manganese. The previous solution of copal in

spirits of turpentine, cooled to GO to 70° C, is ladled into the

oil, stirring after each addition. The heat is withdrawn,

agitation is kept up for twenty minutes, and then the var-

nish is run into large flasks. It is very pale and bright, and

soon clarities completely.

This varnish is colourless when dry, for the oil when well

made bleaches completely as it oxidises. Moreover, there is

no tendency to pinhole, etc., but it takes about twenty-four

hours to dry.

Varnishes by Yiolette's Process.

Very pale and very durable varnishes ivoin hard fused

copals may be made by Violette's process by replacing the

boiling process by simply heating by means of a steam coil in

which water at 100° C. circulates, the mixture of oil and spirits

of turpentine into which tht; copal di[)s by means of an

arrangement previously described when treating of dis-

solving resins in closed vessels.

Relative Proportion in' Different Ingredients.

The proportion of the ingredients of copal varnish vary

according to the purposes for which they are to be employed

and the nature of the copal used. The greater the (juantity

of oil, the greater will be the elasticity, but the oil added

ought to be in itself very elastic after oxidation, and the best
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results are obtained, as in the case of certain English var-

nishes, by boiling slowly for a very long time, if need be

for several days, without the addition of drier and at such a

temperature that they do not darken ; this process has, how-

ever, been described whilst treating of the boiling of linseed

oil. In this case it is only when the varnish is manufactured

that a small quantity of liquid drier is added.

The proportions for copal oil varnish vary between the

following limits :

—

Outside Intei-ior

Decuration. Decoration. Carriage.

Parts. Parts. Parts.

Hard copal ... - 100 100 100

Raw linseed oil - - - 30 to 80 25 to 50 150 to 200

Spirits of turpentine - - 130 to 240 250 to 300 100 to 150

Very elastic varnishes prepared by the mixed process :

—

Parts.

Hard copal 100

Linseed oil 250 to 350

Spirits of turpentine 130 to 300

These very elastic varnishes are particularly adapted for

japanned work which has to be wrought after being stoved.

Less durable oil varnishes made from semi-hard copal are

principally used for interior house decoration.
Parts.

Copal (semi-hard) 100

Linseed oil 16 to 80

Spirits of turpentine 2.30 to 250

The proportion of linseed oil varies with the hardness of the

copal used.

Zanzibar Copal (Oil) Varnishes.

For 100 lbs. of resin the solvents may be varied, according

to the body and consistency of the varnish desired, as follows :

—

Copal. 01(1 Tanked Oil. Spirits of Turpentine.
lbs. lbs.

W. A. 1. 200 350

2. 150 375

3. 75 300

W. 4. 150 350

5. 120 410

6. 100 300
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West African Copals.

Solvents for 100 lbs. of resin

f.i|»iii.

.Angola

Bengucia -

Pebble

Glass

Sierra Leone

White Angola and Benin

Akra

Working with " boiled " oil and dissolving the fused

resin therein the solvents may be varied as follows for red

Angola, Benguela, Pebble, Sierra Leone and Benin copals :

—

Ol.l Tiiiik.-.liii
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Manilla Copal and Boeneo Copal Oil Vaenishes.

According to the nature of the varnish desired, for every

200 lbs. of resin the hnseed oil and spirits of turpentine may-

be varied in quantity as follows :

—
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Lithart/e Boiled Oil.—One hundred parts of linseed oil are

slowly heated to 180' C, and at tliis temperature there is

added in small quantities at a time 5 parts of lithar<,'e. The
litharfje dissolves in the oil hetween I.SO and 190' C, and

nmst be kept from settlinj^'at the bottom by constant aj^ntation.

The oil is finally heated to 220' C, and when cold tanked

for use.

Mother" Varnish I. Mothkr" Varnish IV
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its weight of spirits of turpentine and heated to 75' C. There-

is then added 100 parts of good copal varnish. If the acetate

of copper has been pulverised finely enough, it rapidly and

almost completely dissolves. After standing, a deep green

varnish is obtained.

To impart to tinned objects a beautiful green colour four

or five coats of this varnish are laid on. If only two coats be

applied, and if the articles be placed in a stove, there is

obtained, according to the temperature, different shades of

colour varying from golden yellow to deep yellow and from

greenish yellow to orange yellow. The same golden colour

may be obtained upon glass.

Dammar Oil Varnish.

Varnishes made from dammar or soft copal (copal tendre)

are soft, very flexible and transparent, but dry rather slowly.

They are employed for inside work or upon metals, or on

tissue paper, which they render transparent. These varnishes

have a bright appearance and a faint pale yellow coloration.

The colour may be varied from golden yellow to yellowish

brown by gamboge, dragon's blood and asphaltum of Judaea,

and coloured in this way they enter into the composition of

certain English varnishes used for metallic boxes and cases.

The proportion of the different elements vary between :

—

Parts.

Dammar • - 100

Boiled linseed oil 50 to 120

Spirits of turpentine 200 to 500

The dammar is pulverised and dissolved in the hot in

spirits of turpentine, and boiled linseed oil or linseed oil to

which a liquid drier has been added is run into the solution.

If the harder kinds of dammar be used, they may be

rendered more soluble in linseed oil by the addition of a little

(about iVth) of very soft dammar.

Shellac : Oil Varnishes.

These varnishes are very brilliant, but they scale off very

easily, hence their use is very limited. They are prepared by
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hoilinj,' linseed oil to which lias been added for every lUO

parts of oil 1 part of shellac, and as a drier a mixture of

4 parts of litharj,'e, 4 parts of red lead, 2 parts of sii^'ar of

lead, '2 parts of acetate of lead, and 1 part of sulphate of zinc.

After cooling the whole is thinned down with 80 parts of

spirits of turpentine. The varnish thus prepared is generally

applied l)y dipping."

A varnish of better quality is prepared as follows :

—

10 parts garnet shellac.

3 parts balsam of copaiba.

3 parts boiled linseed oil.

The mixing is done in the hot ; after cooling the whole

is dissolved in 100 to 150 parts of spirits of turpentine accord-

ing to the consistency desired.

Blackboard varnish is also made from shellac, but the

spirits of turpentine is replaced by alcohol and linseed oil by

a liquid drier. It is in fact more of a spirit varnish with an

oil drier. The following fornmla gives good results :

—

I'arto.

Shellac SO

Paris black 80

Paris blue 5

Burnt umber 40

Liquid drier 100

Alcohol 700

This varnish scales off easily and is sometimes too brilliant.

This may be remedied l>y the addition of ground pumice,

white lead and a little Venice turpentine.

Mastic, Sandarach and Elemi Oil V.\rnishes.

These different resins are only used in mixed varnishes,

generally in those with a copal or amber base.

However, oil varnishes are met with which only contain

mastic, and employed principally for retouching pictures.

Their composition is as follows :

—

Mastic . . 1 part

Walnut or poppy-seed oil y parts

Spirits of turpentine qucm .sir according to fluidity desired.

' This is nothing more or less than a japanner's gold size.
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The following varnish may be used for application upon

wood :

—

]\Iixture of Partb.

Sandarach
|

Mastic and V 100

Rosin y

Boiled oil - 200

Spirits of turpentine 150

Coloration is imparted by dragon's blood or umber. When

these varnishes are added to oil varnishes, such as copal or

amber, the foUowing are the proportions used :

—

Parts.

Amber 100

Mastic ----- 30
(Elemi - . - 20

Or Sandarach - - - - 10 Or-fMastic - - - 10
^Venice turpentine - 10

Boiled oil - - - 50 to 70

Spirits of turpentine - 90 to 150

EosiN : Oil-Varxishes.

On account of its cheapness and the ease with which it

dissolves, rosin enters into the composition of many common

varnishes. In the preceding formula it often replaces a

certain part of gum resins.

Very beautiful colourless varnishes may be made by using

rosin only, provided choice quaHties are used, as pale as can

be obtained, and by effecting solution in the cold. It is also

advantageous to use linseed oil which has been boiled for a

sufficiently long time without the addition of driers.

The proportions generally used are :

—

Parts.

Rosin 100

Linseed oil 25 to 30

Spirits of turpentine 125 to 180

A certain portion of the spirits of turpentine or the whole

of it is sometimes replaced l)y naphtha. For certain small

articles, such as boxes for confectionery, snuff-boxes, etc., a

simple solution of resin in linseed oil is used ; several succes-
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sive coats are supplied, placing; the article in the stove after

each coat. The proportions are :

—

llosin .... . . 1 part

Linseed oil previously boiled • - 9 to 8 parts

Plaster casts are hardened and rendered unalteral)k' by

itniospheric a^'ents by this last composition. The casts are

well dried and heated to 80" to 90" C, are dipped into this solu-

tion, dried in the air, af^ain dipped, and tinally dried com-

pletely in the air.

Mixed Varnish.—A little mor6 elasticity may be imparted

to resin varnishes by replacinp[ a part of the rosin by Venice

turpentine or mastic, and by increasing a little the quantity

of oil. the proportions in such cases beinf^ as follows :

—

Parts.

J Rosin + ^ Venice turpentine ICX)

Linseed oil - CO
Spirits of turpentine I:i0

Anti FOULING Composition.

A quick-drying varnish suitable for antifouling composi-

tions may be made by dissolving rosin in half its weight of

shale naphtha. To this is added an equal bulk of japanners'

gold size, in whicli spirits of turpentine has been replaced

by shale naphtha. Finally, to the above mixture, an equal

bulk of a solution of resinate of lime or resinate of copper

or an admixture of both dissolved in their own weight of

shale naphtha is added, and finally the requisite amount

of colour added along with the toxic princi])l('s if any.

Rosin Varnishks.
1.

I'lirtM.

Rosin 2M
Litharge boiled oil 70

Spirits of turpentine ' '<"

The rosin is first melted and then the 7 parts of (juick-

drying litharge boiled oil added, and the whole " boiled " for

an hour at 190° C, when the mass is cooled and thinned
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down with the spirits of turpentine which ma}^ be replaced

by shale or petroleum naphtha.
II. III.

Parts. Parts.

Rosin ------- 220 260

Shellac 10 6

Black oxide of manganese - - - 10 20

Litharge boiled oil - - - - - 60 30

Spirits of turpentine - - - . 140 180

The black oxide of manganese is ground and made into

a paste with the litharge boiled oil, which is gradually added

to the fused mixture of shellac and rosin, and the whole

boiled for 1| hours at a temperature of 190° C, after which

it is cooled and thinned with the spirits of turpentine or

by benzene.
IV. V.

Parts. Parts.

Rosin 220 100

Dammar — 100

Boiled oil ------ - 70 50

Naphtha 200 180

Copal Varnish Substitute.

One hundred and twenty-five parts of " good strained
"

rosin are heated to 180° to 190° C, and 5 parts of either

litharge or manganese borate added thereto, and the whole

heated until the temperature rises to about 230° C. and a

drop hardens on a glass slab so much that it can scarcely

be removed therefrom. There is then introduced into it 20

parts of either litharge or manganese boiled oil containing 5

per cent, of either drier, and the heat continued for another

hour, after which it is taken from the fire and thinned

down with 100 parts of spirits of turpentine and filtered,

and then i to 1 per cent, of copal oil added. This varnish

dries quickly, yielding a very hard, smooth, highly polished

coat.

Galipot Varnish.

Three parts of galipot are dried at 160° C. and dis-

solved in 1 part of warm spirits of turpentine and i per
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ix'iit. (of tin- wci^'lit (if the f,'alip()t) of borate of inan^'anese

added. To every 100 parts of the finished varnish 4 parts

of nianf^anese l)oiled oil are added.

A sample of the varnish is cooled in a test tuhe for

fifteen minutes, and if it remains clear the varnish may
then he stored without further treatment.

Venice Turpentine (Oil) Varnish.

Solid turpentine plays an important part in the manu-

facture t)f oil varnishes, imparting elasticity to them, hut is

only used in conjunction with other resins. No oil varnishes

properly so called are made with solid turpentine as the only

basis ; they would not have sufficient resistance. However,

an undiluted oil varnish, with Venice turpentine as the sole

i)ase, is used to cover surfaces upon which real <^old or silver

leaf is afterwards to be applied. The formula is :

—

Venice turpentine 1 part

Linseed oil 2 parts

In the following mixed, very elastic varnish the propor-

tion of Venice turpentine predominates :

—

Parts.

^ Venice turpentine + ^ of a mixture of rosin and mastic - 100

Linseed oil 30

Spirits of turpentine 070

ASPHALTUM AND PiTCH (Oil) VaRNISHES.

These varnishes are principally employed for metallic

surfaces, leather and certain articles in ebony.

AspHALTUM Varnish.

When a thick varnish which will effectually protect the

surface of the object is required, the followiufj proportions

are used :

—

I'art.t.

Asphaltum 1

Boiled linseed oil - - - 3 to G

Spirits of turpentine - - - * - - 2 to 4
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The asphaltum is generally heated with ttV of its weight of

balsam of copaiba and the hot linseed oil added, and then,

after suitably cooling, the spirits of turpentine.

According to Livache, when a beautiful black colour is

desired, a coat of ivory black paint is first apphed, then a.

coat of thin varnish made as follows :

—

Parts.

Asphaltum 1

Boiled linseed oil .300 to 400

Spirits of turpentine 2000

Mixed Asphaltum Vaknishes.

The best are generally those with an amber or copal

basis. Super-black Japan is such a varnish with a copal

base.

When asphaltum is mixed with amber there are taken :

—

Parts.

Asphaltum - - - - 100

Amber ---------- 50

Boiled linseed oil - - 275

Spirits of turpentine 250

More durable varnishes are made by using the following

proportions :

—

Parts.

Asphaltum - - 100

Copal or amber - - 100 to .300

Boiled linseed oil 100 to 300

Spirits of turpentine 600 to 1000

It is advisable to boil the asphaltum for a sufficiently

long time, sometimes for several days, to drive off the volatile

products, which might render it dull.

Black Varnish for Iron Work.

I.

lbs. lbs.

Fused amber, No. 5 12

Syrian asphaltum 12 8

Double boiled oil - 10 6 •

Litharge ---.-... 1 '^

Spirits of turpentine 48 22

American rosin • 4
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II.
Dm.

C'npill 1-2

Itnsili HU

Fuse .' Asplmlluin ... 30

I

Yellow Wax
^Venice Turpentine - . . .

add

Rosin oil 12

Boiled oil 30

and tliin down witli

Spirits of Turpentine ...... ,J0

Naphtha 30-45

AsPHALTUM Varnish tor Locks.
I'.irt.s.

Asphaltum ...-.-.- i

Linseed oil ------ 25

Spirits of turpentine - - - - 50

But as they dry slowly it is prefeiTcd to make them from the

following proportions :

—

PiirtH.

Aspiialtum • . . . lOO

Linseed oil 5 to IG

Spirits of turpentine .00 to GO

Black Japan.
PartH.

Raw linseed oil - - - ----- ii5

Prussian Blue ..-..- 3

Litliarge 1
1,

Fused amber No. 5 - is

Syrian asphaltum - - - - - l"^

Spirits of turpentine----- - '.»0

The raw linseed oil, Prussian blue and litharge are

heated together in an enamelled iron vessel and boiled with

constant stirring until the mass assumes a syrupy con-

sistency. Care must be taken to remove the pan from the

fire as soon as the contents begin to froth and to replace it

as soon as they subside. After boiling for ten to twelve hours

the whole is allowed to cool over night so that the litharge

may settle out.

The bluish black mass is now transferred to a large

24
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enamelled pan and the fused amber and asphaltum added.

The pan is placed on the fire and the contents heated until

the amber and asphaltum are completely dissolved, after

which it is allowed to cool and then thinned down with 90

parts of spirits of turpentine and filtered through cotton

wool.

Coal-Tar Pitch Varnishes.

These varnishes, so generally used to coat iron and wood-

work, may be referred to two distinct types, according to

the rapidity of drying required and the number of coats pro-

posed to be given. The proportions are :

—

Parts.

Coal-tar pitch 1

Linseed oil 8

Spirits of turpentine 5

or

Coal-tar pitch 100

Linseed oil 50

Spirits of turpentine 150

In asphaltum and tar varnishes spirits of turpentine is

often replaced by coal-tar naphtha, or by petroleum or

shale naphtha.

There has recently been manufactured in Russia a varnish

which protects both wood and iron from the action of moist-

ure by employing the petroleum tars obtained by distilling

with steam the tars coming from the acid residues from the

refining of petroleum, neutralised by lime, or extracted directly

from a petroleum bitumen extensively distributed through-

out the Caucasus, in the government of Koutais.

The proportions are :

—

PartH.

Tar 100

Linseed oil 25

Naphtha 125

It is mixed in the cold, and during the mixing process a

little white lead is added.
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Rksinatk (Oil) Vahnisiiks.

For toys unci tin 1k)xc'S, etc., cheiqi and (luick -drying

varnishes are re(]uired. Xo\v-a-days there have been

-uhstituted for the resins—even ordinary resins—resinates

which are easily sohihle in hnseed oil, and of which some,

the resinate of zinc in particular, is very durable.

These resinate varnishes are made by dissolving the resin-

ate in linseed oil heated to about 120 C. and dilutiuf: with

the necessary (juantity of spirits of tur[)entine.

The resinates most usually employed are those of lead,

zinc, manganese and lime.

A great number of aniline colours l)eing soluble in certain

resinates, various coloured varnishes may be made.

Caoutchouc Varnishes.

These are employed especially to render articles water-

proof. The rubber should be dry, so that solution may be

effected under good conditions. The ruJjber is cut into thin

strips and placed in a store, where it is kept at 40° to 50 C.

for several days. Moreover, the operation is generally started

by "swelling" the rubber with one-half part of ether.

The proportions used are :

—

Caoutchouc 1 pint

Linseed oil - - - - - 1 ,,

Spirits of turpentine ... 1 ,,

The rubber, which has been left in contact with ether for

several days, swells and gives a fluid mass when heated on

the water bath so as to drive off the ether; this whilst still

hot is mixed with linseed oil and finallj' with spirits of

turpentine.

Hancock dissolved the rubber in a cylindrical iron vessel

capable of standing pressure, the lid being fixed i)V bolts and

nuts. The vapour of the solvent passes into this vessel

through a pipe leading from the still in which it is generated.
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Mixed Varnishes.—Oil varnish may also be added to rubber

so as to impart both durability and hardness. In these cases

the proportions of oil and spirits of turpentine are increased,

thus to 12 parts of copal varnish there is added a caoutchouc

varnish consisting of :

—

Caoutchouc 1 part

Linseed oil 6 parts

Spirits of turpentine 4 „

Miller s Bubber Varnish.

Caoutchouc - 5 parts

Carbon disulphide 24,,

Spirits of turpentine 5 ,,

The rubber is cut into very small pieces and digested with

the carbon disulphide in a glass retort heated in a sand bath

until complete solution is effected. The hnseed oil is then

heated, and whilst still hot added to the above solution, which

after cooling is thinned down with the spirits of turpentine.

Winkler^s Bubber Varnish.

Caoutchouc - 6 parts

Rectified spirits of turpentine - . - - 12J ,,

Rectified shale naphtha 15 ,,

The rubber is dissolved in the mixed solvents in a retort

heated on a sand bath, and the recently warmed copal

varnish is then added,

Cha^njKupiet's Bubber Varnish.

Caoutchouc 6 parts

Spirits of turpentine 50 ,,

The rubber is digested with a portion of the spirits of

turpentine for two days without stirring, after which it is

well stirred with a wooden spatula. When all the turpentine

has been taken up the remainder is added. The digestion

and stirring are continued until the whole is dissolved.

Then a varnish is made as follows :

—

Above solution 75 parts

Pale boiled oil 75 „

Finest pale copal varnish 100 ,,
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These are well inixt'd and incorporated together by

agitation and then digested on the sand bath until com-

plete amalgamation and solution is efft'cted.

Caoutchouc oil varnishes, with a certain brilliancy and

harder, are made by adding resin, say :

—

Caoutcliouc - 1 part

Uosin L' purls

Linseed oil j

Gutta-Percha Varnishes.

These varnishes are used to waterproof paper or skins.

As with rubber, the gutta-percha ought to be dried with

care. The following proportions may l)e used :

—

Gutta-porcha 1 part

Linseed oil 'J to 12 parts

The solution is made on the water bath and filtered

through linen.

Mixed Varnish.—A leather varnish is made by generallj'

adding to the preceding a certain quantity of copal varnish,

and the necessary fluidity imparted by the addition of naphtha,

say :—
Gutta-percha - - 1 part

Boiled linseed oil ...... ,s parts

Copal oil varnish ...... i part

Naphtha - - 1 ..

Characteristics of Good Varxish.

1. A varnish ought to be as pale in colour as possible, so

that the tint or tone of the object to which it is applied be

not appreciably altered.

2. It ought to be perfectly clear and transparent, and

present no turbidity nor dulness.

3. Its consistency should be such as to allow of its being

easily, smoothly and uniformly laid on with the brush at the

ordinary temperature (15° C). If the varnish be too viscous,

coatings of unequal thickness are produced, and consequently

the dried coat is not uniform. On the other hand, if it be too
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limpid, it runs or flows too easily, and the too thin layer does

not present the desired briUiancy.

4. One of the most important points connected with

varnish is its drying properties. As soon as the varnish is

applied to any surface, the volatile solvent evaporates, leaving

a viscous layer of oil and varnish ; at this point care must be

taken to prevent the deposition of dust upon the varnish,

because the latter will fix it permanentl}'. Little by little

the oil oxidises and becomes converted into solid hnoxin,

which is incapable of fixing dust. However, the varnish is

not yet completely dry, for it sticks to the hand when placed

against it. By-and-by the layers underneath absorb oxy-

gen at the expense of the more highly oxidised layers on the

surface, and so on until the whole of the oil has attained its

maximum point of oxidation and become perfectly dry, and

no longer tacky to the touch even when the warm hand is

applied thereto for some considerable time. The varnish is

then said to have dried.

According to Andes, good quality varnish ought not to fix

dust after four hours, and should dry completely in twelve

hours. As regards varnish for outdoor work, the time is

tespectively six and sixteen to twenty-four hours. On the

other hand, carriage varnishes must be allowed ten to twelve

hours and two to five days respectively, according to the

quality of the varnish.

A coat of varnish appfied to an object ought to have the

appearance of glass present, without bloom, bubbles or blow-

holes ; in a word, it should show no signs whatever of rapid

deterioration.

Good quahty varnish ought to be capable of being

detached, even several months after its application, in the

form of a thin, flexible, elastic pellicle. Should the layer, on

the contrary, disintegrate into scales and dust, the varnish

is of bad quality, too rich in gum resin, and the operator may
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be convinced that it will ])v rapidly attacked and destroyed

under the action of all those extraneous infhiences included

under the term "weather".

General Htles Influencing the Quality of Varnish.

In order to obtain an article exhibiting all the desirable

qualities and characteristics just enumerated, it is necessary

to pass in review all the predisposing causes which may act

upon either the ingredients of the varnish or the manu-

factured article, so as to profit by those which tend to

improve, and to eliminate those which have an injurious

tendency.

The colour should he as pale as possible.—In the manu-

facture of varnishes from amber and copal as already in-

dicated, care must be taken to use select parcels, and to

" run " the resins with care and avoid as far as practicable

all darkening of the resin. The oil ought likewise to be pale,

and it is advisable to use oil which has been " boiled " for a

long time at a low temperature, and as far as possible with-

out driers.

Finally, the admixture of different ingredients ought to

be effected with all necessary care, and at such a temperature

that none of them char.

The varuish ou(/ht to be pcrfectlij clear and transparent.—
This important quality is obtained by filtration and clarifica-

tion by aging ; moreover it is evident that the nearer varnish

is to the top of the tank in wliich the clarification by de-

position is going on the brighter and better will be the

quality, because the freer it will be from suspended im-

purities.

The presence of a large quantity of driers, even although

originally soluble, in the varnish is one of the prevailing

causes which militate against its transparency, because the

excess of driers is often deposited as the varnish ages.
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The varnish ought to have such a consistency as to be easily

ajjplied icith the brush.—The desired result may be obtained

by using the proper portion of solvent ; nevertheless the

greater the duration and regularity of the boiling of the

mixture of resin and oil the more freely will the resultant

varnish flow under the brush, and the more regular will the

coating be.

Varnish dries in a shorter or greater length of time ac-

cording to the nature of the object or article to which it

is applied and the ingredients entering into its composition.

In the first place regard must be had to the consistency

of the varnish ; if in fact the desired consistencj^ has been

obtained with too small a 2^^'oportion of solvent, there will

be obtained, after evaporation thereof, a thick layer consisting

of a mixture of resin and oil, through which the oxygen

indispensable to the thorough drying of the varnish can only

penetrate with difficulty, especially to the very bottom layers

of the coating. If, on the other hand, too much solvent be

used, the resultant layer will be too thin and will only very

imperfectly cover and protect the article or object to which

it is applied.

But the most important factor is the relative proportion

of resin and oil ; if the proportion of resin be too great, it

will, as the varnish dries, very soon exclude the air, and the

apparent quick drying of the varnish will result in the

incomplete drying of the layers underneath. Accordingly

too quick drying is not always a sure index to a superior

quality varnish, the more so as an excess of resin, as will be

seen in the sequel, diminishes the elasticity.

Lustre—The varnish tvhen dried ought to have the appearatice

of glass.—The ingredient resin imparts this quality. Tbe

brilliancy depends upon the nature of the resin and the

proportion thereof, and also to a certain extent upon the

purity of the oil.
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// ou<jht to he flexible iintl clastic.—Flexibility is imparted

by the use of certain very soft resins, but, over and abf)ve,

this flexibility and elasticity depend to the greatest extent

upon the dryinfj oil, and the ^'reater the purity of the oil and

the more skilfully it has been "boiled" the longer will the

varnish maintain its flexibility and elasticity unimpaired.

Thus it is that copal varnishes, made from very hard copal,

are made by the process known as the mixed process, and

by the addition of a larf]je proportion of dryin<^ oil. The

greater length of time taken in drying is more than com-

pensated for by the elasticity of the coating obtained. ^lore-

over, this elasticity will be more permanent the less combined

linoxic acid present, that is to say, the smaller the proportion

of drier used in the "boiling"—a prominent feature oi the

practice followed in the mixed process.

The dried varnish should shoic no defects.—The chief defects

presented by dried varnish are due either to faults in their

manufacture or to their being applied under unfavourable

conditions.

Too much OH—iSiocatimj.—Amongst manufacturing faults

mention must be made of too large a proportion of oil ; in

such a case, some time after the application of the varnish,

the surface presents a greasy aspect and the varnish is said

to sweat. The same effect is produced when the surface on

which the varnish is applied is not perfectly dry. This defect

may be remedied by allowing the varnish to dry as completely

as possible, so that it may sweat to its fullest extent. It is

then rubbed down with an old soft rag or with very finely

ground pumice and then a fresh coat of varnish laid on.

Owing to the large quantity of oil in the harder and more

durable varnishes they are most subject to this fault.

Too little Oil.—If the proportion of oil be not suflicient the

varnish shells off, breaking into pieces of variable dimensions.

This efifect is due to the une(|ual expansion of the successive
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coats and to the want of elasticity in the varnish as well as-

to any excess of driers.

When consistency has been obtained by using too little

solvent, the layer remaining after its evaporation is too thick

and the surface yields a skin too readily, whilst the layers

underneath still remain viscous, bend under their own weighty

forming folds and wrinkles.

Too much Driers.—If too great a quantity of driers had

been used in the manufacture of the varnish, and if it had

not been allowed to clarify by aging sufficiently long so as

to deposit all suspended particles, then each particle becomes-

the centre of an air bell, thus giving rise to striae.

Mixed Varnishes.—If a mixed varnish be used consisting

of an admixture of varnishes of different quality and manu-

facture, owing to their not being homogeneous the layer in

drying pinholes, etc.

Manner of Ajyplication.—The conditions and circumstances

under which the varnish is applied may also affect it.

AVithout dwelling upon this point, altogether foreign to the

principles which underlie the manufacture of good quality

varnish, it is, however, advisable to indicate some of the

most frequently recurring conditions which exert an injurious

effect upon varnish as it is being applied and before it has

time to dry.

Too loio a Temperature.—Supposing, for instance, the

varnish is applied at too low a temperature, then it spots

owing to the oil congealing. The varnish is then said

to chill or freeze. Again, on the other hand, should the

surface upon which the varnish is to be applied not be

properly prepared to receive the varnish, or if it had

been soiled or greased by contact with the hands, an un-

equal coating results, and the varnish is said to draw or

pull. Moreover, under the influence of heat or the sun's

rays, the fatty matter expands and thereby prises up the

superimposed layers. The varnish hUncs or blisters.
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Bloomimj.—Finally, if moisture condense upon the still

fluid varnish, the surface becomes coloured with a velvety

surface analo«^ous to that encrustinfj certain fruits, c.ij., the

blac berry. In other words, the varnish blooms or turns hlac.

Noxious Gases.—In conclusion, certain noxious <^ase8,

generated locally and met with in the surrounding atmo-

sphere, impart a yellow colour to varnish. In the case of

black varnish faked up with blue, as is often dont;, the yellow

thus generated unites with the blue and imparts a decided

greenish cast to the black.'

Varnish made in winter, owiii^ lo Llie cold temperature

at the date of manufacture, is too fluid in consistency when

applied in summer, and thus gives a too thin and a duller

coat.

AGiN(i AND ]\Iatuiun(; of Varnishes by Storing.

Varnish ought to be stored or aged in an atmosphere

more warm than cold. Comparative experiments have shown

that varnish aged in a warm atmosphere dries even three

times as quick as that which has been stored in a cold

atmosphere.

Moreover, the length of time that has elapsed since the

date of the manufacture plays a very important part in the

production of good varnish, and ought therefore to be very

seriously considered. According to certain practical varnish

makers, no manufacturer ought to put on the market any

varnish until after it has been stored and thus aged for

several months, and not only so, but the good qualities of

the varnish would l)c still more enhanced by further storage

for a couple of years.

Working in this manner, a quick-drying, elastic, brilliant

' The yellow colour itself may be generated from the blue by the action

of ammoniacal vapours inducing partial decomposition of Prussian blue.

Ivory black faked up with Prussian blue should never Ixj used in coach

painting. Neither should coaches he viirnished in the neighbourhood of a
stable.
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varnish is produced with no tendency' to " pinhole," etc. This

is said to be the cause of the superiority of certain Enghsh

varnishes, which are often kept for three years in the factory

.before being sent out, and afterwards, in addition thereto, for

several years in their depots or branches, making altogether

a lapse of five years or more between the date of their

manufacture and sale.

When a varnish is to be manufactured for immediate use,

it ought to be made of greater consistency than when it is to

be aged by storing.

Testing of Varnish.

The testing of varnish to be of any real value ought to

be done under conditions analogous to those to which the

varnish will be subjected to in actual practice, that is, in the

condition of a thin and perfecth^ dry layer.

Such a layer should be obtained by pouring the varnish

on a glass slab. The glass absorbs nothing, and drjdng

therefore goes on uniformly at every point. Nevertheless it

is advisable to make tests upon wooden panels, painted or

stained with colours which the varnish should protect from

any wear or tear to which such panels may be subjected.

The coat of varnish after it is thoroughly dry ought to

adhere firmly to the surface, and should not become detached

after several repeated shocks or vibrations. When a piece is

detached by a knife it should be flexible and elastic. As the

coat ages, it should not become dull, but preserve its primitive

brilliancy without cracking or shrinking, shrivelling or blis-

tering. Moreover, it should not turn yellow.

Jaehns' Method.

Lohmann describes a method originated by Jarhns, by

which comparative data maj^ be obtained, based upon exact

measurements.
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To a very smooth glass slab is fixed a framework of well-

sized <,dazed paper, having exactly the same thickness as

that of the coat of varnish which it is desired to obtain.

The glass slab having Ixu-n fixe<l perfectly horizontally, a

quantity of varnish is run into the space conlined by the

paper, sufficient to cover that space. Another smooth glass

slab, with carefully filed edges, is cautiously slid over the surface

of the paper franu'work so as to eliminate the excess of varnish.

"When the edge (^f the slab touches the fourth side of the

frame, the excess of varnish is sucked up by filter paper so

as to prevent it running back. There is thus ol)tain('d a coat

of varnish, enclosed within the paper framework, of uniform

thickness and precisely equal to that of the paper employed

for the purpose. The glass slab used to remove the excess

of varnish is now renioved and the varnish allowed to dry,

after which, within the framework, it may be comparatively

tested for brilliancy, transparency and hardness, resistance

to the thumbnail, etc.

Testing Action of Weathek ^^vHIATIoNs.

It is often useful to ascertain the action of variations of

the weather upon varnishes. This nuiy be easily done in

the following way : The glass slab used in the preceding

experiment is thoroughly dried and then heated for 48 hours

in a hot air or water bath at 100' C, and during the interval

successive currents of air aie caused to pass through the bath

to assist oxidation, and thereby cause as complete drying of

the coating as it is possible to obtain. On the coat of var-

nish, treated in this manner, fresh determinations of colour,

elasticity, etc., are made.

TESTiN(i Hardness and Elasticity.

Again the varnish may be tested as to its resistance and

elasticity by the use of special apparatus. This consists of a
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small cylinder capable of being rolled over the preceding

glass slab. The weight of the cylinder may be varied by

placing in its interior small bars of lead. To the circmn-

ference of the cylinder are fixed two blmit knife edges. It

will be easily seen that as the cylinder is rolled over the layer

of varnish it will leave tracks corresponding to the knife edges,

which will vary with the weight of the cylinder and the

hardness and elasticity of the varnish. If the weight of the

cylinder be such as to cause the knife to pierce completely

through the layer of varnish, they will then roll upon the

glass and at the same time afford valuable data as to the

force with which the varnish adheres to the glass. The

microscopical examination of the cracks or striae thus pro-

duced, will, with a little practice, enable the operator to

decide exactly the quality of the varnish submitted to the

test. It is equally interesting, however, to know the compo-

sition of different varnishes, so as to recognise the variations

in properties which may result by the use of different pro-

portions of the ingredients of which they are composed.

Here it is that chemical analysis comes in.

Determination of Spirits of Turpentine.

The proportion of spirits of turpentine cannot be deter-

mined by direct distillation. There always remains a viscous

residue, due to oxidation, even if the varnish be distilled off

in vacuo, or if after the addition of water it be distilled

in contact with air.

MacEJiem/s Process.—The most exact process is that of

Macllheny, which consists in distilling 25 grammes of the

varnish in a 400 c.c. flask after adding 100 c.c. of water and

some granulated tin to stop bumping. From 90 to 95 c.c.

of the distillate are collected, and the spirits of turpentine

after separation are measured. A correction must be made
for the essence of turpentine retained by the water of 0*35
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C'.c. in volume or OH k*'*^"""*'^ ''}' wei^'ht for 90 v.c. of llic

distillate at 15" C. If in place of spirits of tur[)entini!

ant)thor solvent ix' ust-d it is (k'tected and determined either

by direct distillation or l)v tlie preceding method.

If the solvent consists of a mixture of spirits of turpentine

and henzol, the process is also conducted as before, and after

the water is separated the spirits of turpentine is converted

by means of nitric acid into substances soluble in water. The

unchanged benzol is separated and weif^hed.

Detkkminatio.n of Oil and Kksin.

Attempts have been made to identify the oil and the

resin by the ordinary methods of oil analyses such as iodine

and l)romine absorptions, but only very unsatisfactory and

iincertain results have been obtained.

The simplest and most exact process consists in placing

on a glass slab a certain quantity of varnish and when it

is quite dry to break it nj) with an appropriate solvent.

Working in this mannc-r, linoxin being insoluble in all

solvents, it is easy to dissolve the resin, and after evaporation

to weigh exactly the two ingredients, linoxin and resin.

From the weight of the linoxin the proportion of linseed oil

may be deduced, calculating upon, and allowing for, an absorp-

tion of 15 to 10 per cent, of oxygen. The different pro-

perties of the separated resin may be studied by following

the scheme given for the analysis of spirit varnishes, but it

must be borne in mind that these properties may be modi-

fied to a certain extent as regards hardness, transparency,

etc., by the presence of infinitesimal quantities of the in-

completely volatilised solvent or l)y certain gi*easy products

arising from the incomplete oxidation of the oil into linoxin.

The natni'c of the driers used is determined by analysing

the ash.

Amongst the general chemical tests are the following :

—
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1. When agitated with water the varnish should show

no acid reaction which would indicate the presence of fatty-

acids.

2. The varnish should be completely saponifiable by

alcoholic potash, if otherwise, the varnish contains rosin oil

or mineral oil.

3. The ash should be infinitesimal.

In some cases it may be of service to ascertain the degree

or extent of oxidation which a varnish may have undergone

in the interval between its manufacture and application.

With this object in view Dr. W. Fahrion has described a

process based upon the fact that the non-saturated fatty

acids yield on oxidation oxyacids insoluble in petroleum

ether and which can thus be separated from the saturated

fatty acids or their oxidation products.

General Observations on the Manufacture of Oii>

Varnishes. English Practice Compared with

Continental and American.

Varnishes of English manufacture have for a long time

been regarded as superior to those made in France, Germany

or Belgium. Moreover, at the present day, in spite of the

improvements in manufacture adopted by certain French

firms, many of their tradesmen rightly or wrongly prefer to

use English varnish, in spite of its usual much higher price.

It may therefore be interesting to ascertain what it was

which, until the adoption of recent improvements, produced

such differences in the quality of the manufactured products.

The raw materials used, resins, oil, driers, spirits of turpen-

tine, would evidently be obtained under identical conditions

in the different countries of manufacture. Consequently,

the differences in the quality of the manufactured article

must arise from different methods of selection of the raw
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material, their relative proportions, and tlie imtljods of

manufacture adopted.

In the third ])lace, the proportion of ^'uni resin hein^

relatively small, it will he readily perceived that the I'Wi^lish

manufacturer can, at the same cost, use such resins as Zanzi-

bar and Sierra Leone copals in preference to Manilla, which

is so often employed in the manufacture of French varnish,

in conse<]uence of its low price and because the best (pialitit-s

only take their own weight of oil, a circumstance wliidi dove-

tails in exactly with the French method of manufacture. By
the use of the best f:rade of resins bjij^lish varnish ^'ains in

durability and brilliancy

—

<|iuilities due to the resins used.

A<,'ain, Kn<^lish varnish manufactories difier greatly from

those of France and Germany from the point of view of the

large output and the great amount of invested capital. It

will therefore be readily understood tliat under such circum-

stances the highest class of raw niaterials may be used.

Linseed oil, for instance, is only used after being ])ur-

chased and stored for a long time, and having therefore

improved greatly in quality since purchased. Moreover, the

gum resins, even after they have been carefully washed,

garbled and assorted, either before exportation or by the gum
washer or merchant who supplies them, may again, owing to

the large quantity turned over, undergo fresh assortment, in

which the lumps may lie apportioned for any given <puility

of varnish.

Besides, the age of varnish from the date of its manufac-

ture to the time of its use is a factor of prime imjxirtance.

Now, English varnish makers, having capital and space at

their dis])osal, can store their varnishes for several years before

putting them on the market, a jjractice which can hardly be

followed in the case of a small factory with but moderate

capital and limited space.

The truth of these remarks in regard to the advantage

25
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of working on a large scale and with plent}' of capital is

vindicated by the fact that American factories established

comparatively recently and who have adopted English

methods, have alread}^ produced varnishes which will stand

comparison with the most renowned Enghsh brands. This

is fm'ther demonstrated by the fact that in recent years some
French manufacturers have so far improved their processes

as to successfully compete with varnish manufactured

abroad.

The chief difference between the Enghsh and French

method of working, consists in the relative proportions of

the raw materials.

In France, oil varnishes are made with a very high pro-

portion of resin to the quantity of oil used, after the latter

has been strongly heated in presence of driers.

In England, a much smaller proportion of resin is used,

but, on the other hand, English varnish contains a much
larger proportion of oil. Further, the manufacture, which

has already been described under the designation of mixed

process, consists in adding to the resin raw oil, or oil which

has only been moderately heated without driers.

Several advantages accrue from this method of working.

In the first place, linseed oil being much cheaper rela-

tively than high quality resins, it will be easily understood

that the cost of production of English varnishes will be pro-

portionately less.

Secondly, oil being added to varnishes to impart elasticity

after drying, English varnishes will have less tendency to

crack and scale off. Besides, the oil being added in a per-

fectly fluid condition, the mixture is more homogeneous, and

the method of boiling yields a product of great fluidity.
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Useful Exercises.

1.—Verify the solubility of each resin and its varieties in

the different menstrua piven in table of solubilities and tabu-

late your results for reference, especiall}' notinf^ any very

decided departure from the solubility fjiven. Try the effect

of adding a little c;im])h()r to the solvent, also the effect of

mixed solvents.

2.—Make up a set of solutions of salt in water of such

density that at 15° C. each resin floats in its respective

solution and no more, the slightest addition of distilled or

rain water causing it to sink. Take the density at 15 C. of

each solution by Twaddell's hydrometer for liquids heavier

than water Nos. 1 or *2, and table your result for each

solution against its respective resin. 1 'reserve each solution

for future use in stoppered bottles and label distinctly.

8.—Take the density at 15^ C. of all the oils and solvents

used in varnish-making and also li(juor ammonia' l)y the

hydrometer for hquids lighter than water with direct indica-

tions and tabulate your results. Note especially the differ-

ence between raw and l)oiled oil.

4,—Take the density at 15 C. of pure sulphuric, nitric,

hydrochloric and acetic acids with Twaddell's hydrometer

for liquids heavier than water. Kepeat the experiments on

dilute solutions. Convert the degrees Twaddell in each case

into actual gravity by multiplying l)y 5, adding 1000. striking

off the first three figures to the left and inserting the decimal

(887)
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point thus :
50° Tw. = 50 x 5 = 250 ; 250 + 1000 = 1 "250 specific

gravity. Find the percentage of real acid from the gravity

by means of the usual tables.

5.—Take the density as in 4 of alkaline solutions, such

as solutions of caustic soda, soda crystals, caustic potash,

carbonate of potash, and determine the percentage of real

alkali from the specific gravity by means of the tables in use

for the purpose and note results.

6.—Take the density at 15° C. of solutions of such salts

as sulphate of manganese, acetate of lead, green vitriol,

bichromate of potash, sulphate of copper, and from the

density find the percentage of each salt present in its

respective solution.

7.—Apply the Elaidin test to olive oil and all the oils at

your disposal and admixtures of each with olive oil and

tabulate your results.

8.—Apply the sulphuric acid spot to each individual oil

and tabulate your results.

9.—Apply the perbromide of tin test to rosin oil and

admixtures thereof with vegetable and animal oils and note

results.

10.—Make up a solution of alcoholic potash, 80 grammes

to the litre. Make a mixture of 10 parts rosin oil or mineral

oil and 90 parts linseed oil. Weigh out 5 grammes of the

mixture and transfer to capacious porcelain basin, add 25

c.c. of the alcoholic potash solution, evaporate to dryness

with constant stirring on the water bath, dissolve in water,

transfer to separating funnel, extract repeatedly with ether,

distil ether extracts and weigh residue, which should equal

as near as may be 0"5 grammes. This residue in the case of

an unknown sample when multiplied by 20 gives the per-

centage of unsaponifiable oil in the sample. Test the residue

with glacial acetic acid ; if it dissolves it consists of rosin oil,

if it remains insoluble, of mineral oil.
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11.—Blow uir throufjh linseed oil Itotli in the liot and tiie

cold, with and without the aid of driers, usin^' tiie ordinary

liihonitory foot hlower.

ri.—liepeat II on spirits of turpentine in tl" ••Id imd

without the addition of extraneous suhstances.

13.—liepeat 11 on a mixture of spirits of turpentine and

raw linseed oil in the cold.

14.—Pass chlorine tlirou^di linseed oil and iioff changes

of colour.

15.—Pass dry hydrochloric acid gas through spirits of

turpentine to saturation.

10.—Pass dry sulphurous acid through spirits of turjjen-

tine.

17.—Place filter paper moistened with spirits of turpentine

in an atmosphere of chlorine. Note smoky flame and

abundant deposition of carhon.

IH.—Distil rosin and collect the distillate in a suitable

receiver. Note the products, water, acetic acid, rosin spirit,

rosin oil and residual pitch.

19.—Kepeat experiment l.S on all the varnish resins at

your disposal and register your results.

20.—Distil bone oil, collect and rectify the distilled

naphtha and determine the solubility of the resultant pitch

in various menstrua and compare the japan it yields with

that obtained from other pitches.

21.—Prepare samples of each of the metallic resinates,

linoleates, borates, acetates, etc., given on p. H03 et seq.

22.—Make litharge from metallic lead, red lead from

litharge, orange lead from white lead, lead acetate from

acetic acid and litharge, and basic acetate of lead from lith-

arge and acetate of lead, and veiify the chemical properties

attributed to each.

28.—Make a sample of printers" ink.

24.—Make a sample of vulcanised oil, rubber substitute.
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25.—Make samples of spirit varnish according to formula

given under each resin and note merits and defects.

26.—Make samples of liquid driers, japanners' gold

size, super black japan, Brunswick black, carriage varnish,

oak varnish, etc.

27.^Make a sample of soluble pyroxyline from formula

given, p. 74, and from the product 5^ou obtain prepare

samples of collodion and celluloid varnishes as per formula

on p. 208.

28.—Determine the iodine absorptions of linseed oil and

spirits of turpentine, and also those of all the varnish resins

and drying oils, as per instructions on p. 220.

29.—Boil linseed oil with a known quantity of lead and

manganese driers. Determine the percentage dissolved by

burning the oil, weighing and analysing the ash.

30.—Estimate the percentage of spirits of turpentine in

an oil varnish by Mcllheny's method, p. 382.
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Absolute alcohol, 92, 98.

Acclimatisation of benzoin, 43.

— of copal, -23, 27.

— of Zanzibar copal, '23.

Acetate alcohol, boiliiif^-point, 105.

— basic of lead, 307.

— ethylic, 104.

— lead (neutral), 30C).

— manganese, driers, 309, 311.

— of lead, driers, 2r)4, 30G.
— of lime, distillation, 100.

Acetic ether, boiling-point, 104.

Acetone, 100, 101.

— as a solvent for copal, 191.
— dissolves dammar, 34.

— (solvent), saudaracb, 40.

Acid, linolcic, 2.3G, 257, 2(K).

— linolenic, 252.
— linolic, 252.
— linoxic, 25G, 257.
— magenta, 8G.

— picric, 87.

Acids, refining linseed by, 2G8, 271,

274.

Acid value of benzoin, 218.

— — of copal, 218, 219.

— — of dammar, 219.

— — of elemi, 219.
— — of linseed, 23G.
— — of mastic, 219.
— — of resins, 218.

— — of rosin, 219.
— — of sundarach, 219.
— — of shellac, 219.

Action, catalytic, of driers, 2GG.
— of oxygen upon linolein, 254

.\du Iteration, linseed, 230.
— mastic, 37.

— rosin, 52.

— sandarach, 40.

— shellac, 55.

— spirits of turpentine, 132.

— Venice turpentine, 47.

— walnut oils, 247, 248,

African dragon's-blood, 77.
— P^ast, copal, 22-28.

— West, copal, 15, 22, 28.

.\gents, mechanical, assist solution, 21.

Agglutination of resins in spirit var-

nish-making, 17G.

Aging, linseed, hastens drying, 258.
— of varnish, 379, 385.
— oxygen ab.sorbed during linseed

aging, 25H.

.\ir, action, on fresh fracture, copal,

15.

— blowing, through linseed oil, 274,

288, 321, 324.

Akra, copal, IG, 28, 29, 182, 218.
— resin copals, 4, IG, 28, 29, 30,

218, 357.

.\lcohol, acetate, boiling-point, 105.
— amylic. boiling-iwint, 100.

— as solvent for benzoin, 44.

— — for copal, 19.

— — for danmmr, 34.

— — for mastic, 3G.

— distillation, 91.

— ethylic, boiling-point, 91.

— methyl, 97.

— (solvent) for sandarach, 40.

— — shellac, 55.

Alkali, blue, 8G.

.\lkalies, refining linseed by. 271, 274.

— of solvents upon the principal .\lkaline earths, plumbate of, 2GG, 289.

resins, 21G.

Addition of oil to melted resin, 343.

Adulterant, linseed, of Japan lac, GO,

Adulteration, benzoin, 44.

— copal, 22.

— dammar, 35.

— elemi, 42.

— laurel camphor, G9, 139, 209.

— solutions, effect of, ou cojwl, 21.

— solution (.solvent;, shellac 55.

57.

Alumina soap varnish, 211.

I

Aluminium salts, refining liu.sccd by,

270.

.\mber adulterations, 12, 13.

— Bastert, 9.

(391)
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Amber, blue, 10.

— camphor, 15.

— — Gmclin's, 11.

— distillation, 11.

— electrical properties of, 13.— Erd, 9.

— fused, varnishes, .355.

— history of, 5.

— localities found, 6, 7.

— mines, German, 7.— mining and dredging, 7, 8.— oils, 11, 144-146.

— oil varnishes, 839, 353-355.
— resins, 5-13.

— spirit varnishes, 184-186.
— varieties, 9, 10.

— varnishes, 184.

American pines, " boxing," 109.
— rosin, 49, 50, 112.
— spirits of turpentine, 132.— turpentine, dipping, 110.—

• varnish manufacture compared,
384.

Ammonia, effect of varnish on, 379.
Amygdaloid benzoin, 43.

— variety of benzoin, 43.

Amylic acetate, 104.

— alcohol, 101.

— — as solvent for copal, 20.— — — mastic, 36.
— — boiling-point, 100.
— — (solvent) for sandarach, 40.

Ainyris ambrosiaca, 40.

Analysis of benzoin, 44.

— qualitative, of resins, 220.
— resins, 217-225.
— shellac, 54.

— varnishes, 212-225, 380-384.
Analytical scheme, Hirschsohn's, 225.
Andes' scale of hardness, 16, 182, 183.

Andres' colourless copal varnish, 356.
Angola, bastard, copal, 16.

— copai, 16, 20, 22, 28-30, 218.— — red, 30, 182.
— — white, 18, .30.

— — yellow, 29.

Aniline as solvent for copal, 20.

— blue, 87.

— colours, 85-89.

— dyes for colouring spirit var-

nishes, 86-89.

Anime, East Indian, 14-29.

— American, 15-29.

Annatto, 83, 84.

Anthracene oils, 65.

Anti-fouling composition, 365.

Antiseptic varnishes, 1, 2.

Ants, white, 1, 2.

Artificial camphor, 129, 134.

Artificial camphor oil, 129, 134.
Artists' linseed, 275.
— oil, walnut oil, 247.

Asphaltum, 62, 63.

— Barbadoes, 63.
— Judffia, 62.

— oil varnishes, 367-369.— resins, 62-64.

— spirit varnishes, 206.
— varnishes, 206, 367, 368.

Auramine, 87.

Aurantia, 88.

Autoclave method of refining rosin, 51.

AutractyHs gicmmifcra, 37.

"Australian" sandarach, 38-39.

B.

Baffles, rosin distillation, 121.

Balata, 68-69.

Bale, amber locality, 7.

Balsam, Canada, 48-49.

— copaiba, 12.

— gurjun, 69-72.

Balsams, 4.

Baltic shores, amber locality, 6.

Bankoul oil, 227.

Barbadoes asphaltum, 63.

Bartky's processes, 348.

Basic acetate of lead, 307.
Bastard Angola copal, 16.

Bastert amber, 9.

Batavian dammar, 32.

Beech-nut oil, 240.
" Belly " benzoin, 42.

Benguela copal, 16, 17, 22, 30, 187,
192.

Benin copal, 16, 28, 30.

Benzoin, 4, 5, 42, 44, 218, 222.— acclimatisation of, 43.
— acid value, 218.
— adulteration, 44.

— alcohol as solvent for, 44.
— amygdaloid variety, 43.
— analysis of, 44.

— " Belly," variety of, 42.
— benzoic acid in, 43.
— — absent in some, 44.
— Bourbon, Isle of, transplanted

to, 43.

— Brazil, Isle of, transplanted to,

43.

— Calcutta, 43.

— cinnamic acid in, 44.

— Cochin China, 42.

— colour, 43.

— commercial varieties, 43.
— common, 43.
— composition, 44.
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BoDzoin, donsily of, 43.

— detection of, 222.
— L'ssoiitial oils, Kolvont for, 11.

— otlier us a solveut for, 44.

— finishing polishes used iu, 42.

— fixed oils, soluhility iu, 44.

— " Foot," 43.

— good, ciiaracteristics of, 44.

— hardness, 44.
— " Head," 42.

India, market for inferior, 43.
— iodine value, 21S.

— localities, 42.

— Persia, market for, 44.

— properties of, 43.

— Siani, 43.

— smell of, 42.

— Sumatra, 43.

— tears, 44.

— vanillin in, 44.

Benzol, 106, 107.

Benzo-resinol, cinnamate of, 44.

Hcni.steiii, 5.

Bisiiop's test for drying oils, 240.

Bismarck brown, 89.

Bixd uiellann, 83.

Black and white drawings, varnish
for, 204.

— bone, or ivory, Gl, 177.

Blackboard varnish, l'J8-19<J, 3G3.
Black-boy sum, 79.

Black dammar, 33.

Bleaching, etc., of linseed oil, 207.
— — rosin, 50.
— — shellac, 55-58.

— — spirit varnishes, 177.

Blowing air through linseed oil, 274,
2S8, 321, 324.

Blue amber, 10.

Blue, aniline, 87.
— alkali, 86.

— spirit, 87.

Boiling of linseed oil, 279-287, 290-

299.

Boiling of oil varnish, 214-215.
Boiling of printing, etc., ink, 327,

335.

Boiling-point of acetic ether, 104.
— acetone, 100.
— alcohol, amylic, 100.

— — — acetate, 105.
— — ethylic, 91.

— — methylic, 97.
— benzol, 105.
— cajeput oil, 135.

— camphene, 131.
— camphor, 141.

— — aniticial, 134.
— caoutchouciue, 137.

Boiling-point of eari^on dinulphido, 100.
— cliloroform, 102.
— copal oil, 146.
— didecene. 12(».

— diptnt<^'ne, 130.

— diteri-lKUlhyle, 126.

diterebi'uthylenc, 126.

ether, ethylic, 'J5.

— ethylic acetate, 104.

— — nitrate, 103.
— fencheno, 131.

— fusel oil, 101.

— gasolene, 108.
— heptane, 108.

— liexane, 108.

— linionene, 130.
— mineral naphtha, lOs.

— pentane, 108.
— petroleum naphtha, 108.
— pinene, 129.

— — raonohydrochloride, 134.
— shale naphtha, 10s.

— sylvestrene, 1.30.

— terebene, 134.

— terpenes, 127.

— terpiuene, 131.

— terpiuolene, 131.

— turpentine, spirits of

—

.American, 132.

French, 132.

Russian, 132.

Bombax, 227.

Bombay copal, 15.

— linseed, 227.

Bookbinders' varnish, 197, 200.

Borneo camphor, 1.37-139.

— copal, 16, 187. 192.

— dammar, 32, 33.

Borneol, 137.

Botany Bay gum, 79.

Bottle capsule varnish. 197.

" Boxing " -American pines, 109.

Brands, copal, Zanzibar, 26.

— rosin, .Vmerican, 112.

Brazilian copal, 16.

— elemi, 40.

Bronze varnishes, uon-oxidisable, 209.

Burgundy pitch, 47.

Burmah amber mines, 7, 8.

Cabinet varnish, 1H3.

Cajeput oil, 20, 135.

Cake-paring machine, 232.

CoUiiitiis dracd, 76.

Calc spar hardness test, 17.

Callitris quadriialvi.s. 3S.

Cambogia giittn, 77.
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Camphene, 130.

Camphor, amber, 15.— artificial, 129, 134.— Borneo, 137, 139.— laurel, 69, 139, 209.
— — adulteration, 143.— — boiling-point, 141.— — extraction, 139.
— — gyratory motion, 141-142.— — melting-point, 141.— oil, 143.
— — artificial, 129, 1.34.

Canada, balsam of, 48-49, 221.
Canarium strictiim, 33.

Cannabis sativa, 227.

Caoutchouc {see india-rubber).
Caoutchoucine, 67, 137.
Caragne, 41.

Carbon disulphide, 105.
Carthamine, 82.

Carthamus tinctoria, 81.
Castor oil, 210, 227, 249, 250.
Catalytic action of driers, 263.
Celluloid, 75.

— spirit varnishes, 210.
Chakazi, 23, 24.

Chemical and physical constants of
oils

—

Castor, 249.

Cotton-seed, 249.
Hemp-seed, 248.

Japanese wood, 250.
Linseed, 235.

Poppv-seed, 248.
Walnut, 246-247.

Chemical and physical constants of
resins, 217-220.

Chinese lac, 60-62.

Chlorine, bleaching of, linseed oil 271,
276.

— — rosin, 50-51.
— — shellac, 55, 58.

Chloroform, 102.
Chrysoidine, 89.

Cinene, 130.

Coal-tar distillation, 64-66.
— — naphtha {see benzol).— — pitch, 64-66.
— — spirit varnishes, 266, 367.— — oil varnishes, 370.

Cochin China copal, 16.

Ccesaljnnece, 4.

Collodion, 74.'

— spirit varnishes, 208.— — — Ferner's, 210.— — — Halle's, 210.— priming of wood, 210.
Colophony {see rosin).

Colour of linseed oil, 270-271.

Coloured light influences drying, 255.
Colours soluble in spirit, 76-89.— aniline, 85-89.
— mineral, 179.— vegetable, 76-85.

Colza oil, 240, 242, 244.
Condensing plant for vapours from oil

boiling, 291.

Condensing plant for vapours from
resin melting, 166, 184.

Condensing plant for vapours from
rosin distillation, 114.

Condensing plant for vapours from
turpentine distillation, 119.

Congo copal, 16, 28, 29, 30.
Copaiba balsam, 13.

Copal, acclimatisation of, 23, 27,— acetone as a solvent for, 191.— acid value, 218, 219.— adulteration, 22.
— African, East, 22-28.
— — West, 15, 22, 28.— air, action of, on fresh fracture,

15.

— air cavities influence density, 17.— Akra, 16, 28, 29, 182, 218.— alcohol as a solvent for, 19.— — camphoretted, 19.
— alkaline solutions, efiect of on,

21.

— amylic alcohol as a solvent for,
20.

— Angola, 16, 20, 22, 28, 30, 218.— — cajeput oil as a solvent for,
20.

— — red, 30, 182.— — white, 18, 30.— — yellow, 29.

— aniline as solvent, 20.— Benguela, 4, 16, 17, 22, 28, 30,
182.

— Benin, 16, 28, 29, 30, 182.— Bombay, 22.
— Borneo, 16, 22.— brands of Zanzibar, 26.— Brazilian, 16, 183.— buying, 22.

— cajeput oil as solvent for, 20.— Calcutta, 22.

— camphor as solvent for, 19.— candle flame, action of on, 17.— caoutchoucine as solvent, 137.— classification of, 15.— cleansing and garbling, 147.— Cochin China, 16, 183.— condensation plant for vapour
of, 164.

— Congo, 16, 17, 22, 28, -30, 182.— copal oil as solvent for, 17, 144.
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Copal, copper 8ulphatc hardncsH text,

IG.

— crushing of, 149.

— density, 17.

— — intluenco of air cavities on,

17.

— Denicrara, ftcclimiitiaation, 27.

— Doininica,aoiliniatisatiou,2G-27.
— East African. i!l.

— East India, 22.

— ether as solvent, 1*J.

— fracture, 15.

— friability. 10.

— fusibility, 17.

— fusion of, l.'iGlGO.

— — bv steam iu closed vessels,

16G.

— — by superheated air, 1G7.
— — in open pots over fire, 157.
— Gaboon, IG, 29.

— garbling of, 2G, 147-149.
— goose skin, 24.

— hardness, IG.

— heating renders soluble, 21, 152-

157.
— India, acclimatisation of, 23, 27.
— Inhambanc, 27.

— Jamaica, acclimatisation, 27.
— Kauri, IG, 31, 218.
— lavender oil as solvent, 20, 191.
— Loango, IG. 28, 29.

— loss in fusing, 1.55.

— Madagascar, IG, 22, 27.

— Manilla, IG, 17, 19, 20, 218.

— Mozambique, IG, 2G, 27.

— nitric ether as solvent, 20.

— Ogea gum, 30.

— oil, 14, 17, 144.

— origin, 14.

— oxidised tur^jentine as solvent
for, 20, 21.

— oxygen, exposure to, assists solu-

bility, 21.

— pebble, 28.

— physical appearance of, 15.

— plasticity, IG.

— properties, 15-22.

— pyrocopal, 153-155, 18G188.
— — soluble, 154.

— — swollen, 154.

— " running," 157.

— Sierra Leone, 16, 17, 21G, 218.

— Singapore, acclimatisation, 27.

— smell and taste, IG.

— solubility and solvents, 18-21,

21G.
— — influence of age and origin

on, 19.

— specific gi-avity, 17.

Copal, Hwollen, 154.

— Trinida<l, accliniatisatiou, 27.

— turpentine spirits as solvent, 20,
18H-1U1.

— varnish Hubslitute. .S<>3.

— varnishes, oil, 341-.iG2.

— — spirit. 18G-192.
_ _ wo-shing, 2.'j, 117-149.
— Zanzibar, l.'). IG. 17. 18. 19.

Copper vessels, IGl.

Coromandel red sanders, HO.

Cottonseed oil, 240. 242. 244. 249.
" Cracking " of linseed oil, 299.

— of paint, 319.

Crocus sativd, 85.

Crushing of linseed, 227.

Cucumber-seed oil, 227.

Ciiciiiii us .siitiiits, 'I'll.

D.

Dammar, 32-35. 192 I'.^l, 3G2-363.
— acetone dissolves, 34.

— acid value. 219.
— adulteration, 35.

— alcuhol as solvent, 34.

— Batavian, 32.

— black, 33.

— bromine value. 219.
— cat's-eye. 32.

— commercial varieties, 32.

— composition, 34.

— density. 33.

— dust, 32. 36.

— East Indian, '-^l.

— ether as solvent for, 34.

— fracture, 33.

— liardness, 35.

— iodine value, 219.

— origin, 32-34.

— resinates, 35.

— rock, .34.

— rosin adulterant of dammar
dust, 35.

— sal. 33.

— saix)uitication. 35.

saponification value, 219.

— Singapore, saponification, 32.

— solubility of. 34.

— spirits of turpentine as solvent

for. .34.

— varnishes, oil, 362-.36.S.

— — spirit. 192-193.

Dammara alh<i, 32.

Dammara aitstralis, 31.

Dammara 'orivntali.i, 32.

Darkness retards drying of linseed oil,

255.
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Density (see under individual oils,

resins and solvents).

Didecene, 126.

Dipentene, 130-131.

Dipping American turpentine, 110.

Diptcrocarpce, 69-70.

Diptcrocarpits crispaletns, 227.
Distillation of acetate of lime, 100.— alcohol, 91.
— amber, 11.

— amber oil, 144, 145.
— camphor, 139.
— chloroform, 102.
— coal-tar, 64-66.
— copal, 11.

— — oil, 144, 145.
— india-rubber, 136.
— method of estimating spirits

of turpentine in varnish (Mac-
Ilheny's), 382.

— rosin, 115-127.
— turpentine. 111, 114.
— wood, 98.

Diterebenthyle, 126.

Diterebenthylene, 126.

Draccena ombef, 77.— schizantlia, 77.

Dragon's blood, 5, 76-77, 219.
— African, 77.

Driers, 260, 265.
— catah-tic, action of, 263, 266.— choice of, 287.
— concentrated, 317.
— detection and estimation, 302.— energetic, weak and useless,

265.
— for oil boiling by fire, 279.— — — cold process, 313-316.
— — — steam, 294.— lead, 261-265, 315.
— — acetate, 264, 306.— — basic, 265, 306, 314.
— — borate, 307.— — carbonate, 265.
— — linoleate, 256, 260, 308.— — metallic, spongy, 264.— — oleate, 289, 314.
— — oxide, litharge, 260, 263, 265,

279, 283, 303-305.
— — red lead, 265, 279, 283, 305-

306.
— — resinate, .308.

— — sulphate, 265.
— — liquid, 317-318.
— manganese, 262, 309.
— — acetate, 309, 311.
— — borate, 264, 287, 309, 312.— — hydrate, 265, 279, 283.
— — linoleate, 274, 309, 312, 314.

Driers, manganese, nitrate, 316.
— — oxalate, .309, 312.
— — oxide, black, 265, 310.
— — resinate, 309, 313.
— — sulphate, 288, 311.
— manufacture of, .303.

— patent, 317-320.
— plumbate of alkaline earths,

266, 289.
— zinc oxide, 265, 289.
— — sulphate, 265, 289.

Earth-nut oil, 242.

East African copal, 22.

East Indian Anime. 22.

— — copal, 22.

— — dammar, 32.

Edge runners, 233.

Elaplirium elemifermn, 41.

Electrical properties of amber, 13.

Elemi, 4, 40, 42, 219.
— acid value, 219.
— adulteration of, 42.
— Brazilian, 40.

— colour, 42.

— commercial varieties, 40-41.
— composition, 41.

— crystalline, etc., structure, 42.

— density, 41.
•— essential oil of, 41.

— galipot an adulterant, 41.

— hardness, 42.

— Manilla, 41.

— melting-point, 41.

— Mexican, 41.

— saponification value, 219.
— smell of, 41.

— solubility, 42.

Eleococca oil, 227, 250, 251.

Enamels, 1, 179.

England, first varnish factory started
in, 338.

English varnish, 381.

Erd amber, 9.

Ester rosin, 52.

Ether, acetic, 104.
— ethvlic, 95.

Ethylic alcohol, 91.

— acetate, 104.

— ether, 95.

— nitrate, 103.

Extraction plant for varnish manu-
facture, 181.
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Fatty acids, uou-suturated, of linseed
oil, 259.

Fencheiic, 130.

FiciLs indica, 62.
— rfligiosti, 52.

Filtration of linseed oil, 235, 2G'J-270.— spirit solution of shellac, 19G.— — varnish, 174-181.
Flexible varnish, 203.
Fluavile, 68.

Fluorides, 12.

Furnaces, 159.

Fusibility, scale of, 17.

G.

Gaboon copal, 1<;, 28, 2'J.

Galipot, 49.

— varnish, oil, 3(JG.

Gamboge, 5, 7. 78.

Gasolene, 108.

German amber mines, 7.

(ribourtin, 28.

Glazes, porcelain, 1.

Gmelin's amber camphor, 11.
Goose skin, 24.

Grape-seed oil, 227.
Grasstree gum, 79.

Green, " light S.F." yellow, 89.— malachite, 89.
Gumpots, 1(MJ-164.

— cleaning of, 1G3.— conical, 1G2.
— copper, IGl, 1G2.— cylindrical, IGO.
— enamelled, 1G2.— expanded, IGl.
— nickelled, 1G3.— silvered, 1G2.— size of, 1G4.
— wrought iron, IGl, 1G3.

Gurjun balsam, G9-73.
(iuttn fcnt vera. 71.

Gutta-percha, GS.
— varuislies, oil, 373.— — spirit, 208.

H. iiip-seed oil, 242, 241, 24H.
Mubhl value, 220.
Hydraulic oil filter presses, 235.
Hydraulif presses for oil seed rmithinc

228,229,2.34.

I.

Idea carana, 41.
— cartba, 40.

Icicn t'l(i/>liriiiin, 40.

India, lias I, copal, 22.

India-rubber, G(iG7.
— — substitute, 20, 335, 33G.— — varnishes, oil, 371-373.— — — spirit, 206.

Indigo, 85.

— carmine, 8G.
IndigDji'nt tincturid, 85.
Indigotine, 85.

Ink, lithographic and printing, 327,3:36.— boiling of oil for, 328. .331.

— colours used in, 332-333.— de luxe drawings, ink for, .335.— formuhe, 332-33G.— linseed oil, palmitin olimination,
328.

— linseed oil, .selection of, for,

327, 334.
— steel engraving, ink for, 334, 33G.

Iridescent bronze varnish, 198.
Isonandia (jitttd, G8.
Ivoiy black, Gl.

Japanese lac, 58-60.
— wood oil. 227, 250.

Judit-a asphaltum. G2.
Juiihnis Uiiiiii, 227.

K.

H.

Hardness, Andes' scale of, 16, 182-183— Bottler's scale of, IG.— ^loh's scale of, 17. '

Hatter's varnish, 2(X).
|

Heat, effect on drying of linseed oil,

253. 255, 259,
j

Heat, effect on solubility of resins, 6,
|

21, 153 ct seq.
I

Kai-dan-lotiff, 227.
Kdiiijihur, 1.39.

Kao-kin-tsi, 62.

Knphiir, 139.

Kauri. 31.

Kettle, steam-heating. 228, 229, 2.35.

L.

Laurus camphora, li'.i.

Lavamlula .spiku, 135.

— tern, 135.

Lavender oil, 135.
— spike, 135.
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Linoleic acid, 236, 257, 260.
Linolein, 231, 251, 252, 254, 256.
Linolenic acid, 252.

Linolic acid, 252.

Linoleate of lead, 256, 257, 260.
Linoleates, oxidation of, 254, 256.

Linoxate of lead, 257, 260.
Linoxic acid, 256, 257.

Linoxin, 253, 255, 371.

Liuseed, cake, paring machine, 232.
— crushing, 227.
— edge runners, 233.
— filter jDresses, 2-35.

— French, 242.
— La Plata, 242.
— moulding machine, 229.
— presses, crushing, 234.
— — filter, 235.
— pumps, 231.

— rolls, 228.

Linseed oil, 226-246, 251-302.
— acid value, 236.

— adulterant of Japan lac, 60.
— adulterations, 236.

— aging hastens drying, 258.
— — oxygen absorbed during,

258.
— artists', 275.
— Bishop's test, 240.
— boiling by fire, 279-287.
— — steam, 290-299.
— — superheated air, 296-297.
— camelina oil, adulterant of, 236.— coloured light, influence on dry-

ing, 255.
— colouring principles of, 270-271.
— constants, 236.
— constitution of, 252.
— darknfess retards drying of, 255.
— driers for (see driers).

— fish oil, adulterant of, 236.
— furnaces, naked fire, 279-284.
— heat assists drying, 253-260.
— ink, printing and lithographic,

selection of, for, -327, 334.
— iodine value of raw, 236.— — boiled, 245.

— light hastens drying, 255.
— Maumene's test, 237-239.
— mineral oil, detection of, in,

236.
— old tanked, 277.
— polarimetric tests, 236.
— precipitated lead test, 239.
— refining, 267-277.
— — hastens drying, 258-267.
— — by acids, 268, 271, 274.
— — alkalies, 271, 274.
— — aluminium salts, 270.

Linseed oil, refining by basic acetate
of lead, 275, 314.

— — bichromate of potash
and hydrochloric acid,

273.
— — bichromate of potash and

sulphuric acid, 276.— — chlorine, 276.
— — chromic acid, 273.
— — green vitriol and sun-

light, 275.
— — hydrogen peroxide, 272.— — lead sulphate, 275.
— — light, 271-272, 275, 276.— — linoleate of manganese,

274.
— — magnesia, 270.
— — metallic salts, 271.— — nitric acid, 274.
— — oxidising agents, 271-272.
— — ozone, 272-273.
— — potassium carbonate,

275.
— — — caustic, 274.
— — — permanganate and

sulphuric acid, 273.— — red lead and hydrochloric
acid, 276.

— — saponification, partial,

274.
— — steam heating, 270,
— — sulphuric acid, 268-269,

274.
— — tannin, 270.
— — zinc chloride, 270.
— refraction of, 244.
— rosin, detection of, in, 236.
— — oil, 236.
-— saponification value, 236-237.
— storing hastens drying, 277.
— sulphuric acid spot test for

rosin oil in, 237.

Linum iisitatissiiimni, 227.

Livache's precipitated lead test, 239.

M.

Machinery, oil crushing, 227-235.
— resin crushing, 149.

Magenta, 86.

— acid, 86.

Malachite green, 89.

Malalcnca leucodendron, 136.

Manganese driers (.sec driers, manga-
nese).

jNIanilla copal, 16.

— alcohol, solvent action of, on, 20.

— ethylic nitrate as a solvent for,

103.
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Manillii copal spirit varnislios, 187,

192.
— stringing of, 1S7.

Map varnish, 20S.

Mastic, 4, 35-87, 221.
— acid viilue. 219.
— adulterations, 37.

— alcohol as solvent, HG.

— amylic alcoiiol as solvent, 30.
— chlorophyll in, 80.

— cleansing and garbling, 160.
— colour of, 30.

— commercial varieties, 36.
— composition, 30.

— detection of, 36.

— hardness, 37.

— history of, 37.

— impurities, 37.

— iodine value, 219.
— melting-point, 30.

— officinal, 35.

— origin, 35.

— saponification value, 219.
— selection of, 32.

— solubility, 30, 210.
— tears, 35.

— uses, 37.

— varnishes, spirit, 202.

Maumen«''s test, 237-249.

Mechanical agents assist solution, 21.

Methyl alcohol, 97.

Methylated spirit, 99.

Mcthylic nitrate, 103.

Mi>nusoj)s hnlata, 08.

Mineral naphtha, 108.

Moulding nuichine, 229.

Mozambique copal, 10, 27.

N.

Naphtha, 108.

Naphthol, yellow, 98.

New Zealand kauri, 31.

Nitrositics, 131.

Nubian blacking, 97.

Oil varnishes, manufacture, 339-381.
— amber, 339, 353-355.
— asphaltum. 307-369.
— coal-tar, .308.~ copal, 350-302.
— dammar, 302.
— elemi,303.
— galipot, 304.
— gutta-percha, 373.
— india-rubber, 371-373.
— mastic, 303.

Oil varnishes, rcHinate, 371.
— rosin, 304-305.
— sandaraoh, 363.
— shellac, 302.
— Venice turix-nlino, .%7.
— — ash estimation, etc., 383.
— — driers, 3H3.

— — good, charactoriHticBof, 373.
— — liu8ecdoil,choiceo{for,341.
— — — estimation of in, 383.
— — testing of, 381.

Oils, coal-tar, 04-05.

Oils, Drying

—

Hemp-seed. 248.

Linseed, 227 «/ sf/j.

Poppv-seed, 248.

Wahiul. 240.

Oils, Semi-Drving

—

Castor, 249.

Cotton-seed, 249.

Oils, Volatile-
Amber, 11, 144.

Cajeput, 130.

Camphor, 140-143.
— artificial, 1.34-135.

Copal, 17, 144.

Eucalyptus, 129.

Juniper, 129.

Lavender, 20, 135, 191.

Rosemary, 20.

Spike lavender, 135.

Oxygen-
Copal action of, on solubilitv of,

21.

Linoleic acid, oxidising eflect on.
255,

Linolein, oxidising effect on, 253-

254.

Liuoleates, oxidising cfTcct on,

2.50.

Linseed oil, 251 et seq.

Spirits of turpentine, 133.

Ozone, effect of, ou linseed oil, 272.

P.

Pnpavcr somnifcrum, 227.

Paper varnisli, 202, 204.

Paraftin wax, 73.

Paring machine, oil cake, 232.

Paulownie oil, 227.

Petroleum spirit, 108.

Pentane, lOS.

Phellandrene, 131.

Pho.sphine, 87.

Photograpliic varnishes, 204, 208, 211.

Picric acid, 87.

Picture varnish, 202-203.
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Pinene monohydrochloride, 129, 134.
Pinus abies, 47.

— aiistriaca, 45.
— balsa inca, 48.
— larix, 46.

— khasyana, 128.
— maritime, 45.— pinaster, 45.

— rottindata, 45.— sijlvestris, 45.
— toeda, 45.

Pistachio lentisciiis, 35.

Pitch, bone, 4.

— Burgundy, 47.
— coal-tar, 64-66.
— rosin, 115.
— stearine, 4.

— Vosges, 47.— yellow, 47.

Polychrome varnishes, 361.
Porcelain enamels, 1.

— glazes, 1.

Precipitated lead test for drying oils,

239.

Pumps, 323.
•— hydraulic, 230.

Pj'retine, crystallised, of Gmelin, 11.

Pyrocopal, 153-155.

Pyroxyline, 74, 208-211.

R.

Resins, etc.

—

Amber, 5-13.

Asphaltum, 62-64.

Benzoin, 4, 5, 42, 44, 218.

Burgundy pitch, 47.

Chinese lac, 4, 60-62.

Dammar, 32, 35, 183, 192-193, 359-

360, 361-363.

Dragon's blood, 5, 76, 77, 219,

223, 364.

Elemi, 4, 40, 42, 219, 222, 363.

Gamboge, 5, 7, 78, 219.

Mastic, 35. 37, 219, 221.

Pitches {see pitch).

Sandarach, 4, 5, .38-40, 202-205,

219, 223.

Shellac, 53-58, 183, 195-201, 219,

223, 366.
— Copals and Animes

—

Akra, 4, 16, 28, 29, 30, 218, 357.

Angola, 4, 1(5, 17, 20, 22, 28, 29,

30, 187, 191, 192, 218, 359.

Benguela, 4, 16, 17, 22, 28, 30,

187, 191, 359.

Benin, 16, 28, 29, 30, 359.

Resins, Copals and Animes

—

Borneo, 16, 22, 183, 187, 192,.

218.

Brazilian, 16, 183.

Cochin China, 16, 183.

Congo, 16, 182.

Gaboon, 16, 29. 182.

Kauri, 4, 16, 31, 182, 218,359.
Loango, 16, 28, 29, 182.

Madagascar, 4, 16, 27.

Manilla, 4, 16, 17, 19, 20, 183, 187,
190, 192, 218, 360.

Mozambique, 4, 16, 26, 27.

Ogea, 30.

Pebble, 28, 375.

Sierra Leone, 4, 16, 17, 182, 187,
190, 191, 192, 218, 359-360.

Singapore, 16, 183.

South American, 16, 183.

Zanzibar, 4, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22-

26, 182, 191, 219, 358, .359, 360-
Resins, acid value, 218.
— agglutination of, in spirit var-

nish-making, 176.— analysis, 217-225.
— bromine values, 218-219.
— cleansing and garbling, 147-149.
— dissolving in meth. spirit, etc.,

171 et seq.

— — cold jDrocess, 171.
— — hot process, 179.
— dissolving in oil by

—

1. Addition of oil to melted
resin, 343.

2. Addition of melted resin to

oil, 345.

3. Mixed process (1 and 2), 346.

4. Previous fusion of resin and
solution in closed vessels,

348.

5. Solution of all ingredients,
349.

6. Solution in cold of fused
resin, 350-351.

— fusion by superheated air, 167.— — in closed vessels by steam,
166.

— — in open vessels by fire, 15T
et seq.

— hardness, 12, 13, 16, 182-188.
— iodine values, 218-219.
— loss in fusing, 155.
— saponification value, 218-219.
— solubility of, table of, 216.

Rocouycr, S3.

Rosin, 50, 52, 219.
— acid value, 219.
— adulteration, 52.
— American, 49, 50, 112.
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BoKin, autoclave method of refining,

61.

— Bordeaux, 50.

— hraiids of, Aiuerieiiii, 112.

— chlorine, refilling hy, 5t)-51.

— coninu-ri-ial varifties, 50.

— composition of, 50.

— density of, 50.

— detection of, in linseed, 280.
— distillation of, Frencii method,

115.
— distillation of, (lerman nietliod,

117, 125.

— " Ester," Schaal's, 52.

— French, VJ.

— harden in>{. 52.
— hardness, .52.

— iodine value, 210.
— melting-point, 50.

— properties, .50.

— refining and hardening, 50, 52.
— smell of, 50.

— solubility. 51.

— varni.shes, oil. 364-367.
— — spirit, 204-205.
— oil, com[)osition, 115-127.
— — density, 126.

— — detection, 2H6-237.
— — printing ink, use in, 333, 334— — refining, 122.— — uses. 125.

— spirit, 146.

s.

Safllower, Rl.

Saffron, 85.

Safraninc, aniline, H6.

— vegetable, H5.

Sandalwood, SO.

Sandarach, 4, 5, 37-40.
— acetone (solvent), 40.— acid, value ot, 21!).

— adulterations of, 40.
— alcohol (solvent) for, 40.
— aniylic alcohol (sulveut) for, 40.— " Australian " sandarach, 38-39.
— bleeding trees, season for, 38.

— Cullifris, species of, produced
from, 38.

— carbon disulphide (solvent), 40.
— chloroform (solvent), 40.
— cleansing, etc., of, 150.— composition of, 39.
— density of, 39.

— detection, 223.
— dust, cause of, .38.

— ether (solvent), 40.

26

Sandaracli, InirdnesH, 40.

— history of, .37.

— iodine value, 21'
— medicinal pruptiL,. -, .,,.

— melting-point, 39.
— " Mogadore," 8M.

— origin of, 38.

— petroleum etlier (insoluble in),

40.

— saponification value, 219.— solubility of, 40, 216.
— varnisln-s, oil, 3()3-3(i4.

— — spirit, 203-205.
Samlarusi, 23.

Sandarusi niti, 28.
" Sanitas," 132. 1.33.

Sculptors' varnish, 204.

.Sesame oil, 242.

iSluiJ(ir-fl-Sini(liinis, 23.

Shellac, acid value, 219.
— adulteration, .55.

— alcohol (solvent), 65.

— alkaline solution (solvent), 65,
57.

— analysis, 54.

— bleaching, 55, 58, 1.50.

— — alcoholic solution by Kau
de .Juvelleand hydrochloric
acid. 56.

— — — animal charcoal, 67.
— — alkaline solution by chlo-

rine. .57.

— — — by sulphurous arid, 58.
— — resin precipitated by hydro-

chloric, witli sodium sul-

pliate, 50.
— borax (solvent), 65.
— button lac, 64.
— colouring matter, 53.
— connnorcial varieties, 63.

— comix)sition, 54.

— density. 54.

— detection of, 223.
— iodine value, 219.
— lac dye, 53.

— orange, 55.
— proj)erties. 54.

— saponification value, 219.
— seetl lac, 54.
— spirit varnishes, fill rati' •III if. 10<">.

— stick lac, 63.
— varnishes, oil, 8t.

— — spirit, 195, 200-201.
— — water, 199.

— wax, elimination of. 150.

Shorea, 33.

Sierra Leone copal, 4, 16, 17. 21, 182,

218, 359-360.

varnishes, spirit, IB, 72. 192.
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Silver leaf (in Chinese lac), 62.

— varnish for, 204.

Singapore dammar, 32.

"Si-^si," 62.

Spirits of turpentine, acid, hydro-
chloric, action of, on, 129.

— — nitric, action of, on, 133.

— — sulphuric, action of, on,

134.
— adulteration, 132.
— American, 132.

_ _ distillation of. 111, 113.

— annual production, 113.

— commercial varieties, 132.

— constitution, 127.

— distillation plant, 114.

— distilling, 111, 113.

— French, 132.

— German, method of distilling,

113.
— oxidation of, 133.
— polarisation, 128, 130, 131, 132.

— Polish, 130.

— properties, 133.

— resinification, 133.
-- Russian, 130, 132.

— Swedish, 130.

— yield of, 112.

Spirit varnishes, manufacture, 168-225.

— — cold process, 171.

— — hot process, 179.

— alcohol, proportion of, to use in,

169.— alcohol, strength of, to use in,

170.
— alumina soap, 211.

— amber, 184-186.

— analysis of, 212-225.
— aniline dyes for colouring, 86-89.

— animal charcoal as a decoloriser

of, 177.
— asphaltum, 206.
— bleaching plant, 177-178.
— celluloid, 210, 211.
— collodion, 208-210.
— coloured resinate, 211.

— colouring, 178-179.
— copal, 186-192.
— dammar, 192-195.
— enamels, 179.

— extraction plant, 181.

— filtration, 174-177.
— gutta-percha, 208.
— india-rubber, 206.

— mastic, 202, 203.

— resinate, coloured, 211.

— rosin, 204, 205.

— sandarach, 203.
— shellac, 195-202.

Spirit vegetable dyes for colouring,

76-86.

Tai-tsi, 62.

Tar, coal-, 64, 66.

— bone, 4.

— Stockholm, 132.

Tea lead, 133.

Terebene, 133.

Terebenthene, 128.

Terebine, 317-320.

Terebinthacese, 40.

Terpene hydrate, 129.

Terpenes, 129 et seq.

Terpinene, 131.

Terpinolene, 131.

Thuja articulata, 38.

Tin, influence of, on lead used for

tinning drums, 133.

Trachylobium mossamhicense, 23.

— verrucosum, 23.

— species, 27.

Turpentine, boiled, 47.

— common, adulteration, 46.

— — Bordeaux, 45.

— — Boston, 45.

— — " boxing " pines, 109.

— — "chipping" pines, 109.
— — commercial varieties, 45.

— — composition, 45.

— — " cornering " pines, 109.

_ _ " crop," 112, 113.

— — dipping, 109.

_ ._ distilling. 111, 113.

— — microscopic structure, 45.

— — origin, 45.

— —
- properties, 45.

— — smell, 45.

— — solubility, 46.

— — yieldof spirit from, 112, 113.

— — — of rosin from, 112, 113.

— spirits of (see spirits of tur-

pentine).
— Venice, adulteration, 47.

— — " Briancon," 46.

— — colour, 46.

— — commercial varieties, 46.

— — composition, 46.

— — density, 47.

— — localities, 46.

— — structure, amorphous, 47.

— — tears, 46.

Varnish, aging of, 379, 385.

— ammonia, effect of, on, 879.

— analysis of, 212-225, 380-384.
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Varnisli, antiseptic, 1-2.

— bleaching of, 177-178.
— blistcrinj,' of, HTJ.
— hlooniiiig of, .S71).

— blowing of, 878.
— bri>n/,o, iridosct'nt, 198.
— — non-oxidisiible, 209.
— chilling of, 378.
— clarification of, H52.
— colour of, MO, H7:i, 375.
— oonsistcnc'v, 340, 344, 373, 376.
— drying of, 340. 374.
— elastic, VM, 197, 358, 305.
— elasticity of, .377.

— faults of. 377-379.
— Forncr's collodion, 210.
— filtration of, 17G-178, 350.
— ttexibilitv of, 377.
— flexible, 203.
— golden oil, 354.
— gold lacquer, 183, 197.
— Halle's collodion, 210.
— lustre, 37G.
— maturing, 379.
— moisture, effect of, on, .379.

— mother varnishes (Reb's), 361.
— noxious gases, elTect of, on, 376.
— pinholing of, 376.
— polychrome, 361.— resinate, 371.
— shrinking or shrivelling of, 378.
— storing of, 379.
— sweating of, 377.
— testing of, 380-384.
— thinning of, 345.
— transparency, 375.
— wrinkling of, 378.

— zapon, 209, 211.

Varnishes for, black and wliite draw-
ings, 204.

— blackboards, 183, 198, 363.
— black and white drawings, 204.

— book-binding, 1H3, 197, 200-202,

204.
— bottle capsules. 197, 200, 201.
— bronzes inon-oxidisable), 209.

— cardboard, cabinet work, 183,

etc.

— cloth, 212.
— coaches, 353, 355.
— flexible articles, 203.
— floors, 355.
— furniture, 196, 355.
— glass, 212.
— hats, 201.
— inside decoration, 183, 358.

— ironwork, 367-370.
— leather, 183, 196-198, 203, 206,

212.— linoleum, 212.

Varnishes for locks, .S69.

— maps, 208.
— metallic foil, 196.
— metals, 183, 19«;. 203, 212.
— pliotographic work, 194, 200,

208.
— pictures, 202, .363.

— placards, 2(J3.

— plast<'r casts, 366.
— pnliHliing. 2(X), 201.
— sculptors, 204.
— ships' l>ottoms, 365.
— silver, 204.
— snulTboxes, 364.
— tin ware, 355.
— tins, 371.
— toys, 205, .371.

— turned articles, 203.
— water colours, 202-204.
— wax, 212.
— wood, 195, 203. 212.
— - wood carving, 183, 203.

w.

Walnut oil, 246-247.
— — adulterations, 247-248.
— — artists' oil, 247.
— — Bishop's test, 245.
— — constants of, 246-247.
— — density of, 246.

— — lead precipitate test, 240-

248.
— — virgin oil, 247.

Water-colour paintings, spirit varnish
for, 202-204.

Water varnishes, 199.

West .\frican copal, 1-^ ft svq.

White ants, 1 2.

Wood oil, .Japanese, 251.

X.

Xanthophyll, 271.

Xaiitliorrlui-a resin, 7'.'.

Zanzibar copal, 4, 15. 16, 17-19, 22-26.

182, 191, 219. .358, 360.

— — acclimatisation. 23.

— — fossil, 22-26.

_ _ raw. 23.

Zapon, 209-211.

Zinc, chloride, etc., as rosin hardener,

51.
_ _ oil-bleaohing ogent, 270.

— driers, 2«9.

Zumatic. 316.
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Paints, Colours and Printing

Inks.
THE CHEMISTRY OF PIGMENTS. By Ernest J. Parry,

B.Sc. (Lond.l, F.I.C., F.C.S., and J. H. Coste, F.I.C, F.C.S. Demy
8vo. Five Illustrations. 285 pp. 1902. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, lis.; Other Countries. Tis. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introductory. Light—White Light—The Spectrum—The Invisible Spectrum—Normal

Spectrum—Simple Nature of Pure Spectral Colour—The Recomposition of White Light

—

Primary and Complementary Colours—Coloured Bodies—Absorption Spectra

—

The Appli^
cation of Pigments. Uses of Pigments : Artistic, Decorative, Protective—Methods of

Application of Pigments : Pastels and Crayons, Water Colour, Tempera Painting, Fresco,
Encaustic Painting, Oil-colour Painting, Keramic Art, Enamel, Stained and Painted Glass,

Mosaic

—

inorganic Pigments. White Lead—Zinc White— Enamel White—Whitening

—

Red Lead—Litharge—Vermilion—Royal Scarlet—The Chromium Greens—Chromates of Lead,
Zinc, Silver and Mercury— Brunswick Green—The Ochres

—

Indian Red—Venetian Red

—

Siennas and Umbers— Light Red—Cappagh Brown —Red Oxides—Mars Colours—Terre Verte
—Prussian Brown— Cobalt Colours— Coeruleum — Smalt—Copper Pigments—Malachite

—

Bremen Green — Scheele's Green —-Emerald Green — Verdigris— Brunswick Green—Non-
arsenical Greens—Copper Blues— Ultramarine—Carbon Pigments— Ivory Black—Lamp Black
—Bistre—Naples Yellow—Arsenic Sulphides : Orpiment, Realgar—Cadmium Yellow

—

Vandyck Brown

—

Organic Pigments. Prussian Blue— Natural Lakes—Cochineal—Carmine
—Crimson — Lac Dye— Scarlet — Madder — Alizarin—Campeachy—Quercitron—Rhamnus—
Brazil Wood—Alkanet—Santal Wood—Archil—Coal-tar Lakes—Red Lakes—Alizarin Com-
pounds—Orange and Yellow Lakes—Green and Blue Lakes—Indigo—Dragon's Blood

—

Gamboge—Sepia

—

Indian Yellow, Puree—Bitumen. Asphaltum, Mummy

—

Index.

THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINT. A Practical Handbook
for Paint Manufacturers, Merchants and Painters. By J. Cruickshank
S.viiTH, B.Sc. Demy 8vo. 1901. 200 pp. Sixty Illustrations and One
Large Diagram. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other
Countries, 8s. 6d. : strictly net.

Contents.
Preparation of Raw .Material—Storing of Raw Material—Testing and Valuation of Raw

.Material—Paint Plant and .Machinery—The Grinding of White Lead—Grinding of White
Zinc—Grinding of other White Pigments—Grinding of Oxide Paints—Grinding of Staining

Colours— Grinding of Black Paints —Grinding of Chemical Colours—Yellows— Grinding of

Chemical Colours—Blues—Grinding Greens—Grinding Reds—Grinding Lakes —Grinding
Colours in Water—Grinding Colours in Turpentine—The Uses of Paint—Testing and Matching
Paints— Economic Considerations— Index.

THE MANUFACTURE OF MINERAL AND LAKE
PIGMENTS. Containing Directions for the Manufacture
of all Artificial, Artists and Painters' Colours, Enamel, Soot and Me-
tallic Pigments. A Text-book for Manufacturers, Merchants, Artists

and Painters. By Dr. Josef Bersch. Translated by A. C. Wright,
M.A. (O.xon.), B.Sc. (Lond.). Forty-three Illustrations. 476 pp., demy
8vo. 1901. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies 13s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 15s. ; strictly net.
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Introduction—Physico-chemical Behaviour of Pigments—Raw Materials Employed in

the Manufacture of Pigments—Assistant Materials—.Metallic Compounds—The Manufacture
of Mineral Pigments—The Manufacture of White Lead—Enamel White—Washing Apparatus
— Zinc White— Yellow Mineral Pigments — Chrome Yellow— Lead Oxide Pigments—
Other Yellow Pigments— .Mosaic Gold—Red .Mineral I^igments—The Manufacture of Ver-

milion—.Antimony Vermilion— Ferric Oxide Pigments—Other Red .Mineral Pigments^Purple
of Cassius—Blue .Mineral Pigments— Ultramarine— Manufacture of Ultramarine— Blue
Copper Pigments—Blue Cobalt Pigments—Smalts—Green .Mineral Pigments— Emerald
Green—Verdigris—Chromium Oxide—Other Green Chromium Pigments—Green Cobalt Pig-

ments—Green Manganese Pigments—Compounded Green Pigments—Violet .Mineral Pig-

ments—Brown .Mineral Pigments—Brown Decomposition Products— Black Pigments— .Manu-

facture of Soot Pigments—.Manufacture of Lamp Black—The Manufacture of Soot Black
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I'li.Mi STH <il' OHiiAMC OnuilS- Lakc»— Ycllow Lukfk Ked l^kc»- .Mitnufaclurv of
Carmine— The Colouring Mullcr of luic— Kvfflourr tir C;irthuminc Kol \i . i.i.^ .r,j

ilH CiiliuirinK Miitli-nt MuJJcr I.uki-s- Munjil ( InJiun .MuJJi rl Liclirn Col..
Ki-d Woml Lukvn The Colouring Mjllcrs of Sunil;il W'.mhJ and Oilier Ds. .c

Lakes- I ndij-o Carmine The Colourinj; Matter of l.oK Wood C.r. " i i - i c
I'ijjmenti Sap Coloum Water Colour'i-"Cra)f»nt.— Confeclionii n
of Pigments lor I'aintin^ The Hxaminatmn of l'i(;mcnls I i ,•

TcNlinK of l)>c-WcM)d!t- The Dcnittn of a Colour Workn Cumn.v : >,..,,..;*

Appendix : Convention of Metric to Hnuliah \Vcinhtii anJIMcanureii— CeniKradc and t-'anrenhcic
Thermometer ScalcH- Index. ^^ C^ * ^^~^'

DICTIONARY OF CHEMICALS AND RAW PRO-
DUCTS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF
PAINTS. COLOURS. VARNISHES AND ALLIED
PREPARATIONS. I^y C}i:()K(.i- H. Hi kst, l-.C.S. lAmy
Svo. .<M» pp UMII. I'ricc 7s. Hd.: India and Colonics, Ks. : Other
Ciumtrics. Ss. (ill. ; strictly net.

THE MANUFACTURE OF LAKE PIGMENTS FROM
ARTIFICIAL COLOURS. Hy I-kancis H. .Ji:nms..n.
IM C . I .L s. Sixteen Coloured Plates, showing: Specimens of
Eighty-nine Colours, specially prepared from the Recipes given
in the Book. i;>ti pp. l)Liuy nvd. iikhi. I'ikc 7s. (hI. . 1ik1..i .md
Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries. 8s. (id. ; strictly net.

Contents.
The (iroups of the Artificial Colouring .Matters—The Nature and .Manipulation of Artificial

Colours— Lake-forming Kodieii for .Acid Colours— Lake-forming; Hodies' Uasic Colours— Lake
liases—The Principles of Lake Formation— Hed Lakes—Orange, Yellow, (ireen, Ulue, Violet
and HIack Lakes—The Production of Insoluble A/o Colours in the Form of Pigments—The
(Jencral Pro|H:rties of Lakes Produced from Artificial Cnl.mrs W;lsllm^;, I'lllorin^; and Fin
ishin>;— .Matchini' and Testing Lake Pigments— Index.

RECIPES FOR THE COLOUR. PAINT. VARNISH, OIL.
SOAP AND DRYSALTERY TRADES. Cmpilcd by
A\ Anai.viicai. Cmimist. ;<,S() pp. iMdJ. l>cniy 8v<>. Price 7s. Hd.

;

India and British Colonics, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. (hI. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Pigments or Colours for Paints, Lithi.j;raphic and LettcrprvsH Printing Inks, etc.

—

.Mixed Paints and Preparations for Paint-makmft. Paintin)(, Lime-uaHhin^, PaperhanKin^.
etc.—Varnishes f<ir Coach-builders. Cabinetmakers. WiKKl-workers, .Metal-«orker». Photo-
graphcrs. etc.— Soaps for Toilet, Cleansing. Polishing, etc. - Perfumes- Lubncalinj; (ireasCB,

>il», etc.- Cements, Pastes. (Hues and Other Adhesive Preparations -Writing, .Marking.

Kndorsinn and Other Inks—Sealing-wax and Office Kequisites— Preparations for the I^aundr)-,

Kitchen. Stable and (leneral Household Uses— Disinfectant Preparations— .Mitccllancoum
**repar;(ti.iii*. -In.lev

OIL COLOURS AND PRINTING INKS Hy Lous
EudAK Anui s. Translated from the German. 21.S pp. Crt.wn 8vo.

5H Illustrations. UKKi. Price .Ss. . India and British Colonies, .Ss. t^d.

;

Other Countries, (is. : strictly Net.

Contents.
Linseed Oil— Poppy Oil .Mechanical PuriHcation of Linseed Oil—Chemical Purification of

Lins(^ed Oil — Mleachinn Linseed Oil— Oxidi/mn Accents for lioilinf( Lin>«ed Oil— Theory of

Oil Hoilinn— Manufacture of Moiled Oil Adulterations of Boiled Oil Chinese Drvinj: Oil and
Other Specialities— Pigments for House and .-\rtislic P.iintin>! and Ink* --Pigment for

Printers' Ulack Inks— Substitutes for Lampblack — Machinery for Colour (inndinK and
Rubbin>; -.Machines for mixing i'ijjments with the Vehicle—Wint .Mill»— .Manufacture of

House Oil Paints— Ship Paints — Luminous Paint —Artists' Colours— Printem" Inks —
VEHICLES-Printcrs' Inks:— PIO.MH.NTS and MANCFACTCKE-lndcK.

(.S<<- (i/ji) Writing Inks. /•. 1 1.)



SIMPLE METHODS FOR TESTING PAINTERS'
MATERIALS. By A. C. Wright, M.A. (Oxon.), B.Sc.
(Lond.). Crown 8vo. 160 pp. 1903. Price 5s.; India and British
Colonies, 5s. fid. ; Other Countries, fis. ; strictly Net.

Contents.
Necessity for TestinjJ-— Standards— Arrangement — The Apparatus—The Reagents—

Practical Tests- Dry Colours—StiFf Paints— Liquid and Enamel Paints—Oil Varnishes

—

Spirit Varnishes—Driers—Putty—Linseed Oil—Turpentine—Water Stains—The Chemical
E.\amination—Dry Colours and Paints—White Pigments and Paints—Yellow Pigments and
Paints—Blue Pigments and Paints—Green Pigments and Paints—Red Pigments and Paints

—

Brown Pigments and Paints Black Pigments and Paints Oil Varnishes Linseed Oil-
Turpentine.

IRON CORROSION, ANTI - FOULING AND ANTI-
CORROSIVE PAINTS. Translated from the German of
Louis P;dgar Andks. Sixt\ two Illustrations. 275 pp. Demj' 8vo.

1900. Price 10s. 6d. : India and Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, 12s.;

strictly net.

Contents.
Iron-rust and its Formation—Protection from Rjstmg by Paint—Grounding tiie Iron with

Linseed Oil, etc.—Testing Paints— Use of Tar for Painting on Iron—Anti-corrosive Paints

—

Linseed Varnish—Chinese Wood Oil—Lead Pigments—Iron Pigments—.Artificial Iron Oxides
—Carbon—Preparation of Anti-corrosive Paints—Results of Examination of Several Anti-
corrosive Paints—Paints for Ship's Bottoms—Anti-fouling Compositions—Various Anti-cor-
rosive and Ship's Paints—Official Standard Specifications for Ironwork Paints—Index.

THE TESTING AND VALUATION OF RAW MATE-
RIALS USED IN PAINT AND COLOUR MANU
FACTURE. By M. W. Jo.nes, F.C.S. A Book lor the
Laboratories of Colour Works. 88 pp. Crown 8vo. 1900. Price 5s. :

India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s.; strictly net.

Contents.
Aluminium Compounds— Chma Clay— Iron Compounds—Potassium Compounds—Sodium

Compounds—Ammonium Hydrate—Acids—Chromium Compounds—Tin Compounds—Copper
Compounds — Lead Compounds — Zinc Compounds — Manganese Compounds — Arsenic
Compounds—.Antimony Compounds—Calcium Compounds— Barium Compounds—Cadmium
Compounds— Mercury Compounds— Ultramarine - Cobalt and Carbon Compounds — Oils

— Index.

STUDENTS' MANUAL OF PAINTS, COLOURS, OILS
AND VARNISHES By John Furnell. Crown 8vo. 12
Illustrations. 96 pp. 1903. Price 2s. 6d. ; Abroad, 3s. : strictly net.

Contents.
Plant — Chromes— Blues— Greens— Earth Colours— Blacks— Reds — Lakes—Whites

—

Painters' Oils—Turpentine—Oil Varnishes— Spirit Varnishes— Liquid Paints—Enamel Paints.

Varnishes and Drying Oils.
THE MANUFACTURE OF VARNISHES, OIL RE-

FINING AND BOILING, AND KINDRED INDUS
TRIES. Translated from the French of Ach. Livachh,
Injjenicur Civil dcs Mines. Greatly E.vtendsd and Adapted to

English Practice, with numerous Original Recipes by Joh.n

Geddes McIntosh. 27 Illustrations. 400 pp. Demy 8vo. 1899.

Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, i3s. 6d. ; Other Countries. I5s.
;

strictly net.



Contents.
Kcitinii SiiKenin: \jturul, ArtiKci^l, M jn>i(.i>.-tiirv, Stiirj^c, Special tJ»«—CulounnK

l'rinci|'lcH, VcKrUhle Coal Tar, Coloured Ki-iinjlcn, Coloured Olcatr* anJ I.mit.jlr* —
(lum Hunnin^ MellinK I'otit, Miking i'jnt Spirit Vjrnixh .Munufjclun: ColJ '^

. .ni,

McL-h.inical .Anitjton«, Slorjue I'lant — Manufuclure, CharactcrmiiC!) anJ L"--' rii

VarnixhcH Manufaclurj: of Varninh Stamn Manufacluri: of Lacqurm M .(

Spirit ICnaincU -AnalyniH of Spirit VarniHhi-» — l'h>Hical and Chemical Cointanis ..•
i

Tabic of Soliit>ilit> of KcHinit in different Menstrua S>Htemjtic qualiiati\r A'
KcHinit, Hirschop'n tahlen-Drjinn Oils-Oil Kelinin^ : PriK-ennen -< )il i{<MlmK
l-iqiiid Driem - SolidiHed Moiled Oil — Manufacluru of Linoleum — Wanufa. i ir,- .,

India KuhSer Suh*lilules — Printing Ink Manufacture - Lithographic Ink Manufacture-
Manufacture of i)il VarnisheH — Kunnin(> and Special Treatment of Amher, Copal, Kauri
Manilla -Addition of Oil to Kenin -Addition of Hesin to ( >il -Mixed l'roce»»eii -Solution in

Cold of preMouNJ) Fused Kesin DissoKin^; KeHinx in Oil, etc., under pre"»«ure —Filtration
-ClariHcation -Storaue— Aneinj;—CoachmaUers' Varnishen and Japann OaU Varnmhcii—
Japannen' Stovinn Varninh,?* —Japanner*' (iold Si/e — Itrunnuick Mlack—Vanoun Oil Var-
nishca—Oil-Varninh Stains —Varnishe<i for "Hnamels" India Kubhcr Varnishes—Varnishc*
Analysis: Pr.iccjiscs, Matching -Fault* in Varnishes: Cause, Prevention — li»periment» and
l-lxerciscs.

DRYING OILS. BOILED OIL AND SOLID AND
LIQUID DRIERS. I^y i.. \i. .Am.i'.>,. lixpivssly Written
for this Scries of Special Tcchnic.il liooks. aiiil the Pubhshers hold
the Copyri>;ht for lOiij^lisli and Foreign liditions. I'orty two Illustra-

tions. 342 pp. 1901. D^my Svo. I*ricc I'Js. (>d. ; India and Colonies.
I3s. (xl. : Other Countries, I.Ss. ; strictlv net.

Contents.
Properties of the Drying Oils: e ms.- ot iiii! IJr)in>^ I'ruiH.Tis . .\iisurplion ot 0\)^en

lichaviour towards .Metallic Oxides, etc.—The Properties of and .Methods for ohtaininx the

Drying Oils— Production of the Dryinn Oils by Kxpression and Hxtraclion : Ketinin^ and
Uleachin^;: Oil CaUes and Meal; The ReKninx and lilc.ichin>{ of the I)ryin,4 Oils ; The
Uleachmn of Linseed Oil— Ihe M jnifacturc of H.»iled Oil; The Preparation of Orvmu Oils
for L's.- in the (irinJin^ of Paints .inA .Artists' C <l >jrs anJ in the .\tan jfacrurc of Varnishes
by Heating over a Fire or by Steam, hy the Cold Process, hy the .Action of Air, and by Means
of the ICIectrlc Current; The Oners used in Moilin){ Linseed Oil. The .Manufacture of itoiled

Oil and the Apparatus therefor. Livache's Process for Preparing a GixkI Drying Oil and its

Practical Application—The Preparation of Varnishes for Letterpress, Lithographic and Clipper-

plate Printing, for Oilcloth and WaterpriMif Fabrics: The .Manufacture of ThicUened Linseed
Oil, Hurnt Oil. Stand Oil by Fire Heat, Superheated Ste.im. and by a Current of Air liehaviour

of the Drying Oils and lioilcd Oils tow ards .Atmospheric Influences, Water, Acids and Alkalies
— I^iiled Oil Substitutes —'I he Manufacture of Solid and Liquid Driers from Linseed Oil and
I'osin: I^inolic .Acid Comfxiunds of 'he Driers—The Adulteration and l%xamination of the
Drying Oils and Moiled Oil.

Oils, Fats, Soaps and Peri nines.

LUBRICATING OILS. FATS AND GREASES: Their
Uri|;m, I'rep.irution, 1 'roperties. Uses and .Analyses. .\ llaiidlxiok for

Oil Manufacturers. Uefincrs and .Merchants, and the Oil and F'at

Industry in General. My Gkohc.k H. Hlrst, F.C.S. Second Revised
and Enlarged I£dition Sixty-live Illustrations. Ml pp. Demy Svo.

1902. Price lOs. Hd. ; lndiaandCoionies.il-... Other Countne-* 1'»<» •

strictly net.

Contents.
ln(roJuclor> Hydrocnrbnn Oils .Scotch Shale Oils— Petroleum— N efeLihle and

Animul Oils Tcstlni^ and Adulteration o! (Hl»—Lut>rlcatln8 (irenses— I. uhricntlon
Appendices— Index.
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TECHNOLOGY OF PETROLEUM : Oil Fields of the
World—Their History, Geography and Geology—Annual Production
and Development—Oil-well Drilling—Transport. By Henry Neu-
BERGER and Henry Noalhat. Translated from the French by J. G.
McIntosh. 550 pp. 153 Illustrations. 26 Plates. Super Royal 8vo. 1901.

Price 21s. ; India and Colonies, 22s. ; Other Countries, 23s. fc'd. ;

strictly net.

Contents.
study of the Petroliferous Strata— I'etroleum— Definition—The Genesis or Origin of

Petroleum—The Oil Fields of Galicia, their History— Physical Geography and Geology of
the Galician Oil Fields— Practical Notes on Galician Land Law—Economic Hints on Working,
etc.—Roumania— History, Geography, Geology— Petroleum in Russia— History^— Russian
Petroleum (continued)—Geography and Geology of the Caucasian Oil Fields— Russian Petro-
leum (continueii)—The Secondary Oil Fields of Europe, Northern Germany, Alsace, Italy, etc.

—

Petroleum in France—Petroleum in Asia—Transcaspian and Turkestan Territory—Turkestan
— Persia— British India and Burmah— British Burmah or Lower Burmah—China—Chinese
Thibet— Japan, Formosa and Saghalien— Petroleum in Oceania—Sumatra, Java, Borneo

—

Isle of Timor— Philippine Isles—New Zealand—The United States of America—History

—

Physical Geology and Geography of the United States Oil Fields—Canadian and other North
.\merican Oil Fields— Economic Data of Work in North America— Petroleum in the West
Indies and South America—Petroleum in the French Colonies.

Excavations—Hand Excavation or Hand Digging of Oil Wells.
Methods of Boring;.
Accidents— Boring Accidents—Methods of preventing them—Methods of remedying them

—Explosives and the use of the "Torpedo" Levigation— Storing and Transport of Petroleum
—General .Advice— Prospecting, Management and carrying on of Petroleum Boring Operations.

General Data—Customary Formulje—Memento. Practical Part. General Data
bearing on Petroleum—Glossary of Technical Terms used in the Petroleum Industry— Copious
Index.

THE PRACTICAL COMPOUNDING OF OILS, TAL-
LOW AND GREASE FOR LUBRICATION, ETC.
By An Expert Oil Refiner. 100 pp. 1898. Demy Svo. Price 7s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, Ss. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introductory Remarks on the General Nomenclature of Oils, Tallow and Greases

suitable for Lubrication — Hydrocarlcn Oils— Animal and Fish Oils — Compound
Oils—Vegetable Oils—Lamp Oils— Engine TaIlo^^, Solidified Oils and Petroleum
Jelly— Machinery Greases: Loco and Anti = friction— Clarifying and Utilisation
of Waste Fats, Oils, Tank Bottoms, Drainings of Barrels and Drums, Pickings
Up, Dregs, etc.—The Fixing and Cleaning of Oil Tanks, etc.—Appendix and
General Information."

ANIMAL FATS AND OILS: Their Practical Production,
Purification and Uses for a great Variety of Purposes. Their Pro-
oerties, Falsification and Examination. Translated from the German
if Louis Edgar Andes. Si.\ty-t\vo Illustrations. 240 pp. 1898.
Demy 8vo. Price 10s. t'd. ; India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries,
12s.; strictly net.

.Contents.
Introduction—Occurrence, Origin, Properties and Chemical Constitution of Animal Fats

—

Preparation of Animal Fats and Oils— .Machinery—Tallow-melting Plant— Extraction Plant
—Presses— Filtering Apparatus— Butter: Raw .Material and Preparation, Properties, Adul-
terations, Beef Lard or Remelted Butter Testing—Candle-fish Oil— .Mutton-Tallow— Hare
Fat— Goose Fat— Neatsfoot Oil— Bone Fat: Bone Boiling, Steaming Bones, Extraction,
Refining— Bone Oil— Artificial Butter: Oleomargarine, .Margarine .Manufacture in France,
Grasso's Process, " Kaiser's Butter," Jahr & .Miinzberg's .Method, Filbert's Process, Winter's
Method— Human Fat— Horse Fat— Beef .Marrow—Turtle Oil— Hog's Lard: Raw Material

—

Preparation, Properties, Adulterations, Examination— Lard Oil—Fish Oils— Liver Oils

—

Artificial Train Oil—Wool Fat: Properties, Purified Wool Fat—Spermaceti: Examination
of Fats and Oils in General.



THE OIL MERCHANTS MANUAL AND OIL TRADE
READY RECKONER. ConipiIrJ by I'kask I-. Shi:i<ii r.

Sccoiul IMiti.m l\'c\i>,c«.l .iikI iMilar^cil. Demy Svi> "214 pp. 190-I.
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VEGETABLE FATS AND OILS: riioir Practical Prcpura-
tion, Puritication and Kmploynicnt tor N'arious Purpose.*, their Proper-
ties, Adulteration and lixamination. Translated from the (Jerman of
I..OU1S HoiAR Andks. Ninetv-four Illustrations. 340 pp. Second
Edition. ltH)2. Demy 8vo. ' Price lO-i. «xl. ; India and Colonies,
lis.; Other Countries. I'is. ; stiictK net.

Contents.
Oeneral Propertle.<i -Estimation o( the Amount oi Oil in Seed* I he I'rcpnrntiun

«»f N'eifetabic f-ats and Oils - \pparatiis for (Jrmdmn r)i| Si-iJs .md i-rmt-. -Installation
ol Oil and f-at Works -littraction .\letho.l of ()bt.iinm^ Oils and Kats o.l Kvtr.icimn
liist.ill.iiions I'ris- .Moulds -Non -drying Veirctabic Oils Vegetable drvini; Oils-
Solid Vejfetablc Fats— Kruus Yieldink! Oils and Kats -Wool-softeninu Oils— Soluble Oils—
Treatriu-ni of th..- Oil after Le.ivin^ the l»re«s— Improved Methods of KeKnin»! -KleachlllK
Fats and Oils -Practical lixpenments on the Treatment of Oils with regard to Kefininjj and
Hle.ichinn -restm>; Oils and Fats.

SOAPS. A Practical Manual of the Manufacture of Domestic,
Toilet and other Soaps. By Gkorgk H. Hl'RST, F.C.S. 3VH) pp.
HH Illustrations. ISMS. Price 12s. HA.: India and Colonies. I.Ss. (ul.;
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of Natural oi Normal Rubber and Vulcanised Rubber— Rubber Substitutes Imitation Rubber
Qutta Percha Botanical Orij;in--Climatolony—S«)il — Rational Culture- -.Methinls of

Collectum— Classification of the Different Species of Commercial (lutta Percha Physical

and Chemic.l Properties— .Mechanical Transformation— .Methods of Analysing— <'>utt.i Percba

Substitutes — Index.

Leather Trades.
PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE LEATHER IN

DUSTRY. Bv A. M. \illon. Translated hy 1-rank T.

.\i.i.\M.\N. B.Sc. (Lond.), F.I.C., F.C.S. ; and Corrected by an Fmi
nent .Member of the Trade. MX) pp., royal Kvo. I9<)l. 12^ Illustra-

tions. Price 21s. ; India and Colonics, 22s. ; Other Countries. 23s. »xl.

;

strictly net.
Contents.

Preface—Translator's Preface— List of Illustrations.

Part 1., Materials used in Tanning: SUms SUm and its Structure. Skms vis«.-d in

Tannln^;; Various Skins and their Uses Tannin and Tanninj! Substances: Tannin. Itarks

(OalO: HarUs other than Oali ; Tanning \V<M>ds ; Tannin Kannu Lca\es: l-Acrcucencea

:

Tan-bearinn Fruits; Tan-bearinn Roots and Hulbs; Tanning Juices. Tanninj; Substancca

used in Various Countries: Tannin l-^xtracts: Kstimation of Tannin and Tannin Principlea.

Part II., Tanninjf—The Installation of a Tannary : Tan Furnaces Chimneys, Hoilera.

etc.: Steam Kn^ines—(irindinn and Trituration o( Tanninjl Substances: Cutting; up Hark.

CirindinK HarU : The Grinding of Tan Woods; Powdering Fruit. Calls andCraina; N..le» on
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the Grinding of Bark—Manufacture of Sole Leather: Soaking; Sweating and Unhairing ;

Plumping and Colouring; Handling; Tanning; Tanning Elephants' Hides; Drying;
Striking or Pinning—Manufacture of Dressing Leather; Soaking; Depilation; New Pro
cesses for the Depilation of Skins; Tanning; Cow Hides; Horse Hides; Goat Skins; Manu-
facture of Split Hides—On Various Methods of Tanning: Mechanical Methods; Physical
Methods: Chemical Methods; Tanning with Extracts—-Quantity and Quality; Quantity;
Net Cost

;
Quality of Leather—Various Manipulations of Tanned Leather: Second Tanning;

Grease Stains; Bleaching Leather; Waterproofing Leather; Weighting Tanned Leather;
Preservation of Leather—Tanning Various Skins.

Part IIL, Currying ^— Waxed Calf: Preparation; Shaving; Stretching or Slicking;
Oiling the Grain ; Oiling the Flesh Side; Whitening and Graining; Waxing; Finishing; Dry
Fmishing; Finishing in Colour; Cost — White Calf: Finishing in White—Cow Hide for

Upper Leathers: Black Cow Hide; White Cow Hide; Coloured Cow Hide—Smooth Cow
Hide—Black Leather—Miscellaneous Hides: Horse; Goat; Waxed Goat Skin; Matt Goat
Skin—Russia Leather: Russia Leather; Artificial Russia Leather.

Part IV., Enamelled, Hungary and Chamoy Leather, Morocco, Parchment, Furs
and Artificial Leather—Enamelled Leather: Varnish Manufacture; Application of the
Enamel; Enamelling in Colour—Hungary Leather: Preliminary; Wet Work or Prepara-
tion; .41uming; Dressing or Loft Work ; Tallowing; Hungary Leather from Various Hides
—Tawing: Preparatory Operations; Dressing; Dyeing Tawed Skins; Rugs—Chamoy Leather
—-Morocco: Preliminary Operations, Moracco Tanning .Mordants used in .Morocco .Manu-
facture; Natural Colours used in Morocco Dyeing; .4rtificial Colours; Different Methods
of Dyeing; Dyeing with Natural Colours; Dyeing with Aniline Colours; Dyeing with
.Metallic Salts; Leather Printing ; Finishing .Morocco ; Shagreen ; Bronzed Leather—Gilding
and Silvering: Gilding; Silvering; Nickel and Cobalt—Parchment—Furs and Furriery:
Preliminary Remarks; Indigenous Furs; Foreign Furs from Hot Countries; Foreign Furs
from Cold Countries; Furs from Birds' Skins; Preparation of Furs; Dressing; Colouring;
Preparation of Birds' Skins; Preservation of Furs—.Artificial Leather: Leather made from
Scraps; Compressed Leather; .American Cloth; Papier .Mache; Linoleum; Artificial Leather.

Part v.. Leather Testing and the Theory of Tanning—Testing and .Analysis of Leather :

Physical Testing of Tanned Leather; Chemical Analysis—The Theory of Tanning and the
other Operations of the Leather and Skin Industry: Theory of Soaking; Theory of Un-
hairing; Theory of Swelling; Theory of Handling; Theory of Tanning; Theory of the
.Action of Tannin on the Skin; Theory of Hungary Leather .Making; Theory of Tawing;
Theory of Chamoy Leather Making; Theory of Mineral Tanning.

Part VI., Uses of Leather—.Machine Belts: Manufacture of Belting; Leather Chain
Belts; Various Belts, Use of Belts—Boot and Shoe making: Boots and Shoes; Laces

—

Saddlery: Composition of a Saddle; Construction of a Saddle—Harness: The Pack Saddle;
Harness—Military Equipment—Glove Making—Carriage Building—Mechanical Uses.

Appendix, The World's Commerce in Leather— Europe; America; Asia; Africa;
Australasia—Index.

THE LEATHER WORKER'S MANUAL. Being a Com-
pendium of Practical Recipes and Working Formukt for Curriers,

BootmaUers, Leather Dressers, Blacking Manufacturers, Saddlers,
Fancy Leather Workers. By H. C. Standage. 165 pp. 1900. Price
7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly

net.

Contents.
Blackings, Polishes, Glosses, Dressings, Renovators, etc., for Boot and Shoe Leather

—

Harness Blackings, Dressings, Greases, Compositions, Soaps, and Boot-top Powders and
Liquids, etc., etc.—Leather Grinders' Sundries—Currier's Seasonings, Blacking Compounds,
Dressings, Finishes, Glosses, etc.—Dyes and Stains (or Leather— Miscellaneous Information
— Chrome Tannage—Index.

Books on Pottery, Bricks,

Tiles, Glass, etc.

THE MANUAL OF PRACTICAL POTTING. Compiled
by E.xperts, and Edited by Chas. I'. Binns. Revised Third Edition
and Enlarged. 200 pp. 1901. Price 17s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,
18s. (id.; Other Countries, 20s.; strictly net.
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Contents.
Intruductlun. The Kim- and Priij-n-Ns nf the I'nttcr i Art liudlcs. China anJ I'urcrlain

liiHlivH, I'unan MikIich, St:mi-|H>r(.'fl.iin unj Vitretiun KihJiith, Murur KotlicB Kurthfnwarr%
Criinitc .ind C.C. MikIics, Miscellaneous HihIich, Sa^K'-''' ••"^ Crucililc Cla) ». CulourrU
llodifs, Jasper MnJics, Coloured Itodies for MoHaic Painting, llneauiidc Til«r Itodir*. l«eKl>
Stains, Coloured Dips- Cila/CS. China (ila/cs, Ironstone (ila/es, liarthenw are (,la/es.
(lla/es without Lead. .Miscellaneous (ila/es, Coloured (ila/es. Majolica C<iloun> (iold and
Uold Colours. iJold, I'urple of Cassuis, Marone and Kub>, linamrl Coloured HakcK.
Hnamvl Colour Fluxes, l^namel Colours, Mixed l-lnamel Colours, Antique and Vellum
Knamel Colours, L'ndernla/e Colours, L'ndernla/e Colour i-luxes. Mixed Cnder^la/e Colours,
Flow Powders, t)ils and \'arnishes—Mean* and Method*. Keclamation of Waste (i<ild.

The Use of Cobalt, Notes on l-lnamel Colours, Liquid or Hrinht (iold -Claaslflcatlon and
Analysis. Classiticalion of Clay Ware, Lord l»la>fairs Anal)sis of Clajs, The NJarkets of
the World, Time and Scale of Firing, Weij-hts of Potter's .Material, Deoiraled doodk
Count—Comparative Loss of Weight of Clays—liround Felspar CalculatKins—The Conver-
sion of Slop Mod) Keci|K-s into Dry Weinht—The Cost of Prepared Harihenxvare Clay—
Forms and Tables. Articles of Apprenticeship, Manufacturer's Ciuide to Stocktaking,
Table of Relative Values of Potter's .Materials. Hourly Waj-es labl^, Workman's Settliny
Table, Comparative fiuide for J-larthenware and China Manufactureis ir the use of Slop Flint
and Slop Stone, Foreign Terms applied to ICarthenware and Chink (umhIs, Table for the
Conversion of .Metrical Weights and .Measures on the Continent and South America— Index.

CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY Hcm^ some Aspects of Tech-
nical Science ;is Ap|ilici.l to l'..ttci'y Manufacture. Hditcd by Chaklks
!•". liiNNs. lUU pp. Uciiiy 8vi). 1897. I>rice 12s. 6d. ; India and
Colonics, 13s. (Sd.

; Other Countries, 15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Preface—The Chemistry of i^ittery — Anal>sis and Synthesis — Clays and their Com-

ponents — The liiscuit Oven — Pyrometry — (JIa/cs and their Composition — Colours and
Colour-making;— Index.

A TREATISE ON THE CERAMIC INDUSTRIES. A
Complete .M.iiiu.il tur l'otter\. Tile aiul Uricii W orUs Hv I-Imili-:

BoL'KKV. Translated fr.im the F-^rcnch hy \\ u.ton P. Ki.\, Kxainincr
in Pottery and Porcelain to tiic City and Guilds of London Technical
Institute. Pottery Instructor to the Hanlcy Sch(M)l Board. Uoyal
8vo. 1901. 760 pp. 32;nilustrations. Price 'Jls. ; India and Colonics,
2'2s. ; Other Countries, 23s. (xl. : strictly net.

Contents.
Part L, General Pottery Alethods. DeHmlion and History. Definitions and ClassiK-

cation of Ceramic Products - Historic Summary of the Ceramic Art Kaw .Materials of
Modies. Clays; Pure Clay and .Natural Cl:fys—Various Kaw .Materials: Analogous to Clay—
AnKloTierative and AnjjIiitinatiNeOpeninf-- Fusilile- Kefractory Trials of Kaw Material*— Plastic Bodies. Properties and Composition— Preparation of Kaw .Materials: l)isa^re|{a-
tion— PuriKcaiion— Preparation of Bodies: By Plastic .MethiKl— By Dry .Method— By Liquid
Method— l-ormation. Processes of I-'ormation : Throw inn— ICxpression-Mouldin^ by Hand,
on the Jolley, by Compression, by Slip Castinn—Slappinj; Slippinjj— Drj inj;. Drying of
Bodies—Processes of Oryinj; : By Hvaporation—By Aeration— By Healing!— By Ventilation— By Absorption — (ila/es. Composition and Properties—Kaw .Materials — .Manufacture
and Application— Firing. Properties of the Bodies and (ila/es durintj FirinK— Description
of the Kilns Working of the Kilns — Decoration. Colouring .Materials - Processes of
Decoration.

Part II., Special Pottery Methods. Terra Coitas. ClassiKcaiion : Plain Ordinary.
Hollow, Ornamental, N'ltrihcd. and Li^ht Bricks—Ordinary and Black Tiles— Pavinn Tikit—
Pipes—Architectural Terra Cottas—Vases, Statues and Decoratixe Objects— Common Pottery
—Pottery for Water and l-'ilters— Tobacco Pipes— Lustre Ware— Properties and Tests for
Terra Cottas — Fireclay (ioods. Classilication : Argillaceous, Aluminous, Carb«-"'- ••"'
Silicious and Basic l-ireclay (ioods I'ireclay .Mortar (Pu^t—Tests for Firecia)
Faiences. Varnished Faiences— Knamelled Faiences— Silicious F'aientes— Pipccla> I

— Pebble Work— Feldspathic Faiences— Composition, Processes of .M.inufactur.- ».

Arrannements of l-'aience Potteries—Stoneware. Stoneware Properly So
Tiles— Pipes— Sanitary Ware—Stoneware for F"<M)d Purposes and Chemica
Architectural Stoneware—Vases, Statues and other Decorative Objects I-.:.. ,s

— Porcelain. Hard Porcelain for Table Ware and Decoration, for the Fire, lor I

Conduits, for .Mechanical Purposes: Architectural Porcelain, and Dull or Biscuit P.r
Soft Phosphated f>r Kn)<lish Porcelain -Soft N'ltrcous l^orcelain. French and .Vc« ^...v.
Ar»{illaceoas Soft or Sen^r's Porcelain— Dull Soft or Parian Porcelain— Dull Feld«palhic
Soft Porcelain— Index.
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ARCHITECTURAL POTTERY. Bricks, Tiles, Pipes, Ena-
melled Terracottas, Ordinary and Incrusted Quarries, Stoneware
Mosaics, Faiences and Architectural Stoneware. By Leon Lefevre.
With Five Plates. 950 Illustrations in the Text, and numerous estimates.

500 pp., royal 8vo. 1900. Translated from the French by K. H. Bird,

M.A., and W. Moore Binns. Price 15s. ; India and Colonies, 16s.
;

Other Countries 17s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part i. Plain L'ndecorated Pottery.—Clays, Bricks, Tiles, Pipes, Chimney Flues,

Terra=cotta.
Part II. Made=up or Decorated Pottery.

THE ART OF RIVETING GLASS, CHINA AND
EARTHENWARE. By J. Howarth. Second Edition.
1900. Paper Cover. Price Is. net; by post, home or abroad, Is. Id.

HOW TO ANALYSE CLAY. Practical Methods for Prac-
tical Men. By Holden M. Ashby, Professor of Organic Chemistry,
Harvey Medical College, U.S.A. 74 pp. Twenty Illus. 1901. Price

2s. 6d. ; Abroad, 3s. ; strictly net.

NOTES ON POTTERY CLAYS. Their Distribution, Pro-
perties, Uses and Analyses of Ball Clays, China Clays and China
Stone. By Jas. Fairie, F.G.S. 1901. 132 pp. Crown 8vo. Price

3s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 4s. ; Other Countries, 4s. 6d. ; strictlj' net.

A Reissue of

THE HISTORY OF THE STAFFORDSHIRE POTTER-
IES : AND THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE
MANUFACTURE OF POTTERY AND PORCELAIN.
With References to Genuine Specimens, and Notices of Eminent Pot-

ters. By Simeon Shaw. (Originally Published in 1829.) 265 pp.
1900. Demy 8vo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other
Countries. 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introductory Chapter showing the position of the Pottery Trade at the present time

1899)— Preliminary Remarks—The Potteries, comprising Tunstall. lirownhills, Green-
field and New Field, Golden Hill, Latebrook, Green Lane, Burslem, Lon^port and Dale Hall,

Hot Lane and Cobridye, Hanley and Shelton, Etriiria, Stoke, PenUhull, l-"enton. Lane Delph,
Foley, Lane End—On the Origin of the Art, and its Practice amont; the early Nations

—

Manufacture of Pottery, prior to l7iio—The Introduction of Red Porcelain by .Messrs.

Elers, of Bradwell, 169(1— Progress of the Alanufacture from 170(1 to .Mr. Wedj-" ood's
commencement in 1760

—

Introduction of Fluid Ola/e—Extension of the .Manufacture of

Cream Colour— .Mr. Wedfjuood's Queen's Ware— Jasper, and Appointment of Potter to Her
Majesty— Black Printinj;- Introduction of Porcelain. .Mr. VV. Littler's l^orceluin—Mr.
Cookworthy's Discovery ot Kaolin and Petuntse, and I'atent— Sold to .Mr. Champion— re-

sold to the New Hall Com.— Extension ol Term— Blue Printed Pottery. Mr. Turner, .Mr.

Spode (I), .Mr. Baddeley, Mr. Spode (2), Messrs. Turner, Mr. Wood, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Minton—
Great Change in Patterns of Blue Printed

—

introduction ot Lustre Pottery. Improve-
ments in Pottery and Porcelain subsequent to 1800.
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A ReiHHue of

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE SEVERAL NATURAL
AND ARTIFICIAL HETEROGENEOUS COM
POUNDS USED IN MANUFACTURING POR
CELAIN, GLASS AND POTTERY. Hy Simion Smaw.
(t)ii);in.ill> puhlislicil in In:<7.) 7S() pp. hKMI UoyalHvn. Price Us. ,

Ifuii.i and Colimics, l.Ss. ; Othc-r Count rics, l(is. (id.
; strictly nil.

Contents.
i» \I<T I., \.\ \LVSIS AM) MATI;K'I \I.S lnlr<iUuct(on : l,.ih.ir.ii..r> jnJ App:inilus ;

i;lemcnts Icmpcrnture Acids and Alkalic!) I lie Larlhs Metals
I'AIM II., S^ \ rHi;SIS and COMPOI .NDS.^ Science ol .MUlnn Hodlcs : Porcelain

— Hiird, l'(irccl;iin— Krittcd Uodits, I'orcclain— K:i\v M.uliis, I'.ircuLiin— Soft, IVitlcd itodicn,

K:i« Hoitics, Stone IJodies, Imnstone, l)r) Hodies, Chemiciil L'tensds, Fritted Jai.per, Fritted

Pearl, l-'ntted Drah, l<a« Chemical I'tensils, Kaw Stone, Kaw .lasjicr, Ka» Pearl, Haw .Mortar,

Raw l)r.ih, K.iw Uro«n, Raw Fawn, Kaw Cane, Kaw Ked Porous. Haw i;K>ptian, llarthenware,
yucen's Ware, Cream Colour, Hlue and Fancy Printed, Dipped and .Mocha, Chalky-, KinK«,
Stilts, etc.—(ila/es : Porcelain— Hard Fritted Porcelain— Soft Fritted Porcelain — Soft
Raw, Cream Colour Porcelain, Mlue Printed Piircelain, Fritted (ila/eH, AnalysiB of Fritt,

.Analysis of Gla/e, Coloured Cilazes, Dips, Smears and Washes; Ulasse* : Flint (iUfts,

Coloured (ilasses, .Artificial (iarnet, .Artificial limerald, .Artificial Amethyst, Artificial Sap-
phire, .Artificial Opal, Plate tilass. Crown ("ilass, Mroad tilass, Uottle Cilass, Phosphoric Cilaiw,

Mritish Steel Olass, (ilass-Stammn and Painting, I-.nnravinj; on Glass, Dr. Faraday's |-;»pcri-

ments—Colours: Colour .Making, Fluxes or Solxents, Components of the C<.lours; Reds,
«tC., from (iold. Carmine or Rose Colour. Purp'e, Reds, etc., from Iron, MlueR, Yellow «,

<ireens, Hl.icKs, White, SiKer for Uurnishini!, Ciold 'or Hurnishinn, Printer's Oil, Lustrcn.

TAULiis OF thf: characticristics of chh.mical scustanci.s.

Glassware, (ilass Slaining and

Paintiiii;.

RECIPES FOR FLINT GLASS MAKING. By a British

Glass .Master and Mixer. Sixty Uecipes. Mcin^ Leaves from the

Mixinj» BooU of several experts in the Flint Glass Trade, containing;

up-to-date recipes and valuable information as to Crystal. Dcnii-crystal

and Coloured Glass in its many varieties. It contains the recipes for

cheap metal suited to prcssinj>, blowin^j. etc.. as well as the most costly

crystal and rul^y. Crown Sm). h)(Mi. Price for United Kingdom,
10s. Hd. : Abroad, ISs. : United States. *4 : strictly net.

Contents.
Ruby—Ruhy from Copper— Flint ffir usinn with the Ruhy for Coating—A (icrman .Metal-

Cornelian, or Alabaster—Sapphire Uluc— Crysophis—Opal—Turquoise Mlue— (iold Colour-
DarU ("ireen— Orcen (common)—dreen for .Malachite— Mlue for .Malachite- Mlatk for .Mela-

chite—Mlack—Common Canary Match—Canary— White Opaque Cilass- Sealinj;-wa« Red-
Flint— I'lint Cilass (Crystal and Demi)— Achromatic Cilass— Paste Cilass— White linamel

-

Firestone— D'-ad Whi.c (for moons)—White Aj;ale—Carary- Canary Hnamel- Index.

A TREATISE ON THE ART OF GLASS PAINTING.
Prtfiiccd with a Review of Aiicieiit Glass. Py I-Ikm sT \i. Si l IlINC

With One Coloiicd Plate and Tliiity even llJuslrati. ns. Pemy ^vo.

140 pp. IHO'J. Price 7s. <'d. : India :md Colonies, .^-'s. . Other Countries.

Ss. (id. net.

Contents.
A Short History of Stained Cilas.s— Desi^;nmn Scale Drawinn»— Cartoon* and the Cut Lmc

—Various Kinds of Cilass Cultinjj for Windows— The Colours and Brukhe* used in GUak
Paintinn— Paintinj; on Cilass, Dispersed Patterns— Diapered Pattern*—AcidinR—FirinK—
Fret Lead (ila/in^— Index.
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PAINTING ON GLASS AND PORCELAIN AND
ENAMEL PAINTING. A Complete Introduction to the
Preparation of all the Colours and Fluxes used for Painting on Porce-
lain. Enamel, Faience and Stoneware, the Coloured Pastes and Col-

oured Glasses, together with a Minute Description of the Firing of

Colours and Enamels. By Felix Her.mann, Technical Chemist. With
Eighteen Illustrations. 300 pp. Translated from the German second
and enlarged Edition. 1^97. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,
lis.; Other C( untries, 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
History of Glass Painting—The Articles to be Painted : Glass, Porcelain, Enamel, Stone-

ware, Faience— Pigments : .Metallic Pigments: Antimony Oxide, Naples Yellow, Barium
Chromate, Lead Chromate, Silser Chloride, Chromic Oxide— Fluxes: Fluxes, Felspar,
Quartz, Purifying Quartz, Sedimentation, Quenching, Borax, Boracic Acid, Potassium and
Sodium Carbonates, Rocaille Flux — Preparation of the Colours for Glass Painting — The
Colour Pastes—The Coloured Glasses— Composition of the Porcelain Colours—The' Enamel
Colours: Enamels for Artistic WorU

—

Metallic Ornamentation: Porcelain Gilding, Glass
Gilding— Firing the Colours: Remarks on Hiring: Firing Colours on Glass, Firing Colours on
Porcelain: The Muffle—Accidents occasionally Supervening during the Process of Firing

—

Remarks on the Different Methods of Painting on Glass, Porcelain, etc.—Appendix: Cleaning
Old Glass Paintings.

Paper Staining.
THE DYEING OF PAPER PULP. A Practical Treatise for

the use of Papermakers. Papcrstainers, Students and others. By
Julius Erfurt, Manager of a Paper Mill. Translated into Englislri

and Edited with Additions by Julius Hubner, F.C.S., Lecturer on
Papermaliing at the Manchester Municipal Technical School. With
Illustrations and 157 patterns of paper dyed in the pulp. Royal
8vo, 180 pp. 1901. Price 15s. ; India and Colonic--. 16s. ; Other
Countries, 20s. : strictly net. Limited edition.

Contents.
Behaviour of the Paper Fibres during the Process of Dyeing:, Theory of the

Mordant— Colour Fixing Mediums (Mordants — Influence of the (Quality ol the Water
L'sed— Inorganic Colours— Organic Colours- Practical Application of the Coal Tar
Colours according to their Properties and their Beha\iour to^^ards the Different
Paper Fibres— Dyed Patterns on Various Fulp Mixtures— Dyeing to Shade— Index.

Enamelling on Metal.
ENAMELS AND ENAMELLING. For Enamel Makers,

Workers in Gold and Sil\er, :ind Manufacturers of Objects of Art.

By Paul Randau. Transhted from the German. With Sixteen Illus-

trations. Demy 8\o. 180 pp. UlflO. Price 10s. 6d. : India and
Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, I'is. : strictly net.

Contents.
Composition and Properties of Glass— Haw .Materials for the Manufacture of Knamels

—

Substances Added to Produce Opacity— Fluxes— Pignents— Decolorising .Agents—Testing
the Raw .Materials with the Blow-pipe Flame— Subsidiary .Materials— Preparing the
Materials for Enamel .Making— .Mixing the .Materials—The Preparation of Technical Knamels,
The Enamel .Mass— Appliances for Smelting the Enamel .Mass—Smelting the Charge

—

Composition of Enamel Masses—Composition of .Masses for Ground Enamels—Composition
of Cover Enamels—Preparing the Articles for Enamelling—.Applying the Enamel— Firing
the Ground Enamel—.Applying and Firing the Cover Enamel or Glaze—Repairing Defects
in Enamelled Ware— Enamelling Articles of Sheet .Metal—Decorating Enamelled Ware

—

Specialities in Enamelling— Dial-plate Ivnamelling— Enamels for .Artistic l^urposes. Recipes
for Enamels of Various Colours— Index.

THE ART OF ENAMELLING ON METAL. By W.
NOK.MAN Brown. Twenty-eight Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 60 pp.
1900. Price 2s. (Sd. ; Abroad, [is. ; strictly net.
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Silk 31 a nil Vac 1 11 re.

SILK THROWING AND WASTE SILK SPINNING.
\i\ 11.11.1.1NS Uavnkw. Demy Svd. 170 pp. 117 IIIun. UK);«. I'ntc
.^s. : Colonics, 5s. (id. ; Other Ciuntrics, (is. ; strictly net.

Contents.
The Silkworm—Cocoon Reeling .ind «Ju.ilitii-s iif SilU Sillt 'I'hniu int{ - Silk Wumic*—The

I'reparation of Silk Waste for l)cni""minn SilU Waste DcKumminK, Schappinjj and Di»-

charxin^—The Dpcninn and Drcssmj; of Wastes— Silk Waste "Drawing" or " I'rcparinu
"

.Machinery —Lonn Spinninj;—Short Spinning Spinnini.; and i-inishin|{ t'ruceiiseit— L'lilisation

of Waste Products Ntiil Spinnmn— I'-^haust N'oil Spinnin^j.

Books on Textile and l)>ein*»

Subjects.
THE CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY OF TEXTILE

FIBRES: riicir Oiij^in, StiiK tuic-, I^ieparation, W'ashinj^.

Hlcacliin}^. Dycinj^, Printinj; and Dressing;. My Dr. Gi-owc; \ON
(jKokc.ikvics. Translated from tlic (jcrman h\- Ciiakli:s Saltkr.
320 pp. I-"orty-scven Illustrations. Nova! Svo. \W2. Price lOs. (id. ;

India and Colonies, lis.; Otluf Countries, 12s. net.

Contents.
The Textile l-ibrcs—Washing, l$leachln)j, Cnrhonisinu- A^ordnnts nnJ Mor-

danting- Dyein|f-Printin(rL)res.sinu and linishiiik'.

POWER LOOM WEAVING AND YARN NUMBERING.
.•\ci.oi\imj; to \'aiious Systems. \Silli Com ersioii 'lalli^. Ir.in^latcil

from the (jcrman of Avthon (iuLMiK. With Twenty-six Diagrams
in Colours. ISO pp. IHOO. Crown Svo. I'rice 7s (hI. ; India and
Colonics, 8s.; Other Countrie-. Ss. (hI. , stiictly net.

Contents.
I'ower-l.oom WeavinR; in (icneral. V.irnuis Sy^tems of L4><<ms— MountiniT and

Starting the I'ow er-l.oom. i:n^;lish l.ooms—T.ippet i>r Treadle Looms -I )i.hhics—

(iencral kcmarl<son the Numbering, Reeling- and Packing- of Yarn—Appendix— l«eful
Hints. Cakul.itinn Warps—Weft Calculations—Calculations of Cost I'rice in HanK-

TEXTILE RAW MATERIALS AND THEIR CON
VERSION INTO YARNS. I'llic Study <)t the Raw
.Materials and the Technolojjy ot tlie Spinning Process.) Hy J(.LILS

Zipsi-:r. Translated from German hy Chai<i.i:s Salikk. 'M)'2 Illus-

trations". 500 pp. Demy Svo. UH)1. Price 10s •-! I'MJia and
Colonics, lis.; Other Countries. 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
PART I. -The Raw .Materials I scd in the Textile lndustr>.

MiNKKvi Haw .MMiadAi.s. \'i.<;i i ah- i: Ua« Miii.iai \ m m m K'aw MAiKKiAih.
PART II.—The Technology of Spinning or the Conversion ol Textile Raw

Materials into > arn.
Si'isNiNG V'kgitahi.k Raw .\1 A t I k 1 M.S. Cotion Spinning— InstaUalion of a Cotton

Mill— Spinning Waste Cotton and Waste Cotton Yarns l-"la\ Spinninn— Kine Spinninj}-To»<
Spinning—Hemp Spinning—Spinning Hemp To« String- Jute Spinning— Spinning Jute Line

Yarn— Utilising .lute Waste.
PART III. -Spinning Animal Raw Materials.

Spinning Carded Woollen Yarn l-'inishing Yarn — Worsted Spinning- I- icit

Yarn—Artilinal Wool or Shoddy Spinning— Shoddy and .Miingo .Manuf ng
Shoddy and other Wool Substitnu-s -Spinning Waste Silk- Chapiv Silk I >;

~

Index.
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THE TECHNICAL TESTING OF YARNS AND TEX-
TILE FABRICS. With Reference to Official Specifica-
tions. Translated from the German of Dr. J. Herzfeld. Second
Edition. Sixty-nine lllustratidns. 200 pp. Demy 8vo. 1902. Price
10s. 6d. : India and Colonies, lis. : Other Countries, 12s. : strictly net.

Contents.
Yarn Testing. Determining- the ^'a^n N'umber—Testing the Length of Varns—

Examination of the External Appearance of \arn—Determining the Twist of Yarn
and Twist— Determination of Tensile Strength and Elasticity — Estimating the
Percentage of Fat in Yarn— Determination of Moisture (Conditioning)—Appendix.

DECORATIVE AND FANCY TEXTILE FABRICS.
By R. T. Lord. Manufacturers and Designers of Carpets, Damask,
Dress and all Textile Fabrics. 200 pp. 1898. Demy8vo. 132 Designs
and illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s.; Other
Countries, 8s. fid. ; strictlj' net.

Contents.
A Few Hinis on Designing Ornamental Textile Fabrics

—

A Few Hints on Designing Orna-
mental Textile Fabrics (continued)—A Few Hints on Designing Ornamental Textile Fabrics
(continued)—A Few Hints on Designing Ornamental Textile Fabrics (continued)—Hints for
Kuled-paper Draughtsmen—The Jacquard Machine— Brussels and Wilton Carpets—Tapestry
Carpets— Ingrain Carpets—.4xminster Carpets—DamasU and Tapestry Fabrics—Scarf Silks
and Ribbons— Silk Handkerchiefs—Dress Fabrics—Mantle Cloths—Figured Plush—Bed Quilts
—Calico Printing.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DAMASK WEAVING.
By H. Ki.NZER and K. Walter. Royal 8vo. Eighteen Folding Plates.
Six Illustrations. Translated from the German. 110 pp. 1903. Price
8s. 6d. ; Colonies, 9s. ; Other Countries, 9s. 6d. : strictly net.

Contents.
The Various Sorts of Damask Fabrics— Drill (Ticking, Handloom-made)

—

Whole
Damask for Tablecloths—Damask with Ground- and Connecting-warp Threads— Furniture
Damask—Lampas or Hangings—Church Damasks— The Manufacture of Whole Damask
—Damask Arrangement u i:h and without Cross-Shedding— The Altered Cone-arrangement

—

The Principle of the Corner Lifting Cord—The Roller Principle—The Combination of the
Jacquard « ith the so-called Damask .Machine—The Special Damask .Machine—The Combina-
tion of Two Tyings.

FAULTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF WOOLLEN
GOODS AND THEIR PREVENTION. By Nicolas
Reiser. Translated from the Second Girman Edition. Crown 8vo.
Sixty-three lUustiations. 170 pp 1903. Price 5s.; Colonies, 5s. fid.

;

Other Countries, 6s. ; strictl)- net.

Contents.
Improperly Chosen Raw .Material or Improper .Mixtures—Wrong Treatment of the

.Material in Washin;;, Carbonisation, Drying, Dyeing and Spinning— Improper Spacing of the
(ioods in the Loom—Wrong Placing of Colours— Wrong Weight or Width of the (loods
— Breaking of Warp and Welt Threads— Presence of Doubles, Singles, Thick, Loose,
and too Hard Twisted Threads as well as Tangles, Thick Knots and the Like— Errors in

Cross-weaving— Inequalities, i.e.. Bands and Stripes— Dirty Borders—Defectixe Selvedges

—

Holes and Buttons— Rubbed Places—Creases—Spots— Loose and Bad Colours— Badly Dyed
Selvedges— Hard Goods— Brittle Goods— Uneven Goods— Removal of Bands, Stripes,
Creases and Spots.

SPINNING AND WEAVING CALCULATIONS, especially
relating to Woollens. From the (jcrman of N. Reiser. Thirty-four
Illustrations. Tables. [/;/ flw press.

Contents.
Calculating the Raw Material- l^roportinn of Different Grades of Wool to Furnish a

.Mixture at a Given Price— Quantity to Produce a Given Length—Yarn Calculations

—

Yara
Numbei—Working Calculations—Calculating the Reed Count—Cost of Weaving, etc.
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WATERPROOFING OF FABRICS Hy l)i. S. Mn k/isski.
Crown Svo 1(H pp. 2M lllus. UIOM I'luc .Ss

; Colonics. Sh 1x1 •

Other Countries, (is., strictlv net.

Contents.
IntriHjucluin - I'rdimlnury Tre.(tmrnt nf (lie l-".il)ric — WjierpriHiHnK «iiti VccMic of

Alumina - lin[ircnnain>n i)f the l-'ubnc— l)r> in»j— U'jti-rpriKihnu wilh I'^rjOin \\\.l«-r|<rtM>hn»(

"ilh Ammiiniuni Ciipr.ilc \VuUT|'r<Milint> «ilh .Mc iillic OxiJch ColoiirrJ \\ jilcrpriHil

l'iibnc>i U';itiT(iri»>HnK xMlti ( iciulinr, r.>nrin. Caitcin.iti- of I.iiik- and ..ilu-r M..t!n-» Mjnu-
(iicliirc of Tarpuiilin- liriliNh \\'alcr|ri otinn Patents- InJiv.

HOW TO MAKE A WOOLLEN MILL PAY By John
Mackii;. Crow II t<\() 7^^ pp IMOl I'ruc ;<s. txi C< lomos. 4s.;

Other Countries, -Is txl. ; net.

Contents.
Dlenils, Pil h. or .Mixtures of CIvun Sc tinJ U....K l)).J Wool liiM.lt—The OrJrr It.Mil.

—Pattern Duplicat*- liook-—.Management iuid ()\erNiKht- Constant Inspection of Mill De-
partments—Importance of Deiivcrinn li<H)ds to Tim , Shade, Strength, etc Plum«.

{I'nr "Textile Smips" ^- ^ '• >

Dycini;, (Colour l^rinlini;,

^latchini; and l)>c-sluirs.
THE COLOUR PRINTING OF CARPET YARNS. .M.uuial

for Colour Chemists and Textile Printers. Hy Davio I'atkwsov,
F.C.S. Seventeen lllustruticns. \'M^ pp. Demy Svo. iVi(H). Price
7s. Hd. ; India and C<il< nies, Ss. ; Other Countries. 8s. (id. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Structure and Consiitiition ot WOol l-ihre~^ am Scounnj;- Siiii rin^ .Materials— Wafer for

Scouring; Hleachinj; Carpet ^arns- CoUiur .Making for Varn Printinj^- Ctilour Printing
Pastes Colour Recipes for N'arn Printinj;— Science of Colour .Mixinjj .Matching! of Colours

" HanK " Printing Printing; Tapestry Carjiet Yarns—Yarn Printing Steaming Printed
^'arns W ashing ot Steamed N'arns .Aniline Colours Suitable for Yarn I'rintinn— CiloSHary of
Dyes and Dye-wares used in Wood ^'a^n Printing; - .Appendix.

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR MIXING. .A Manual in-

tended l(ii- tJK use ot I)\eis. Calico I'linieis and l'.i1..lii- Clu.mist-. By
Da\ ID I'Ai 1 KsoN. I-" C.S. l-Crty one I Ikisi rat ions. Five Colcureci Plates',

and Four Plates showing: Eleven Dyed Specimens of Fabrics. 132

pp. Denn}\(>. IViOt). I^nce 7s. ("d. ; India and Colonics, ^s. ; Other
Countries. 8s. (-'d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Colour a Sensation: Colours of lllumin.itcd l^odies: Colours of Opjttjue and Transparent

Bodies: Surface Colour— Analysis of Li^ht ; Spectrum: Homfincneoun Colour*; Ready
.Method of Obtaininn a Spectrum— l-xamination of Solar Spectrum. The Spectroscope and
Its Construction : Colourists' Use of the Spectroscope—Colour b) Absorption; Solutiims and
Dyed Fabrics : Dichroic Coloured Fabrics in Oaslinht—Colour Primaries of the Scientist

irrsKS the Dyer and Artist; Colour .Mixing by Hotatlon and Lye Djcinu; Hue. Purity,

Hri>jhtness: Tints; Shades, Scales, Tones, Sad and Sombre Colours- Colour .\tixin({; Pure
and Impure (ireens, ()r;inf;e and Violets; Lar^e Variety of Shades I rom fe» Colours. Con-
sideration of the Practical Primaries: Ked, ^ello^v and Ulue- Secondar> Ctdoiirs; .\omcn-

clature of N'lolet and Purple Ciroup ; Tints and Shades of Violet Changes in Artihcial \.x\nht

—Tertiary Shades; Broken Hues; Absorption Spectra o( Tertiary Shades— Appendix Four
Plates with Dyed Spi-cimens Illustrating Text— Index.

DYERS" MATERIALS: An Introduction to the I-,xaminafon,

ICvalu.itKiii .iiid .\pplication of the most important Substances used ii>

Dyeing, Printing;, Hleachin^ and Finishing Hy Pai i. Hi:i.kma\. Ph.D.

Translated from the (iernian by. A C. \\Ki(i»n, M.A (0\on.l. B.Sc.

(Lond.l. Twenty-four lllustratio'ns. Crown 8vo. 15tl pp. 1H)1. I'ricc

.Ss. : India and Colonics. 5s. fid. ; Other Countries, Hs. ; strictly net.
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COLOUR MATCHING ON TEXTILES. A Manual in-

tended for the use of Students of Colour Chemistry, Dyeing and
Textile Printing. By David Paterson, F.C.S. Coloured Frontis-

piece. Twenty-nine Illustrations and Fourteen Specimens Of Dyed
Fabrics. Demj- 8vo. 132 pp. 1901. Price 7s. 6d.; India and Colonies.

Ss. ; Other Countries, 8s. fid. ; strictlj- net.

Contents.
Colour Vision and Structure of the Eye—Perception of Colour— Pri.-nary and Comple-

mentary Colour Sensations—Daylij^lit for Colour Matching—Selection of a Good Pure Light
—Diffused Daylight, Direct Sunlight, Blue Skylight, Variability of Daylight, etc., etc.

—

Matching of Hues—Purity and Luminosity of Colours—.Matching Bright Hues—Aid of Tinted
Films—.Matching Difficulties Arising from Contrast—Examination of Colours by Reflected

and Transmitted Lights— Effect of Lustre and '1 ransparency of Fibres in Colour Matching
—Matching of Colours on Velvet Pile—Optical Properties of Dye stuffs Dichroism. Fluor-
escence—Use of Tinted .Mediums—Orange Film—Defects of the Eye—Yellow ing of the Lens
—Colour Blindness, etc.—.Matching of Dyed Silk Trimmings and Linings and Bindings

—

Its

Difficulties—Behaviour of Shades in Artificial Light—Colour Matching of Old Fabrics, etc.

—

Examination of Dyed Colours under the Artificial Lights—Electric .Arc, .Magnesium and Dufton,
Gardner Lights, \\'elsbach, Acetylene, etc.—Testing Qualities of an liluminant— Influence
of the .Absorption Spectrum in Changes of Hue under the Artificial Lights—Study of the
•Causes of Abnormal .Modifications of Hue, etc.

COLOUR: A HANDBOOK OF THE THEORY OF
COLOUR. By George H. Hurst, F.C.S. With Ten
Coloured Plates and Seventy-two Illustrations. 160 pp. Demy 8vo.

1900. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Colour and Its Production—Cause of Colour in Coloured Bodies—Colour Pheno=

mena and Theories—The Physiology of Light—Contrast—Colour in Decoration and
Design—Measurement of Colour.

THE DYEING OF COTTON FABRICS: A Practical
Handbook for the Dyer and Student. By Frankli.n Beech, Practical
Colourist and Chemist. 272 pp. Forty-four Illustrations of Bleaching
and Dyeing Machinery. Demy 8vo. 1901. Price 7s. fid. ; India
and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. fid. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Structure and Chemistry of the Cotton Fibre —Scouring and Bleaching of Cotton—Dyeing

Machinery and Dyeing .Manipulations —Principles and l^ractice of Cotton Dyeing—Direct
Dyeing; Direct Dyeing followed by Fixation with .Metallic Salts: Direct Dyeing followed by
Fixation with Developers; Direct Dyeing followed by Fixation with Couplers; Dyeing on
Tannic .Mordant; Dyeing on .Metallic .Mordant; Production of Colour Direct upon Cotton
Fibres ; Dyeing Cotton by Impregnation with Dye-stuff Solution— Dyeing Union (.Mixed Cotton
iind Wool) Fabrics— Dyeing Half Silk (Cotton-Silk, Satin) Fabrics—Operations following
Dyeing—Washing, Soaping, Drying —Testing of the Colour of Dyed Fabrics—Experimental
Dyeing and Comparative Dve Testing —Index.

The book contains numerous recipes for the production on Cotton Fabrics of all kinds of a
great range of colours.

THE DYEING OF WOOLLEN FABRICS. By Franklin-
Beech, Practical Colourist and Chemist. Thirty-three Illustrations.
Demy 8vo. 228 pp. 1902. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s.

;

Other Coimtries, 8s. fid. net.
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The Wiuil Fibre— Structure, CompoMtmn uiul i'mpcrticM ProccHMri l'r«pjrji..r> i.. I)\cin|{

- Sctiunnn and HIcjchinK <>f U'imiI— Djcin^j Machinery iinj I>\cinK Mami -••c
\ViM>l Dycinn. \\ttn l)>cin^ anj I'ltcc I)>cinK MaihiniT) The I'riniipli-H . . of
WiM)! DM-inK-^ I'ropcrlies of W.k.I Dycinn Mtlh<HlH .if U.h.I l)>cinn (.. . ,-
l)><.-inK with the IJiri'ct Dyes- Dyeing with Hasic Dyes Dyeing with Ai n(i
«ith Mordant D>es- Le%el DyeioK- Hlacks on W.kiI Keds on Uo.il Mord.. I-
t )ranne Shades on WikiI—Vellow Shades on W'imiI (ireen Shades on WikiI I on
\\o.il— Violet Shades on Wool— Hrown Shades on W.miI MiKle Colours on \\....| DjeinK
Union I.Mi\ed Cotton WikiI) Kahrics Dyeing of (iloria - Operations following |))cin|{—
Washinn. Soapinj;. Drying-- l-Ixperimenlal D>einn and Coniparatixc D>e Testing TcslinK of
the Colour of Dyed Fahrics Index.

Reissue of

THE ART OF DYEING WOOL. SILK AND COTTON.
'I'r-.m>l.itci.l liDiii ilic I-icikIi hI \1. llii.i.iii, M Ma(.i,iim< .irul M. i.i.

I^iLKUK DAi'LUJ.w. First I'ublishcd in Mnnlish m 17S9. Six Plates.
Demy Svt). -14(1 pp. IVMtl. Price Ss. ; liutia ami Colonies, .Ss. «>d. ;

Other Countries, (is. ; strictly net.

Contents.
I'art I, The Art of l)ycln;r NN'ool and Woollen Cloth, ."stults. Nurn. Worsted, etc.

I'art II , The Art oj l)>cin>,' .-^ilk. f.irt III , Ihe Art ot Dyeine Cotton nnd linen
Thread, together with the Methoil oi Stnnipinj: >ilks, Cottons, etc.

THE CHEMISTRY OF DYE STUFFS. By Dr. Okokc Von
Gi-i)Ui.ii.\ ics. Translaicd liom llic Sct-oi.d (jcrnuin I-!dition. 412 pp.
Demy Svo. 19(W. Price lOs M. : India and Colonies, lis.: Other
Countries, I'is. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introduction—Coal Tar— Intermediate Products In the .Manufacture of Dyc-stufTs—The

Artificial Dye-stufTs (Coal-tar Dyes)- .Nitroso D>e stuffs— \itro Dye stuffs— .A»o Dyc-stuffii—
Suhstantive Cotton Dye-stuffs -Azoxystilbcnc Dye stuffs — Hydrazones Ketoncimides—
Triphenylmethane Dye stuffs Kosolic Acid Dye-stuHs - Xanthene D)e-stuffs- Xanthonc Dye-
stuffs— Klavones-Oxy ketone Djc-stuffs—(Juinoline and .Acridine Dye stuffs - yuinonimide
or Diphenylamine Dye stuffs The A/.inc (iroup: Kurhodines. Safranines and Indulines--
Hurhodines— Safranines JJuinoxalines — Indigo Dye-stuffs of L'nknown Constitution-
Sulphur or Sulphine Dye stuffs— DcNelopment of the Artificial Dye stuff Induct— T'---

Natural Dye-stu(Ts— .Mineral Colours— Index.

Blcachin<; and Washini;.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE BLEACHING OF

LINEN AND COTTON YARN AND FABRICS, liy

L. Tmli i:iv. Ciienia.ll ihkI .\K cli.mii-.ii Mnj.;ineer. '1 r.insl.iii il from the
French by John Ghuuks .McIntosh. Demy Svo. M'.i pp. Twenty
Illusts. \m\. Price I'is. (id.; India and Colonies. i:<s. (id.; Other
Countries, 15s.; strictly net.

Contents.
General Considerations on HIeachinj;- Stcipinn - Washing : Its Fnd and In; rt.nice—

Holler Washing .Machines—Wash Wheel (Dash W heel 1- St<M.ks or Wash M i;-

Lye Moilinn— Lye lioilinn with .Milk ot Lime— Lye Hoilinj! with Soda L)i-- of

Lye Moilinjj Keirs- Operations of Lyi- Hoilinj; Concentration of Lses-.NL.i it*
Keir Description of the Keir- Saturation of the l-ahrics .-Mkali used in L>i l!i.:iiii(j—

lixamples of Processi-s— Soap— .Action of Soap in Mleachln^—Quality and ^Juanlily ot Soapo
to use in the Lye— Soap Lyes or Scalds— Soap Scourinj; Stocks - HU-achinv; .n i.r.i^s.iron

the MIeachiny Oreen or Lawn— Chi-mickin^:- KimarKs on Chlorides and ' nr-

isinjj .Action—Chemickin^ Cisterns—Chcmickinn Sirenjjths, etc.— Sours— I'' '.he

.Acids— l-;ffects Produced hy Acids Souring Cisterns- Dryin;;— Dry iri; (\ ng
hy Hot Air— Dryinn by .An— Damajjes to Fabrics in MIeachinK— Yarn ^' "n
— Iron Rust Spots Spots from Contact with Wcxid Spots incurred en
— Damajjes arising; from the .Machines— l-^xamples of .Nlelhods used n —
Cotton—The Valuation of Caustic and Carbonated Alkali iSodal and ln.r.11%1; l!:.'i;rmjlion

Kcfjardinn these Rodies Object of .Alkalimetry—Titration of Carbonate of Smla— Com-
parative Table of Different Decrees of Alkalimetrical StrentJth— Five Problem* relative to
Carbonate of Soda - C-Justic Soda, its Properties and Cues— .Mixtures of C»rl>onalcd and
Caustic Alkali—Note on a Process of .Manufaclunnt; Caustic Soda and .Mixture* of Caustic
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and Carbonated Alkali (Soda)—Chlorometry—Titration—Wagner's Chlorometric Method

—

Preparation of Standard Solutions—Apparatus for Chlorine Valuation—Alkali in Excess in

Decolourising Chlorides— Chlorine and Decolourising Chlorides — Synopsis— Chlorine

—

Chloride of Lime—Hypochlorite of Soda— BrochoUi's Chlorozone—Various Decolourising
Hypochlorites—Comparison of Chloride of Lime and Hypochlorite of Soda—Water

—

Qualities of Water— Hardness— Dervaux's Purifier—Testing the Purified Water— Different
Plant for Purification—Filters— Bleaching ot Yarn—Weight of Yarn—Lye Boiling

—

Chemicking—W'ashing—Bleaching of Cotton Yarn—The Installation of a Bleach Works

—

Water Supply— Steam Boilers — Steam Distribution Pipes—Engines—Keirs—Washing

—

Machines—Stocks—W'ash Wheels—Chtmicl.ing and Souring Cisterns—Various— Buildings^
Addenda—Energy of Decolourising Chlorides and Bleaching by Electricity and Ozone

—

Energy of Decolourising Chlorides— Chlorides—Production of Chlorine and Hypochlorites
by Electrolysis—Lunge's Process for increasing the intensity of the Bleaching Power of
Chloride of Lime—Trilfer's Process for Removing the Excess of Lime or Soda from De-
colourising Chlorides— Bleaching by Ozone.

Cotton Spinning and Combing.

COTTON SPINNING (First Year). By Thomas Thornley,
Spinning Master, Bolton Teciinical School. 160 pp. Eighty-four Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo. 1901. Price 3s.; Abroad, 3s. 6d. ; strictlj- net.

Contents.
Syllabus and Examination Papers of the City and Guilds of London Institute—Cultiva-

tion, Classification, Ginning, Baling and Mixing of the Raw Cotton—Bale-Breakers, Mixing
Lattices and Hopper Feeders—Opening and Scutching—Carding—Indexes.

COTTON SPINNING (Intermediate, or Second Year). By
Thomas Thornley. 180 pp. Seventy Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 1901.
Price 5s. ; India and British Colonies, 5s. 6d. ;

Other Countries, 6s.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Syllabuses and Examination Papers of the City and Guilds of London Institute—The

Combing Process—The Drawing Frame—Bobbin and Fly Frames—Mule Spinning—Ring
Spinning—General Indexes.

COTTON SPINNING (Honours, or Third Year). By Thomas
Th()R.\ley. 216 pp. Seventy-four Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 1901.
Price 5s.; India and British Colonics, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s.;
strictly net.

Contents.
Syllabuses and Examination Papers of the City and (Juildsof London Institute—Cotton

—

The Practical .Manipulation of Cotton Spinning .Machinery—Doubling and Winding— Reeling—Warping—Production and Costs— .Main Driving—Arrangement of Machinery and Mill
Planning—Waste and Waste Spinning— Indexes.

COTTON COMBING MACHINES. By Thos. Thornley,
Spinning Master, Technical School. Bolton. Demy 8vo. 117 Illustra-
tions. 300 pp. 1902. Price 7s. 6d. : India and Colonies, 8s.; Other
Countries, 8s. 6d. net.

Contents.
The Sliver Lap .Machine and the Ribbon Cap .Machine—General Description of the Heilmann

Comber—The Cam Shaft—On the Detaching and Attaching Mechanism of the Comber-
Resetting of Combers—The Erection of a Heilmann Comber— Stop Motions: Various Calcu-
lations—Various Notes and Discussions— Cotton Combing Machines of Continental Make-
Index.
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(Collieries and Klines.
RECOVERY WORK AFTER PIT FIRES. A Descnptum

of the I'rincip.il Mctliotis I 'ursiu-il, especially id l-'iery Mines, ;ind of

the N'aiimis Ap|iliani.es Employed, such as Uespiratory aiul Uescuc
Apparatus, I). mis, etc. Hy I\'<>hi:i«t Lami-kkcht. .Mininj> Mutineer and
Manager. Translated from the (jeinian. Illiistraled by Six larfjc

Plates, containinj; Seventy-six illustrations. 17.S pp., demy Svo. UK)I.

Price lOs. (xl. ; India aiui Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s..

strictly net.

Contents.
Causes of Pit Fires Preventl%c RfKulatiim." : (I) The Outbreak unj l<upi«l Mklenmun

of ;i Shiift l-irc c;in hv nn»t rcliahly pnvciUcd hs I .inpKi) in|{ liltk- or no Combuittiblv Material
in the Ci>nst ruction of the Shift ; {2) Precautions for KapiJIy Localising an Outbreak of I'lrv in

the Shaft : (S) I'n-c lutionn to be .\dopted in case those under I and .; l-'ail or Prove Inerticienl.

Precautions ^; Inst Spontaneous I ).[n it ion of Coal. Precautions for Preventing; ICxplosions of

Firedamp inu oal Dust. I- mployn:ent of lileclricitN in Mining, particul.irly in l-'iery Pitn.

I^xpenmenls on the Ignition of Fire-dam|. Mixtures and Clouds of Coal Dust by llleclncitv—

Indications of a.i [£xistinif or Incipient Fire— Appliances lor Workinir in Irrespirable
(iases : Ues.iiratory Apparatus; .Apparatus «ith .Air Supply Pi|Hrs ; KeserNoir Apparatus:
Oxynen Apparatus— Extinguishin); Pit Fires: (.0 Chemical .Means; (^| |-;»tinction with
Water. Dran^inn do« n the lliirninn .Masses and I'acUinn with Clay: (i) Insulating the Scat
of the Fire by Dams. Dam liuildin};. .Analyses of I'lre liases. Isolating the Seat of a Fire
with Dams; Working in Irrespirable (lases (" (ias-divinn ")

: Air-l,ock Work. Complete
Isolation of the Pit. Flooding a Hurninn Section isolated by means of Dams. WiKxlcn
Dams: .Masonry Dams. l-^xamples of Cylindrical .ind Dome-shaped Damn Dam Doom:
Floodinji the Whole Pit— Rescue Stations: i l St;iti<.ns abo\e (iround: (/>) L'ntlcrKrouni)

Rescue Station-.—Spontaneous Ignition of Coal in Hulk— Index.

VENTILATION IN MINES. By Roukkt \Vaum:h. Mining
lln;;inc(. I . Tianslatci.1 from tlic German. I^oyal Svo. Thnty Plates
and Twenty-two Illustrations. 240 pp. 19():<. Price 10s. 6d. : India

and Colonics, lis.; Other Countries. 12s.: strictly net.

Contents.
The Causes of the Cont.nmin.itlon o; I'it Air The .Means of Prevcnllntr the

Duni^ers resulting; frmn the C< nti ni'n.ilion <f I'it Air Calciilatini: the Volume
of \entilatinir Current nccessarv to tree I'it .Air ironi Cont.-inilnatjon i^cterminntiiin
ol the l^esistance (.rr">ed to the lassaye of Air thr. uyh the I'it laws ol Re-
sistance and I ormiila- therefor lluctuations in the len peran:ent or S| ecific Re-
sistance of a I'it .Means foi PniN idinu a \ entllatin;^ Currt nt in the Pit .Mechani-
cal Vent lation Ventilators and Fans Determinini: th.- I lieoretic I. Initial, and
True 1 1 fiei.ti\e Uej ^e.s^i«ln ol the Ccntrliuual Ian Niw I > i

es li CinlrlUr.:ui Fan
of Small Diameter and Hisrh W orkinj: .S|-ecd I tilislrir the \tntil;itJi ;; current to
the utmost Ad\anta;:c aiul distrihiitirvj the ^il^le thronuh the \Nciiklni:s Artllicl-

ally rct..rdin(,'^ ihe N i ntilnt ini; Current Nenlllntiin Preliitinary \\iirkin;;s Ullnd
Headinj,'> Separate \ entlli.lioii SiiperNi>ion ol \ enlilation Imms

HAULAGE AND WINDING APPLIANCES USED IN
MINES. By Caki. XOi.k. 'rr;tiislatccl Irorn the Cjcrman.
Ix'oy.i! Svo. With Six IMates and 14S lllustratiuns. 1.^0 pp. IVHW.

Price 8s. Hd. ; Colonics, 9s.; Otii. r Countries, 9s. 6d. ; str.ctly net.

Contents.
Haulage Appliunces—Rop s— Haulage lul s and 'I racks— CaHc* and Winding Applianccs-

Wlndinj! HoKincs for X'ertical Shafts— Wmdinn without Ropes - Haulage in Levels and
Inclines—The Workinj; of L'ndernrmmd I-Zn^ines— .Machinerj- for Downhill HaulaKc.

En^ineeriiii;, Smoke Pix^ eiition

and 3lelalliiri;>

.

THE PREVENTION OF SMOKE. Combined with the

Kcoiiuniical Coiiil iistion of I'lici. Hy W . C. PonM.iwii.i., .M.Sc.,

A..\I.lnst.,C.i:.. C< nsuitinjj Fn^incer. 'l-orty-six Illustrations. UH) pp.

1901. Demy Svo. Price 7s. fid.: India and Colonics. Xs. ; Other
Countries, Ss. ("d. , strictly net.

{For Ci'ttUnls see next tnge.)
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Contents.
Fuel and Combustion— Hand Firing in Boiler Furnaces— Stoking by Mechanical Means

—

Powdered Fuel—Gaseous Fuel— Efficiency and Smoke Tests of Boilers—Some Standard
Smoke Trials—The Legal Aspect of the Smoke Question—The Best Means to be adopted for
the Prevention of Smoke— Index."

GAS AND COAL DUST FIRING. A Critical Review of
the \'arious Appliances Patented in Germany for this purpose since

1SS5. By Albert Pctsch. 130 pp. Demy 8vo. 1901. Translated
from the German. With 103 Illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Generators—Generators Employing Steam—Stirring and Feed Regulating Appliances

—

Direct Generators—Burners—Regenerators and Recuperators—Glass Smelting Furnaces

—

Metallurgical Furnaces—Pottery Furnace—-Coal Dust Firmg— Index.

THE HARDENING AND TEMPERING OF STEEL
IN THEORY AND PRACTICE. By Fridolin Reiser.
Translated from the German of the Third Edition. Crown 8vo.
120 pp. 1903. Price 5s.; India and British Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
steel—Chemical and Physical Properties of Steel, and their Casual Connection-

Classification of Steel according- to Use—Testing- the Quality of Steel — Steel =

Hardening- -Investigation of the Causes of Failure in Hardening—Regeneration of
Steel Spoilt in the Furnace—Welding Steel—Index.

SIDEROLOGY: THE SCIENCE OF IRON (The Con-
stitution of Iron Alloys and Slags). Translated from German of

Hanns Freiherr v. Juptner. 350 pp. Demy 8vo. Eleven Plates
and Ten Illustrations. 1902. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis.

;

Other Countries, r2s. ; net.

Contents.
The Theory of Solution.—Solutions—Molten Alloys—Varieties of Solutions—Osmotic

Pressure— Relation between Osmotic Pressure and other Properties of Solutions—Osmotic
Pressure and Molecular Weight of the Dissolved Substance—Solutions of Gases—Solid Solu-
tions—Solubility—Diffusion— Electrical Conducti\ity—Constitution of Electrolytes and Metals
—Thermal Expansion. Micrography.—Microstructure—The Micrographic Constituents of
Iron— Relation between Micrographical Composition, Carbon-Content, and Thermal Treat-
ment of Iron Alloys—The .Microstructure of Slags. Chemical Composition of the Alloys
of Iron.—Constituents of Iron Alloys—Carbon—Constituents of the Iron Alloys, Carbon

—

Opinions and Researches on Combined Carbon—Opinions and Researches on Combined
Carbon—Applying the Curves of Solution deduced from the Curves of Recalescence to the De-
termination of the Chemical Composition of the Carbon present in Iron Alloys—The Constitu-
ents of Iron—Iron—The Constituents of Iron Alloys—.Manganese—Remaining Constituents of
Iron Alloys—A Silicon—Gases. The Chemical Composition of Slag.—Silicate Slags

—

Calculating the Composition of Silicate Slags—Phosphate Slags—Oxide Slags—Appendix

—

Jndex.

EVAPORATING, CONDENSING AND COOLING AP-
PARATUS. Explanations, Formuke and Tables for Use
in Practice. By E. Hausbrand, Engineer. Translated by A. C.
Wright, M.A. (Oxon.), B.Sc. (Lond.). With Twenty-one "illustra-

tions and Seventy-six Tables. 400 pp. Demy 8vo. 1903. Price
10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, 12s.; net.

Contents.
AVCoefficient of Transmission of Heat, k/, and the Mean Temperature Difference, 9/in

—

Parallel ar.d Opposite Currents—Apparatus for Heating with Direct Fire—The Injection of
Saturated Steam—Superheated Steam—Evaporation by Means of Hot Liquids—The Trans
ference of Heat in General, and Transference by means of Saturated Steam in Particular
—The Transference of Heat from Saturated Steam in Pipes (Coils) and Double Bottoms
—Evaporation in a Vacuum—The Multiple-effect Evaporator—Multiple-effect Evaporators
from which Extra Steam is Taken—The Weight of Water which must be Evaporated from
100 Kilos, of Liquor in order its Original Percentage of Dry Materials from 1-25 per cent,

up to 20-70 per cent.—The Relative Proportion of the Heating Surfaces in the Elements
of the .Multiple livaporator and their Actual Dimensions—The Pressure Exerted by Currents
of Steam and Gas upon Floating Drops of Water—The Motion of Floating Drops of Water
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upon which PrcKn Curr«nlH u( Strum—The Kpluiihin|{ of Hvaporalinu Liquid* -The l)i;ifnc(er

«>f I'ipcH for Ktvum, Alcohol, Vapour and Air— The Oiameler o( V\'utrr l*ipc»-T'>- ' -

of Hvut from Appiirulux und Pipes lo the Surrniindin)! Air, and Mr.inx ii>r {'!

the Loss -Condensers - Heal inn I.uiuids hy Means of Ste.im -The CiMilin^ of I

The N'olumes to Ih: Ivxhausted from Condensers hy the Air-pumps -A l-ew Kcmjrka ...i .\i,

pumps and the Vacua they Produce- The Volumetric l^fficiency of Air-pumpn—The Volume*
of Air which must be l-Lxhausted from a Vessel in order to Kediice its (Vicinal I'rciisurc lo a
Certain Lower Pressure— lnde\.

Dental 3lclallur^y.
DENTAL METALLURGY MANUAL FOR STUDENTS
AND DENTISTS. By A. 11 ijini i-inis. Ph.D. IXiun
Svo. Tliiity-si\ Illustrations. 190.. 200 pp. I»iicc 7s. M. Indu
;ind Ct>lt)iiics, Ss. ; ()tln.r Coimtiics. Ss. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introduction— Physical Properties of tlie Metals Action of Certain Agents on Metals -

.\lloys— Action of Oral Macleria on Alloys—Theory and Varieties of Mlowpipcs I'l :.-
Furnaces and Appliances— Heat and Temperature—(iold — Mercury

—

Silver --Iron-C'S ;
•

Zinc— .Mannesiuni—Cadmium—Tin Lead — Aluminium—.Antimimy — Uismuth Pall.ul ;rn

Platinum- Indium— .Nickel— Practical Work—Weights and .Measures.

Plumbing, Decorating, 3lelal

Work, etc., etc.

EXTERNAL PLUMBING WORK. .\ Treatise on Lead
Work for Roofs. Hy John W . Hakt, U.P.C. 180 Illustrations. 272
pp. Dcniy 8vo. Second Hdition Revised. UH)2. Price 7s. (I'd. ; Inilia

and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, Ss. (id. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Cast Sheet Lead— Milled Sheet Lead— Koof Cesspools—Socket Pi|ies— Drips—Cutters—

(jutters (continued)— Hreaks—Circular IJreaks— l-'lats— Flats (continued)— Rolls on Flats

—

Koll 1-Inds— Koll Intersections—Seam Rolls—Seam Rolls (continued)—Tack FiAin({s Step
Flashings-Step Flashings (continued) -Secret (iutters -Soakers — Hip and Valley Soakers
-Dormer Windows— Dormer Windows (continued) -Dormer Tops -Internal Dormers
Skylights Hips and Rid^•in^; Hips and Rid^in)( (continued) — Fixings for Hips and Rid^jini;

—Ornamental Ridjjinn—Ornamental Curb Rolls -Ciirh Rolls -Cornices -Towers and Finials

—Towers and Finials (continued)—Towers and Finials (continued)— Domes — Domcii (continued

i

—Ornamental Lead Work—Rain Water Heads — Rain Water Heads (continued) Rain Water
Heads (ciintinuccll.

HINTS TO PLUMBERS ON JOINT WIPING. PIPE
BENDING AND LEAD BURNING. Third l-:dition.

jiicviscd and Collected, liy John \\ . ILvui. K'.l'.C. 1S4 Illustrations.

;i]3 pp. Demy Svo. UM)I. l^rice 7s. Hd. ; India and Colonics, 8s.;

Other Countries, Ss. (id. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Pipe Bendin); — Pipe liendinj; (continuedi l'i(>e llendin^ (continued) — Square Pipe

Bendinns -Half-circular HIbows—Curved Mends on Square Pipe— Uossed U."i~ iMrv.-.l

Plinth Bends -Rain-water Shoes on Square Pipe -Curved and Anj-le Bend--

Fixinjts -Joint-wiping— Substitutes for Wiped Joints -Preparing Wic>ed .loint-.

—Plumbinji Irons—Joint Fixings— Use of "Touch" in Solderinj;— Underhand .
I . n

and Copper Bit Joints— Branch Joints- Branch .loints (continued) -Block Joints— Block

Joints (continued)— Block Fixings-Astragal Joints - Pipe Fixinjjs — Lar({e Branch Joint*

—

Larj;e l'nJerh:ind .loints SoKlt-rs \iitonenous Soldering or Lead Burning— Index.

WORKSHOP WRINKLES for Decorators, Painters. Paper-
hangers and Others. By W. N. Bkown. Crown Svo. 12S pp. UXM.

Price 2s. 6d. ; Abroad, 3s. ; strictly net.
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SANITARY PLUMBING AND DRAINAGE. By John
W. Hakt. Dc^-my Svo. With 20S Illustrations. 250 pp. 1904.

[/;; tin- press.

Contents.
Sanitary Surveys —Drain Testing—Drain Testing witli SmoUe—Testing Drains with Water—Drain Plugs for Testing—Sani ary Defects—Closets—Baths and Lavatories—House Drains—.Manholes— Iron Soil Pipes—Lead Soil Pipes—Ventilating Pipes—Water-closets— Flushi

—

Cisterns — Baths— Bath Fittings — Lavatories — Lavatory Fittings—Sinks^Was e Pipesn
Water Supply— Ball Valves-- Town House Sanitary Arrangements — Drainage—Jointing
Pipes—Accessihie Drains— Iron Drains— Iron .Uuictions— Index.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF DIPPING,
BURNISHING, LACQUERING AND BRONZING
BRASS WARE. By W. Nor.man Brow.n. 35 pp. Crown
8vo. 1900. Price 2s. ; Abroad, 2s. 6d. ; strictly net.

HOUSE DECORATING AND PAINTING. By W.
Norman Brown. Eighty-eight Illustrations. 150 pp. Crown Svo.
1900. Price 3s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 4s. : Other Countries, 4s. 6d. ;

strictly net.

A HISTORY OF DECORATIVE ART. By W. Nor.man
Brown. Thirty-nine Illustrations. 96 pp. Crown .SvO. 1900. Price
2s. 6d. : .Abroad, 3s. ; strictly net.

A HANDBOOK ON JAPANNING AND ENAMELLING
FOR CYCLES, BEDSTEADS, TINWARE, ETC. By
W'lLLiA.M Norman Brown. 52 pp. and Illustrations. Crown Svo.

1901. Price 2s. ; Abroad. 2s. «d. ; net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HOT WATER SUPPLY. By
John W. Hart, R.P.C. With 129 Illustrations. 1900. 177 pp., demy
Svo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ;

strictly net.

Contents.
Water Circulation—The Tank System— Pipes and Joints—The Cylinder System— Boilers

or the Cylinder System—The Cylinder System—The Comhined Tank and Cylinder System
—Combined Independent and Kitchen Boiler— Combined Cylinder and Tanii System with
Duplicate Boilers— Indirect Heating and Boiler Explosions—Pipe Boilers—Safety Valves

—

Safety Valves—The American System—Heating Water by Steam—Steam Kettles and Jets—^Heating Power of Steam—Covering for Hot Water Pipes— Index.

Brewing and Botanical.
HOPS IN THEIR BOTANICAL, AGRICULTJRAL
AND TECHNICAL ASPECT, AND AS AN ARTICLE
OF COMMERCE. By Emmanlhl Gross, Professor at
the Higher Agricultural ColL-ge, Tetschen-Liebwerd. Translated
from the German. Seventy-eight Illustrations. 1900. 340 pp. Demy
Svo. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. 6d. ; Other Countries,
15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
HISTORY OF THF. HOP—THH HOP PLANT— Introductory ^'Ihe Roots—The Stem—

and Leaves— Inflorescence and Flower: Inflorescence and Flower of the Male Hop; In-
florescence and Flower of the Female Hop—The Fruit and its (ilandular Structure : The
Fruit and Seed— Propagation and Selection of the Hop—Varieties of the Hop: (d) Red Hops;
(6) Oreen Hops; (O Pale Green Hops—Classification according to the Period of Ripening:
Karly August Hops: .Medium Karly Hops; Late Hops—Injuries to Growth — Leaves Turning
^'ellow. Summer or Sunbrand, Cones Dropping Off, Honey Dew, Damage from Wind, Hail
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ami Kiiin : Vetii^tuhlr KncmicH of (he Hup: Animul Hncmict of the Hop— lleneNcml Inaectaon
Hops -CULTIVATION The RcquircmentK of the H<ip in Kenpecl of Clim;ttc, So.l anj
Situation ; Climutu : Soil; Situation— Selection of Variety and Cultintto— I'lantmK a Hopannual I**!! . ^iiiiiait:, citfii. >^iiuaiiiiiii— >!<. i«. v. i iitii (II vtaiici^ aiiu v-uiiiiiK^— i laming a niip
Oariien : Drainage. Preparing; the (irounil . Marking out for I'lanlin); . I'lantinK. Cultivation
anJ Croppinj! of the Hop (iarden in the Kir-.t Vear- Work to be Performed Annually in the
Hop H.irden : Working; the tjround . Cuttin){: The Non cutting; System. The I'mprr I'cr-

formance of the ()|H.-ration of Cutting: .Method of Cutlinfi; CtoHe Ciiltin^i, Ordinary CutlinK,
The I-onn Cut, The Topping" Cut; l'ro|>er Se '.Kon for Cultinf! Autumn Cuttin^t, Spring
Cutting: Manuring. Trainini! the Hop I'lant . I'oled (lardenH, Frame Traininjj. I'rinci|'al

Types 111 l-ramcs ; Pruning, Croppinjj, Topping;, and Leaf Slnppinn the Hop Plant. Picking,
Drying aiul Maj;nmj; Principal and Subsidiary Utilisation of Hofxt and Hop (iardcns— Liic

of a Hop (i.irdcn . Subsequent Cropping; -Cost of Production, Yield and Sellin|( Prices.

Preservation and Storngc -Physical and Chemical Structure of the Hop Cone -JudHiniJ
<!... V .1 1 M..,,.the V.ihie of Hops.

Statistics of Production The Hop Iriide — Index

Timber and Wood \>'astc.

TIMBER; A Comprehensive Study of Wood in all its .Aspects
(CDinincrcial and Botanical), showinj; the DitTci'cnt Applications and
Uses i)f Timhor in N'arioii-. 'I'radcs, etc. Translated frimi the l-'rench

of Pali. Chakpkntikk. Woyal Svo. A'M pp. 17S Illustrations. IVK)'J.

Price 12s. (id. ; India and Colonics, ISs. fxl. : Other Countries, l.^s. :

net.

Contents.
Physical and Chemical Properties of limber Composition of the Vegetable iiodie'>

—Chief l-Jemenls M. l-"rcm\ s Kesearches -Ivlementary Or^tans of Plant-, and especially of
Korests^DifTerent Parts of Wocid .Anatomically and Chemically Considered -(ieneral Pro
perties of Wood Description of the Different Kinds of Wood -Piincipal l-lssenccs with
Caduco IS Lea\es—Conifcnnis Kesinous TreC'i Oivisinn oi the Useful Varieties o( Timber
in the Different Countries of the Globe -ICunipcan TimlK-r- African Timber Asiatic

Timber -.American Timber -Timber of Oceania- -Forests (ieneral .Notes as to porests ; their

Influence -Opinions as to Sylviculture — Improvement of l-orests -CnwiKHlinn and Kewoodin^
—Preservation of Korests— Exploitation of l-'orests — Dama^je caused to l-orests -Different

Alterations The Preservation of Timber Oencralities -Causes and Progress of De-
terioration—History of Different I'rofvoscd Processes -Dessication - Superficial Carlnmisation
of Timber -Processes by Immersion— Oeneralities as to Antiseptics Kmployed lnjecti<m

Processes in Closed Vessels -The Houchene System. Based u|ion the Displacement of the
Sap —Processes for .Making Timber Uninflammable Applications of Timber -<<eneralrtic^

—Working Timber— Paving;—Timber for .Mines — Railway Traverses -Accessory Products -

Gums—Works of .M. Frcmy--Kesins -Harks -Tan -Application of Cork The Application of

Wood to Art and Dyeing— Different Applicatums of Wood— Hard WikkI -Distillation of

Wood— Pyrolijineous Acid—Oil of Wood — Distillation of Resins -Index.

THE UTILISATION OF WOOD WASTE. Iranslated from
the German of 1£knst Hluhaku. Crown Svo. 192 pp. !^M)2. I"ifty

illustrations. Price 5s. : India and Ci>lonies, 5s. Hd. ; Other Countries,
fis. ; net.

Contents.
General Remarks on the Utilisation of Sawdust l-^niployment of Savtdusi as Fuel,

with and without Simultaneous Recovery of Charcoal and the Products of Distillation —
.Manufacture of Oxalic .Acid from Sawdust —Process with Sinla Lye; Thorns PriKens

;

Bohli^'s Process — .Man ifacture of Spirit (ICthyl Alcohol) from WoikI Waste -l»atent Dyes
(Organic Sulphides, Sulphur Dyes, or .Mercapto Dyes) -.Artificial Wood and Plastic Com
positions from Sawdust — Production of Artificial Wood Compositions for MouldiM I)c

corations-Kmployment of Sawdust for Blastinft Powders and Gunpowders -Kmployment
of Sawdust for Mriquettes—Employment of Sawdust in the Ceramic Industry and as An
Addition to .Mortal— .Manufacture of l^aper Pulp from Wood—Casks-Variou". Applications
of Sawdust and W«K)d Refuse—Calcium Carbide — .Manure—Wood .Mosaic Plaque* -Bottle
Stoppers—Parquetry— Fire-lij{hter»—Carborundum—The Production of WimkJ Wixil -Rark--
Index.
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Building and Arcliitecture.

THE PREVENTION OF DAMPNESS IN BUILDINGS;
with Remarks on the Causes, Nature and Effects of Saline, Efflores-
cences and Dry-rot, for Architects, Builders, Overseers, Plasterers,
Painters and House Owners. By Adolf Wilhelm Keim. Translated
from the German of the second levised Edition by M. J. Salter, F.I.C,
F.C.S. Eight Coloured Plates and Thirteen Illustrations. Crown 8vo.
115 pp. 1902. Price 5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries,
6s. ; net.

Contents.
The Various Causes of Dampness and Decay of the Masonry of Buildings, and the

Structural and Hygienic Evils of the Same— Precautionary Measures during Building against
Dampness and Efflorescence—Methods of Remedying Dampness and Efflorescences in the
Walls of Old Buildings—The Artificial Drying of New Houses, as well as Old Damp Dwellings,
and the Theory of the Hardening of Mortar— New, Certain and Permanently Effcient
Methods for Drying Old Damp Walls and Dwellings—The Cause and Origin of Dry-rot: its

Injurious Eflect on Health, its Destructi\e Action on Buildings, and its Successful Repres-
sion—Methods of Pre\enting Dry-rot to be Adopted During Construction— Old Methods
of Prexentlng Dry-rot— Recent and More Efticient Remedies for Dry-rot— Index.

HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN AE CHI-
TECTURE AND BUILDING, AND THEIR ALLIED
TRADES AND SUBJECTS. By Augustine C. Passmore.
Demy Svo. 380 pp. [In the press.

Foods and Sweetmeats.
THE MANUFACTURE OF PRESERVED FOODS AND

SWEETMEATS. By A. Hausxer. With Twenty-eight
Illustrations. Translated from the German of the third enlarged
Edition. Crown Svo. 225 pp. 1902. Price 7s. Sd. ; India and
Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; net.

Contents.
The Manufacture of Conserves— Introduction—The Causes of the Putrefaction of Food

—The Chemical Composition of Foods—The Products of Decomposition—The Causes of Fer-
mentation and Putrefaction— Preservative Bodies—The Various Methods of Preserving Food
—The Preser\ation of Animal Food— Preserving Meat by Means of Ice—The Preservation
of Meat by Charcoal— Preservation of Meat by Drying—The Preservation of Meat by the

Exclusion of Air— The Appert Method— Preserving Flesh by Smokmg—Quick Smoiung— Pre-

ser\ing Meat with Salt—Quick Salting by Air Pressure— Quick Salting by Liquid Pressure

—

Gamgee's Method of Preserving Meat—The Preservation of Eggs— Preser\ation of White
and Yolk of Egg— Milk Preservation—Condensed Milk—The Preservation of Fat—Manu-
facture of Soup Tablets— Meat Biscuits—Extract of Beef—The Preservation of Vegetable
Foods in General- Compressing Vegetables— Preservation of Vegetables by Appert's Method
—The Preservation of Fruit— Preservation of Fruit by Storage—The Preservation of Fruit

by Drying— Drying Fruit by Artificial Heat— Roasting Fruit—The Preservation of Fruit with
Sugar— Boiled Preserved Fruit—The Preser\ation of Fruit in Spirit, Acetic Acid or Glycerine
— Preservation of Fruit without Boiling—Jam Alanufacture—The Manufacture of Fruit

Jellies—The .Making of Gelatine Jellies—The Manufacture of "Sulzen "—The Preservation of

Fermented Beverages—The Manufacture of Candies— Introduction—The Manufacture of

Candied Fruit—The Manufacture of Boiled Sugar and Caramel—The Candying of Fruit

—

Caramelised Fruit—The .Manufacture of Sugar Sticks, or Barley Sugar— Bonbon Making

—

Fruit Drops—The Manufacture of Dragees—The Machinery and Appliances used in Candy
Manufacture— Dyeing Candies and Bonbons— Essential Oils used in Candy .Making— Fruit

Essences—The Manufacture of Filled Bonbons, Liqueur Bonbons and Stamped Lozenges

—

Recipes for Jams and Jellies—Recipes for Bonbon Making—Dragees—Appendix— Index.
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Dyeing Fanc\ (ioods.
THE ART OF DYEING AND STAINING MARBLE.

ARTIFICIAL STONE. BONE HORN. IVORY AND
WOOD. AND OF IMITATING ALL SORTS OF
WOOD. A l^ractKal Haiidhouk lor tlic L sc of Joiners.
Till ncrs, Manufacturers of l-.iiicy («<><k1s, Stick and L'nibrclla .Makers.

Comb .Makers, etc. Translated from the (jcrnian of D. H. Shxhi.KT.
Technical Chemist. Crow n Svo. KiS pp. iVMrj, I'ricc .Ss. ; India and
Colonies, 5s. (xl. ; Other C"ountrie'>, t^s. ; net.

Contents.
MiirilunlM unJ Stain* — Natural Dyes ArtiHcial PittmcntH Coal Tar l)yc» — Stainin|{

.Marble and Arlilicial Stnne Dyeing, llleachin^ anJ Imitalion <if Ilone, Hum and Ivory—
Imitation of TorloiseHlicll for Combs: Yellow «. D^ein^ Niils l\ory WofKl Dycinfi Imitation
of .Mahogany [)ArW Walnut, Oak, hirch-Hark, Kider-Marqueiry, Walnut, Walnut .Marijuctry,

.Maho)(any, Spanish Mahogany, Palisiinder and Kohc WokJ, Ti>rloisc'»liell, Oak, l-Ibony, I'car
Tree— HIack Oyemu Prticesscs with Penetrating Colours -Varni-ilicH and Polishes: rCn^linh

Kurniturc Polish, Vienna Furniture Polish, Aml>er Varnish, Copal Varnish. Composition for
Preservinj! Furniture — Indev.

Lith()i;raphy, Print iiii; and
lini>ra\ ini».1

PRACTICAL LITHOGRAPHY. By Ai.i ukd Si-vmoir.
Dcniy Svo. With •-"'niiit isi>iccc ;iiul Xi lllus. 120 pp, UMK<. I^rice

.Ss. ; Ci>K)nies, .^s. (id.; Other Countries, Hs. ; net.

Contents.
Stones—Transfer Inks—Transfer Papers I'r.insfer Printing— Litho Press Press Work

.Machine Printing—Colour Printing—Substitutes for Lithograpnic Stones—Tin Plate Printing
and Decoration— Photo-Lithography.
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